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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Here are the major findings from a survey completed by 968 Town
and Country residents in May 2016 either on the Internet (906
respondents) or in print (62 respondents).
1)

Residents are very positive about Town and Country.
Eighty-seven percent say things are going in the
right direction, 99% say it is either an excellent
(75%) or good (24%) place to live, and 99% rate it
either an excellent (69%) or good (30%) place to
raise children. They especially like the City’s
convenient location, ample green space, one-acre lot
zoning, balance between residential and commercial
property, varied and ample parks, and its safety.
The only two concerns mentioned by more than ten
percent are the threat of over-commercialization
(14%) and traffic issues (13%).

2)

Eighty-two percent favor the Town Square initiative
while 18% oppose it. Features receiving the most
support are walking trails (89% favor), an one-acre
lake (73% say it would add a great deal or quite a
lot of value), a plaza (64% great deal or quite a lot
of value), a pavilion (60% a great deal or quite a
lot of value), and restaurants (59% a great deal or
quite a lot of value). The prevailing restaurant
preference is casual family dining.

3)

Seventy-one percent think that having a communitywide connected trail and sidewalk system is either
extremely or very important to the quality of life in
Town and Country. Fifty-four percent walk on the
system once a week or more and 14% use it for biking
at least once a week. Fifty-eight percent say a very
high or high priority should be given to connections
with residential sidewalk networks but fewer, 38%,
assign a very high or high priority to connections to
trails in neighboring communities.
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4)

Twenty-five percent report they or someone else in
their household visited Preservation Park during the
last two years. The most frequent park activity (69%
of those visiting) was trail walking.
Seventy-one percent think the City should sell the
Park and use the proceeds for trails, sidewalks, and
other parks while 29% say the City should maintain
ownership. If the City were to sell, 56% prefer an
educational use over a commercial application.

5)

Ninety-three percent rate the City’s overall
performance as excellent or good. All services
receive high marks. The combined excellent/good
ratings are police (98%), parks and recreational
facilities (94%), providing adequate and timely
information (93%), branch chipping (92%), snow
removal (91%), street maintenance (89%), land
use planning and zoning (77%), and storm water
control (77%).
The West County Fire Protection District also
receives high marks for its fire and emergency
services (97% excellent/good).

6)

Seventy-one percent had contact with the municipal
government during the past two years with 76% of this
group extremely or very satisfied with the way the
most recent contact was handled.
Ninety-three percent think it is very or somewhat
easy to communicate with City officials and only 2%
say it very difficult to do so.

7)

Most citizens think the City’s police are striking
the right balance in enforcing traffic regulations on
residential streets (86%) and major roads (88%).
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CITY OF TOWN AND COUNTRY COMMUNITY SURVEY REPORT
Overview
This report presents the findings from a 2016 survey completed
by 968 City of Town and Country residents. Topics include the
quality of life in Town and Country, the Town Square initiative,
Preservation Park, and City services. Nine hundred and six
residents took the survey on the Internet and 62 completed a
print version sometime between May 7, 2016 and May 31, 2016.
Differences by ward, length of residence, and having one or more
children 18 or under living at home are only noted when they
differ significantly from the overall distribution. Because of
rounding, percentages do not always total one hundred percent.
Quality of Life
A.

City Direction. Eighty-seven percent think things in Town
and Country “are generally going in the right direction”
while 13% “feel things have gotten off on the wrong
track.”

B.

Place to Live. Seventy-five percent rate Town and Country
as an excellent place to live, 24% consider it good, 1%
only fair, and just one person scores it as poor.

C.

Place to Raise Children. Sixty-nine percent rate Town and
Country as an excellent place to raise children, 30% say
it is a good place to do so, 2% only fair, and no one
considers it poor.
Marks are slightly but not significantly higher among
those with children 18 or under: 72% excellent, 26% good,
and 2% only fair.

D.

What Do You Like Most? Asked, “What do you like most
about Town and Country as a place to live,” the 968
respondents gave 2,036 replies, an average of 2.1 per
person. The five most frequent features are:
1) Location (29%)
Close to interstates, employment centers, schools,
shopping, medical facilities.
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Quality of Life (cont’d)
2) Green Space (25%)
Trees, shrubbery, open space.
3) Zoning Policy (25%)
One-acre residential lots, good balance between
residential and commercial.
4) Park (20%)
Variety and accessibility with Queeny and Longview
mentioned most often.
5) Safe (20%)
Secure with low crime rate.
Other themes mentioned by at least five percent are:
6) Quiet (12%)
Quiet, serene, peaceful.
7) Sidewalks/Trails (11%)
Clayton Road path is mentioned most.
8) Residents (8%)
Friendly, committed.
9) Schools (8%)
High quality, public and private options.
10) Homes (8%)
Beautiful, spacious, diverse styles.
11) Clean (7%)
Public and private spaces well-maintained.
12) Community (7%)
Sense of community, small town feel.
13) Government (6%)
Low taxes, quality services, effective staff.
14) Police (6%)
Highly qualified, helpful, effective.
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Quality of Life (cont’d)
E. Concerns. Asked, “What is your biggest concern or worry
about Town and Country as a place to live,” citizens
mention just about half as many worries (1,011) as they do
positives (2,036).
Concerns mentioned by at least five percent are:
1) Over-Commercialization (14%)
Both businesses and nonprofits.
2) Traffic (13%)
Congestion, speeding.
3) Spending/Taxes (9%)
City spending on “nonessentials,” school property taxes.
4) Home Size (7%)
Homes too large for lot size.
5) Sidewalks/Trails (6%)
Too few with Topping Road mentioned most.
6) Crime/Drugs (5%)
Increasing.
7) Green Space (5%)
Diminishing especially large trees.
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Town Square
Background. Prior to queries about the Town Square initiative,
respondents were informed that:
As you may know, the City of Town and
Country purchased 8.8 acres on the southern
side of Clayton Road just east of Straubs. A
citizen task force has studied possible ways
to design and use the property as a public
gathering space. Here (embedded design) is
one
possible
conceptual
design.
More
detailed information is available on the
City of Town and Country web site (www.townand-country.org). The area labeled “P” (on
the design) would be an approximately oneacre lake. City officials have not made any
final decisions about how this property
would be developed. (See conceptual design,
Appendix A, page 91.)
A.

Plaza Area. After reading that “to enhance a sense of
community and arrival for Town and Country, the Town
Square might include a plaza area that could host City
events like seasonal markets or occasional festivals,” 37%
think this would add a great deal of value to the Town
Square, 27% quite a lot of value, 22% some value, 7% not
very much value, and 7% no value.
More likely to think a plaza would add a great deal of
value are those who have lived in the City less than
twenty years (44% great deal) and those with one or more
children eighteen or younger (49% great deal).

B.

Restaurants: Type. After reading that “the City might
sell or lease land to one or two restaurants with outdoor
seating,” residents were asked which of three restaurant
types they would be most likely to patronize. “Casual
family dining” finishes a strong first with 65% followed
by “casual serving breakfast and lunch” (24%) and “fine
dining” (11%).
Asked for their next preference, casual dining leads (43%
indicating that some respondents chose it twice), casual
serving breakfast and lunch (41%) is next, and fine dining
(16%) is third.
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Town Square (cont’d)
C.

Restaurants: Value Added. Thirty percent think
restaurants would add a great deal of value to Town
Square, 29% quite a lot of value, 27% some, 8% not very
much, and 6% none at all.
More likely to say they would add a great deal of value
are those who have lived in the City less than twenty
years (37% great deal) and those with children (45% great
deal).

D.

Restaurants: Patronize. Thirty-eight percent indicate
they and other members of their household would patronize
a Town Square restaurant once a month or more, 22% predict
they would do so six to ten times annually, 18% four or
five times, 15% one to three times, and 7% less than once
a year.
Eating at a restaurant once a month or more is more
prevalent among those who have lived in the City less than
ten years (50%) and among families with children (48%).

E.

Lake. After reading that “the Town Square area would
include an approximately one-acre lake with a fountain
(that) would detain storm water flowing down from the
plaza area and Mason Woods Village (and that) MSD will
require storm water retention be constructed on the site,”
44% say that, “compared to having just a dry retention
basin,” a lake would add a great deal of value, 29% quite
a lot, 16% some, 6% not very much, and 6% none at all.
Those who have been City residents less than ten years are
more likely to see a great deal of added value (53% great
deal) as are families with children (50% great deal).

F.

Pavilion. After reading that “to provide a
overlooking the lake for residents to enjoy
food, the Town Square might have a pavilion
Woods Village,” 28% indicate that would add
of value, 32% quite a lot, 24% some, 8% not
7% none at all.

covered place
beverages and
near Mason
a great deal
very much, and

More recent residents (less than ten years) and families
with children are more likely to respond a great deal (36%
each).
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Town Square (cont’d)
G.

Activity Fountain. Twenty-three percent think “an
activity fountain for children” would add a great deal of
value to Town Square, another 23% quite a lot, 29% some,
17% not very much, and 9% none at all.
More supportive are those who have lived in the City less
than ten years (34% great deal) and households with
children (35% great deal).

H.

Walking Trails. Eighty-nine percent favor and 11% oppose
including “walking trails connecting to each other and the
Clayton Road trail” in the Town Square development.

I.

Pedestrian Tunnel. Sixty-two percent favor and 38% oppose
“a pedestrian tunnel under Clayton Road connecting the
Clayton Road trail to the plaza area” in order “to enhance
safety and accessibility.”
Support is higher among those who have lived in the City
less than twenty years (69% favor) and among households
with children (74% favor). It is lower among Ward Two
residents (53% favor/47% oppose).

J.

Town Square Overall. After reading “if every element from
the conceptual design were included, the total cost to
construct Town Square as recommended by the Town Square
Task Force would be approximately $3.4 million (and) that
amount could be partially offset from the sale or lease of
the two acres used by the restaurants, from some of the $7
million in current unrestricted reserve funds, and from
unobligated Parks and Storm Water Fund revenues,” 82%
favor and 18% oppose the Town Square initiative.
Among those with strong views, 52% favor and 10% oppose.
Support is higher (88% favor) among households with
children.
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Sidewalks and Trails
A.

Connected Sidewalk/Trail System. Forty-four percent think
that “having a community-wide connected trail and sidewalk
system” is extremely important “to the quality of life in
Town and Country,” 27% say it is very important, 19%
somewhat important, 7% not very important, and 4% not at
all important.
Residents who have lived in the city less than twenty
years are more enthusiastic (55% extremely important) as
are families with children (65% extremely important).

B.

Sidewalk/Trail Usage: Walking. Ten percent report walking
on one or more of the Town and Country trails or sidewalks
once a day or more, 24% three to six times a week, 20%
once or twice a week, and 47% less than once a week.
Frequent usage (three or more times a week), 33% for the
City overall, is higher among Ward Three residents (41%)
and those who have lived in the City less than ten years
(40%).

C.

Sidewalk/Trail Usage: Biking. One percent bike on one or
more of the Town and Country trails or sidewalks once a
day or more, 4% three to six times a week, 8% once or
twice a week, and 86% less than once a week.

D.

Priority: Connections to Residential Networks. Twentyeight percent think a very high priority should be given
“to connections to residential sidewalk networks in
developing the trail and sidewalk system in Town and
Country,” 30% say it should receive a high priority, 22% a
medium priority, 11% a low priority, and 8% a very low
priority.
Parents of children (42% very high) and those living in
the City less than ten years (40% very high) consider
residential connections even more important.
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Sidewalks and Trails (cont’d)
E.

Priority: Connections to Other Communities. Sixteen
percent say trail and sidewalk connections to “trails in
neighboring communities” should receive a very high
priority, 22% a high priority, 30% medium priority, 20%
low priority, and 13% very low priority.
Parents of children and the less-than-ten-year residents
are somewhat more likely (23% each) to assign it a very
high priority.

F.

Advice and Input. Respondents were given the opportunity
to offer “any other advice or input you have about the
trail and sidewalk system in Town and Country.” Here are
items raised by four percent or more:


Mason Road (8%)
Connect to Queeny Park, connect with Thornhill
Estates, Mason north of Clayton Road.



Adequacy (6%)
Current number adequate, no need for more, emphasize
maintenance of the existing sidewalks and trails.



Inadequacy (6%)
Expand system, it is an asset for the City, healthy
lifestyle, improves safety.



Weidman Road (4%)
Connect with Devonworth area, connect to Queeny Park.



Topping Road (4%)
Build sidewalk from Clayton Road to Manchester Road.
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Preservation Park
A.

Park Visits. Twenty-five percent report they or someone
else in their household has visited Preservation Park
during the past two years. Three percent visited ten times
or more, 2% six to nine times, 6% three to five times, and
14% once or twice. Visiting six or more times (5% overall)
was higher among Ward Four residents (10% six times or
more).

B.

Type of Usage. Among the one-quarter who have used the
park during the last two years, 69% walked on the trails,
34% used the playground, 33% used the picnic tables or the
pavilion, 32% used the tennis courts, and 7% used the
volleyball courts.

C.

Own or Sell? Seventy-one percent think the City “should
sell Preservation Park and use the proceeds to expand the
trail and sidewalk system and enhance park amenities”
while 29% say the City “should continue to own and
maintain Preservation Park.”
Support for selling Preservation Park is higher among Ward
Four residents (78% sell).

D.

Preferred Park Purchaser. If the City were to sell
Preservation Park, 56% would prefer the purchaser be “an
educational institution for education uses” while 44% opt
for “selling it to a commercial office developer for what
would likely to be a significantly higher amount since
commercial property is generally valued at about twice the
rate of non-commercial property.”

Government Service Ratings
A.

Police. Seventy percent rate the performance of the Town
and Country Police Department as excellent, 28% think it
is good, 2% only fair, and less than one-half percent say
it is poor.

B.

Street Maintenance. Thirty-four percent think the City’s
maintenance of its own streets is excellent, 55% rate it
as good, 9% only fair, and 2% poor.

C.

Snow Removal. Thirty-six percent rate the City’s snow
removal as excellent, 55% say it is good, 8% only fair,
and 1% poor.
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Government Service Ratings (cont’d)
D.

Planning and Zoning. Twenty-five percent think the City’s
land use planning and zoning is excellent, 52% say it is
good, 17% only fair, and 6% poor. Only fair and poor
ratings (23% combined) are higher (30% only fair/poor)
among those who have lived in Town and Country twenty
years or more.

E.

Parks and Recreational Facilities. Fifty-seven percent
rate the parks and recreational facilities owned and
maintained by the City of Town and Country as excellent,
37% think they are good, 5% only fair, and 1% poor.

F.

Storm Water Control. Twenty percent think storm water
control in the City is excellent, 57% rate it as good, 17%
only fair, and 7% poor. The combined only fair/poor
ratings are slightly higher (32%) among Ward One
residents.

G.

Branch Chipping. Forty-six percent report their household
has used the City’s branch chipping service within the
past two years. Among this group, 56% say the service was
excellent, 36% rate it as good, 7% only fair, and 1% poor.
Usage rates are lower in Ward Four (31%) and higher in
Ward One (57%).

H.

Communication. Fifty-two percent think it is very easy to
communicate with Town and Country officials and staff, 41%
say it is somewhat easy, 6% somewhat difficult, and 2%
very difficult.

I.

Traffic Enforcement: Residential Streets. Eighty-six
percent say “Town and Country’s police enforcement of
traffic regulations on residential streets” is about
right, 8% think it is not strict enough, and 6% find it
too strict.

J.

Traffic Enforcement: Major Roads. Eighty-eight percent
think “Town and Country’s police enforcement of traffic
regulations on major roads” is about right, 6% say it is
not strict enough, and 6% think it is too strict.
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Government Service Ratings (cont’d)
K.

Adequate and Timely Information. Forty-six percent say
the City is doing an excellent job “providing adequate
and timely information through publications, its web site,
and other sources,” 47% rate its performance as good, 7%
only fair, and 1% poor.

L.

Contacting the City. Seventy-one percent report having
one or more contacts with the City of Town and Country
Government during the past two years. Contact rates are
somewhat higher among residents who have been in the City
twenty years or more (76%) and a bit lower for those with
less than ten years residency (64%).
Among those who have interacted with the City, 36% say
they were extremely satisfied with the way the most recent
contact was handled, 40% were very satisfied, 19% somewhat
satisfied, 3% not very satisfied, and 2% not at all
satisfied.

M.

Overall Rating. When “looking at all the things the City
of Town and Country does,” 47% rate its performance as
excellent, 46% good, 6% only fair, and 2% poor.

N.

West County Fire Protection. Sixty percent rate the fire
and emergency services provided by the West County Fire
Protection District as excellent, 37% think they are good,
2% poor, and less than one-half of one percent poor.

O.

City Service Opportunities. After reading that “the City
of Town and Country offers many opportunities for citizens
to become involved including service on a board or
commission or being a Community Ambassador,” 14% say they
are extremely interested in becoming more involved, 31%
somewhat interested, 35% not very interested, and 20% not
at all interested.
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Other Comments
At the end of the survey, respondents were instructed “If there
is anything else you would like to add, just type or write it
below.” Approximately one-third did so. Their verbatim responses
as well as the verbatim replies to the other four open-ended
questions are provided as an appendix to the electronic version
of this report.
Methodology
The questionnaire was developed in close consultation with City
of Town and Country officials. A postcard was mailed to each
Town and Country household during the week of May 2, 2016
alerting residents to the survey and instructing them how to
access it on the Internet and, if preferred, how to obtain a
printed version. For the latter, a postage-paid envelope was
included for the survey’s return.
The survey was available on the City of Town and Country web
site from May 7 through May 31, 2016. A reminder postcard about
the survey, including access instructions, was mailed on or
about May 20, 2016.
Nine hundred and six residents took the survey on the Internet
and 62 completed the print version. Because of rounding, not all
totals equal precisely one hundred percent.
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CITY OF TOWN AND COUNTRY COMMUNITY SURVEY TOPLINES
NOTE: Due to rounding, not all percentages will add up to 100%.
May 2016
968 Participants
Q1.

Overall, do you think things in Town and Country are generally
going in the right direction or do you feel things have gotten
off on the wrong track?
Total %
Right direction ................. 86.8%
Wrong track ..................... 13.2%

Q2.

How would you rate Town and Country as a place to live?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 74.8%
Good ............................ 24.0%
Only fair ........................ 1.1%
Poor ............................. 0.1%

Q3.

How would you rate Town and Country as a place to raise children?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 68.7%
Good ............................ 29.6%
Only fair ........................ 1.8%
Poor ............................. 0.0%

Text 1
Q4.

For the following two questions please take a moment to
provide short, written responses.

What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?
See resident comments in the electronic copy.

Q5.

What is your biggest concern or worry about Town and Country as a
place to live?
See resident comments in the electronic copy.
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Text 2

As you may know, the City of Town and Country purchased 8.8
acres on the southern side of Clayton Road just east of
Straub’s. A citizen task force has studied possible ways to
design and use the property as a public gathering space.
Here is one possible conceptual design.
More detailed information is available on the City of Town
and Country web site (www.town-and-country.org). The area
labeled “P” would be an approximately one-acre lake. City
officials have not made any final decisions about how this
property would be developed.

Q6.

To enhance a sense of community and arrival for Town and Country,
the Town Square might include a plaza area that could host city
events like seasonal markets or occasional festivals.
How much do you think such an area would add to the value of Town
Square?
Total %
A great deal .................... 36.8%
Quite a lot ..................... 26.7%
Some ............................ 21.7%
Not very much .................... 7.3%
Not at all ....................... 7.4%

Q7.

The City might sell or lease land to one or two restaurants with
outdoor seating (“C” on the design).
Which type of restaurant(s) would you be most likely to
patronize?
Total %
Casual serving breakfast and lunch ...... 24.0%
Casual family dining .................... 65.3%
Fine dining ............................. 10.7%

Q8.

Which type of restaurant would you be the next most likely to
patronize?
Total %
Casual serving breakfast and lunch ...... 41.4%
Casual family dining .................... 42.6%
Fine dining ............................. 16.0%
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Q9.

How much do you think these restaurants would add to the value of
Town Square?
Total %
A great deal .................... 29.5%
Quite a lot ..................... 29.3%
Some ............................ 27.2%
Not very much .................... 8.1%
Not at all ....................... 6.0%

Q10. About how often would you and other members of your household
patronize these restaurants?
Total %
Once a month or more ............ 37.6%
Six to ten times a year ......... 22.3%
Four or five times a year ....... 18.3%
One to three times a year ....... 15.1%
Less than once a year ............ 6.7%

Q11. The Town Square area would include an approximately one-acre lake
with a fountain, labeled “P” on the map. It would detain storm
water flowing down from the plaza area and Mason Woods Village.
MSD will require storm water retention measures be constructed on
the site.
Compared to having just a dry retention basin, how much would the
lake add to the attractiveness of the Town Square?
Total %
A great deal .................... 43.8%
Quite a lot ..................... 28.8%
Some ............................ 15.5%
Not very much .................... 6.2%
Not at all ....................... 5.7%
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Q12. To provide a covered place overlooking the lake for residents to
enjoy beverages and food, the Town Square might have a pavilion
(labeled “J” on the map) near Mason Woods Village.
How much do you think such a pavilion would add to the value of
Town Square?
Total %
A great deal .................... 28.5%
Quite a lot ..................... 32.5%
Some ............................ 23.9%
Not very much .................... 8.5%
Not at all ....................... 6.6%
Q13. The Town Square might include an activity fountain (“M” on the
design) for children.
How much do you think an activity fountain would add to the value
of Town Square?
Total %
A great deal .................... 22.8%
Quite a lot ..................... 22.7%
Some ............................ 28.7%
Not very much ................... 16.8%
Not at all ....................... 9.0%
Q14. The Town Square area could include walking trails connecting to
each other and the Clayton Road trail.
Do you favor or oppose having walking trails (labeled “T” on the
map) in Town Square?
Total %
Favor ........................... 88.6%
Oppose .......................... 11.4%

Q15. To enhance safety and accessibility, do you favor or oppose a
pedestrian tunnel under Clayton Road (labeled “D” on the map)
connecting the Clayton Road trail to the plaza area?
Total %
Favor ........................... 61.7%
Oppose .......................... 38.3%
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Q16. If every element from the conceptual design were included, the
total cost to construct Town Square as recommended by the Town
Square Task Force would be approximately $3.4 million. That
amount could be partially offset from the sale or lease of the
two acres used by the restaurants, from some of the $7 million in
current unrestricted reserve funds, and from unobligated Parks
and Storm Water Fund revenues.
Assuming that the Town Square would have all or most of the
features in the conceptual design, do you:
Total %
Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
Strongly
Text 3

favor it ............... 52.1%
favor it ............... 29.8%
oppose it ............... 7.9%
oppose it .............. 10.2%

For the following question please take a moment to provide
a short, written response.

Q17. Is there any other advice, input, or concerns you have about the
proposed Town Square?
See resident comments in the electronic copy.

Text 4

Over the past fifteen years, Town and Country has been
developing and expanding its trail and sidewalk system.
The following questions ask about various aspects of the
system.

Q18. How important is having a community-wide connected trail and
sidewalk system to the quality of life in Town and Country?
Total %
Extremely important ............. 43.6%
Very important .................. 27.0%
Somewhat important .............. 19.1%
Not very important ............... 6.7%
Not at all important ............. 3.6%
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Q19. About how often do you walk on one or more of the Town and
Country trails or sidewalks?
Total %
Once a day or more ............... 9.9%
Three to six times a week ....... 23.5%
Once or twice a week ............ 19.9%
Less than once a week ........... 46.7%
Q20. About how often do you bike on one or more of the Town and
Country trails or sidewalks?
Total %
Once a day or more ............... 1.3%
Three to six times a week ........ 4.1%
Once or twice a week ............. 8.3%
Less than once a week ........... 86.4%

Q21. In developing the trail and sidewalk system in Town and Country,
what priority should be given to connections to residential
sidewalk networks?
Total %
Very high ....................... 28.1%
High ............................ 30.3%
Medium .......................... 21.9%
Low ............................. 11.2%
Very low ......................... 8.5%

Q22. In developing the trail and sidewalk system in Town and Country,
what priority should be given to connections with trails in
neighboring communities?
Total %
Very high ....................... 15.7%
High ............................ 21.7%
Medium .......................... 29.5%
Low ............................. 20.0%
Very low ........................ 13.2%
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Text 5

For the following question please take a moment to provide
a short, written response.

Q23. Is there any other advice or input you have about the trail and
sidewalk system in Town and Country?
See resident comments in the electronic copy.

Text 6

Preservation Park is a 12-acre area north of Highway 64/40
adjacent to CBC High School and Cadet Park. The following
questions ask about various aspects of Preservation Park.

Q24. Over the past two years, about how often have you or someone else
in your household visited Preservation Park?
Total %
Ten times or more ................ 2.6%
Six to nine times ................ 2.1%
Three to five times .............. 6.1%
Once or twice ................... 13.7%
Not at all** .................... 75.4%
** PLEASE SKIP TO Q. 30

Q25. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the picnic tables or pavilion?
Total %
Yes ............................. 33.0%
No .............................. 67.0%
Q26. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the playground?
Total %
Yes ............................. 33.5%
No .............................. 66.5%
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Q27. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the tennis courts?
Total %
Yes ............................. 31.8%
No .............................. 68.2%

Q28. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the volleyball courts?
Total %
Yes .............................. 6.9%
No .............................. 93.1%
Q29. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you walk
on the trails?
Total %
Yes ............................. 68.7%
No .............................. 31.3%

Q30. The Town and County Parks and Trails Commission has recommended
exploring the sale of Preservation Park and using the proceeds to
expand the sidewalk and trail system and enhance park amenities.
Should Town and Country continue to own and maintain Preservation
Park or should it sell it and use the proceeds to expand the
trail and sidewalk system and enhance park amenities?
Total %
Continue to own and maintain
Preservation Park .......................... 29.4%
Sell Preservation Park and use
the proceeds to expand the trail
and sidewalk system and enhance
park amenities ............................. 70.6%
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Q31. If Town and Country were to sell the Preservation Park site,
would you prefer (1) selling it to an educational institution
for educational uses or (2) selling it to a commercial office
developer for what would be likely to be a significantly higher
amount since commercial property is generally valued at about
twice the rate of non-commercial property?
Total %
Selling it to an educational
institution for education uses ............. 56.4%
Selling it to a commercial office
developer for what would be likely
to be a significantly higher amount
since commercial property is valued
at about twice the rate of
non-commercial property .................... 43.6%
Text 6

The following items ask for your ratings of various local
government services.

Q32. How would you rate the performance of the Town and Country Police
Department?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 69.6%
Good ............................ 27.5%
Only fair ........................ 2.4%
Poor ............................. 0.4%

Q33. How well does Town and Country maintain its streets?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 33.7%
Good ............................ 55.3%
Only fair ........................ 9.4%
Poor ............................. 1.6%
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Q34. How would you rate snow removal in Town and Country?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 35.9%
Good ............................ 54.8%
Only fair ........................ 8.2%
Poor ............................. 1.1%

Q35. How would you rate the land use planning and zoning done by the
City of Town and Country?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 24.7%
Good ............................ 51.7%
Only fair ....................... 17.3%
Poor ............................. 6.3%

Q36. How would you rate the parks and recreational facilities owned
and maintained by the City of Town and Country?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 56.6%
Good ............................ 37.2%
Only fair ........................ 5.2%
Poor ............................. 1.1%
Q37. How would you rate storm water control in Town and Country?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 19.6%
Good ............................ 56.8%
Only fair ....................... 16.7%
Poor ............................. 6.9%

Q38. Has your household used the City of Town and Country’s branch
chipping service within the past two years?
Total %
Yes ............................. 46.2%
No .............................. 53.8%
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Q39. (IF YES TO Q. 38) How would you rate the City’s branch chipping
service?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 55.5%
Good ............................ 36.1%
Only fair ........................ 7.1%
Poor ............................. 1.4%
Q40. How easy or difficult is it to communicate with Town and Country
officials and staff?
Total %
Very easy ....................... 52.2%
Somewhat easy ................... 40.6%
Somewhat difficult ............... 5.6%
Very difficult ................... 1.6%

Q41. Do you think Town and Country’s police enforcement of traffic
regulations on residential streets is:
Total %
Too strict ....................... 5.6%
About right .................... 86.1%
Not strict enough ................ 8.3%
Q42. Do you think Town and Country’s police enforcement of traffic
regulations on major roads is:
Total %
Too strict ....................... 6.0%
About right .................... 87.7%
Not strict enough ................ 6.2%
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Q43. How would you rate the job Town and Country does in providing
adequate and timely information through publications, its web
site, and other sources?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 45.6%
Good ............................ 46.9%
Only fair ........................ 6.6%
Poor ............................. 1.0%
Q44. Have you had any contact with the City of Town and Country
Government during the past two years?
Total %
Yes ............................. 71.1%
No .............................. 28.9%

Q45. (IF YES TO Q. 44) How satisfied are you with the way the most
recent contact was handled?
Total %
Extremely satisfied ............. 35.5%
Very satisfied .................. 40.1%
Somewhat satisfied .............. 19.0%
Not very satisfied ............... 3.4%
Not at all satisfied ............. 2.1%
Q46. Looking at all the things the City of Town and Country does, what
is your overall rating of City government?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 46.6%
Good ............................ 45.6%
Only fair ........................ 6.4%
Poor ............................. 1.5%
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Q47. How would you rate the fire and emergency medical services
provided by the West County Fire Protection District?
Total %
Excellent ....................... 60.1%
Good ............................ 37.4%
Only fair ........................ 2.2%
Poor ............................. 0.2%
Text 7

Now just a few more questions for statistical
classification purposes.

Q48. Here is a Town and Country ward map. In which ward do you live?
Total %
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

.......................... 24.4%
.......................... 35.1%
.......................... 25.6%
.......................... 14.9%

Q49. How long have you lived in Town and Country?
Total %
20 years or more ................ 38.7%
Between 10 and 19 years ......... 26.3%
Less than 10 years .............. 35.0%
Q50. Do you have any children 18 or under living at home?
Total %
Yes ............................. 36.1%
No .............................. 63.9%
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Q51. The City of Town and Country offers many opportunities for
citizens to become involved including service on a board or
commission or being a Community Ambassador. How interested are
you in becoming more involved?
Total %
Extremely interested ............ 14.5%
Somewhat interested ............. 31.0%
Not very interested ............. 34.6%
Not at all interested ........... 19.9%

Text 8

For the following question please take a moment to provide
a short, written response.

Q52. If there is anything else you would like to add, just type or
write it below.
See resident comments in the electronic copy.
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Comments Summary

OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS: SUMMARY
Q4.

What Do You Like Most about Town & Country as a
Place to Live?

The 968 respondents gave 2,038 replies, an average of 2.1 for
each. Here are the features named by at least one percent listed
from the most to the least mentioned. The percentages below are
calculated on a base of 968 so the percentages total slightly
more than 200%.
A.

Location (29.1%)
Close to interstates, employment centers, schools,
shopping, medical facilities.

B.

Green Space (25.3%)
Trees, shrubbery, openness.

C.

Zoning Policy (24.6%)
One-acre lots, appropriate balance between residential and
commercial.

D.

Parks (20.5%)
Variety, accessibility, Queeny and Longview mentioned most
often.

E.

Safe (19.5%)
Secure, low crime rate.

F.

Quiet (11.9%)
Peaceful, tranquil, serene.

G.

Sidewalks/Trails (11.0%)
Clayton Road path mentioned most.

H.

Residents (8.0%)
Friendly, committed, unpretentious.

I.

Schools (7.6%)
High quality, public and private options.

J.

Homes (7.6%)
Beautiful, spacious, diverse styles.

K.

Clean (7.1%)
Public and private spaces well maintained.
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Q4. (continued)
L.

Community (6.9%)
Strong sense of community, small town feel.

M.

Government (6.4%)
Low taxes, quality services, strong staff.

N.

Police (6.3%)
Highly qualified, helpful, effective.

O.

Shopping (4.9%)
Upscale shops and restaurants.

P.

Elected Officials (4.5%)
Committed, responsive, effective.

Q.

Wildlife (2.2%)
Close to nature.

R.

Traffic (2.2%)
Light in residential areas.

S.

Events (1.9%)
City and community parades/festivals.

T.

EMS/Fire (1.3%)
Qualified, helpful.

U.

Diverse (0.6%)
Different ethnicities.

V.

Churches (0.5%)
Well-established congregations.
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Q5.

What Is Your Biggest Concern or Worry about Town and
Country as a Place to Live?

The 968 respondents provided 1,011 replies, a bit above one per
person. Here are the features named by at least one percent
listed from the most to the least mentioned. The percentages
again are calculated on a base of 968.
A.

Over-Commercialization (14.2%)
Businesses and nonprofits.

B.

Traffic (12.9%)
Speeding, congestion.

C.

Taxes/Spending (8.9%)
City spending on nonessentials, school property taxes.

D.

Home Size (6.6%)
McMansions out of place, homes too large for lot size.

E.

Sidewalks/Trails (6.0%)
Too few with Topping Road mentioned most.

F.

Crime/Drugs (5.4%)
Increasing.

G.

Green Space (5.3%)
Diminishing especially large trees.

H.

Wildlife (4.5%)
Too many deer.

I.

Elected Officials (3.8%)
Unresponsive, unrepresentative, wrong priorities.

J.

Highways (2.8%)
Unkempt right of ways, noise levels.

K.

Tax Base (2.6%)
Declining especially Manchester Meadows.

L.

Change (2.6%)
Residents resist change.

M.

High Density (2.4%)
Multifamily developments, Section 8.
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Q5. (continued)
N.

Town Center (1.8%)
Lack of a gathering place.

O.

Infrastructure (1.8%)
Deteriorating roads/streets/bridges.

P.

Recreation Center (1.7%)
No recreation center/swimming pool.

Q.

Diversity (1.5%)
Insufficient ethnic/racial diversity.

R.

Shops/Restaurants (1.5%)
Too few.

S.

Sense of Community (1.5%)
Lacking.

T.

Ballas/Clayton (1.4%)
Northeast corner is an eyesore.

U.

Westminster (1.2%)
Lighting/noise.

V.

Assisted Living Facilities (1.2%)
Too many.

W.

Bicyclists (1.1%)
Too many on Clayton Road.

X.

Children’s Hospital (1.1%)
Ugly, out of place.

Y.

Property Values (1.0%)
Threat of decline.
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Q17.

Is There Any Other Advice, Input, or Concerns You Have
about the Proposed Town Square?

Here the matters raised by at least one percent of the
respondents listed from most to least mentioned.
A.

Support Town Square (9.1%)
General supportive comments.

B.

Oppose Town Square (8.6%)
General comments opposing the initiative.

C.

Traffic (5.1%)
Concerns about impact on traffic congestion.

D.

Connectivity (3.6%)
Importance of connecting trails/sidewalks with rest of
Town and Country.

E.

Parking (3.3%)
Concern about adequacy of parking spaces.

F.

Children (2.7%)
Need for more children/youth facilities such as a
playground or athletic field.

G.

Tunnel (2.1%)
Not needed, too costly, potential danger.

H.

Restaurants (1.9%)
Casual family best option.

I.

Budget (1.9%)
Impact of maintenance and potential cost overruns on City
budget.

J.

Performance Area (1.5%)
Amphitheater, bandstand.

K.

Ice Cream Shop (1.4%)
Include in plans.

L.

Safety (1.4%)
Visible police presence.
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Q17. (continued)
N.

Farmers Market (1.3%)
Include in event planning.

O.

Design (1.3%)
Make area a passive park.

P.

Landscaping (1.0%)
Emphasize greenery.

Q.

Land Rights (1.0%)
City should lease and not sell.
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Q23.

Is There Any Other Advice or Input You Have about the
Trail and Sidewalk System in Town and Country?

A.

Mason Road (8.8%)
Connect to Queeny Park, connect with Thornhill Estates,
Mason north of Clayton Road.

B.

Adequacy (6.0%)
Current number adequate, no need for more, maintain
present trails/sidewalks.

C.

Inadequacy (5.9%)
Expand system, asset for community, healthy lifestyle,
improves safety.

D.

Weidman Road (4.4%)
Connect with Devonworth area, connect to Queeny Park.

E.

Topping Road (4.0%)
Build sidewalk from Clayton Road to Manchester Road.

F.

Bicyclists (3.2%)
Reduce bicycle traffic on major roads.

G.

Connectivity (2.1%)
Place priority on connecting neighborhoods and parks.

H.

Conway Road (1.9%)
Build/extend sidewalk.

I.

North of I-64 (1.5%)
Build trails/sidewalks north of I-64.

J.

Ballas Road (1.1%)
Connect with Des Peres.
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Q1.

Overall, do you think things in Town and Country are generally
going in the right direction or do you feel things have gotten
off on the wrong track?1
RIGHT DIRECTION

WRONG TRACK

Overall .................... 86.8% ............. 13.2%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 89.0%
.................. 84.5%
.................. 89.2%
................. 84.9%

............. 11.0%
............. 15.5%
............. 10.8%
............. 15.1%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 82.5% ............. 17.5%
10 to 19 years .......... 89.1% ............. 10.9%
Less than 10 years ...... 90.3% .............. 9.7%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 90.6% .............. 9.4%
No ...................... 84.9% ............. 15.1%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.7% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q2.

How would you rate Town and Country as a place to live?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 74.8% ..... 24.0% ...... 1.1% ...... 0.1%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

75.5% .....
73.3% .....
79.3% .....
70.7% .....

23.6% ...... 0.9%
25.2% ...... 1.5%
19.5% ...... 1.2%
27.9% ...... 0.7%

...... 0.0%
...... 0.0%
...... 0.0%
...... 0.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 73.3% ..... 25.1% ...... 1.7% ...... 0.0%
10 to 19 years ....... 72.9% ..... 25.9% ...... 0.8% ...... 0.4%
Less than 10 years ... 78.4% ..... 20.7% ...... 0.9% ...... 0.0%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 76.4% ..... 22.4% ...... 1.2% ...... 0.0%
No ................... 74.2% ..... 24.5% ...... 1.2% ...... 0.2%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.1% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q3.

How would you rate Town and Country as a place to raise
children?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 68.7% ..... 29.6% ...... 1.8% ...... 0.0%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

66.8% .....
69.9% .....
73.0% .....
65.0% .....

30.6% ...... 2.6%
28.3% ...... 1.8%
26.1% ...... 0.8%
33.6% ...... 1.4%

...... 0.0%
...... 0.0%
...... 0.0%
...... 0.0%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 67.7% ..... 30.7% ...... 1.7% ...... 0.0%
10 to 19 years ....... 67.2% ..... 31.6% ...... 1.2% ...... 0.0%
Less than 10 years ... 72.3% ..... 25.5% ...... 2.1% ...... 0.0%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 72.3% ..... 25.7% ...... 2.1% ...... 0.0%
No ................... 67.4% ..... 31.1% ...... 1.5% ...... 0.0%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q6.

To enhance a sense of community and arrival for Town and Country,
the Town Square might include a plaza area that could host city
events like seasonal markets or occasional festivals. How much do
you think such an area would add to the value of Town Square?1
A GREAT
DEAL

QUITE
A LOT

SOME

NOT
VERY
MUCH

NOT
AT
ALL

Overall ............... 36.8% ... 26.7% .... 21.7% .... 7.3% ..... 7.4%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

............. 38.0%
............. 33.3%
............. 39.0%
............. 40.3%

...
...
...
...

29.7% .... 20.1%
26.7% .... 21.2%
26.1% .... 20.7%
23.0% .... 25.9%

....
....
....
....

7.0% ..... 5.2%
7.9% .... 10.9%
7.5% ..... 6.6%
6.5% ..... 4.3%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .. 25.9% ... 28.1% .... 24.2% ... 11.6% .... 10.2%
10 to 19 years ..... 41.1% ... 30.5% .... 19.1% .... 4.5% ..... 4.9%
Less than 10 years . 46.2% ... 22.5% .... 20.1% .... 4.9% ..... 6.4%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ............... 49.3% ... 25.4% .... 16.5% .... 3.8% ..... 5.0%
No ................. 30.1% ... 27.5% .... 24.2% .... 9.3% ..... 8.8%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q7.

The City might sell or lease land to one or two restaurants with
outdoor seating (“C” on the design). Which type of restaurant(s)
would you be most likely to patronize?1
CASUAL
BREAKFAST/LUNCH

CASUAL
FAMILY
DINING

FINE
DINING

Overall ....................... 24.0% ....... 65.3% ........ 10.7%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

..................... 20.2%
..................... 27.7%
..................... 22.1%
..................... 23.7%

.......
.......
.......
.......

68.9% ........ 11.0%
61.9% ........ 10.4%
67.5% ........ 10.4%
64.0% ........ 12.2%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .......... 26.7% ....... 62.7% ........ 10.6%
10 to 19 years ............. 19.5% ....... 69.9% ........ 10.6%
Less than 10 years ......... 24.0% ....... 65.0% ........ 10.9%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ....................... 23.0% ....... 70.5% ......... 6.5%
No ......................... 24.4% ....... 62.5% ........ 13.1%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.6% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q8.

Which type of restaurant would you be the next most likely to
patronize?1
CASUAL
BREAKFAST/LUNCH

CASUAL
FAMILY
DINING

FINE
DINING

Overall ....................... 41.4% ....... 42.6% ........ 16.0%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

..................... 39.9%
..................... 42.6%
..................... 40.6%
..................... 40.6%

.......
.......
.......
.......

44.7% ........ 15.4%
41.1% ........ 16.3%
41.4% ........ 18.0%
47.8% ........ 11.6%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .......... 36.5% ....... 48.3% ........ 15.2%
10 to 19 years ............. 46.5% ....... 37.6% ........ 15.9%
Less than 10 years ......... 42.2% ....... 41.3% ........ 16.4%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ....................... 48.1% ....... 38.1% ........ 13.9%
No ......................... 37.2% ....... 45.9% ........ 16.9%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.2% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q9.

How much do you think these restaurants would add to the value of
Town Square?1
A GREAT
DEAL

QUITE
A LOT

SOME

NOT
VERY
MUCH

NOT
AT
ALL

Overall ............... 29.5% ... 29.3% .... 27.2% .... 8.1% ..... 6.0%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

............. 34.1%
............. 28.8%
............. 30.7%
............. 25.2%

...
...
...
...

28.4% .... 25.8%
27.9% .... 25.2%
29.5% .... 26.6%
30.2% .... 34.5%

.... 7.4% ..... 4.4%
... 10.0% ..... 8.2%
.... 7.5% ..... 5.8%
.... 5.8% ..... 4.3%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .. 18.5% ... 28.7% .... 32.2% ... 11.0% ..... 9.6%
10 to 19 years ..... 35.4% ... 28.9% .... 26.8% .... 6.1% ..... 2.8%
Less than 10 years . 38.9% ... 28.9% .... 21.6% .... 6.4% ..... 4.3%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ............... 45.1% ... 24.5% .... 22.4% .... 5.2% ..... 2.7%
No ................. 21.5% ... 31.2% .... 29.7% .... 9.7% ..... 7.8%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q10. About how often would you and other members of your household
patronize these restaurants?1
1x MONTH
OR MORE

6-10X
YEAR

4-5X
YEAR

1-3X
YEAR

<1X
YEAR

Overall ............... 37.6% ... 22.3% ..... 18.3% ... 15.1% .... 6.7%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

............. 42.5%
............. 36.1%
............. 38.3%
............. 32.6%

...
...
...
...

21.5% ..... 16.2%
23.3% ..... 16.7%
22.5% ..... 20.4%
21.0% ..... 20.3%

...
...
...
...

15.8% .... 3.9%
13.0% ... 10.9%
12.9% .... 5.8%
23.2% .... 2.9%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .. 27.2% ... 23.9% ..... 20.3% ... 19.2% .... 9.4%
10 to 19 years ..... 37.0% ... 24.0% ..... 19.5% ... 15.0% .... 4.5%
Less than 10 years . 49.8% ... 19.5% ..... 14.6% ... 10.6% .... 5.5%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ............... 48.1% ... 20.9% ..... 15.0% ... 11.5% .... 4.4%
No ................. 31.9% ... 23.2% ..... 19.8% ... 17.1% .... 8.1%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.7% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q11. The Town Square area would include an approximately one-acre lake
with a fountain, labeled “P” on the map. It would detain storm
water flowing down from the plaza area and Mason Woods Village.
MSD will require storm water retention measures be constructed on
the site.
Compared to having just a dry retention basin, how much would the
lake add to the attractiveness of the Town Square?1
A GREAT
DEAL

QUITE
A LOT

SOME

NOT
VERY
MUCH

NOT
AT
ALL

Overall ............... 43.8% ... 28.8% .... 15.5% .... 6.2% ..... 5.7%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

............. 44.5%
............. 42.1%
............. 47.5%
............. 42.4%

...
...
...
...

32.8% .... 15.7%
25.5% .... 16.4%
27.9% .... 12.5%
32.4% .... 15.8%

....
....
....
....

4.4% ..... 2.6%
8.2% ..... 7.9%
6.3% ..... 5.8%
2.9% ..... 6.5%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .. 37.0% ... 32.0% .... 17.4% .... 6.1% ..... 7.5%
10 to 19 years ..... 42.7% ... 31.3% .... 15.0% .... 6.5% ..... 4.5%
Less than 10 years . 52.9% ... 23.7% .... 12.8% .... 5.5% ..... 5.2%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ............... 50.1% ... 26.3% .... 15.0% .... 4.7% ..... 3.8%
No ................. 40.6% ... 30.4% .... 15.2% .... 6.7% ..... 7.0%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.9% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q12. To provide a covered place overlooking the lake for residents to
enjoy beverages and food, the Town Square might have a pavilion
(labeled “J” on the map) near Mason Woods Village.
How much do you think such a pavilion would add to the value of
Town Square?1
A GREAT
DEAL

QUITE
A LOT

SOME

NOT
VERY
MUCH

NOT
AT
ALL

Overall ............... 28.5% ... 32.5% .... 23.9% .... 8.5% ..... 6.6%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

............. 31.0%
............. 27.3%
............. 29.5%
............. 29.5%

...
...
...
...

37.1% .... 23.1%
29.7% .... 23.0%
32.0% .... 24.1%
31.7% .... 26.6%

....
....
....
....

5.2% ..... 3.5%
9.1% .... 10.9%
9.1% ..... 5.4%
7.2% ..... 5.0%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .. 21.5% ... 34.2% .... 26.4% .... 8.5% ..... 9.4%
10 to 19 years ..... 30.5% ... 31.7% .... 25.2% .... 7.7% ..... 4.9%
Less than 10 years . 36.5% ... 31.0% .... 19.8% .... 7.3% ..... 5.5%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ............... 36.3% ... 32.7% .... 21.8% .... 4.7% ..... 4.4%
No ................. 25.0% ... 32.2% .... 24.9% .... 9.7% ..... 8.2%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q13. The Town Square might include an activity fountain (“M” on the
design) for children.
How much do you think an activity fountain would add to the value
of Town Square?1
A GREAT
DEAL

QUITE
A LOT

SOME

NOT
VERY
MUCH

NOT
AT
ALL

Overall ............... 22.8% ... 22.7% .... 28.7% ... 16.8% ..... 9.0%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

............. 24.9%
............. 23.7%
............. 21.7%
............. 22.1%

...
...
...
...

26.6% .... 28.4%
20.1% .... 27.1%
22.5% .... 27.9%
22.1% .... 32.9%

...
...
...
...

14.4% ..... 5.7%
17.3% .... 11.9%
18.8% ..... 9.2%
15.0% ..... 7.9%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .. 16.3% ... 20.8% .... 29.9% ... 21.1% .... 11.9%
10 to 19 years ..... 19.0% ... 24.7% .... 36.0% ... 15.0% ..... 5.3%
Less than 10 years . 33.7% ... 23.1% .... 21.3% ... 13.1% ..... 8.8%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ............... 35.1% ... 23.9% .... 21.8% ... 12.1% ..... 7.1%
No ................. 16.4% ... 21.9% .... 32.3% ... 19.2% .... 10.2%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.9% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q14. The Town Square area could include walking trails connecting to
each other and the Clayton Road trail.
Do you favor or oppose having walking trails (labeled “T” on the
map) in Town Square?1
FAVOR

OPPOSE

Overall .................... 88.6% ............. 11.4%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 92.6%
.................. 84.2%
.................. 91.3%
................. 89.9%

.............. 7.4%
............. 15.8%
.............. 8.8%
............. 10.1%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 83.6% ............. 16.4%
10 to 19 years .......... 92.7% .............. 7.3%
Less than 10 years ...... 91.8% .............. 8.2%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 92.6% .............. 7.4%
No ...................... 86.8% ............. 13.2%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q15. To enhance safety and accessibility, do you favor or oppose a
pedestrian tunnel under Clayton Road (labeled “D” on the map)
connecting the Clayton Road trail to the plaza area?1
FAVOR

OPPOSE

Overall .................... 61.7% ............. 38.3%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 68.0%
.................. 52.6%
.................. 65.4%
................. 66.4%

............. 32.0%
............. 47.4%
............. 34.6%
............. 33.6%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 49.7% ............. 50.3%
10 to 19 years .......... 66.8% ............. 33.2%
Less than 10 years ...... 70.8% ............. 29.2%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 73.5% ............. 26.5%
No ...................... 54.9% ............. 45.1%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q16. If every element from the conceptual design were included, the
total cost to construct Town Square as recommended by the Town
Square Task Force would be approximately $3.4 million. That
amount could be partially offset from the sale or lease of the
two acres used by the restaurants, from some of the $7 million in
current unrestricted reserve funds, and from unobligated Parks
and Storm Water Fund revenues.
Assuming that the Town Square would have all or most of the
features in the conceptual design, do you:1
STRONGLY
FAVOR

SOMEWHAT
FAVOR

SOMEWHAT
OPPOSE

STRONGLY
OPPOSE

Overall .................... 52.1% ..... 29.8% ...... 7.9% ..... 10.2%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

.................. 54.6%
.................. 50.2%
.................. 54.8%
.................. 50.7%

..... 30.1%
..... 28.6%
..... 28.6%
..... 32.9%

...... 7.9%
...... 7.3%
...... 7.9%
..... 10.0%

...... 7.4%
..... 14.0%
...... 8.7%
...... 6.4%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 42.0% ..... 35.4% ...... 8.3% ..... 14.4%
10 to 19 years .......... 56.3% ..... 27.9% ...... 8.9% ...... 6.9%
Less than 10 years ...... 61.1% ..... 24.6% ...... 7.0% ...... 7.3%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 65.8% ..... 22.4% ...... 6.2% ...... 5.6%
No ...................... 44.9% ..... 33.7% ...... 9.0% ..... 12.4%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q18. How important is having a community-wide connected trail and
sidewalk system to the quality of life in Town and Country?1

EXTREMELY

VERY

SOMEWHAT

NOT
VERY

NOT
AT ALL

Overall ................ 43.6% .... 27.0% ....19.1% .... 6.7% .... 3.6%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

.............. 45.9%
.............. 39.2%
.............. 49.0%
.............. 42.9%

.... 29.7%
.... 24.3%
.... 27.4%
.... 26.4%

.... 15.3%
.... 23.4%
.... 17.8%
.... 19.3%

....
....
....
....

6.1% ....
8.2% ....
4.1% ....
7.9% ....

3.1%
4.9%
1.7%
3.4%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ... 25.7% .... 34.5% .... 25.1% .... 9.9% .... 4.7%
10 to 19 years ...... 49.4% .... 24.7% .... 17.4% .... 7.3% .... 1.2%
Less than 10 years .. 59.6% .... 19.8% .... 14.6% .... 2.4% .... 3.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................ 64.6% .... 18.3% .... 11.5% .... 3.2% .... 2.4%
No .................. 32.1% .... 31.6% .... 23.9% .... 8.5% .... 4.0%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q19. About how often do you walk on one or more of the Town and
Country trails or sidewalks?1
1X DAY
OR MORE

3-6X
A WEEK

1-2X
A WEEK

<1X
A WEEK

Overall ..................... 9.9% ..... 23.5% ..... 19.9% ..... 46.7%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

.................. 11.8%
................... 9.4%
.................. 11.6%
................... 4.3%

..... 19.7%
..... 24.2%
..... 29.5%
..... 18.6%

..... 21.8%
..... 17.3%
..... 25.7%
..... 14.3%

..... 46.7%
..... 49.1%
..... 33.2%
..... 62.9%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ........ 6.9% ..... 20.1% ..... 13.2% ..... 59.8%
10 to 19 years ........... 9.7% ..... 23.9% ..... 22.7% ..... 43.7%
Less than 10 years ...... 13.1% ..... 27.4% ..... 25.8% ..... 33.7%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 11.8% ..... 26.8% ..... 28.0% ..... 33.3%
No ....................... 8.7% ..... 21.8% ..... 15.7% ..... 53.8%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.1% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q20. About how often do you bike on one or more of the Town and
Country trails or sidewalks?1
1X DAY
OR MORE

3-6X
A WEEK

1-2X
A WEEK

<1X
A WEEK

Overall ..................... 1.3% ...... 4.1% ...... 8.3% ..... 86.4%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................... 1.7%
................... 1.5%
................... 1.3%
................... 0.0%

...... 3.1%
...... 4.2%
...... 3.8%
...... 5.0%

...... 9.6%
...... 7.3%
...... 9.6%
...... 7.9%

..... 85.6%
..... 87.0%
..... 85.4%
..... 87.1%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ........ 0.8% ...... 1.9% ...... 4.7% ..... 92.5%
10 to 19 years ........... 0.4% ...... 4.5% ...... 8.5% ..... 86.6%
Less than 10 years ....... 2.4% ...... 5.8% ..... 12.8% ..... 79.0%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ..................... 1.5% ...... 5.6% ..... 14.7% ..... 78.2%
No ....................... 1.2% ...... 3.0% ...... 5.0% ..... 90.8%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q21. In developing the trail and sidewalk system in Town and Country,
what priority should be given to connections to residential
sidewalk networks?1
VERY
HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

VERY
LOW

Overall ................. 28.1% ... 30.3% .... 21.9% ... 11.2% .... 8.5%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

29.3% ... 28.6%
28.5% ... 26.1%
27.0% ... 36.9%
29.3% ... 30.7%

.... 22.7%
.... 22.7%
.... 22.0%
.... 18.6%

... 11.8% .... 7.4%
... 11.5% ... 11.2%
.... 9.1% .... 5.0%
... 13.6% .... 7.9%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 15.4% ... 29.5% .... 26.4% ... 15.4% ... 13.2%
10 to 19 years ....... 32.4% ... 27.9% .... 23.5% ... 11.3% .... 4.9%
Less than 10 years ... 39.5% ... 32.8% .... 15.8% .... 6.7% .... 5.2%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 42.8% ... 30.7% .... 17.1% .... 6.8% .... 2.7%
No ................... 20.2% ... 30.0% .... 24.7% ... 13.8% ... 11.3%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.1% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q22. In developing the trail and sidewalk system in Town and Country,
what priority should be given to connections with trails in
neighboring communities?1
VERY
HIGH

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

VERY
LOW

Overall ................. 15.7% ... 21.7% .... 29.5% ... 20.0% ... 13.2%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

19.7% ... 19.7%
15.5% ... 18.8%
12.5% ... 26.7%
15.8% ... 25.2%

.... 30.7%
.... 27.6%
.... 32.5%
.... 26.6%

...
...
...
...

19.3% ... 10.5%
20.3% ... 17.9%
19.6% .... 8.8%
20.1% ... 12.2%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ..... 7.5% ... 21.1% .... 30.0% ... 24.2% ... 17.2%
10 to 19 years ....... 18.2% ... 21.1% .... 32.8% ... 19.4% .... 8.5%
Less than 10 years ... 22.8% ... 23.7% .... 26.4% ... 15.5% ... 11.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 22.7% ... 24.5% .... 28.0% ... 15.3% .... 9.4%
No ................... 11.7% ... 20.6% .... 30.3% ... 22.4% ... 14.9%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q24. Over the past two years, about how often have you or someone else
in your household visited Preservation Park?1
10x or
more

6-9
times

3-5
times

1-2
times

N/A

Overall ................ 2.6% .... 2.1% ..... 6.1% ... 13.7% .... 75.4%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

............. 3.5%
.............. 2.4%
.............. 2.1%
............. 2.9%

....
....
....
....

1.3% ..... 7.0%
0.9% ..... 6.7%
2.1% ..... 3.8%
6.4% ..... 5.7%

...
...
...
...

15.7% .... 72.5%
13.9% .... 76.1%
11.7% .... 80.4%
14.3% .... 70.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ... 2.5% .... 3.6% ..... 4.7% ... 13.3% .... 76.0%
10 to 19 years ...... 3.6% .... 1.2% ..... 8.5% ... 15.4% .... 71.3%
Less than 10 years .. 2.1% .... 0.9% ..... 5.2% ... 13.4% .... 78.4%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................ 3.5% .... 0.6% ..... 6.2% ... 20.4% .... 69.3%
No .................. 2.2% .... 2.8% ..... 5.7% ... 10.2% .... 79.1%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q25. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the picnic tables or pavilion?1
YES

NO

Overall .................... 33.0% ............. 67.0%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 36.5%
.................. 31.6%
.................. 38.3%
................. 22.0%

............. 63.5%
............. 68.4%
............. 61.7%
............. 78.0%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 34.5% ............. 65.5%
10 to 19 years .......... 23.9% ............. 76.1%
Less than 10 years ...... 39.4% ............. 60.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 36.5% ............. 63.5%
No ...................... 29.6% ............. 70.4%

1

Percentages are based on those (23.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q26. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the playground?1
YES

NO

Overall .................... 33.5% ............. 66.5%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 31.7%
.................. 34.2%
.................. 38.3%
................. 26.8%

............. 68.3%
............. 65.8%
............. 61.7%
............. 73.2%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 25.3% ............. 74.7%
10 to 19 years .......... 32.4% ............. 67.6%
Less than 10 years ...... 43.7% ............. 56.3%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 45.2% ............. 54.8%
No ...................... 23.2% ............. 76.8%

1

Percentages are based on those (23.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q27. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the tennis courts?1
YES

NO

Overall .................... 31.8% ............. 68.2%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 33.3%
.................. 22.8%
.................. 42.6%
................. 36.6%

............. 66.7%
............. 77.2%
............. 57.4%
............. 63.4%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 29.9% ............. 70.1%
10 to 19 years .......... 40.8% ............. 59.2%
Less than 10 years ...... 25.4% ............. 74.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 33.7% ............. 66.3%
No ...................... 30.4% ............. 69.6%

1

Percentages are based on those (23.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q28. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the volleyball courts?1
YES

NO

Overall ..................... 6.9% ............. 93.1%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

.................. 6.3%
................... 7.6%
................... 8.5%
.................. 4.9%

............. 93.7%
............. 92.4%
............. 91.5%
............. 95.1%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ........ 3.4% ............. 96.6%
10 to 19 years ........... 9.9% ............. 90.1%
Less than 10 years ....... 8.5% ............. 91.5%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 10.6% ............. 89.4%
No ....................... 4.0% ............. 96.0%

1

Percentages are based on those (23.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q29. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you walk
on the trails?1
YES

NO

Overall .................... 68.7% ............. 31.3%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 69.8%
.................. 67.1%
.................. 63.8%
................. 73.2%

............. 30.2%
............. 32.9%
............. 36.2%
............. 26.8%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 69.0% ............. 31.0%
10 to 19 years .......... 64.8% ............. 35.2%
Less than 10 years ...... 70.4% ............. 29.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 61.5% ............. 38.5%
No ...................... 73.6% ............. 26.4%

1

Percentages are based on those (23.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q30. The Town and County Parks and Trails Commission has recommended
exploring the sale of Preservation Park and using the proceeds to
expand the sidewalk and trail system and enhance park amenities.
Should Town and Country continue to own and maintain Preservation
Park or should it sell it and use the proceeds to expand the
trail and sidewalk system and enhance park amenities?1
CONTINUE TO OWN

SELL

Overall ......................... 29.4% ............. 70.6%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

......................
.......................
.......................
......................

30.8% .............
30.1% .............
25.6% .............
31.2% .............

69.2%
69.2%
74.4%
68.8%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ............ 29.1% ............. 70.9%
10 to 19 years ............... 28.5% ............. 71.5%
Less than 10 years ........... 29.9% ............. 70.1%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ......................... 29.9% ............. 70.1%
No ........................... 28.8% ............. 71.2%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.3% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q31. If Town and Country were to sell the Preservation Park site,
would you prefer (1) selling it to an educational institution for
educational uses or (2) selling it to a commercial office
developer for what would be likely to be a significantly higher
amount since commercial property is generally valued at about
twice the rate of non-commercial property?1
EDUCATIONAL

COMMERICAL

Overall ......................... 56.4% ............. 43.6%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

......................
.......................
.......................
......................

54.5% .............
57.6% .............
52.9% .............
62.3% .............

45.5%
42.4%
47.1%
37.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ............ 61.3% ............. 38.7%
10 to 19 years ............... 54.5% ............. 45.5%
Less than 10 years ........... 52.3% ............. 47.7%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ......................... 56.7% ............. 43.3%
No ........................... 56.1% ............. 43.9%

1

Percentages are based on those (95.1% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q32. How would you rate the performance of the Town and Country Police
Department?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 69.6% ..... 27.5% ...... 2.4% ...... 0.4%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

69.4% .....
70.3% .....
70.0% .....
67.6% .....

26.6% ...... 3.5%
26.7% ...... 2.4%
27.9% ...... 2.1%
30.2% ...... 1.4%

...... 0.4%
...... 0.6%
...... 0.0%
...... 0.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 70.8% ..... 25.9% ...... 2.8% ...... 0.6%
10 to 19 years ....... 70.3% ..... 28.0% ...... 1.6% ...... 0.0%
Less than 10 years ... 68.0% ..... 28.7% ...... 2.7% ...... 0.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 69.6% ..... 28.0% ...... 1.8% ...... 0.6%
No ................... 69.7% ..... 27.1% ...... 2.8% ...... 0.3%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.9% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q33. How well does Town and Country maintain its streets? Is the
City’s street maintenance:1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 33.7% ..... 55.3% ...... 9.4% ...... 1.6%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

31.4% .....
34.8% .....
40.2% .....
25.0% .....

55.0% ..... 10.9%
54.2% ..... 10.0%
49.8% ...... 8.7%
65.7% ...... 7.1%

...... 2.6%
...... 0.9%
...... 1.2%
...... 2.1%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 30.3% ..... 55.6% ..... 12.1% ...... 1.9%
10 to 19 years ....... 30.8% ..... 57.1% ..... 10.5% ...... 1.6%
Less than 10 years ... 40.1% ..... 52.9% ...... 5.8% ...... 1.2%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 37.2% ..... 53.1% ...... 8.0% ...... 1.8%
No ................... 32.0% ..... 56.2% ..... 10.3% ...... 1.5%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.1% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q34. How would you rate snow removal in Town and Country?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 35.9% ..... 54.8% ...... 8.2% ...... 1.1%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

36.2% .....
38.5% .....
37.3% .....
29.3% .....

56.3% ...... 5.7%
52.1% ...... 8.5%
52.3% ...... 9.5%
60.0% ..... 10.0%

...... 1.7%
...... 0.9%
...... 0.8%
...... 0.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 35.5% ..... 55.6% ...... 8.0% ...... 0.8%
10 to 19 years ....... 38.5% ..... 55.1% ...... 5.7% ...... 0.8%
Less than 10 years ... 35.3% ..... 52.6% ..... 10.6% ...... 1.5%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 35.1% ..... 54.3% ...... 8.8% ...... 1.8%
No ................... 36.8% ..... 54.5% ...... 8.0% ...... 0.7%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.1% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q35. How would you rate the land use planning and zoning done by the
City of Town and Country?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 24.7% ..... 51.7% ..... 17.3% ...... 6.3%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

27.1% .....
24.5% .....
28.2% .....
16.4% .....

51.5% ..... 17.5%
48.5% ..... 20.3%
51.9% ..... 13.3%
59.3% ..... 15.0%

...... 3.9%
...... 6.7%
...... 6.6%
...... 9.3%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 25.9% ..... 43.8% ..... 22.6% ...... 7.7%
10 to 19 years ....... 25.1% ..... 54.7% ..... 13.4% ...... 6.9%
Less than 10 years ... 23.7% ..... 58.4% ..... 13.7% ...... 4.3%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 23.3% ..... 59.6% ..... 14.7% ...... 2.4%
No ................... 25.8% ..... 47.3% ..... 18.3% ...... 8.5%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.1% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q36. How would you rate the parks and recreational facilities owned
and maintained by the City of Town and Country?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 56.6% ..... 37.2% ...... 5.2% ...... 1.1%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

58.5% .....
56.7% .....
60.8% .....
47.8% .....

34.1% ...... 6.6%
38.8% ...... 3.3%
32.1% ...... 5.8%
44.9% ...... 6.5%

...... 0.9%
...... 1.2%
...... 1.3%
...... 0.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 54.4% ..... 38.6% ...... 6.1% ...... 0.8%
10 to 19 years ....... 59.9% ..... 34.4% ...... 4.5% ...... 1.2%
Less than 10 years ... 57.1% ..... 36.8% ...... 4.9% ...... 1.2%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 59.0% ..... 35.7% ...... 4.7% ...... 0.6%
No ................... 55.6% ..... 37.5% ...... 5.5% ...... 1.3%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q37. How would you rate storm water control in Town and Country?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 19.6% ..... 56.8% ..... 16.7% ...... 6.9%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

17.9% .....
20.0% .....
25.4% .....
12.3% .....

50.7% ..... 23.6%
57.0% ..... 16.4%
55.4% ..... 12.1%
66.7% ..... 15.2%

...... 7.9%
...... 6.7%
...... 7.1%
...... 5.8%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 19.4% ..... 55.1% ..... 18.9% ...... 6.6%
10 to 19 years ....... 18.7% ..... 58.5% ..... 15.9% ...... 6.9%
Less than 10 years ... 21.0% ..... 56.5% ..... 15.2% ...... 7.3%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 19.8% ..... 57.5% ..... 17.7% ...... 5.0%
No ................... 19.8% ..... 55.9% ..... 16.2% ...... 8.0%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.8% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q38. Has your household used the City of Town and Country’s branch
chipping service within the past two years?1
YES

NO

Overall .................... 46.2% ............. 53.8%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 56.8%
.................. 48.5%
.................. 42.5%
................. 30.7%

............. 43.2%
............. 51.5%
............. 57.5%
............. 69.3%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 55.8% ............. 44.2%
10 to 19 years .......... 50.2% ............. 49.8%
Less than 10 years ...... 33.1% ............. 66.9%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 42.5% ............. 57.5%
No ...................... 48.6% ............. 51.4%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q39. (IF YES TO Q. 38) How would you rate the City’s branch chipping
service?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 55.5% ..... 36.1% ...... 7.1% ...... 1.4%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

63.1% .....
53.8% .....
54.9% .....
41.9% .....

33.1% ...... 2.3%
37.5% ...... 7.5%
37.3% ...... 7.8%
34.9% ..... 18.6%

...... 1.5%
...... 1.3%
...... 0.0%
...... 4.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 51.5% ..... 41.1% ...... 6.4% ...... 1.0%
10 to 19 years ....... 54.8% ..... 34.7% ...... 8.9% ...... 1.6%
Less than 10 years ... 64.2% ..... 27.5% ...... 6.4% ...... 1.8%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 63.2% ..... 28.5% ...... 8.3% ...... 0.0%
No ................... 51.9% ..... 39.5% ...... 6.5% ...... 2.1%

1

Percentages are based on those (44.9% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q40. How easy or difficult is it to communicate with Town and Country
officials and staff?1
VERY
EASY

SOMEWHAT
EASY

SOMEWHAT
DIFFICULT

VERY
DIFFICULT

Overall .................... 52.2% ..... 40.6% ...... 5.6% ...... 1.6%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

.................. 51.5%
.................. 54.7%
.................. 54.2%
.................. 46.0%

..... 41.5%
..... 38.3%
..... 39.1%
..... 45.3%

...... 6.6%
...... 4.6%
...... 5.9%
...... 5.8%

...... 0.4%
...... 2.4%
...... 0.8%
...... 2.9%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 55.4% ..... 37.4% ...... 5.8% ...... 1.4%
10 to 19 years .......... 55.7% ..... 38.5% ...... 4.9% ...... 0.8%
Less than 10 years ...... 46.8% ..... 45.0% ...... 5.8% ...... 2.4%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 49.9% ..... 44.0% ...... 5.0% ...... 1.2%
No ...................... 53.9% ..... 38.3% ...... 5.9% ...... 1.8%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.6% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q41. Do you think Town and Country’s police enforcement of traffic
regulations on residential streets is:1
TOO
STRICT

ABOUT
RIGHT

NOT STRICT
ENOUGH

Overall ........................ 5.6% ....... 86.1% ......... 8.3%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...................... 6.6%
...................... 6.7%
...................... 5.4%
...................... 2.1%

.......
.......
.......
.......

86.0% ......... 7.4%
84.5% ......... 8.8%
87.5% ......... 7.1%
87.1% ........ 10.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ........... 5.2% ....... 87.1% ......... 7.7%
10 to 19 years .............. 6.9% ....... 85.4% ......... 7.7%
Less than 10 years .......... 5.2% ....... 85.4% ......... 9.4%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ........................ 6.5% ....... 85.3% ......... 8.3%
No .......................... 5.2% ....... 86.5% ......... 8.3%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q42. Do you think Town and Country’s police enforcement of traffic
regulations on major roads is:1
TOO
STRICT

ABOUT
RIGHT

NOT STRICT
ENOUGH

Overall ........................ 6.0% ....... 87.7% ......... 6.2%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...................... 6.1%
...................... 6.4%
...................... 6.7%
...................... 4.3%

.......
.......
.......
.......

87.3% ......... 6.6%
87.9% ......... 5.8%
86.6% ......... 6.7%
90.0% ......... 5.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ........... 5.2% ....... 90.6% ......... 4.1%
10 to 19 years .............. 7.7% ....... 85.4% ......... 6.9%
Less than 10 years .......... 5.8% ....... 86.3% ......... 7.9%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ........................ 6.5% ....... 87.6% ......... 5.9%
No .......................... 5.9% ....... 87.8% ......... 6.4%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.9% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q43. How would you rate the job Town and Country does in providing
adequate and timely information through publications, its web
site, and other sources?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 45.6% ..... 46.9% ...... 6.6% ...... 1.0%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

44.5% .....
46.4% .....
46.7% .....
44.3% .....

47.2% ...... 7.0%
46.7% ...... 6.1%
47.1% ...... 5.4%
46.4% ...... 8.6%

...... 1.3%
...... 0.9%
...... 0.8%
...... 0.7%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 41.7% ..... 49.4% ...... 6.9% ...... 1.9%
10 to 19 years ....... 50.2% ..... 42.9% ...... 6.9% ...... 0.0%
Less than 10 years ... 46.8% ..... 46.8% ...... 5.8% ...... 0.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 47.5% ..... 48.4% ...... 4.1% ...... 0.0%
No ................... 44.7% ..... 45.9% ...... 7.8% ...... 1.5%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q44. Have you had any contact with the City of Town and Country
Government during the past two years?1
YES

NO

Overall .................... 71.1% ............. 28.9%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

................. 72.1%
.................. 74.2%
.................. 65.8%
................. 72.1%

............. 27.9%
............. 25.8%
............. 34.2%
............. 27.9%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ....... 76.2% ............. 23.8%
10 to 19 years .......... 72.9% ............. 27.1%
Less than 10 years ...... 64.4% ............. 35.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes .................... 70.8% ............. 29.2%
No ...................... 71.5% ............. 28.5%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q45. (IF YES TO Q. 44) How satisfied are you with the way the most
recent contact was handled?1
EXTREMELY

VERY

SOMEWHAT

NOT
VERY

NOT
AT ALL

Overall ................ 35.5% .... 40.1% ....19.0% .... 3.4% .... 2.1%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

.............. 31.5%
.............. 36.6%
.............. 40.3%
.............. 31.7%

.... 38.8%
.... 39.8%
.... 37.1%
.... 48.5%

.... 24.8%
.... 17.1%
.... 17.6%
.... 15.8%

....
....
....
....

3.0% ....
3.3% ....
4.4% ....
2.0% ....

1.8%
3.3%
0.6%
2.0%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more ... 32.4% .... 43.5% .... 18.7% .... 3.2% .... 2.2%
10 to 19 years ...... 33.3% .... 40.6% .... 21.7% .... 2.8% .... 1.7%
Less than 10 years .. 41.0% .... 35.8% .... 17.0% .... 3.8% .... 2.4%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................ 35.4% .... 42.5% .... 18.8% .... 2.1% .... 1.3%
No .................. 35.3% .... 39.1% .... 19.1% .... 4.0% .... 2.6%

1

Percentages are based on those (69.3% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q46. Looking at all the things the City of Town and Country does, what
is your overall rating of City government?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 46.6% ..... 45.6% ...... 6.4% ...... 1.5%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

50.7% .....
44.8% .....
47.1% .....
43.6% .....

40.6% ...... 8.3%
47.6% ...... 4.8%
46.7% ...... 5.8%
46.4% ...... 7.9%

...... 0.4%
...... 2.7%
...... 0.4%
...... 2.1%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 44.8% ..... 44.5% ...... 8.8% ...... 1.9%
10 to 19 years ....... 52.2% ..... 42.5% ...... 5.3% ...... 0.0%
Less than 10 years ... 44.7% ..... 48.6% ...... 4.6% ...... 2.1%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 45.4% ..... 49.3% ...... 4.4% ...... 0.9%
No ................... 47.4% ..... 43.2% ...... 7.5% ...... 1.8%

1

Percentages are based on those (97.0% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q47. How would you rate the fire and emergency medical services
provided by the West County Fire Protection District?1

EXCELLENT

GOOD

ONLY
FAIR

POOR

Overall ................. 60.1% ..... 37.4% ...... 2.2% ...... 0.2%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

59.0% .....
62.1% .....
62.8% .....
52.5% .....

39.7% ...... 1.3%
36.4% ...... 1.2%
33.1% ...... 3.8%
43.9% ...... 3.6%

...... 0.0%
...... 0.3%
...... 0.4%
...... 0.0%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 62.1% ..... 35.1% ...... 2.5% ...... 0.3%
10 to 19 years ....... 57.6% ..... 40.4% ...... 2.0% ...... 0.0%
Less than 10 years ... 59.9% ..... 37.7% ...... 2.1% ...... 0.3%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 60.5% ..... 37.5% ...... 1.8% ...... 0.3%
No ................... 59.9% ..... 37.4% ...... 2.5% ...... 0.2%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.5% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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Q51. The City of Town and Country offers many opportunities for
citizens to become involved including service on a board or
commission or being a Community Ambassador. How interested are
you in becoming more involved?1
EXTRMELY

SOMEWHAT

NOT VERY

NOT
AT ALL

Overall ................. 14.5% ..... 31.0% ..... 34.6% ..... 19.9%
Area:
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4

...............
...............
...............
...............

14.8% .....
14.3% .....
12.2% .....
18.0% .....

31.0% ..... 36.2%
32.2% ..... 34.7%
32.1% ..... 32.1%
26.6% ..... 36.0%

..... 17.9%
..... 18.8%
..... 23.6%
..... 19.4%

Length of Residence:
20 years or more .... 16.2% ..... 28.1% ..... 33.1% ..... 22.6%
10 to 19 years ....... 13.0% ..... 32.4% ..... 36.8% ..... 17.8%
Less than 10 years ... 13.7% ..... 33.2% ..... 34.5% ..... 18.6%

Children 18 or younger living at home:
Yes ................. 13.9% ..... 37.2% ..... 32.2% ..... 16.8%
No ................... 14.8% ..... 27.6% ..... 36.0% ..... 21.7%

1

Percentages are based on those (96.5% of the sample) giving a substantive response.
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CITY OF TOWN AND COUNTRY COMMUNITY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Town and Country Resident,
Thanks for providing your views! The Town and Country officials are
eager to learn your opinions.
This survey is being administered by Terry Jones and Cynthia J.
Palazzolo, both researchers at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.
They will compile the survey results and provide a report to the City.
All your responses are confidential and will only be used in
statistical summaries. The questionnaire should take about fifteen
minutes to complete.
1.

Overall, do you think things in Town and Country are generally
going in the right direction or do you feel things have gotten off
on the wrong track?
 Right direction
 Wrong track

2.

How would you rate Town and Country as a place to live: excellent,
good, only fair, or poor?





3.

Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

How would you rate Town and Country as a place to raise children:
excellent, good, only fair, or poor?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

For the following two questions, please take a moment to provide a
short, written responses.
4.

What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

5.

What is your biggest concern or worry about Town and Country as a
place to live?
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As you may know, the City of Town and Country purchased 8.8 acres on
the southern side of Clayton Road just east of Straub’s. A citizen
task force has studied possible ways to design and use the property as
a public gathering space. Here is one possible conceptual design.

More detailed information is available on the City of Town and Country
web site (www.town-and-country.org). The area labeled “P” would be an
approximately one-acre lake. City officials have not made any final
decisions about how this property would be developed.
6.

To enhance a sense of community and arrival for Town and
Country, the Town Square might include a plaza area that could
host city events like seasonal markets or occasional festivals.
How much do you think such an area would add to the value of
Town Square?






A great deal
Quite a lot
Some
Not very much
Not at all
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7.

The City might sell or lease land to one or two restaurants with
outdoor seating (“C” on the design). Which type of restaurant(s)
would you be most likely to patronize?
 Casual serving breakfast and lunch
 Casual family dining
 Fine dining

8.

Which type of restaurant would you be the next most likely to
patronize?
 Casual serving breakfast and lunch
 Casual family dining
 Fine dining

9.

How much do you think these restaurants would add to the value of
Town Square?






A great deal
Quite a lot
Some
Not very much
Not at all

10. About how often would you and other members of your household
patronize these restaurants?






Once a month or more
Six to ten times a year
Four or five times a year
One to three times a year
Less than once a year

11. The Town Square area would include an approximately one-acre lake
with a fountain, labeled “P” on the map. It would detain storm
water flowing down from the plaza area and Mason Woods Village.
MSD will require storm water retention measures be constructed on
the site.
Compared to having just a dry detention basin, how much would the
lake add to the attractiveness of the Town Square?






A great deal
Quite a lot
Some
Not very much
Not at all
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12. To provide a covered place overlooking the lake for residents to
enjoy beverages and food, the Town Square might have a pavilion
(labeled “J” on the map) near Mason Woods Village. How much do you
think such a pavilion would add to the value of Town Square?






A great deal
Quite a lot
Some
Not very much
Not at all

13. The Town Square might include an activity fountain (“M” on the
design) for children. How much do you think an activity fountain
would add to the value of Town Square?






A great deal
Quite a lot
Some
Not very much
Not at all

14. The Town Square area could include walking trails connecting to
each other and the Clayton Road trail. Do you favor or oppose
having walking trails (labeled “T” on the map) in Town Square?
 Favor
 Oppose
15. To enhance safety and accessibility, do you favor or oppose a
pedestrian tunnel under Clayton Road (labeled “D” on the map)
connecting the Clayton Road trail to the plaza area?
 Favor
 Oppose
16. If every element from the conceptual design were included, the
total cost to construct Town Square as recommended by the Town
Square Task Force would be approximately $3.4 million. That amount
could be partially offset from the sale or lease of the two acres
used by the restaurants, from some of the $7 million in current
unrestricted reserve funds, and from unobligated Parks and Storm
Water Fund revenues.
Assuming that the Town Square would have all or most of the
features in the conceptual design, do you:





Strongly
Somewhat
Somewhat
Strongly

favor it
favor it
oppose it
oppose it
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For the following question, please take a moment to provide a short,
written response.
17. Is there any other advice, input, or concerns you have about the
proposed Town Square?

Over the past fifteen years, Town and Country has been developing and
expanding its trail and sidewalk system. The following questions ask
about various aspects of the system.
18. How important is having a community-wide connected trail and
sidewalk system to the quality of life in Town and Country?






Extremely important
Very important
Somewhat important
Not very important
Not at all important

19. About how often do you walk on one or more of the Town and Country
trails or sidewalks?





Once a day or more
Three to six times a week
Once or twice a week
Less than once a week

20. About how often do you bike on one or more of the Town and Country
trails or sidewalks?





Once a day or more
Three to six times a week
Once or twice a week
Less than once a week

21. In developing the trail and sidewalk system in Town and Country,
what priority should be given to connections to residential
sidewalk networks?






Very high
High
Medium
Low
Very low
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22. In developing the trail and sidewalk system in Town and Country,
what priority should be given to connections with trails in
neighboring communities?






Very high
High
Medium
Low
Very low

For the following question, please take a moment to provide a short,
written response.
23. Is there any other advice or input you have about the trail and
sidewalk system in Town and Country?

Preservation Park is a 12-acre area north of Highway 64/40 adjacent to
CBC High School and Cadet Park. The following questions ask about
various aspects of Preservation Park.
24. Over the past two years, about how often have you or someone else
in your household visited Preservation Park?






Ten times or more
Six to nine times
Three to five times
Once or twice
Not at all (PLEASE SKIP TO Q. 30)

25. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the picnic tables or pavilion?
 Yes
 No
26. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the playground?
 Yes
 No
27. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the tennis courts?
 Yes
 No
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28. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you use
the volleyball courts?
 Yes
 No
29. In one or more of your visits to Preservation Park, did you walk
on the trails?
 Yes
 No
30. The Town and County Parks and Trails Commission has recommended
exploring the sale of Preservation Park and using the proceeds to
expand the sidewalk and trail system and enhance park amenities.
Should Town and Country continue to own and maintain Preservation
Park or should it sell it and use the proceeds to expand the trail
and sidewalk system and enhance park amenities?
 Continue to own an maintain Preservation Park
 Sell Preservation Park and use the proceeds to expand the
trail and sidewalk system and enhance park amenities
31. If Town and Country were to sell the Preservation Park site, would
you prefer (1) selling it to an educational institution for
educational uses or (2) selling it to a commercial office
developer for what would be likely to be a significantly higher
amount since commercial property is generally valued at about
twice the rate of non-commercial property?
 Selling it to an educational institution for education uses
 Selling it to a commercial office developer for what would
be likely to be a significantly higher amount since
commercial property is valued at about twice the rate of
non-commercial property
The following items ask for your ratings of various local government
services.
32. How would you rate the performance of the Town and Country Police
Department?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor
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33. How well does Town and Country maintain its streets?
City’s street maintenance:





Is the

Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

34. How would you rate snow removal in Town and Country?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

35. How would you rate the land use planning and zoning done by the
City of Town and Country?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

36. How would you rate the parks and recreational facilities owned and
maintained by the City of Town and Country?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

37. How would you rate storm water control in Town and Country?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

38. Has your household used the City of Town and Country’s branch
chipping service within the past two years?
 Yes
 No
39. (IF YES TO Q. 38) How would you rate the City’s branch chipping
service?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor
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40. How easy or difficult is it to communicate with Town and Country
officials and staff?





Very easy
Somewhat easy
Somewhat difficult
Very difficult

41. Do you think Town and Country’s police enforcement of traffic
regulations on residential streets is:
 Too strict
 About right
 Not strict enough
42. Do you think Town and Country’s police enforcement of traffic
regulations on major roads is:
 Too strict
 About right
 Not strict enough
43. How would you rate the job Town and Country does in providing
adequate and timely information through publications, its web
site, and other sources?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

44. Have you had any contact with the City of Town and Country
Government during the past two years?
 Yes
 No
45. (IF YES TO Q. 44) How satisfied are you with the way the most
recent contact was handled?






Extremely satisfied
Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Not very satisfied
Not at all satisfied
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46. Looking at all the things the City of Town and Country does, what
is your overall rating of City government?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

47. How would you rate the fire and emergency medical services
provided by the West County Fire Protection District?





Excellent
Good
Only fair
Poor

Now just a few more questions for statistical classification purposes.
48. Here is a Town and Country ward map.

In which ward do you live?





Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1
2
3
4
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49. How long have you lived in Town and Country?
 20 years or more
 Between 10 and 19 years
 Less than 10 years
50. Do you have any children 18 or under living at home?
 Yes
 No
51. The City of Town and Country offers many opportunities for
citizens to become involved including service on a board or
commission or being a Community Ambassador. How interested are you
in becoming more involved?





Extremely interested
Somewhat interested
Not very interested
Not at all interested

For the following question, please take a moment to provide a short,
written response.
52. If there is anything else you would like to add, just type or
write it below.

Thanks again for completing the survey!
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Q4:

Resident Comments

What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

1.

"Country-like"

2.

1 acre zoning;

3.

A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

4.

A lot of beautiful green space

5.

A quiet and safe community

6.

A safe place to raise your family

7.

able to live in a small city with the feel of being in a small
rural town with no traffic and noise. Safe and neighborly.

8.

Abundant parks (we have a lot)

9.

Accesible to many places.

10.

Access to parks, quiet neighborhoods.

11.

Accessibility to shopping.

12.

Acre lots.

13.

Acre zoning

14.

Acreage per household.

15.

Actually, Town and Country is divided into distinct residential
and commercial entities. What attracted me to T&C was the green
space, and quiet neighborhoods. However, recent commercial
developments such as Town & Country Crossing are urban in nature
and do not fit into a town and/or country setting. A good example
of a great suburban shopping center is Mason Wood Village
Shopping Center. It mainly features local merchants where Town
and Country Crossing features "big box" stores as anchors rather
than local merchants. It is also a giant cement parking lot
rather than a tranquil and relaxing shopping setting.

16.

Aesthetically beautiful.

17.

All of the green space and places to be outside.

18.

All the green space....an oasis of park like atmosphere with all
commercial amenities close by....

19.

All the parks, walking sidewalks, and trails, green space, at
least 1 acre lot for homes.
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

20.

All the variety of parks, some sidewalks where you can walk
safely. also we have too many parks. they are costly to keep
up and there are sooo many parks in this area. / /

21.

Amenities of a metro area in a pastoral setting and a governing
group that's open to public comment and continuing improvements
in the city

22.

Animals

23.

Appearance, proximity to rest of St Louis activities,

24.

As a resident of Muirfield I don’t feel to be part of Town and
Country. At the opposite end, further west, we have already have
a fountain, restaurants, Target, and again-- plenty of traffic.
The proposal will sandwich the area like bookends. You can
propose any restaurant you like, to sway the people to vote yes,
but restaurants open and go down faster than wine at happy hour.
You have no control. / /

25.

Availability of our elected officals

26.

Beautiful and safe

27.

Beautiful and safe neighborhoods.

28.

Beautiful homes & green space!

29.

beautiful homes on big lots.

30.

Beautiful homes, lovely lots, mature trees, proximity to
interstates and hospitals

31.

beautiful landscapes, friendly community, places to shop, dine
and relax

32.

Beautiful neighborhoods and large lots.

33.

Beautiful neighborhoods, nice parks, mostly nice sidewalks
beautiful parks,

34.

beautiful setting - trees, green space etc

35.

Beautiful setting, wonderful neighborhood, close enough to St.
Louis without being too close.

36.

Beautiful surroundings and friendly people.

37.

Beautiful yards, friendly people, Straub's/JA Whitney,

Quiet.
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

38.

Beautiful, great places to walk and run, really like the new
extended path on Clayton Road, love the Straub's shopping area
and Longview Park, exits to and from Hwy 64 are very convenient

39.

Beautiful, mostly country-like, friendly people, low crime,
responsive elected and paid officials...

40.

Beautiful, safe, quiet

41.

Beautiful.

42.

Beautifully landscaped school campuses and parks illustrate our
community's love and commitment to our children and families

43.

beauty and safety

44.

beauty, nature, quiet, not too many stop lights

45.

Beauty, parks, slower paced feeling while being close to
everything

46.

Beauty, the right balance of commercial to homes to natural
spaces. I like the sense of community and small town feel.

47.

being not too-crowded and safe.

48.

Big beautiful lots, safe, quiet.

49.

big homes

50.

Big lots of land. Safe. Little traffic.

51.

big lots,

52.

big lots,

53.

Big yards, central location, parks

54.

Can pretty well walk to anyplace!

55.

Can't think of anything that really is amazing.

56.

Central location

57.

central location

58.

Central location in county and also close enough to city of STL,
parks, school district, bike path along Clayton

59.

Central location with great schools, parks, trails, shopping, and
highway access.
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

60.

Central location within the overall region.

61.

Central location, beauty, parks.

62.

Central location, good elementary schools.

63.

Central location; good schools (public and private);

64.

centrally located, safe

65.

Centrally located. Nice size lots. Easy to get around the metro
area. Low taxes, good services.

66.

City's commitment to insure green space for trails/parks, no
property taxes, and concern for maintaining a good quality of
life for residents and their safety.

67.

Clean / Location to interstates and shopping
safety

68.

clean and healthy town with well kept roads and generally well
kept city properties.

69.

clean and safe

70.

Clean, safe and friendly

71.

Clean, safe, easy access to day to day living i.e. access to
shopping, eateries and entertainment

72.

close access to parks & walking trails, community & neighborhood
events

73.

close and nearer to all the places / good schools for Kids
plenty of green areas in and around

74.

Close in to the city, but a beautiful suburban atmosphere. The
community has lots of open space, well defined zoning between
residential and commercial areas, and a safe environment.

75.

Close proximity to all major traffic arteries as well as shopping
and retail.
The preservation of lot size, enforcement of codes
and a certain lack of multi family housing makes it an extremely
attractive place to live.

76.

Close to grocery and mall shopping, and still feel the country
atmosphere of parks and recreational areas.
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

77.

Close to downtown/Clayton/Frontenac amenities but it feels like
country living. I love driving by the horses at Longview Farm
each morning and the Mason Woods shopping center (character)
partners by the Whole Foods shopping center (scale). It would be
great if Town & Country can continue to position itself as a
location with the resources & amenities of Ladue/Clayton without
the attitude :)

78.

Close to highway, good government and police force. Good schools
and worship places...very clean and scenic.

79.

Close to schools, shopping and hospitals. Quiet most of the time.

80.

Close to shopping, easy commute to work, nice parks.

81.

Comfortable neighborhoods, safe, green, and good schools.
location within greater St. Louis community events

82.

community feel

83.

Community outreach and activities. Decent parks - although, some
of the playground equipment has cracks and missing hardware.
Sense of community. Care of the city without overstepping
boundaries. / / Appreciate the awareness and updates on crime.
Gives me a better sense of security.

84.

community we live in / trails and parks
highways / retail areas covenient /

85.

conservative, rural atmosphere near the city that is good to
raise a family. Small town atmosphere with families of similar
income levels.

86.

control of zoning,

87.

Convenience

88.

Convenience and centrally located.

89.

convenience of shopping.

90.

Convenience to daily activities, access to highways, parks,
lovely and well kept homes

91.

Convenience to highways, shopping

92.

Convenience to major highways and shopping

93.

Convenience to shopping, restaurants, medical facilities and
other needed amenities. / /

Good

/ easy access to all

Great schools in the area.

/ open spaces
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94.

Convenience to the center of the metropolitan area.

95.

Convenience to the center of the metropolitan area.

96.

convenience to transportation and large residential lots;
security provided by police force.

97.

Convenience, a sense of safety the "country" aspect in that there
are open spaces and not buildings on top of buildings.

98.

convenience, access to all parts of STL

99.

Convenient amenities in a pastoral setting and the Clayton Road
trail connects us to both

100. Convenient but still 'country'. Love parks and trails wants to
see more of them to encourage pedestrian access so I can leave
the car at home
101. Convenient location to highways, saftey and parks
102. Convenient location to the metro area
103. Convenient location with 2 parks easily accessible.
nice shops and restaurants.

Close to

104. Convenient location, low crime and plenty of space
105. Convenient to all parts of St. Louis.

Greenspace.

Lot size.

106. Convenient to many major arteries and good schools.
107. Convenient to shopping and highways, bucolic atmosphere.
108. convenient to shopping, pretty area, parks, sidewalks, people.
109. Convenient to shopping, restaurants, highways. Large lush lots
with privacy.
110. convenient, low density housing with open spaces
111. Convenient.
112. Conveniently located to shopping area and highways. Bucolic green
spaces
113. Country atmosphere.
114. country charm in a suburban town
115. Country environment yet close access to commerce, schools, and
work
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

116. Country like settings,

less concrete the better.

117. Country living.
118. Country/nature feel
119. Country-like, pastoral setting and one-home one-acre design.
120. ease of living. / green space. / walkability of paths. /
121. Easy access to downtown and shopping, restaurants. Love Queeny
park.
122. Easy access to major roads that get me where I need to go.
new walk / bike trail going along Clayton

/ The

123. Easy access to shopping and highways. High class environment and
safety.
124. Easy access to the high way.
lots. Respectful neighbors

Low traffic congestion.

Large

125. Easy highway access; well maintained properties,; many green
spaces and parks; great police presence; quick response to
concerns from city hall; good schools. education available for
children,
126. every thing
127. Everyone seems to care about their property.
128. EVERYTHING - it is clean, pretty, the parks, the

houses.

129. Everything /
130. Everything is very close by. You have mostly everything you need
right around the corner.
131. Everything is well maintained. Home , most roads and parks.
132. everything!
133. Excellent city services and substantial non-commercial areas
excellent fiscal management;
134. Excellent parks and walking trails. The streets are well kept. /
excellent Police and Fire services;
135. Excellent police department.
136. Excellent police protection and public services
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

137. Excellent quality of housing, great central location, excellent
police force (safety), nice parks that are easily accessible,
Clayton Rd. trail (finally!!!). /
138. Excellent services, very well organized government, great
community activities, large lots. Excellent shopping.
139. exceptionally beautiful residences, parks, landscapes
140. Family friendly atmosphere-wonderful neighbors.
141. Family oriented activity, lots of parks, dedicated aldermen,
mayor and city employees who continue to look out for the best
interested of the community
142. Family oriented community, with priority on safety, cleanliness
and neighborly activities
143. Fantastic community with a perfect mix of suburb and town.
Community services are excellent.
144. Feel safe with our wonderful Police Department. Love the overall
space and Wildlife Corridor.
145. feel safe without police force / like the feeling of 'country'
and do like the new sidewalks, which almost always have people
and families walking
146. Feeling of open space in neighborhoods.

Minimum 1 acre lot sizes

147. feeling of safety, close to everything, beautiful area
148. Feeling of safety, open spaces, country atmosphere.
149. Feels like a safe place to live.
150. Friendly neighborhood, no fence back yards, Queny Park Friendly
neighbors.
151. generally quiet neighborhoods
152. Generally safe with low crime; large residential lots, limited
commercial development encroaching on residences.
153. good access to highways, so convenient
154. good city services, low crime and a decent spread of residential
areas and commercial conveniences
155. good environment and peaceful. good law and order.
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

156. Good location, friendly neighborhoods, good schools, little
traffic.
157. Good neiberhood , clean streets , close to shopping and
restaurants. Good people who are neighborly but not
overfriendly and a nuisance.
158. Good place to raise children. Keeping tax base low. Good health
care facilities nearby. Excellent school district. Low crime
rate.
159. Good police and fire protection,
160. good police department,
161. Good police patrol.
162. Good police, good government. Good neighbors. Close to hospitals
and churches.
163. Good roads, good schools.
to shopping and stores

Country like feeling but easy access

164. Good school district
165. good schools,
166. good schools,
167. Good schools, parks , great police department and easy shopping.
168. GOOD SCHOOLS...MOST IMPORTANT

FOR A COMMUNIITY

169. Great amenities and shopping
170. Great area
171. Great atmosphere for raising a family and/or retiring
172. Great central location yet country feel.
are intested in.

Close to

all things we

173. Great location - easy to get almost anywhere
174. Great location and large lots
175. great location for a family to live
176. Great location in STL County. Great neighbors.
177. Great location, schools, nice neighborhoods, close to restaurants
shopping and fairly close to downtown attractions.
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178. Great location. Easy to get where you need to go. Nice and safe
area. Great trail to walk great parks
179. Great neighborhoods and safe to live.
180. Great neighborhoods and school district
181. Great neighborhoods with friendly people. The town is a safe
place to live with adequate shopping and services available.
Conveniently located in the St. Louis region.
182. Great neighborhoods, convenience to local shops, etc.
183. Great neighborhoods, great schools, great community
184. great neighbors /
185. Great neighbors, convenient, safe, good schools, established
neighborhoods, large yards, and nice parks close by.
186. Great parks and trails, Longview Farm, Town and Country
Crossings, shopping, location.
187. Great parks, reasonably central location, sidewalks/trails,
quiet, well maintained, good schools
188. great parks.

great walking path.

189. Great place to raise a family.

low crime

Green grass and trees.

Location.

190. Great place to raise kids
191. Great schools
192. Great schools, well-maintained properties, lots of green space
but still some retail.
193. Green grass, lack of traffic, good people
194. Green peaceful safe place
195. Green places parks excellent police
196. GREEN SPACE
197. Green space
198. green space
199. green space
200. Green space
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

201. Green space
202. green space - convenient
203. green space and lower taxes
204. green space and pride in taking care of property
205. Green space but proximity to amenities
206. green space ---people listen most of the time --the new Maryville
soccer field was not handled correctly
207. Green space requirement.
green.

Like how T&C requires x% of building be

208. Green space, beauty, safe
209. Green space, central location
210. Green space, clean, orderly neighborhoods. Easy access to
highways and various parts of the greater St Louis region. /
211. green space, ease of access, beauty
212. Green space, great police protection
213. Green space, large lots, not over developed.
214. Green space, location, civilized residents
215. Green space, Longview Farm Park, Queeny Park, Whole Foods, Target
216. Green space, parks, trails, high standard of living
217. Green space, quiet, lack of crime
218. green space, the care folks have for their property and
community, commitment to sustaining home values, quality of
schools, etc...
219. Green space, trails, parks
220. Green space.
221. green space.
222. Green space. Future Town & Center and sidewalks leading to it.
We love the town parade and festivities.
223. Green space. / Close prox. to many services
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

224. Green space. Not too congested. Convenient access to highways.
225. Green spaces and big lots.

Trails and parks.

226. green spaces and residential feel.
227. Green spaces!
228. green spaces, large home lots with some privacy and a natural
setting
229. Green spaces.
230. Green spaces. Parks. Proximity to Queeny Park. Proximity
(relative) to Clayton-City-Hospitals
231. Green trees. 1 to 1/2 acre minimums including common space among
neighborhoods. / Reasonable attitudes toward retailers who
provide/enrich the tax base/
232. Green, peaceful, easy access to all of StL.
233. greenery and close to highways and stores
234. Greenspace, Clayton Road Trail, Longview Farm Park.
235. Greenspace, large lots with plenty of mature landscaping, little
traffic, privacy, close to conveniences (grocery stores, etc.)
without living next to them, quiet neighborhoods, little through
traffic in most neighborhoods, wildlife including deer, proximity
to Queeny Park
236. greenspace, parks, friendly police department,
237. Greenspace, parks, trails, sidewalks, strong efforts by
leadership to control planning and zoning and keep the "country"
in town and country. Excellent police department. Keeping city
taxes low.
238. Greenspace. Love the accessible walking paths, the parks, etc.
Love that the residential area does not have a lot of commercial
development. Feel the City organization has the resident's
concerns as their first priority. Love the police department and
they way they take care of us.
239. high quality of essential living
240. High Standards. Great families.
location. Excellent leadership.
neighborhoods.
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

241. Highly residential with appropriate neighborhood services.
242. Horses in the pasture at Long View Park
country portions of the community. /

and the remaining

243. I am pleased with the development of parks and the walking/riding
trails
244. I enjoy the well maintained parks, the large personal lots, and
the quality individuals that make up the community.
245. I feel safe here.
246. I feel safe here.
247. I feel safe here. There is usually a Policeman every mile. We
live in a chaotic world. T & C needs to support our Police!
I have been a Town and Country resident since 1975 and I feel for
the last 10 yrs the aldermen, mayor and others just want to
make Town and Country a busy place to live. Conway road, Mason
Road and Clayton Rd should have built subdivsipn instead of so
muh businesses / / /
248. I have lived here for 18 years and I love the changes that have
taken place. The parks are terrific! I look forward to the day
when the trails have us all easily connected. I am so looking
forward to the Town Center. Town and Country feels much more
like a community than ever before. I am looking forward to what
the next 18 years has in store for the residents.
249. i have lived here nearly 50 years and I love this area for it's
"country' atmosphere and the availability of necessities of
life...shopping, healthcare, our police and firemen are the
best!. Our street is quiet and tree lined.... / Our police and
firefighters are the best!
250. I have lived in Town and Country 40+ years and I know it a safer,
and beautiful place to live raise educate children and shop.
Eating out is great in T&C. The school district us tops.
251. I have only lived here a few weeks but the green spaces are most
striking.
252. I like having nature and wild life in my backyard. I love the
parks!
253. I like it's central location to everything.
green space is appealing.
254. I like Longview Park.
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What do you like most about Town and Country as a place to live?

255. I like that houses are on at least an acre.
combination of homes and businesses.

There is the right

256. I like that it is a beautiful and safe place to live with a lot
of amenities close by.
257. I like that the city is well run as well as the large amount of
wooded and green space that is in the city.
258. I like that we are close to highways and shopping, but that it
still feels peaceful and tucked away.
259. I like the convenience of the area. / But when traveling through
Creve Couer and I see the beautiful landscaping along their
streets and highways I wonder why Town and Country can't work on
the appearance of their city.
260. I like the combination of country with town. I like the big
yards and all the parks, but the little town center offers enough
to do. I especially like the people who live here. Town and
Country draws people who love healthy lifestyles. They are
unpretentious and adventurous.
261. I like the country atmosphere, the parks and all of the green
spaces.
262. I like the country feel close to town
263. I like the feel of nature at Longview Park and how well
everything is taken care of. I like the walking trail along
Clayton Road and seeing people using the path daily. I wish there
was a path on Topping Road also. I like the mixture of
restaurants and nice shops in the 141 and Clayton Road areas. I
also like having Straubs grocery store and that whole shopping
area nearby to shop at. / I feel safe in Town and Country and
that is very important to me.
264. I like the non-commercial aspect of Town and Country.
large yards, etc.
265. I like the open feeling that comes from living here.
best of both worlds: city and country.

Like the
It's the

266. I like the wooded acre lots in an area with parks and paths but
still close access to store and restaurants
267. I love how clean and safe it is. I especially love all of the
nature that is all around us. It is definitely a city full of
trees. I'm happy that the city also strives to improve the
community, by creating events and new parks/community shopping
centers.
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268. I love how green and open our landscape is. The walking path has
transformed T&C to a untied, open, people filled community.
269. I love my subdivision. I like that houses are not on top of each
other. I love all the trees and ambiance. / I like our present
mayor a lot.
270. I love Queeny and Longview park.
271. I love the fact that our neighborhoods feel safe, the lots are
all large and there is easy access to many stores and
restaurants.
272. I love the feeling of being "away from it all" while having the
convenience of shopping, great schools and highways nearby. This
is what Town and Country is all about.
273. I love the green space and country feeling. The safety and
cleanliness of the area are key. The police are doing a great
job. The location and proximity to Clayton and the major
highways are important. /
274. I love the green space.
275. I love the laid back feel of the area. I work in Houston, Texas
and commute back here and I cannot tell you how much better the
atmosphere is here.
276. I love the location which is easily accessible in any direction
in the St. Louis area.
277. I love the side walks that are allowing everyone to get to the
parks. Love being able to walk to Staubs and and all the shops
by Staubs.
278. i think town and country zoning committee has allowed to much
building. the BJC has caused major traffic problems. the
entrances and exits to highways 40 are a DISASTER.
All this
construction has made life in Town and Country difficult.
An
offfice building would have been more appropiate because there
would has been less traffic.
/ / /
279. I very I love the quality of the surroundings, Queeny Park, the
new Walking Paths on Clayton Rd.& the park at Clayton & Mason.
280. It has a great balance of green space and commercial properties
to help stave off the need for taxes. It is a safe city. It is a
responsive (to the residents needs) city. It is a city which
plans for the future. There is no negative in our thoughts about
our city.
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281. I very much prefer to live in a community that is primarily
residential with very minimal commercial offices and multi-family
dwellings. I was particularly pleased to see the request to
build a retirement home near the corner of Mason and Clayton was
defeated. This type of development, I feel, greatly distracts
from the charm and attractiveness of the area. I would like to
see 5- 8 (whatever is allowed) beautiful high end homes built on
the acreage. My spouse completed the survey and described how it
was skewed, directing the participants to describe what kind of
restaurant they would like to see, etc. / / I am just starting
and this may be the only opportunity for objective comments.
PLEASE do not turn Town and Country into Manchester. It starts
somewhere, and you are trying to start it in my back yard. I
vote NO!. /
282. it feels

like home

283. It has a great family vibe, is well-maintained with beautiful
parks, and has a helpful/efficient police force.
284. It has a very concerned citizenry that wants to keep T&C
improving as a community.
285. It has that country feeling and not over run by commercial
business.
286. It is a beautiful city with most residents keeping their homes in
excellent shape.
287. It is a peaceful, safe and beautiful community that is within a
short distance to all surrounding amenities, yet without the feel
of a congested city. The wide open spaces and plentiful green
space are exceptional for a suburb as conveniently located as
Town and Country.
288. It is a quiet town, with a lot of open spaces.
289. It is a safe place that is kept clean and preserves the natural
landscape as much as possible. I am appreciative of the zoning
regulations that keep residential areas isolated form commercial
areas
290. It is a very pleasant place to live. The parks are well kept and
there is a lot of activi i think the town square is a good
idea.ty provided more and more.
291. It is a very safe environment to raise a family.
292. It is beautiful -- lots of open green space,
293. It is beautiful – peaceful.
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294. It is beautiful and a great location.
295. It is beautiful and safe, while still being convenient to
shopping and traveling around the rest of the city.
296. It is beautiful and safe.
297. It is beautiful and services are convenient.
298. It is close to everything – central location, good highway
location
299. It is convenient to almost anything. Accessible amenities like
shopping. Large lots.
300. It is not overdeveloped and I hope it stays that way
301. It is relatively quiet and the large home lots provide some
privacy. We also enjoy the Parks.
302. It is residential and beautiful. I like that we have Straubs,
Starbucks, Mineos and Clayton-Ballas Gas station which have a
neighborhood feel. I love the new path on Clayton Road.
303. it is safe
304. It is safe and quiet with no crowding.
305. It is safe and the homes are well kept /
306. It is safe and well run. The government does a very good job
with the newsletter it sends out informing the citizens of
issues, concerns, new business, etc.
307. It is safe.

Queeny Park is nearby.

Large, wooded lots.

308. It is west, monetered, secure, and reasonably quiet
309. It still seems more country in places
310. It’s location is the best in relation to the whole county
311. It’s location! Town & Country is a pleasant green space community
to live and raise a family
312. It's a quiet, pretty, well-run place with very nice people. It
is close to many features as in shopping and restaurants in which
I am interested. There is plenty of land to provide privacy. I
also like the abundance of parks.
313. It's beautiful and it feels safe.
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314. It's beautitul, peaceful and close enough to everythiny we want
to do
315. Its central location, large lots, country feeling within an urban
setting.
316. It's cozy and very suburban.
major highways.

self-contained yet close to both

It's great to say there will be a place to hang out...a plaza, if
you will. But this is St. Louis. Land of extremely cold winters
and beastly humid summers. So what if you sell a few Christmas
trees and seasonal pumpkins?
/ / I haven't taken a look at the
recent map, the water proposals, but isn't this a disguise for
the watershed? / / Didn't people get on the board so they didn't
have to look at a retirement center's roof line? Each one of the
alderman should ask if they'd like this traffic butted next to
THEIR street. We have a wonderful park down the road. Lots of
trails. Lovely. / /
317. It's open country feel. The lush landscaping. It's convenience.
318. It's proximity to hospitals, parks, shops, resturants, and
grocery stores. Well maintained property and a friendly police
force.
319. It's quiet and well kept.
320. It's relatively easy to get to place to place in Town and Country
by foot or bicycle. / It's a very pretty place to live.
321. It's safe
322. It's safe and well maintained.
323. its safety
324. It's small, free of commercialism and feels safe & private.
325. Just a nice, safe, quiet area in which to live.
for over fifty (50) years.

Have been here

326. Just like the name: close to town but a feeling of open space
like in the country. Really a small town feel.
327. Lack of traffic,except on Conway Rd at times" Beautiful green
spaces, large lots, quiet, in spite of close to highways & easy
access to shopping, business & airport.
328. Lady's School Dustrict and the immediate neighborhood which is
Frontenac Forest
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329. land and community
330. Large acre lots and green space.
331. Large lot neighborhoods, commercial areas primarily on the
outskirts of town, Longview Park as the main town center for
activity, open space with big trees.
332. large lot size, access to walking trail, schools, environment
333. large lot sizes
334. Large lot sizes, peaceful community, lots of goods and services
available.
335. Large lot sizes, well maintained properties
336. large lots
337. large lots
338. Large lots
339. large lots / lush landscape / good school district
340. large lots / quiet neighborhood
341. Large lots and fantastic rersidents!
342. large lots and quiet neighborhoods
343. Large lots and safe.
344. large lots and strict zoning provide a beautiful setting. Effort
with sidewalks is excellent
345. Large lots for houses
346. Large lots with nature, parks close by, not busy traffic,
conveniently central to most of what St. Louis offers.
347. Large lots without being too far west.
348. Large lots, an array of custom homes, convenience, all in the
central corridor
349. Large lots, beautiful parks, Clayton trail, excellent elementary
school, Mason Village as a gathering place
350. Large lots, easy access to all parts of St. Louis area.
and public spaces well maintained.
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351. Large lots, lots of trees. Well maintained streets.
352. Large lots, nice neighborhoods
353. large lots, path to create community, park
354. large lots, quiet neighborhoods
355. Large lots, safe. Clayton Trail, Drace Park & Longview Park.
Great Elementary School - Mason Ridge.
356. Large lots, strict zoning, I can hear the birds in the morning
357. Large lots.

Convenient location.

358. Large one acre lots
359. large private lots / lower crime
360. Large property lots---fiscal conservatism by our leaders---low
crime rate
361. Large residential lots. thoughtful retail/commercial development.
Parks and greenspace
362. large yards. one acre minimum
363. Larger residential lots, strong police force, lower levels of
commercial development, convenient access to larger metro area
Lastly, forget all these side walks. They are costly. Bikers
and walkers do not use them-tehy prefer to use the rodes at all
times of the day.
364. lI love the size of the lots, the park system, the location and
the country feel; limited commercial development
365. Local zoning and convenience to most of the rest of the St Louis
area(ie airport, busch etc)
366. Location
367. Location
368. Location
369. Location
370. location
371. Location
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372. Location
373. Location
374. location
375. location
376. Location
377. Location
378. Location
379. Location
380. location
381. location
382. Location
383. Location
384. Location - as it is away from the city. It is located close to
highways, schools, churches, and shopping.
385. location (you feel like you live in the country and are right off
the highway). Love the parks and path on Clayton road.
386. Location > people > governing officials
387. Location and convenience.
388. Location and low-density suburban feel. /
389. Location and real estate. We live in Mason Valley Estates and
it's a great neighborhood.
390. Location and spacious lots.
391. Location for other areas in St. Louis
392. Location is great to get anywhere in the city, appearance of
neighborhoods is beautiful in almost all locations, businesses I
use very close,really great people.
393. Location is great, our police are aware, vigilant and willing to
help.
394. Location near family and places we like to go.
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395. Location schools
396. Location to city and west
397. Location to highways and parks.
398. Location within the region.
maintains property values.

Safe area and nice housing that

399. Location, lots of green--availability of parks and trails, great
schools, friendly residents, safety
400. Location, beautiful properties, quiet with no direct access to
interstates., excellent walking paths.
401. Location, community involvement, professionalism of Police
Department, caliber of City Officials.
402. Location, easy to get to and from other places
403. Location, environment beautiful neighborhoods.
404. Location, green space, parks, Straubs Center, Clayton Rd,
Beautiful homes
405. Location, location, location
406. Location, location, location - it is close to everything. And we
love that we still have privacy and trees at the same time.
407. Location, low taxes, residential focus.
408. Location, parks, beautiful homes, green space, Straubs Center
409. LOCATION, PEOPLE, BUSINESS, COUNTRY FEEL, BEAUTY
410. Location, schools.
411. location, shopping, trails and parks, schools, Longview Farm
412. location, the type of people in the community,
413. Location, trees, lot size
414. Location, walking paths, parks, safety
415. Location,school districts, property values.
416. Location.

Easy to get anywhere in St. Louis area quickly.

417. Location.

Large lots.

Friendly people.
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418. Location.

Not too far west.

419. Location. Location. Location.
420. longview farm park
421. Longview Park and ability to walk places. Longview park,
422. longview park, mason ridge and whole foods area
423. Looks nice and well kept.
community.

The trail gives us a sense of

424. lot sizes
425. Lots of green space but minimal intrusion by government.
426. Lots of green space yet close to stores and highways. /
427. Lots of green space; walking trails; great parks; wildlife;
friendly neighbors; sense of community; civic pride; community
events; volunteer opportunities; safe environment; responsive
city personnel.
428. Lots of restaurants
429. Lots of trees and green space and white fences. Looks like parts
of Virginia with the fences and rolling green countryside.
430. lots of trees,
431. Love that it is safe for my children, there are great parks,
great lot sizes, and almost everything I need is within a 10-15
minutes drive.
432. Love the 1 acre minimum
433. Love the country atmosphere.
convenient location.

Great school - Mason ridge!

Very

434. Love the parks and walking trails. Very convenient location. The
trees and green space are great! The parks are beautiful and very
well maintained.
435. Love the quiet neighborhoods, large yards,friendly people. / We
also love the parks.
436. Love the quiet of our neighborhood and close proximity to key
things like grocery stores, gas stations, restaurants, etc., but
not too close. Not having neighbors right on top of you is a
huge plus.
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437. Love the walking trail, parks and easy access to highways
438. lovely community of people, well located, clean, well monitored
439. Lovely neighborhoods and people.
440. low businesses, less traffic the better.
less commercial
buildings the better. Greenery & parks are great.
441. low crime rate, green spaces, and good schools.
442. Low crime rate, Strong Police force
443. low crime,
444. Low crime, high building standards, potential high resale
opportunity.
445. Low crime, Seclusion, security, proximity to 40 & 141
446. Low density housing, large lots, trees, green spaces and
location.
447. Low density of homes
448. low density zoning, excellent police services, very good parks,
fine homes.
449. Low government intrusion.
450. low population density
451. low population density
452. low property taxes
453. low tax
454. Low taxes, good police service, high property values
455. many parks
456. Many parks. / Walkable trails. / Vigilance to prevent commercial
over development and inappropriate residential. / Community
activities.
457. Mason Ridge
458. Mature trees, large lots, and our parks, especially Lonngview.
New business development is kept on the perimiter of our town and
not next to residential areas. Street and business lighting is
kept to a minimum.
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459. medical facility
460. Minimum 1 acre lot requirement.

Very Green.

Beautiful Houses.

461. Mix of the community-business, colleges, schools, and the types
of people that live in the community. I like to country feeling
but city conveniences
More privacy with large lots required.
462. more residential than retail
463. Most areas are very beautiful
464. Mostly parks and residential, great trails, minimal and select
commercial businesses.
465. Mostly peaceful; animal life
466. Mostly they have been thoughtful in development.
been in question especially along Conway Rd

Lately it has

467. much appreciate I love the safety, the parks (specifically
Longview Farm Park), the friendliness of the people.
468. My favorite thing about Town and Country is the minimum one acre
size residential lots, with lots of mature trees.
469. My house
470. My neighborhood
471. My street Mason Rd, Manchester/Clayton had increased traffic up
from 7-9am weekedays
472. Natural space.
473. nature, parks, safety
474. neigbourhood, large yard...
475. Neighbors
476. Newer area to live with a more wide open feeling. Nice homes,
good schools, good community, nice shops and restaurants and low
crime
477. Nice and convenient.
478. Nice and quiet and so remember!?
479. nice area .. nice people etc
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480. Nice area, out far enough but not out too far.
a very quiet area.

For the most part

481. Nice community, good schools, easy access to
restaurants/shopping, freeways
482. Nice homes and spacious lots.
to major roads and highways.

Centrally located and convenient

483. nice homes, community, parks, etc.
484. Nice larger residential lots, parks, sense of community
485. Nice neighborhoods with big yards
486. Nice neighborhoods, nice people, well located in the St Louis
metropolitan area. We live near Straub's and are able to walk to
that shopping center and the park which we really like.
487. Nice neighbors.
488. Nice people, sense of community, not too urban like Kirkwood
489. nice place, safe
490. Nice private and public schools, Longview Park most of the homes
are well kept
491. Nice size home properties
492. Nice yards and green space.
493. no city property tax
494. No property tax, no fire district tax.
495. No property tax. Good parks. Mayor doing wonderful job of
communication. Walking trails.
496. No taxes and safe from crime /
497. No taxes but no obvious lack of services. / Pretty, well kept. /
/ I would like to see us maintain our "country" and a little less
"town"
498. No taxes, building restrictions, safe area and laid back
atmosphere
499. Not too city, not too country
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500. One acre lot zoning / convenient location in the county / Great
police department
501. one acre lots
502. one -acre lots
503. One acre residential lot size restrictions
504. One acre zoning
505. One acre zoning, green space, horses, Clayton Road two lanes with
one turning lane, etc..
506. One of the reasons we moved to T & C was because of Queeny Park
and the amenities. One of the items part of park was the pool.
The year we moved in to T & C the pool broke and has not been
fixed. The amount of high taxes we pay for this area we can't
understand why the pool has yet been repaired!!
507. oneness with nature
508. Open space, parks, home values, neighborhood and community
culture
509. Open areas and Longview Park
510. Open green space, quiet place
511. Open green spaces
512. Open green spaces
513. open green spaces,
514. open green spaces. The annual branch pick-up. large lots. Drace
Park
515. open space
516. Open space & parks
517. Open space (parks, building lot size considerations/restrictions,
plan for park like Town Center) / controlled growth / commercial
development resticted to periphery of city limits when
appropriate to our planning and zoning considerations
518. open space / controlled development with development being
studied prior to occurring / development if occurs on periphery
of city limits / large lot size / clean and city forefathers
ideas for growth respected at this time
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519. Open space and greenery.
520. Open space, limited commercial activity.
521. open space, limited high density shopping and/or living.
522. Open space, one acre property, greenery.
523. open space. friendly, care resources--e.g. police department.
Fairly safe...except sidewalk accessibility.
524. open space; uncongested
525. open spaces
526. Open spaces yet conveniently located.
527. open spaces, large yards, location, convenient
528. Open spaces, parks, the gardens at Longview farm park, the
community garden
529. Open spaces, parks, trails, convenient shopping
530. open spaces, quiet pastoral community, localized retail in
strategic places
531. Open spaces, safe
532. Open spaces, still a little country feel
533. Open spaces.
534. Openness, beauty, order, sense of community
535. Our lovely parks! Also the large lots per home.
536. Our neighborhood and its proximity to Friends.
537. Our neighborhood, Mason Valley.
538. Our parks and trails system and the potential that they are
expanded. They have created a strong sense of community that
didn't exist in the past. It is great to see neighbors and
friends when using our parks and trails.
539. outstanding mayor
540. Overall atmosphere, city services, activities, financial
conditions, quality of city personnel, feeling of community.
541. Overall City planning in maintaining the "town and country" feel.
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542. Overall maintenance and security in Town and Country
543. Overall quality of life, green space, lack of crime
544. Park like setting and quiet neighborhood.
545. Park like settings that provide quiet safe and peaceful
lifestyle.
546. Parks
547. Parks
548. Parks and sidewalks
549. parks and trails
550. Parks and Trails. / Location is central. / Shopping, eateries,
well landscaped in those areas as well.
551. parks nearby,
552. Parks, Bike and walking paths, large single family lots
553. Parks, good zoning
554. parks, grocery shopping, eat out places, hospitals and doctors
close by, nice neighbors, firestation and police close by / good
schools, many churches
555. parks, large lots, Straubs, notifications from the police,
schools, location
556. Parks, open space, well-kept homes
557. parks, paths, nice neighborhoods /
558. Parks, paths, sidewalks.
559. Parks, Security, fire and police
560. parks, walking trails along main roads, homes not all squeezed
together on small lots, police, fire
561. Parks, zoning, fiscally conservative
562. Parks,walking trail, nice neighborhoods
563. Parks.
564. Parkway school district and West High.Mason Ridge attendance area
in particular
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565. pastoral , largely free of commercial clutter
566. Peace & quiet...a nice "country"feel to area. Near to the park
but also close to restaurants, etc...perfect mix, mostly. /
Wonderful police protection...always feel safe at night!
567. Peaceful
568. peaceful bucolic living atmosphere
569. Peaceful community with lots of green space. Having our own fire
and police department. Location.
570. peaceful environment......not too much traffic..... no lights/pa
system at westminster
571. peaceful eviroment, people, location
572. peaceful setting - which is not to be confused with a desire for
more parks.
573. Peaceful, beautiful, stable, well run government.
574. Peaceful, pretty.
575. Peaceful, quiet, wildlife
576. peaceful, safe and close to the city
577. Peaceful. Fairly quiet.
578. People are concerned about each other and take responsibility for
themselves and their belongongs
579. Pleasant environment with convience
580. police and fire protection
581. Police patrol.
vacation.

Love how they check our house when we are on

582. police protection
583. Police service.
584. Pretty, green, peaceful, safe, clean, well maintained
585. Privacy
586. privacy and park-like setting
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587. Privacy within easy driving time of almost anyplace in the
region.
588. Privacy, Country Feel, Trails
589. Privacy.
590. private
591. Private lots - no homes on top of the others
592. Property values
593. Property values stable
594. Proximity to all the city has to offer in a pastoral, relaxed
setting. Love the space around the lots and houses as well as the
green space!
595. Proximity to downtown and the valley
596. proximity to highway 64, but still feels more like a town/country
(rather than a busy city)
597. Proximity to highways, etc.
598. Proximity to Queeny Park
599. Quality of life, quality of city services for the most part,
quality of leadership, ascending property values, location.
600. Quality of life. The numerous parks.
601. Quality schools and a strong sense of community.
602. Quality schools, green space, location
603. Queens Park, large lots, and trails /
604. Queeny Park
605. Queeny Park, Longview Park and the new walking/running/biking
trail along Clayton Road.
606. quiet / clean / safety
607. quiet / good city services / nice surroundings / excellent
location
608. quiet / peaceful / no property tax
609. Quiet and close to everything we need.
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610. Quiet and green.
611. Quiet and peaceful place to live, yet reasonably close to
shopping malls theatres, hospitals, and most needed services.
612. Quiet community.

Offers opportunities for all ages.

613. Quiet country-like setting close to Saint Louis
614. Quiet neighborhoods, large home lots, abundance of green
space/parks
615. Quiet residential areas conducive to peaceful neighborhoods.
There is also a great effort to preserve green spaces.
616. Quiet residential neighborhoods. Mature trees and landscapes.
Good neighbors who care about their property like we do.
617. Quiet safe diverse neighborhood
618. quiet safe neighborhoods, appears to have residents who want to
make their community the ideal place to live, it takes the
residents to make a good community.
619. Quiet with larger lots plus close to things.
620. Quiet, accessible, secure, green, non-confrontational, clean,
excellent Fire, Police, ,EMS service, friendly-but private, great
balance of residential and commercial, St. Lukes and Maryville
are great corporate partners
621. Quiet, almost like the country. Convenient, close to all major
highways and hospitals.
622. Quiet, good schools. Good location - easy access to highways and
getting to different parts of town
623. quiet, green space, parks
624. Quiet, pastoral and tranquil neighborhoods of well-maintained
properties.
625. Quiet, peaceful community
626. Quiet, peaceful, and safe environment
627. Quiet, peaceful. Deer.
628. Quiet, residential, people care about each other, give serves the
people well.
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629. quiet, safe, diverse, good location, clean
630. Quiet, safe,neighborhood-like living, for the most part.
631. Quiet, yet convenient.
632. Quiet.

Low population density.

633. Quiet. Large lots.
634. Quiet. Low crime rate. Convenient.
635. Quiet. Safe.
636. Quietness and park-like.
637. Quite country setting.
dthe city o St. Louis.

Close to all needs both in the county and

638. quite place to live / low crime rate, at least until recentry
639. Quite, calm, safe, pretty, lots of green areas, access
640. Quite, freindly neighborhoods, safe, caring police department,
and a municipality that cares about their community!
641. Really like proximity to work, stores and the parks. Gives me
great joy to watch the horses at Longview. Also like the
diversity of housing styles in established neighborhoods. Not
everything the same is good.
642. reasonably quiet and easily accessible to highways and shopping
643. Relative proximity to major highways and hospitals.
Mostly residential.

Larger lots.

644. Residential / Safe / Well-kept homes and properties /
645. Residential community
646. residential lot size
647. Residential one acre zoning, location, peaceful
648. Respect for family living, a place for people of all ages to live
and thrive. T&C seems to be emerging in its diversity of ethnic
and religious groups. We moved to T&C 7 1/2 yrs ago for its
tranquility and safety as a whole.
649. Responsive, collaborative, and transparent government gives me a
sense of security and confidence in our future.
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650. responsiveness to citizens; good mix of homes, parks, and
businesses
651. Rural setting in the middle of an urban area
652. Rural setting with lots of trees. VERY DISAPPOINTED that
original houses are being torn down and GIANT houses are being
put in their place and tearing out all trees destroyint the
country setting. A cap on housing size should be enforced like
ladue and Frontenac.
653. Safe

Attractive.

Convenient

654. Safe & spacious feel within a greater metropolitan area.
655. Safe and Centrally located to shopping and Hospitals.
656. Safe community, access to parks, hospitals and shopping.
657. Safe family oriented community. Whole Foods plaza. Walking
trails. Mason Ridge school.
658. Safe if we help keep ourselves safe in addition to good police
659. Safe place to live , good property values
660. SAFE place to live.
the trees.
661. safe,

Also, the large lot size requirements and

clean, quiet, good zoning

662. Safe, beautiful neighborhoods
663. Safe, beautiful, friendly
664. Safe, centrally located
665. Safe, clean, excellent parks, excellent schools.
666. Safe, friendly, good schools, convenient.
667. Safe, love the large lots and sense of suburbia.
668. Safe, peaceful, good schools
669. Safe, peaceful, great public schools, and proximity to everything
670. Safe, quiet, convenient location
671. Safe, spacious, and covenient.
672. Safe, well taken care of.
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673. Safe,peaceful, many parks and beautiful.
674. Safe.
675. Safe. Homeowners that care about their homes and community.
676. Safety
677. Safety
678. Safety
679. Safety
680. Safety & Big Yards
681. safety & conveniece
682. Safety /
683. Safety / good schools /
residential living

pleasant neighborhoods / quiet

684. Safety and beauty of the area.
685. Safety and easy access
686. Safety and green fields
687. Safety and security
688. Safety and security of our community
689. Safety and security.

Location.

Business environment.

690. Safety and spacefull
691. Safety and the new businesses and restaurants popping up for
things to do.
692. Safety, cleanliness and quite and peaceful. Nearby services and
shopping well tailored to fit the landscape and the country feel.
Police Department is outstanding as well as the Fire Service and
EMS. I feel very safe here and there is easy access to the
interstate highway system. I have been living here since 2009
and I love it.
693. Safety, cleanliness, nice parks and low taxes
694. Safety, great neighborhoods
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695. Safety, great schools, great amenities, enough space, and
proximity to highways and overall connectivity to the greater
region.
696. safety, parks, convenient
697. safety, quiet, parklike atmosphere. / / on the north side, there
should be a walking along Conway path similar to the one on
Clayton. Running or biking on that road is risky business.
698. safety, responsive, honest administration; property values and
maintenance of infrastructure
699. Safety.
Additionally, the large single family minimum one acre
lots provide very nice space for living.
700. scenery, convenience
701. SCHOOL. safety.
characteristics.

commitment to keeping some of the

702. schools, easy access to medical facilities, easy access to
shopping and restaurants, no city taxes, relatively crime free,
attractive neighborhoods.
703. security security,
704. Seems to be very safe and for the most part, well kept.
705. seems very secure and good access to stores, close to 40
706. Sense of community
707. Sense of community. Amenities. Safe. Openness. Parks.
Restaurants. Events.Location.
708. Separation of commercial and residential areas.
709. Separation of commercial and residential. Attention to
residents. Police force. Open space.
Lot sizes.
710. Serenity / Large lot and privacy of streets / Lots of trees /
711. Side walks; big lots and lawns; big tree; Longview Park; Good
Access to Highway; Good access to shopping.
712. Sidewalk on Bopp Road
713. sidewalks!
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714. Size of the lots that our required and close proximity to things
we enjoy.
715. Size, Green space.
716. Small community feel - close to amenities of StLouis
717. small community, good police, excellent paramedics and fire
718. small town atmosphere
719. Small town atmosphere in a big town and close enough for just
about anything. / / / /
720. Small town feel
721. Small town feel but still close to everything.
to minimal lot size requirements.

Less density due

722. Small Town Feel, great people, great schools, beautiful
surroundings.
723. Small town feel. Think the new medical development building at
Mason and Forty stands out, not in a good way. Don't mind the
development, just wish it blended in with landscape. Love the
parks and quaintness of the community. Proud to live there.
724. Small town inthecountry love everything happening here /
725. Small, good neighborhoods and clean
726. Small, peaceful, good planning
727. So far I see there is no major crime and the city is
environmentally safe with high quality of air.
728. Somewhat peaceful
729. Space
730. Space & afflulence
731. Space and people.
732. space between homes and your neighbors are not of one ethnicity
733. Space, location, taxes, services
734. Spacious lots, residential primarily with business at outer
areas. Convenience to everywhere in he area.
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735. Spacious properties / Excellent services-police, fire, city
employees / Green space / Parks /
736. spacious residential lots, the "feel" of my neighborhood is very
open - everyone's yard isn't fenced off. And I like that the city
government is small/so accessible, not huge and bureaucratic (I
used to live in the city of st louis and contacting the
departments was like going through an endless black hole with the
responsibility to get results constantly passed around.
737. Stable and safe community.

Good sense of pride in the area

738. Strict zoning laws. Excellent mix of beautiful neighborhoods and
commerce.
739. Strict zoning, green space, wildlife, beautiful homes with
spacious yards and gardens, forests, trees, beauty of place which
entices families to move here to raise their families generation
after generation. All of these attributes give rise to good
school systems, establishment of churches, quality commercial
development.
740. Strict zoning...one acre residential lots...care and concern
about economic development impact on quality of living for
residents
741. Strong leadership.
742. Strong residential focus
743. Strong support from police and EMS services.
744. suburban setting, low crime / T&C website
745. that it is quiet
746. That it's a safe place to live with friendly neighbors.
747. that there are not many children. / and this survey is poorly
designed since i have no children and no *** idea if it's a good
place to raise children. / I hope it isn't. / / what I like BEST
is the ordinance and the enforcement of it regarding 75% green
space requirement. / I like the building inspection department
and the public works department / they are helpful and
informative (Craig and Neil thank you for all of your help) / i
like that they police don't treat us as if we are problems to be
handled. / thank you, Chief for responding so quickly to me
emails / after living in the City for 30 years, this is like
paradise
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748. That there is still some country left in Town and Country.
the one acre lot size

Also

749. The "country" type atmosphere and surroundings while still being
close to the city. The greenspace is excellent for having only
11,000 residents.
750. The abundance of parks and open space.
751. The acre zoning keeps the character of the town. Active police
protection helps to keep us save.
752. The ambiance of the area and the strategically located stores and
restaurants. Convenient to highways. Also a safe place to live.
753. The amount of green space and the balance of commercial and
residential areas
754. The amount of green space within the neighborhoods due to the
large lots and within the city due to the various parcels that
have been purchased.
755. The amount of parks
756. The beautiful area--great shops--good location to highways-757. the beautiful land, homes and the feeling of being in the country
while at the same time being close and convenient to retail,
business and all necessary items such as doctors and hospitals
758. The beautiful parks and green space.

The public school district.

759. The Beauty and the Serenity and proximity to many things /
760. The beauty of the area and the convenience to highways, shopping
, good hospitals and schools
761. The beauty of the landscape footprint, the safety of the
neighborhoods, and central location.
762. The beauty of the neighborhoods.
763. The beauty of the surrounding environment is calming as I drive
through the community. I like the architect of the homes,
businesses and public places. It is truly a beautiful place to be
764. the clayton road running trail; longview farms; the lack of
apartments and assisted living facilities; the beauty; it's
central
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765. The beauty. The deer and turkeys walking through out yard.
Longview Park area to go for walks and pet the horses. The
feeling of safety. The incredibly responsive staff at T & C
always are helpful and knowledgeable. The police are also
extremely responsive to any questionable activity going on.
feel well taken care of. (We also love having Straub's here
great food and great people!)

The
who
We
-

766. The calm and tranquility of the city, and well run local
governemet.
767. The City Staff is doing a good job of maximizing the available
funds and providing our community with excellent service. Every
city staff member that I have ever requested information from has
always had answers that confirm they know and understand their
job. We feel safe in Town and Country and consider the Police
Department the very best in the St Louis area. We trust the
elected officials in making decisions for the betterment of the
community.
768. The Clayton Trail which helps my family bike & walk to Drace &
Longview Parks. The large green lots that allow my kids to run &
co-exist with wildlife. A wonderful Target & other good stores in
close proximity. That it is safe!
769. The convenience and secluded feeling.
770. The convenience of closer Parkway West Schools and access to the
highways.
771. The convenience of the city with the bucolic feel of the country.
772. The convenience to church, shopping and excusable to the
highways. Many parks and green space is probably the best thing
about Town & Country.
773. The country aspect to Town and Country.. Trails, parks, acre
lots make our community charming and family friendly.
774. The country feel. It's proximity to other areas. The wise use
of resources. The thoughtful planning of growth and development.
775. The country feel. Not being over developed. / But, I would love
to be able to walk around a town center that feels like a small
town.
776. The country in Town and Country
777. The deer and wild life
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778. The efforts of social outreach including fire and ice and the
parade.
779. the events that take place over the year.
780. The fact that it is not a cookie cutter community like
Chesterfield or Wildwood.
781. The feel of a small community with access to a larger community
around it. I love the walking and biking trails and our parks.
782. The feel of a small community, centrally located, greenspace,
nice parks and conscientious residents.
783. The feeling that you are out in the country but yet close to the
city and all the amenities that a city offers.
784. The focus on family, parks, walking trails, neighborhood planned
events, plans for city square, police dept
785. The freeness and it is a quiet community.
more diversity.

Could use a little

786. The good schools and the parks, especially Longview Farm.
also centrally located with all nice homes.

It is

787. The green space and size of house lots
788. The green space and the one acre lot requirement to build to
maintain the green space. This is a unique factor to a community
as some other communities do not have as much green space so
homes are closer together and results in less privacy for
residents and more condensed neighborhoods. The luxury and
beauty that comes from living in Town and Country is why we moved
here and we love it.
789. The green space, , not the deer!
790. The green space, parks, etc., along with the attractiveness of
the houses and neighborhoods.
791. The green space, the feeling of living in the country; the
minimum lot size of 1acre. / The friendliness of the community.
Despite the wealth in our community, we are not ostentatious.
792. The green spaces and walking trails.

The small town feel.

793. The growing sense of community. /
794. The homes are nice looking, shopping readily available, worship
places diverse, and plenty of private schools to select from.
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795. The houses on one acre (mostly).
in place.

The walkways that have been put

796. The land homes are built on as well as the services available.

/

797. The large 1 acre (and larger) lots and the green space
surrounding them. Control of what is built on these lots is what
has allowed us to maintain our relatively high property value
over the years. There should be stricter control over what
structures and accessory structures are allowed to be constructed
and there should be careful monitoring by ARB and others, to make
sure that there is ample landscaping installed in new
construction and that structures are harmonious with the City.
798. The large 1 acre lots, not heavily commercial but enough services
for personal convenience. Also, I really like to hear that T&C
is the safest city in the state.
799. the large amount of land required for each house. this keeps a
more rural feel. it is also a very central convent location to
live
800. The large lots and the city administration that cares about the
city and keeping it in good condition.
801. The large lots and the closeness to shopping, highways and parks.
802. The large lots which allow children good and safe places to play.
803. The large number of trees and large lots. Nice parks.
804. The large properties and the wildlife
805. The large residential lots, safety, commitment to quality and
integrity in all aspects of residential life, business and
government. /
806. The large residential lots, the sense of pride in neighborhoods
and community, the safety that we expperience as residents, the
quality and types of businesses that operate within our
boundaries and the qulity of local government that maintains our
heritage with a thoughtful eye to the future.
807. The location and feeling of safety in our town
808. The location and home values.
809. The location is great and parks are ideal for families. The city
is managed well without additional taxes.
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810. The Leadesrship over the years have guided their responsilities
of protecting the mix between Commercial and residential growth
in a positive manner.
/ The conveience and conditions of travel
around T-C [putting the current construction along 64/40 aside]
considering the growth the last ten years is still an 8 to 8+.
/ We applaud the present administration for the City's fiscal
performance. T-C with a healthy reserve is among a very few that
can make that statement. The ascquisition of the acreage at
Clayton and Mason demonstrated to us that this Administration,
has a keen eye on today as well as the future...very smart move
and prudent use of T-C Capital. As was the Walking Path!!!! / We
also believe theT-C Police Force makes a tremendous day to day
contribution in guarding the Security and Wefare of our
811. the location, green space
812. The location, the neighborhood feel.
years and love it!!!

We have lived here for 34

813. The location.
814. The mayor is an incredible example of leadership and political
integrity. He makes the difficult decisions, especially regarding
animal control, zoning, and business planning, that maintains the
excellence of this community.
815. The neighborhoods
816. The new trail /sidewalks along Clayton RD, the existing parks.
I do not feel more are needed . New tougher zoning.
817. The number of parks, easy access to major highways and shopping
areas, small town feel, community events (Fire and Ice, Parade,
Park events....) beautiful real estate.
818. The one+ acre lots and the miles and miles of asphalt and/or
concrete trails for walking. Sorry - that's two things! /
819. The open green space and large home lots.
820. The open greenspace close to my home. The proximity to shopping
and other conveniences (Mason Woods). The wallking trails /
around Longview Park and Queeny Park. The schools and church
close to home.
821. the open spaces
822. The open spaces and proximity to Queeny Park.
mostly very nice too.
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823. The open spaces....though they are sadly filling up way too fast
; the quiet....though that is becoming less and less. / The
beauty and uniqueness of Town and Country was that it was
literaly an oasis... Green, peaceful, quiet, wildlife roaming
free. It was such a joy to come home to after a long day and it
was so close to work, schools, nearly anything one could need. /
Please note to use of the past tense. It was!
824. The openness, close schools and parks.
825. The park system is getting very good and the ability to connect
all the parks via sidewalks would be a great concept
826. The parks
827. The parks and "country feeling" in most of the areas while
"shopping, restaurants, etc are nearbyl
828. The parks and focused (localized) business areas.
829. The parks and open spaces
retailers

and close proximity to lots of

830. The parks and recreation options. The sidewalks, ,making it easy
to walk and ride bikes. Great shopping and dining options.
831. The parks and sidewalk system.
832. The parks and stores nearby our houses.
833. The parks and walking paths
834. The parks, large lots,the people
835. The parks, pretty close mcity to Queeny / The charm of the
neighborhoods / The minimum of commercial sites / The
architectural control ( fire house etc)
836. The parks.
837. The parks/many choices. The addition of sidewalks on Clayton Rd.
838. The pastoral setting and open green spaces.
839. The path on Clayton!!!!!!! Also, newer Target & Whole Foods,
Drace & Longview Parks and Mason Ridge.
840. The people - upper class who take care of their homes and take
pride in living here. Queeny Park provides great access for
activities and many people in the community stay active.
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841. The people and the vibe that it has had over the past 40 years we
have lived here - not the current direction it appears to be
going. It is a suburban neighborhood and has the feel of a
suburban neighborhood. If we wanted to live in a more urbanfeeling neighborhood, we would have moved to a more urban-feeling
neighborhood. We are up for change, but this feels like change
to benefit the "elected" few and not the majority.
842. The people who live in T & C
843. The people, the green spaces and parks. Longview Farm Park is
wonderful, go there every day to walk my dog. And the sidewalks
on Clayton are great. Also, the big events such as the Parade
844. The Planning and Zoning does excellent job
845. The preservation of the Country in T & C.
846. The privacy, the availability and accessibility to your daily
needs and the excellent local government we have.
847. The proximity to most STL locations
848. The public spaces and the fact that there is no Section 8 or
public housing. I like the high property values and affluence of
the area, while the City of St. Louis continues to decline due to
the Democrats. There isn't a sense of entitlement like there are
in less affluent areas of Metropolitan St. Louis. /
849. The quiet beauty and ease of living. I feel relaxed here.
850. The quiet environment and homes.
estate

Not a lot of commercial real

851. The quiet neighborhoods and green space in the community. The
parks and trails are an asset, but I'm anxiously awaiting a trail
on Topping Road.
852. The quiet peaceful neighborhoods.
853. The quiet residential areas.

Not big commercial developments.

854. The quiet that comes when the traffic times are over.
855. The quietness, parks, the Clayton Trail, proximity to hospitals,
dining, shopping, schools, and churches.
856. The recreational parks, the walking trail along Clayto Rs, and
the ambience and greenery and proneness in general.
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857. The relative seclusion we enjoy from not overpopulating the
available space. Also, we love the parks and the recently added
walking paths across the city.
858. The requirement to have a 1 acre lot, giving spacious homes and
yards
859. the residential feel
860. The residential feel of our town with quiet neighborhoods.
861. the residential setting combined with separate but accessible
retail. Its central geographic location, close to major retail
(eg. malls) and to downtown is a plus
862. The respite from commercial activity
863. The sense of community.
864. The sense of community.
865. The small local businesses, over all niceness of the area, and
the turkeys
866. The small town feel inside a large city.
community.

We feel safe in our

867. The space, sense of security, and the parks - Queeny and
Longview.
868. the spacious lots, the quiet streets, the devotion to green space
and public parks, the excellent police service, the responsive
and respectful public officials.
869. The spaciousness between homes - the greenery.
870. The spaciousness of the town
871. The spectacular parks – especially Longview Farm Park and Drace
Park. The walking path on Clayton. The awesome residents.
872. the suburban atmosphere
873. The thing we like most about Town and Country is the idea to keep
nature a vibrant part of our city. Everything from the
preservation of parks, the creation of sidewalks and walking
pathways, the minimization of large commercial developments, and
establishments of 1 acre home lots are all in sync with keeping
Town and Country a lovely town where nature is a priority.
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874. The 'town ' and 'country ' aspect of our town is great !!! Love
the sidewalks , parks , con walk to lovely grocery stores either
way , plus other shopping needs . I've had friends who have moved
to Ladue and said they miss T&C !!!
875. The Town & The Country aspect.

Beautiful!

876. The trees, greenery, large lots and diverse architecture. We
also have good public schools and are close to many of the areas
top private schools. All the ammenities are close by too.
877. The walking paths and parks
878. THe wonderful parks we have and the feeling of not being a
crammed city-minimum acreage to build, etc
879. The woods, wildlife, and having only one entrance to
subdivisions. Love the smaller roads.
880. There are great parks and walking/running areas.
friendly.

People are

881. There is plenty of green space but it is close to anywhere I need
to go. It is easy to get around St Louis from Town & Country.
882. There is sense of community and at the same time a great deal of
privacy and protection.
883. Town and Country being mainly residential with minimal commercial
or multiple family housing.
884. Town and Country Commons, high end stores, accessibility to
highways, well maintained public areas (even though some areas
close to 141 and Clayton should be worked on) and nice public
parks etc.
885. Town and Country Crossing Development / Parks / High Standards to
Maintain Home Values /
886. Town and Country feels like a town. I have the sense that local
government matters, and that there is a community that thinks of
itself as "Town and Country."
887. Town and Country is a beautiful community and I feel safe here.
It is a good mix of quality residential and retail areas. I
appreciate the Mayor and Aldermen listening to the residents and
not allowing undesirable development such as the proposed
eldercare residence on Clayton across from the fire station and
the Catholic school next to Cedar Springs. One of the reasons I
moved here was the combination of Town and Country. Even though
the deer eat my Hostas, I have to smile a little when it happens.
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We need to continue to be vigilant about commercializing too much
of the area, regardless of the pressure and opportunity for
additional tax incentives for retail space. We don't need to
allow any more large schools and office buildings to take our
open space like the one on the east side of 141 near 40/64.
888. Town and Country!!
889. Town and Country’s police and emergency response teams are
exceptional.
890. Trail system which I would like to see expanded further. Plenty
of green space but close enough to commercial amenities.
891. Tranquility, maintaining strict building codes
892. Trees
893. Underdeveloped!

Upkeep of personal properties.

894. upscale community, close to everything, good parks and paths
895. upscale residential area which preserves some "country" while
being conveniently located in the center of Saint Louis County.
896. Upscale, Friendly people, safe
897. Very convenient being close to schools, highways, hospitals and
shopping. Very safe place to live and raise kids. Nice homes with
one acre lots.
898. Very safe for all families, excellent police department and a
major effort to keep greenery intact.
899. Very safe. Great police department who solve most cases. The
email newsletters. Parks. Great location.
900. Very well planned and executed. The city staff and police
department are the best friends of the residents
901. walkability from Mason and Clayton to shopping and park. Like
having safe sidewalks and crosswalks.
902. walking paths
walking to Starbucks,
Walking/biking encouraged by layout of community.
903. We enjoy the open spaces, and well maintained areas
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904. We gave up six acres in Manchester to live in Town and Country.
We moved here to get away from the traffic and businesses that
line Manchester Rd. It's stressful. We lived there for twentyfive years and watched it grow and grow. / /
905. We have an acre of land, low crime, convienent to St. Louis, good
schools
906. We have wonderful neighbors in the Essex Point neighborhood. Our
mayor and our aldermen in Ward 1 are very responsive and
enthusiastic about representing our interests.Our police
department has been very helpful when we needed their assistance
with the construction traffic issue at Amersham Drive and
Bickford Drive. I also love Longview Farm Park, the Clayton Road
trail, and the Fire and Ice celebration each summer.
We know the mayor is anxious to expand the space next to Straubs
into a commercialized developed area, and we are horrified. The
light at Mason heading west on Clayton is often so backed up, we
have not been able to make a left out of Chapel Hill Estates at
times between 4:30 and 6:30. Of course this is variable, but
there is already a lot of traffic at certain times of the day. /
907. We like the neighborhood where we live, Mason Valley, proximity
to Queeny Park, and the nice size residential lots that keep lots
of open space.
908. We moved here because of Principia School - wanted to be closer
when our son was little - even closer than Chesterfield, where we
lived before moving to Thornhill 15 years ago and then Mason
Valley 10 years ago.
909. We moved here three years ago from Chesterfield. We love living
in Town and Country. It is the best city in Missouri!
910. well kept
911. well maintained, safe community
912. well planned development limited by reasonable zoning and
enforcement;
913. well run
914. Well run government and high community standards
915. We're close in proximity to a lot of things to do and go. I also
feel safe. It's pretty too!
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916. We've lived her 44 years, and we chose this location because of
access to major highways and for the school district. We have not
been unhappy with our choice obviously. We'll probably have to
leave the area when we move to a senior facility.
917. What I like best are the parks, sidewalks, lovely yards, and
small shopping strips.
918. What I like most is how I feel like I am out in the country.
enjoy all of the trees and limited street lights at night.

I

919. When we moved to Town & Country, it was for the great school
district and the town and country mix!
920. Where located.
921. wildlife, green space, could be more walking and biking trails
922. Wonderful green spaces and quietness!
923. Wonderful parks.
924. wonderful police department,
925. wooded environment, minimum 1 acre zoning, a rural feel close to
an urban area
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1.

(1) Clayton and Ballas intersection. (2) The people who don’t
like the wildlife. We moved her for the animals. When we see
then it feels like an amazing gift. Please protect them.

2.

18,000 sq. ft. house being built on Clayton Rd. At this
time the house (under construction) does not look good.
and construction is taking too long. Hopefully this does
to more similar type construction projects. I feel sorry
neighbors!

3.

a central business district, a "maim street "if you will would be
a great addition. / As it stands now things are spread all over.

4.

a lack of a will to try new things

5.

A slight concern with recent commercial development trends. We
realize some level of commercial and retail development is
appropriate and important, but want to make sure it is pursued
thoughtfully.

6.

ability to easily get around to enjoy various things like Queeny
Park. Living in Thornhill Estates I have to drive to Queeny park
which is virtually across the street. Reason for that is lack of
trails/side walks to safely get from our neighborhood to Queeny.

7.

Abusive alderman using their positions for personal agendas and
not to benefit residents esp by ignoring residents concerns and
input

8.

Aldermen favoring developers over residents!!!!!

9.

Alderpersons are deaf to citizens feelings

10.

all the tear downs are resulting in huge homes and I am afraid
the diversity in its residents is changing

11.

All the tear-downs and rebuilds often don't fit in to the
neighborhoods; look out of place.

12.

Allowing the Children's Hospital to go in. It causes our street
to have people trying to get to hospital to turn around on our
street. The traffic near the highway has doubled.

13.

an increase in crime

14.

Animals that roam around rural space(skunks)

15.

Apartments being built in T&C, with rent subsidies provided by
the government.
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16.

As a parent who has a young child at the elementary school, i'm
extremely concerned about the very poor crosswalk on Mason Ridge
Road, and the lack of a crosswalk on Mason Road since the church
serves as the overflow parking lot. I would hate to see the
community wait for something terrible to happen before this is
fixed.

17.

As a resident of Brook Mill Lane we have been very clear about
our desire for Westminster NOT to install lights and a PA system
for their football field. They would not accept no for an answer
and have sued the City to allow the lights to be installed. This
is coming years after the school said they would not install
lights on the field and we in turn supported their proposal to
build the school. The other T&C residents that came to the
public meetings to speak in support of the lights do not live in
the adjacent and affected area, so it is easy for them to force
their idea of what is acceptable on us. I do not think they
would want us to set up lights in their backyards to turn on 25
times a year when we decide we want to.

18.

As the trustee for the Manderleigh Woods subdivision I have heard
many complaints regarding the ugliness, lack of maintenance, and
overall neglect for the stretch of outer woods mill rd between
Clayton rd and Highway 64. We know that his responsibility
belongs primarily to MODOT, but we believe that the city of Town
and Country should find a way to address some of these issues
such as the sidewalk, weeds, condition of road, broken curbs,
etc. The city's immediate attention to this is greatly
appreciated by the entire subdivision.

19.

Attempts to change the residential format of the city.

20.

Attracting too many people whom are non T & C residents.

21.

Bad decisions by city government.

22.

Bad handling of the deer.
killing them.

23.

balancing the amount of commercial development to allow (creating
a nice tax base) versus maintaining a pastoral, residential feel

24.

became crowded

25.

Becoming less diverse racially and economically and becoming too
white

26.

Becoming to commercial

You need a plan to get away from

/
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27.

Becoming too “upscale.”
atmosphere.

Large homes reduce the neighborhood

28.

Becoming too commercial and selling out to hospitals and medical
buildings. Traffic is becoming very heavy caused by the mayor and
board by bending zoning laws and not looking out for the
residents and their wishes.

29.

Becoming too commercial with businesses that don't serve the
current residents or serve a low percentage of them

30.

Being a senior citizen on a fixed income taxes too high.
enough Fast food or Restaurant chains near.

31.

being able to afford the real estate taxes which keep increasing
although as retirees, our income doesn't

32.

Being fiscally responsible and keeping taxes to a minimum

33.

Better trails and linkage needed between north of hwy 40 to south
of hwy 40 and wish more city facilities were north of 40 /

34.

Bicyclists sharing heavy traffic with motorists & not traveling
on the shoulders, but instead riding on the roadway!!!

35.

big business coming in and building something that doesn't fit
with the traditional look and feel of this town (for example in
the past, that assisted living facility for the Wirth space totally inappropriate).

36.

Big land developers

37.

Biggest concern would be too much commerilization ...where,
traffic, noise would take away from the quiet and natural beauty
of our town.

38.

Biggest worry is Town and Country will lose the law suit from
West Minister and lights and sound system will be allowed in Town
and Country

39.

Box developments, allowing variance to current residential
zoning, rezoning, traffic and Mason and Clayton.

40.

Breakins

41.

break-ins and theft and drug use

42.

Bridge over 40/67 is decaying. Looks terrible for the type of
community T & C is. But know this is a MODOT issue.
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43.

Bringing in development that does not generate tax income. / That
the priority seems to be Clayton Road and Parks. / Being at
Manderleigh of Town and Country means being the ugly step
children of Town and Country. / Examples / *Round about over
growth and weeds on road / *Outer 40 being owned by MoDot so we
cannot get the same attention as others in T&C. You can see where
T&C ends and MoDot / begins, It goes from good to bad at the
boundary line. / That I believe our Neighborhood pays for 2 of
the 4 mowings a year of the round about. Does anyone cut their
grass only 4x a year? / * The speeding to and from the round
about. / *Overall the general look of folk entering into T&C
from 40 and the outer road or 141 not being seen as a ugly way to
enter. Mason Rd is not the only way in.

44.

Bringing in too much "big box" retail, taking away quaintness.

45.

building codes need to be updated to protect our city. / houses
too big and too many trees being cut down and not replaced.

46.

Building enormous residences without overall consideration for
other homeowners and architectural appearance of the
subdivisions. / /

47.

Building more shopping centers

48.

building of section 8 housing

49.

Building up of sidewalks on roads taking away from rural look.
Giant houses being built on only 1 acre of land. It also is
creating more storm water runoff erroding and flooding creeks and
streams. Wasted money on Town square and sidewalks. Money
should be put into fixing existing infratructure.

50.

Burglaries, car break-ins, increase of taxes

51.

busy roads around neighborhoods

52.

Busy traffic and overcrowded shopping centers.

53.

Can't think about anything, I am very happy with T&C.

54.

Changes to zoning that allow for high-density residential
development.

55.

Changing policies (example lights/sound system at Westminster) to
accommodate big dollars moving into town

56.

Changing the country atmosphere eg 3 new houses at entrance to
amerham
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57.

City doesn't recognize citizens needs.

58.

City not really concerned with thoughts of the residents

59.

city spending more than it takes in.
/ Buying the Wirth
property without any idea how to use it. / Having a one acre
retention pond on the Wirth property that the city will have to
build just to protect adjacent subdivisions. / If they would have
left the property alone, this retention pond would not be
necessary and if it sold to a private developer, the pond expense
would have been paid for with private, rather than public funds.

60.

City spends the reserves on things the residents don't need/want.
The city cannot attract good stores to fill the vacant store
fronts. Town and Country allows too many nursing homes which put
a strain on our police/fire departments. The older residents &
alderman resist future change to make Town & Country great for
families.

61.

Clayton Road between Bopp and Mason Rd. is poorly structured and
dangerous

62.

commercial buildout

63.

Commercial development

64.

Commercial development / Loss of green spaces

65.

Commercial development, traffic

66.

commercial encroachment

67.

Commercial encroachment into residential areas. Leasing of
vacant commercial areas (i.e. the old Wal-mart site).
Westminster Christian Academy application for lights and sound
system and their tactics in trying to implement these against
citizen and board approval

68.

Commercialism creeping in slowly. Spread of BJC on highway 40.
Homes becoming too big for the lot size.

69.

Commercialization. Rezoning in residential areas. Elected
officials not representing the views of the constituents.

70.

Commercialization. Huge homes on the same size lots. They look
goofy. More concrete More blacktop All of whick reduces GREEN

71.

Concerned that the "powers to be" in T&C will become too money
hungry and try to incorporate too many commercial places close to
residents.
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72.

Concerned about too much commercial, too much condensed
housing...Maryville and its athletic fields and all construction
/ Is a bit too much. Would hope that there aren't any other
plans to expand...enough already! The traffic on Conway is /
Getting pretty heavy. / The building behind Schnucks will bring
even more traffic congestion. didn't know about that plan.

73.

Congestion

74.

Congestion, particularly on Clayton as a thoroughfare.

75.

Construction. House on the lots are getting too big and changing
the open feel.

76.

Continued construction of larger homes. These are putting a
strain on utilities, i.e., we have issues with water pressure
dropping year over year, and regularly occurring power outages.
(Obviously not necessarily related to thew new homes, but must
have some effect.)

77.

Continued development of commercial along highways I 64 and 141
disrupting our adjoining neighborhoods.

78.

Corner of ballas and Clayton eyesore

79.

Cost of living. Keeping up with maintenance down the road.
of commercial successes (ie Manchester Meadows).

80.

Country like settings being destroyed and replaced with
excessively large homes, / concrete sidewalk, town square that
creates excessive stormwater runoff.

81.

County interference.

82.

Creating a sense of community when there isn't a town center.

83.

Crime

84.

Crime

85.

Crime

86.

Crime and drive by on lookers while my kids are in the street

87.

crime coming in

88.

crime due to the affluence in the area

89.

Crime due to the affluence in the area.

90.

Crime seems to be on the rise
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91.

Crime, home break-ins

92.

Crime, street maintenance and most of all consistent adherence to
the building code. Seems as though the current residential
building codes are producing less quality homes which does
nothing to attract home buyers.

93.

Crime.

94.

Crowding of mega-mansions in limited area.

95.

Currently I don't have any concerns.

96.

deer

97.

Deer

98.

Deer eating shrubs/flowers.

99.

Deer management as relates to both safety and property
destruction.

Roads.

Stop signs.

Street signs.

Clayton Road traffic.

100. deer population and keeping out unwanted or unneeded services
101. Deer population out of control.
along Weidman Road.

Need to control deer population

102. Deterioration of residential building code creating less quality
and offers nothing for prospective buyers interested in quality.
Who came up with plastic siding and why is the building
department not strictly enforcing the building codes such as
building over the front set back and over the max height. A good
example is now under construction on Clayton Road
?????
103. Development of green space into commercial property. That our
community will be filled with McMansions with the excessive tear
down of existing homes /
104. Development of land/new subdivisions that allow building to take
place on small lots, traffic patterns on Clayton Road
105. Development; loss of greenspace; McMansions; investment in
housing stock by foreign investors.
106. Different wards or locations within the city get treated
differently.
107. Dilapidating infrastructure. Certain places are not well kept.
Exit ramp from highway 40 to 141 is awful.
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108. Diversity and access to a community rec center.
109. Divide between 270 east and west. I feel more like I belong to
Des Peres.
110. Do not feel that the residents are always the top priority.
Example the new BJC complex. No tax revenue from this endeavor &
the result is a huge billboard for BJC & a nuisance for anyone
trying to maneuver the roundabout. It is so obtrusive unlike the
other commercial buildings in our area. The majority of elected
officials did not support the concerns of local residents. Public
hearings were manipulated & predetermined!
111. Do not get carried away with this trails and parks thing.
112. Do not have any
113. Do we really need to focus on walking paths? I'm not in favor of
any additional biking lanes.
114. Doesn't have some services that other larger communities, like
sewer maintenance fee for replacing lateral sewer. Also leaf and
limb pickup.
115. Doing too many tear-downs to build monster houses. Bigger isn't
always better. Was very, very upset to see the amount of trees
being removed w/ the huge house going up on Clayton Road. Having
too many of those types of houses don't make anything about Town
& Country better. They're too big and take away from the feeling
of our beautiful town. In my opinion, they're obnoxious. I'd
rather see more trees and the houses that are already here be
updated. A limit on the size of home would be wonderful. Don't
need mansions and oversized houses in this area.
116. Don't really have any
117. don't really have any
118. Don't want property taxes to get so high that it will make
affording to live there and raise family difficult. Also, don't
want to see town in a position where we have to over saturate
with big box retailers or mass deforestation for subdivisions,
etc.
119. Don't want to see excess Principia property sold for commercial
development
120. Drive through crime
121. Drop in tax revenue from large commercial tracts
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122. drugs
123. Egregious acts of politicians that enact destructive rezonings
such as the BJC Pediatric Care Center at 40/61 and Mason. Such
rezonings are contrary to all we have fought for, contrary to our
history, to the reason we decided to become the City of Town and
Country. / / We need to maintain a resident-based government. We
are supposed to have in depth surveys every few years. We haven't
had one since the late 1990s. One alderman even claimed residents
didn't want or like surveys. / / We need to stop killing our
deer. Aldermen who love to hunt are responsiable for the annual
sharpshooting. / / The bullying must stop. We actually have
aldermen who bully residents when they disagree with / certain
positions aldermen take. The positions in these cases are usually
destructive to the city / and self-serving on the part of the
aldermen. Some aldermen serve only those residents who support
the alderman's position. The aldermen, first and foremost, are
here to serve residents. / /
124. Elected officials have been in office too long. Time to change
leadership and bring in fresh ideas. / / Most important is that
they are spending too much money on "green-space/parks/trails".
125. elitism that seems to be prevalent among some of our citizens.
126. Empty businesses on Manchester Rd.
127. empty spaces in the town and country commons and way too many
empty spaces in the manchester meadows area...looks rundown / 2.
lack of uniform trash service - too many trucks on too many days
in and out of subdivisions
128. encroaching businesses/organizations that allow too much traffic,
too little greenspace / / not enough perks for citizens
129. Encroaching commercial use of our Town and Country land, making
us more Town than Country. Lack of a public library and
community pool.
130. Encroaching development and lack of enforcement of zoning
ordinances.
131. entirely dependent on cars, urban sprawl
132. Erosion of individual rights of residents
133. Even with the deer culling program, there are still too many
deer. This is a significant safety issue.
134. E-W traffic congestion on Clayton, Manchester, and Hwy 40
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135. Excess deer population
136. Excessive commercial development....expansion of trails beyond
Clayton Road....very concerned about trails extending into
neighborhoods such as along Sellenrick Road....
137. Excessive spending on functionally useless projects such as
Preservation Park and the new Town Center--I'm a fan of parks,
yet they have to relate to their surroundings and access.
138. Expansion of Hygh 40-60, increased traffic noise, emergency
vehicle frequently traveling at high speeds, city failed
commitment to residents all along 40/60 to demand MoDot provide
sound mitigation – affecting property values and several families
placing homes for sale and desiring to move from area.
139. Expenses will get out of hand and taxes will go up, up, up.
140. Expensive
141. eye sore of the lot behind Straubs. Traffic potential if wrong
type of establishments are developed in that area. Lack of vibe
in the straubs shopping center
142. Failure of commerce and empty store front buildings
143. Federal government interference with city government, zoning,
etc.
Viewing existing financial reserves as a piggy bank.
144. flooding
145. forgetting about the
bustle

quiet community in a large hustle and

146. Fractious politics infecting the city.
147. Further expansion of MO Baptist upon residential neighborhoods
and further traffic growth /
148. future criminal activity
149. Getting carried away with trivial concerns and not keeping the
"BIG" picture in mind.
150. Getting over-built with commercial building and office buildings.
151. Getting too commercial
152. getting too commercialized
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153. Government which uses different rules and standards for different
people, especially with zoning, building approvals and signage
154. gradual encroachment of commercial enterprise
155. Grotesque new construction both commercial and residential that
do not have the look and feel of Town & Country. Clear cutting of
green space for new construction is a crime to the environment.
156. Growth from the West of Town and country will make commuting more
difficult
157. Growth in size and traffic and not keeping up with that. Need
better mgmt of traffic, stop signs and traffic lights.
158. Growth on population
159. growth, expansion, and activities for kids
160. Growth.

Taxes must remain 0.

161. Gun violence and burglaries close by.
162. handling of deer population
163. Have no concerns or worries at this time.
164. Have none.
165. Having it run by career politicians who a re-elected over and
over again and losing the sense of community.
166. High density development
167. High real estate taxes and traffic
168. High real estate taxes.
169. High taxes and future potential tax increases
170. High taxes. Not enough commercial tax base. Need longer turn
lanes at intersection of Clayton and Mason. Need more sidewalks
along Mason
171. Highway noise from widening of 64 and other highways. A sound
wall should be built along 64 and 270 to reduce noise and light
pollution.
172. Highways taking over and loss of green space
173. Hitting a deer
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174. Highway 64 cuts thorough T&C and creates an eye sore as well as
too much noise. There should have been more sound walls put in
to block out the noise and hide the traffic.
When we asked for
more walls, we were told that it was up to the highway dept.
which gave very little consideration to the suggestions from
residents. The walls that were put in we put in some cases in
areas where there appears to be very few residents. It looks as
though businesses were considered first and residents last.
175. Hitting a deer and hurting myself are car.
176. Hitting a deer on the roads.
177. home break-ins
178. home burglaries.
179. home burglary
180. Homeowners continuing to maintain and update their homes and
landscaping.
181. Hope Clayton road is never widened, would like to see speed limit
reduced on 141 - current speeds are unsafe, Would like a
community pool
182. Hostility in two neighborhoods against the bordering high school
and their quest for lights. Seems the toxic feelings aired are
anti-student, anti-child in our neighborhood. Other neighbors we
have spoken with agree.
183. house and car break ins
184. HOUSING AND PROPERTY TAXES GETTING TOO HIGH
185. Housing tends to be upscale and not accessible to most people.
I don't like seeing regular houses torn down to build mega
mansions in their place.
186. How busy Clayton Road gets at rush hour times!
187. hud housing legislation
188. I am concerned about the direction of home building in T & C.
Everytime I drive by the 18,000 square foot home on Clayton – I
wonder about the approval process. It is so close to Clayton,
how long will it take to complete? And what about the mess to
the neighbors?
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189. I am concerned about the priorities of the administration. I
think walking trails should be a first priority along Mason and
Topping and they should go from Clayton Rd to Manchester. I see
a lot of people walking in Town and Country. Walking trails
would make walking more accessible and safer. / I do not see a
need for a town square. It is unclear to me how a few
restaurants will bring the city together any more than any of the
other restaurants in Town and Country already do. I do not think
having Town and Country as a landlord makes sense. A lot of
money is being spent on the town square idea but there doesn't
seem to be a clear purpose. If the idea is to bring the city
residents together, why not have more events in one of the parks?
Fire and Ice is very popular and does bring people together. Why
not have more festivals, concerts or similar events?
190. I am concerned that all of the new homes and construction taking
place will result in T&C losing it's best attribute - all of the
trees and nature. I don't want to see trees being removed with
new homes being built.
191. I am concerned that it is becoming "over-developed". I prefer a
peaceful residential community.
192. I am concerned that more green space and properties will be used
for high occupancy buildings and high use facilities. This will
increase traffic and change the personality of our neighborhoods.
193. I am for development, but I worry that it is done by leveling
treed lots and with out sustainable requirements.
194. I am looking forward to a large park for our residents to bring
the family.
195. I am not convinced that the "town square" is a good use of
taxpayers' money. I would rather see sidewalks along Mason,
south of Clayton Road, and along Topping.
196. I believe traffic is an important concern in T & C. Traffic along
the South Outer 40 Road has greatly increased, with the I-64/40
construction going on. It is nearly impossible to make a left
turn onto southbound Mason Road from the South Outer 40 Road (by
Mason Ridge School) at peak traffic times of the day. I wish
there was a way to resolve that issue. During the evening rush
hour, westbound traffic on Clayton Road between Mason and 141 is
also very congested.
197. I do not have a concern at the moment
198. I do not know. I am a fairly new resident to the area. I have
only lived in Town and Country for less tha 2 years.
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199. I dislike all the ranch homes being town down and new minimansions being built.
I also don't want to see taxes rising
so much. I think the improvements they are making, like the
walking path, are great. But, I want there to be some balance.
Remember there are many in Town and Country that are on fixed
incomes and lost jobs.
200. I do not feel like they take care of the bridges, landscaping,
overall appearance of where we live. All of the bridges in the
surrounding areas have been re-done and are beautiful, ours our
run down looking, very poorly landscaped, the fences are rusted,
looks worse than going into low income areas of our city. There
are weeds everywhere. I wish it looked well manicured and
groomed. Even though they are trying to maintain the Wildlife
Corridor feel, it really looks unkept, messy and not well taken
care of. I have had trash (a large mattress that had fallen off
a truck), which fell outside of the gate to where we live that
sat there for over a week with nobody taking care of it. I had
to call several times before it was taken care of and it was not
on our private street, but located in the limits of Town and
Country. I am glad to see road improvements taking place and I
am hoping the landscaping and bridges are next? For being one of
the higher cost of living areas in St. Louis, I feel it should
look a lot better.
201. I do not want the area being overbuilt with commercial
properties. I do not want Maryville College imposing their
buildings on residential areas and the local roads. I do not want
more traffic on our roads.
202. I do not want to be taken over by St. Louis County in a citycounty consolidation.
203. I don't have any
204. I don't have one.
205. I don't really have concerns about it.
206. I don't see any major issue.
207. I don't think the aldermen have the best interests of the
citizens as their major concern.
208. I don't worry at all.
209. I fear it will become over populated and traffic will become a
problem.
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210. I feel pretty safe living in Town and Country, little concern
about a place to live.
211. I feel that under the current Administration, the staff is
fearful of dissuading undesirable development and that there is a
lack of direction when it comes to planning regarding residential
and commercial. The Mayor seems very pro-development, and has
been personally involved with promoting commercial development in
Town and Country: examples, that I know of, are Clayton and
Ballas and Stonecrest. I wish that, as a City, the
Administration would be more concerned with preserving our open
green areas, making sure that new homes are harmonious with their
surroundings, size and appearance of structures are controlled,
and traffic is considered. With the new tenants in Manchester
Meadows, perhaps the City can get back to protecting the current
residents rather than looking for new ways to gather and spend
money.
212. I hate all the tear downs. It is such a nice place, but it has
already become a city with nothing but huge homes. That probably
draws people who want to rob us.
213. I have a growing concern about developers persuading the elected
officials of Town and Country to allow commercial development in
the community. It appears that their influence is gaining
traction with some in our city government. From my perspective
much of the appeal of why we chose to live here would be lost.
214. I have a growing concern that developers seem to be having a
greater influence on the local government officials. I would
hate to see the community being exploited by those wishing to
build multiple family housing or commercial properties.
215. I have attended council meetings where the people has spoken
(Wash U building) and the council does what is best for them –
their interests – not ours. They also cater to the wealthy –
somehow always voting in their favor. Common sense means thing.
I guess I am dissatisfied with the government. It’s a club!
216. I have concerns about the new development adjacent to Straubs.
Food trucks? Traffic contestion on Clayton &Mason. I moved to
STL 16 months ago. I lived in NYC, DC, Denver and Charlotte. I
knew T&C was my future home when I was on a relocation visit. /
217. I have no concerns or worries at this time.
218. I have none
219. I live near Maryville.
bright lights

Traffic and loss of green space and
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220. I have lived here for 19 years. I am seeing housing prices
skyrocket...now only the super-rich can afford to live on my
street. I bought my house for $280,000. Now, every new house on
the street starts selling at 1.5 to 2 million. The changing
demographics are bringing a sense of eliteness and snobbery to
the community. Town and country wouldn't allow a coffee/donut
shop at Ballas and Clayton, because the didn't want the type of
people that would attract to come into the community. Similarly,
Westminster Christian Academy is denied lights for its stadium,
because a few neighbors may be able to see its lights or hear the
noise from a football game a few nights each year. I'm seeing
more concern for self rather than what is best for the community.
221. I live north of I64 on a cul de sac off Ladue Rd. I admire the
counsel's overall plan for the city's development along its core
on Clayton Rd; however, my access to these amenities requires
driving to and parking to enjoy the benefits. Walking from my
home near Hunter Farm to city center is not realistic or safe
currently. Parking is inadequate now during peak usage times,
and the proposed number of parking spaces shown in the renderings
ot the new development seems to be woefully inadequate. I don't
see any real concern for making residents north of the interstate
part of the "walk ability" goals of T & C. I would like to walk
east and west along Ladue and Conway.
222. I live off Conway Road just west of Mason Road. My concern and
current complaint about T&C is the fact that there is no way for
me to safely walk in my community. There is no safe sidewalk
along Conway from my subdivision to Mason Road and along Mason
Road to where a sidewalk begins at Mason Ridge Road. I would
like to be able to walk/bike with my family to Straub's, Mason
Ridge, and the new town center. I would very much like to have a
pedestrian option like Clayton Road has and Topping and Mason
Road South will have.
223. I really don't have a worry or concern at this time.
224. I really enjoy that we have very low crime in Town and Country. I
understand that we have two major highways bounding Town and
Country, which potentially brings criminals directly into our
area and increases the pressure on the police. I want to
encourage the city leaders and police to do what is necessary to
keep us almost crime-free. I live alone without fear for my
safety and well-being and want to keep it that way.
225. I think if you make another walking park, you will be taking away
from the Longview Farms Walking area we already have. Do we need
two areas within a 1 mile range.???
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226. I think it takes a long time to make decisions because of the
large varying opinions and influence. I also think that in some
instances, we've backed ourselves in to a corner due to red tape
we've placed in front of us.
227. I think the NE corner of Ballas and Clayton is an eyesore. I was
very upset that a group of citizens were so against the building
of a coffee shop there. It would have been wonderful. Something
needs to go in that spot as it detracts from the beauty of the
area. / / 2. Bicycles on Clay ton Road
228. I think there is too much concern and fear about change,
particularly when it comes to allowing businesses to come in a
build.
229. I want to continue living here into my retirement. However,
there are not appropriate NEW downsizing opportunities for me to
move into unless I want to spend $550+ for a lot a build. My
children our just out of college and I am having to look
elsewhere for an appropriate downsize.
230. I wish it was more pedestrian…but know that this is in the works
with the Town Square Task Force. More sidewalk along Mason Road,
for example.
231. I wish there was a nice playground for kids especially with metal
slides as we have kids with cochlear implants. An all abilities
playground would be better!
232. I wish they had a community center.
233. I worry about an increase in crime and hope we continue to give
our police force everything they need to protect us including
without limitation the ability to hire the best police officers.
234. I worry about the superfluous revenue collection (non-safety
related traffic tickets) going on in our city from it's citizens.
Completely ridiculous.
235. I worry that someday Town and Country might follow Creve Coeur's
direction and allow huge McMansions to be built on top of each
other.
236. I would hate to see over development. City may be losing a
little of its charms with all the tear downs and McMansions being
built.
237. I would like more walking and biking paths. Mason and Topping
are narrow and I have concerns of my children riding on the roads
to reach the bike path
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238. I would like a sidewalk on Topping Road.
/ I am also concerned
about the bikers on Clayton. They are often travel in large
packs and do not obey traffic laws. I have been literally forced
to a stop because of a large pack crossing in front of my car. I
have seen leaders of these packs move into the lanes so cars
cannot pass them.
239. I would like to maintain the current feel of the city. I would
also like to make Queeny park more accessible for bike and
pedestrian traffic by way of Mason road and Weidman road.
240. I would like to see more diversity in our community.
241. I would like to see more sidewalk connections made throughout the
township. I would appreciate safe street crossings to be the
sign for Clayton Road and Mason Road. My son was hit by a car
trying to cross Clayton Road. I would love to see a gathering
area developed next to Straub's.
242. I'd like to see sidewalks put in on Topping Rd. from Clayton to
Manchester.
243. If it doesn't remain a place that younger generations aspire to
live, property values could fall.
244. If Obama mandates that we have Section 8 or public housing in our
community. My family lives here so that we don't have to deal
with the entitlement, crime, and thuggery of the city of St.
Louis.
245. If schools declined or we are not able to attract young families,
this could create a problem in the future. A town center is
needed to create a sense of place--T&C has no identity right now
and a center meeting place would help create an identity.
246. If we can find solution to the deer problem they really are a big
new sense
247. I'm concerned that there will be increasing encroachment of
commercial zones.
/ Hate that there are not consistent
sidewalks. Especially along Conway. It is difficult to safely
walk or ride a bike.
248. I'm land locked living off of Topping Road. I've never been able
to feel comfortable for my kids to walk down Topping Road with
the speed of the traffic and the lack of shoulder or walking
path. They may live near a friend, but you still have to drive
them there because of the danger of the road.
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249. I'm mostly concerned with keeping Clayton Rd free of commercial
businesses, except in the already approved zones.
250. importance of keeping up with the times
251. In consideration of the serious issues many communities face, it
is difficult to be too concerned about anything going on in Town
and Country. Having said that, I do worry that some members of
our community become very close-minded in the face of proposed
changes to our community, even when those proposals represent the
potential for significant improvements to our city. Some seem
wholly focused on their own needs and priorities, rather than
what may be in the best interest of the community as a whole.
Change is not the enemy--stagnation is. It is critical that we
continue to be mindful and respectful of our heritage, while
keeping pace with the needs of our citizens today and ensuring
that we prepare our community for the future. I am glad our city
leaders strongly manifest this philosophy.
252. in my neighborhood there seems to be a difference in long term
view of our houses between the younger households and the elder
253. Increase in traffic as a result of developing vacant
lots/shopping centers. Police department does a fabulous job but
crime, in recent years, seems to have increased with home & car
break ins rising.
254. Increased commercial development.

Traffic congestion.

255. Increased traffic
256. Increased traffic, especially from all of the commercial
buildings on Highway 67(Maryviille area, both east and west).
257. Increasing commercial type development. Ie,business, medical high
density apartments, nursing homes.
258. increasing crime
259. Increasing overhead too much in regards to unnecessary parks. Do
not need any more parks or other infrastructure to maintain. For
instance, hardly anyone knows about Drace Park, yet the citizens
are paying for upkeep.
260. increasing removal of green spaces for the benefit the high tax
contributing business and schools relative to a homeowner.
Inconsistent enforcement of coding regualtions based on who you
know.
261. increasing traffic
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262. Increasing traffic congestion especially the intersections of MO
HWY 141 and Clayton Road. Too much commercial development in
that area. During rush hour the traffic back up there is horrible
especially along Woods Mill outer road between 4 and 6PM. I
usually schedule my day around those hours without any problem.
263. Increasing traffic during rush hours especially.
264. Increasing traffic on Mason and Clayton roads
265. increasing walk-ability and increases safety for walkers to
access Queeny Park and the proposed Town Center. I think it is
very important that the trail system include all of the major
neighborhoods off Topping and Mason.
266. Inflexibility of the residential base regarding the acceptance of
change.
267. Influx of commercial businesses not essential to neighborhood
living.
268. Infrastructure. Please keep developing walkways we need them.
Water management.
/
269. interstate road noise in morning is sometimes deafening.
270. intolerance-- community isolationism (we need to see ourselves as
part of the West St. Louis puzzle of communities that should be
willing to accommodate and innovate methods of essential services
delivery ).
271. Intrusion of big, white collar industry, an example is the BJC
child medical center. Not needed for the residents and did not
increase tax base for the city
272. intrusion of fast food shops and nursing facilities.
273. Intrusion of peace for homeowners due to new building such as
lights/sound system at westminister
274. IRRESPONSIBLE SPENDING OF TAX MONIES AND OFFICIAL TRYING TO MAKE
A NAME FOR THEMSELVES.
275. It has gotten too big by annexing more area. Government spends
too much. it depends upon sales tax revenue which may go down as
on line commerce increases.
276. It is too expensive for many people to live here.
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277. It is concerning to see T&C purchase land (Wirth Property) with
no plan as to what to do with the property. Then after spending
approximately two million dollars to control what takes place on
the property, additional expense is incurred to decide what to do
with it. Ultimately, I do not believe the parks we have are
adequately serviced (Preservation Park was a terrible idea, and
horribly maintained), so why do we continue to purchase land and
turn them in to parks?
278. it can be difficult to maintain really nice public use areas in
2016, so I guess I would be concerned the city can continue
investments and improvements to stay as one of the nicest places
to live in st louis. Also a big concern to me is future
commercial developments including the Principia property. I guess
one more concern is that there are so many non profits that pay
$0 in taxes but require city services. (for example the new
developments on south outer 40, all the churches and schools that
pay $0 tax)
279. It seems that our little village is so overcome with banks, title
companies, etc. It would be great to have some more nice
restaurants such as Mia Sorella, Duffy's and Cooper's Hawk. No
more fast food here. Panera would always be nice. /
In the
new plan at the Wirth location, I only can hope that there won't
be a bank, real estate or title company. Otherwise /
it's a
great place to live.
280. It would be wonderful if we could achieve a bit more ethnic and
economic diversity.
281. It's a little too quiet and looking forward to the improvements
at the straubs shopping complex.
282. It's not walkable, lack of sidewalks.
283. Keep it residential!
vicinity!

We already have enough nursing homes in the

284. Keeping it safe.
285. Keeping the country and not town. Becoming like the state or
federal government.
286. Keeping Town and Country as a town. I am excited about the Town
Square. A place that people are attracted to.
287. Lack of amenities compared to highly desirable communities
surrounding it on all sides.
288. lack of city services for household and families
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289. L ack of openess to change. Parks are very necessary for all
towns . It was a fight to get the ones we have. It is a real
attraction to people looking for a place to live. St Peters
parks are all connected throught out the whole city. Loved that.
Town and Country is blessed with much wild life and schools.
Those are also quite atttractive to people looking for a new
place to live. I think we have many great things here to share
with residents.
290. Lack of diversity and acceptance of diversity / Tear downs and
building of enormous homes that are out of place with existing
homes / Lack of town center (being addressed) which would promote
inclusivity / Reliance on auto transportation. Wish walking
paths would extend beyond Clayton Rd
291. Lack of follow through for contracted work. Very shotty job by
Missouri American Water to restore lawn/property to the state it
was in prior to digging. I now have a horrible lawn and
extensive weeds across the entire front of my property and the
landscaping work didn't take either. I'm now forced to replace
the lawn and landscaping at my cost.
292. Lack of maintence by neighbors. Are there ordinances that pertain
to old homes?
293. Lack of parks for our kids.
294. lack of paths and sidewalks for walking and biking
295. Lack of recreation facilities -- The Y and the J are too far away
for those of us who like regular exercise (especially in winter).
Not everyone has an outdoor pool and Queeny Park closed their
pool and recreation center so there no facilities within walking
distance beside Longview -- this definitely needs to be addressed
(and soon!) / Lack of connecting multi-use trails -- Not being a
bike racer, I don't feel safe riding or having kids ride on the
road / Drugs -- two of the neighbor kids were offered drugs by a
stranger behind Starbucks and apparently there was activity at
Subway in the past. Drugs can bring down a community faster than
anything.
296. Lack of revenue
297. Lack of revenue from commericial sources, the number of crimes
reported recently
298. Lack of sidewalks
299. Lack of sidewalks (Topping Rd.)
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300. Lack of sidewalks along 40/64 outer road from Clayton to Mason
roads.
301. Lack of sidewalks and bicycle paths. Lack of diversity. Lack of
youth and night time activities. Lighting improvements must take
place - it is too dark.
302. Lack of sidewalks and safe ways to travel outside of a car.
303. lack of sidewalks on major connectors to Clayton Rd.
304. Lack of sidewalks on Mason Rd
305. Lack of sidewalks, shoulders, and bike lanes on roads. Roads
such as Mason and Manchester could use sidewalks, shoulders, etc.
so that pedestrians and/or bikers can safely travel on these
roads. It is also frustrating that Barrett Station road north of
Manchester has an unnecessary road block cutting off access to
other roads such as topping and mason road. I would support
removal of this barrier.
306. Lack of sidewalks. When I walk my dogs, I'm always nervous about
a car coming around a curve in the street and hitting one of us.
As a result, I don't exercise or walk as much as I'd like. The
park is a great place to walk, but I don't always have time to
pack the dogs into the car and drive somewhere to walk them.
307. LACK OF SOUND WALL ALONG HIGHWAY 40/64 FROM AMERSHAM ROAD TO
MASON ROAD!!!! Can you tell I am shouting?
308. lack of sound walls at 141 and 44; noise from all of the
increased traffic
309. Lack of Tree preservation
310. lack of vision. attempt to hold onto older visions at a deficit
of growth opportunity. as an example there is a fantastic
opportunity to establish a town center venue at the land east of
Straubs on Clatyon Road (east of Mason). what immediately comes
to mind are areas along the Northshore of Chicago and other
Northwest suburbs that have established vibrant town centers of
communities similar to Town and Country (i.e. socio/economic
mix).
311. Lacks diversity in racial harmony.
312. Large developments out of control
313. Leadership succession.

Congestion.
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314. Letting business move in
315. Large acreage is disappearing. Farm land becomes subdivisions
with huge homes that no longer look quaint. / There are no
incentives for large acreage buyers to build a "estate" rather
than subdivisions. Rich appearance substitutes pastoral feel. /
/ No incentive for people to plant large trees, rather than
smaller ornamental ones that are short lived.All homes are
looking the / / At the end we will just look like any other
rich community: big homes, pools, tennis courts, etc. /
316. letting in multi-family high rise dwellings
317. limited housing options for people wanting to downsize...too many
huge homes and not enough smaller options for people wanting to
stay in the community.
318. Limited opportunities for seniors to stay in the city when they
want to down-size from the acre lot n big home to a condo-villa
(not necessarily of lesser value) Assisted living/memory care
being addressed with new building(s) but by that time individual
not focused on staying in T&C. /
Also vocal minority often
dictates what decisions are made and are not representative of
majority.
319. Local government making bad decisions.
320. Loosing the country character of horse farms and big trees by the
development of subdivisions like Mason Heights where they take
down all the trees and build mini-mansions.
321. Losing open space - over developing parks and infrastructure
322. losing our open space
323. Losing too much green space but balancing with keeping the right
number of businesses for tax purposes. I do not like the traffic
flow at Mason and I64-too busy an intersection
324. Losing too much greenspace.
325. Loss of community with over arching government involvement and
commercial development
326. Loss of green space.
327. Loss of greenspace, increased development, increased traffic,
increased noise, eradication of wildlife
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328. loss of large lots to developments and schools and loss of quiet
streets
329. Loss of origin/Identity as a community on the whole. Too much
emphasis on individual lot owners rights over neighborhood
rights.
330. lots of folks move through our streets daily
331. Low end developments such as apartments or condos or senior
living centers
332. Low income families trying to be a part of a community.
333. Main streets as Topping Road, don´t have sidewalks. It´s very
dangerous walk through. / / biggest concern: no sidewalks
334. Maintain clean, neat manicured green spaces.
335. maintain safety in community with strong fire & police support
336. Maintaining fiscally conservative standards.
337. Maintaining home values and keeping taxes reasonable.
338. Maintaining the city's character and not letting the agenda of a
few take over the future direction.
/ / The annoying
cyclists who think they own Clayton Road.
339. Maintaining the country environment and taxes.
340. Maintaining the country feel to the area. / 2. Creating more of a
"main street" / "town center" type of area that makes the town
feel like a community. / 3. Potential plans for the eventuality
that the Principia decides to sell some of their excess land. /
4. Too much conversion of original homes into much larger and
more expensive homes, potentially leading to an inability for the
children who grew up in the community to eventually live in the
community.
341. Maintaining the current environment and culture
342. Maintenance of subdivision

streets

343. Major change in the local zoning rules. I do not see Clayton road
turn into Manchester road. I do not want to see a 24 hours fast
food restaurant...
344. Making sure that the small businesses such as Straubs stay viable
and keeping the area clean and safe
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345. Managing building -- buildings, subdivisions, commercial areas.
Manchester Meadows shopping center - spots empty and have been
empty for a long time.
346. Manchester Meadows and development of open tracts
347. Mason and Clayton can get pretty bad, traffic-wise. Also, getting
there can be kind of dangerous from a foot or bicycle standpoint;
it would be much nicer if we could have a sidewalk along Mason.
/ / Also, this is not so much a worry as a desire, but it'd be
great if the new town center had an ice cream store.
348. Mason road lack of shoulders. And no room for bikes. I would like
to see the road widened JUST SIGHTLY so can add a little upward
berm along the edge of the road. / / 2. A lack of a central
town "square", the new project beside Straubs. Will be nice, but
I'd like to have a few more restaurants in the area of Mason and
Clayton / 3. The failing stores in the Home Depot lot. Looks
downtrodden.
349. Mason Valley Estates is not in keeping with the rest of TC.
paint colors, the landscaping of homes.

The

350. May at some time spend too much money.
351. May become too commercialized. Streets are too busy.
352. More and more crime it seems, strangers walking around our
streets soliciting or casing, and no sidewalk on Topping is
extremely dangerous.
353. more commercialization
354. More development that detracts from the beauty.
355. More traffic, developing every open and available space. BJC
very ugly building at Mason & 40. It should never been approved.
356. Multi family structures
357. Municiple officers are out of date. Permitting reviews,
inspections, and processes take way too much time
358. Must do a better job on architectural review. The housing
development that is being built to the west of Town & Country
Crossing is a horrible use of space. It's such an eyesore. A
planned unit development / villa project should have gone in
there rather than tract single family homes. Let's not make that
same mistake again!
We must be strategic and wise when it comes
to land use in our city.
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359. My biggest concern is living near Highway 40 and all of the
construction. For those in T&C that do not live by the highway it
is not a problem, but we're on the North Outer Road and feel that
we are being squeezed out. We were worried about BJC going in
because we're directly behind it, but with the hill it is nice.
The hill blocks some of the highway noise and has added more
trees and natural beauty to the area. However, the outer road is
getting more dangerous and the noise is increasing. I really do
wish a sound wall would go up! It always gets denied though.
360. My biggest concern is that the city remains in a reactive mode to
developers/development. Ideas are proposed by developers, and
the city reacts vs. having a vision for the spaces in our city
and making opportunities known to developers. The approach used
for the Wirth property is an example of being proactive (good).
The city will benefit, long-term, if we can use this approach
comprehensively and frequently.
361. My biggest concern is that Town and Country becomes a place for
young families to live and grow. This is an area that is
beginning to turn over as older residents leave. I think it is
important for Town and Country to become a more attractive area
for younger families to invest in. Efforts to make Town and
Country a more family centric and community type atmosphere are
important to me. Chesterfield seems to have done well in this
area with some of their newer developments/areas such as Central
Park, Amphitheater and Library.
362. My biggest concern is that we will stop the progress we have made
towards being a connected, inclusive community.
363. My biggest concern is the encroachment of in-fill housing. We
had a McMansion built next door and Town and Country did not
protect our rights. They tore down our trees and bushes and
flooded our property, not to mention enormous trucks blocking our
streets and tearing up our yards. Town and Country did nothing
to shelter the existing homeowners.
364. My biggest concern is to see it commercialized. You can't take
it back, just like too much salt in your favorite food. Once
built up, it can't be undone. This area is beautiful, calm and
quiet. Everyone comments on this fact. More business in the
residential areas means more traffic.
365. My greatest concern is the possibility of our community becoming
too commercialized. I realize revenue is necessary to maintain
the community and provide for growth, but it is vital we preserve
the main corridors of Town and Country, i.e., Manchester to
Conway, and Bopp to the western city limits and not allow
commercial creep to occur within these boundaries.
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366. Need more sidewalks especially on Topping Road; would like more
restaurants; deer crossing our roads
367. Need more things to do...more shops and restaurants.
368. Need to enhance walking, biking trails and access - roads with
shoulders and walkways and connections between green spaces
369. neglected properties
370. Neighborhood covenants not being enforced
371. Neighbors
372. Neighbors
373. Neighbors pretty isolated in their big houses and yards--children
dependent on being driven by their parents anywhere they want to
go---hopefully the new Town Square will help somewhat with this.
The new sidewalks through the main thoroughfare (Clayton Rd) has
been wonderful --seeing neighbors out walking their dogs and baby
strollers, bikes.
374. Neighbors that do not keep up property
375. never decrease the one acre minimum yard size and green space
requirements
376. Newcomers might not appreciate what “we” have and therefore, not
support our government and rules.
377. No big concerns
378. no big concerns
379. No big concerns. Prudent financial management of city funds.
380. no comment
381. No concern
382. No concern at this time.
383. No concern really but wish there were more walking paths and
gathering areas.
384. No concern that I could justify
385. no concerns
386. No concerns
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387. no concerns
388. No concerns at this time.
389. no concerns or worries.
390. No concerns really. I do have 1 issue that bothers me, that
relates to salting of our streets in winter. While I want the
main arteries and streets salted for safety, there seems to be no
level of common sense regarding the side streets. I live on a
perfectly level street of 10 homeowners who own the street. We
have to pay our own costs when the street falls in disrepair.
Salt is destructive and should be used accordingly. Examples of
misuse: 1) Pre-salting when forecast calls for either small
accumulation and/or warmer temperatures after the snow; 2) amount
of salt and the number of times the truck spreads it. Our street
is level with a 25 mph limit. There is no danger. Salt damages
our street, cars, etc.
391. No development for a place to retire or for young families.
392. No major concerns at this time
393. no more office or high rise buildings
394. No neighborhood and community spirit
395. No particular concerns
396. No particular concerns
397. No real huge worries. I feel like they spend a lot of money on
studying deer population, etc. / I'm a little concerned about the
corner of Ballas and Clayton Rd. I was very relieved they didn't
put in a Tim Horton's, but I am concerned they will try again
with a big name business.
398. No reservations.
399. No sense of community because everything is so far apart, no
central town to gather.
400. No sense of community. Why can't we have more sidewalks so it
will be safe to walk around? Traffic is bad, so afraid to ride
our bikes with our kids. I wish they had more yard waste pickup.
We really need a "town square" feeling in the "down town" T&C.
Maybe some more restaurants and shops, plaza to walk dogs and
kids.
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401. No services. Inadequate branch pickup one time a year is not
adequate. Should be 4 times a year.
402. No sound barrier next to the highway expansion at 270/Mason
403. No sound walls on highway 40. Chesterfield, Frrontenac and ladue
all received them but we do not have them. Also, allowing
commercial building on Conway Road. Stadium for Maryville and
group home
404. no town center
405. No town, not a lot of places to eat, little community
406. no worries at this time. Only been a resident for one year.
407. No worries to live.
408. noise from Westminster H S
409. noise of highways (40 and 270) as well as busy main streets which
continue to get busier, esp when hey traffic backs up. also
continued expanse of non taxable businesses/schools/churches /
410. noise out of out backyard--highway 141 and no sound wall like in
other communities of less income
411. NONE
412. None
413. none
414. None
415. none
416. none
417. none
418. None
419. None
420. None
421. none
422. none
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423. None
424. None
425. None
426. None
427. none
428. None
429. None
430. none
431. None
432. None
433. None
434. none
435. None
436. None
437. NONE !!!
438. none / maybe deer populaton needs t be reduced
439. none at moment
440. None at the moment.
441. none at this time
442. None at this time.
443. none in particular
444. none in particular
445. None really
446. None, one of the best communities in St Louis area
447. None.
448. None.
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449. None.
450. None.
451. None. I like the fact that it is expensive and limits the
residents to those who can afford to live here.
452. not (m)any big concerns
453. Not always listening to residents concern, for example Maryville
athletic fields. Leading to more congestion on Conway Rd. / Too
much tax payer money spent on parks, instead of providing street
side collecting of leaves.
454. not enough commerce
455. Not enough diversity
456. Not enough influx of young families due to expense and outdated
homes.
457. Not enough parking for events.
458. Not enough tax revenue
459. Not enough things to do
460. Not in my backyard syndrome growing out of control. Creeping in
to Board of Aldermen.
461. Not kid/family friendly as compared to other neighborhoods, which
makes raising a young family here difficult...hard to meet people
without a gathering place
462. not maintaining the quality of home being built. Crime moving
in. Losing quality of stores and restaurants by allowing too
many big retailers to move in
463. not much to worry about, it is a quiet little town. /
keep it that way.

/ lets

464. Not much worry or concern at all.
465. Not the deer. Too much emphasis on green space and new parks.
We've done well in that department. LIke th eidea of a center on
the Wirth property
466. Not wanting big development to come in.
467. Nothing
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468. Nothing
469. nothing
470. Nothing
471. nothing for now
472. Nothing in particular.
473. Nothing really, except that pushing for "perfection" will become
exclusionary. Particularly feel this as more and more /
McMansions are coming and nice, ordinary houses are being torn
down---are older people and nice but moderate houses not good
enough anymore? Should we move out because we are over 65 and in
an Only 4 bedroom house with Only a 2 car garage?
474. nothing right now--we still have many many deer--but they are
trying
475. Obtrusive high voltage power and cable TV lines and oversized
poles on Clayton Road -what an eyesore out of the spirit and
vision of T&C. / Old Woods Mill / Clayton Rd. intersection. /
Speeding commuter traffic on Clayton Rd. / Any increase in large
Retirement / Assisted Living communities. / Slow redevelopment of
Manchester Meadows as a vibrant revenue earner.
476. Officials do not support residents whose property is being
destroyed by neighbors doing improper landscaping and drainage. /
/ In addition, Town and Country is the only municipality that
does not take care of sewer issues.
477. Older community turning down great ideas to improve the town. We
need a new generation to take over and provide even more benefits
to living in Town and Country to keep it an exclusive and welldesired place to live.
478. One person in our house feels there is too much commercial
development in surrounding municipalities and it puts pressure on
the surrounding infrastructure. The other person in our house
feels development is needed as insurance that Town and Country
continues to thrive economically.
479. Our anti growth policies keep us from having the highest quality
developments possible. Great public spaces have commercial
activity, not just grass and trees
480. Our real estate taxes have increased drastically by the rebalance
in property assessments.
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481. Our government representatives (for example, mayor and various
alderman) are more concerned about growing our city to be like
"Chesterfield" that it has forgotten that the residents chose to
move to Town and Country for its quaint atmosphere. /
482. Over building
483. Over commercialization
484. Over commercialization.

Expansion / widening of roads.

485. Over commercialized.
486. Over developed and populated with people angry about deer and
wildlife. /
487. over development (commercial/retail) and traffic along Clayton
Road, in particular at the West end of the city.
488. Over development /
489. Over development both commercial and residential
490. over development of nonresidential parcels.
491. Over Development.
492. Over development.

Protection of green space.

493. Over expansion.
494. Over expansion/development
495. Over population of deer
496. Overall Town and Country is a great place to raise kids. The
only concern I have is for the safety of drivers and cyclist on
Clayton road. Most cyclist obey the laws and are safe but there
seems to be a growing number that ride side by side, some times 3
to 4 and occasionally large groups consuming the entire lane.
They will also not always stop at the traffic lights. It is
dangerous for them and other drivers that try to pass into
oncoming traffic. Having a new driver in the family, I am
concerned for her safety. I would like to see stronger
enforcement of cyclist that do not obey the laws and rules of the
road. Someone is going to get hurt, either the cyclist or
someone in a head on collision.
497. Overbuilding and uptick in crime.
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498. overbuilding--so far so good!
499. Over-commercialization, over-development. Acquisition and
development of public facilities which require long term
maintenance and would necessitate over-development and overcommercialization to generate tax revenue to fund that
maintenance
500. overdevelopment / loss of open space idea / when development is
proposed not considering long term effects for future of City
501. overdevelopment / reduced lot sizes for building /
502. Overdevelopment and traffic increase in traffic. Must keep the
charm of the town!
503. Over-development by commercial interests, along with diminished
willingness to do things together as a community (shared
services, parks & trails, etc.)
504. Overdevelopment of existing residential properties (i.e. building
extremely large, out of proportion homes on exisiting 1 acre
properties). / 2. Allowiing unnecessary developemnt by exisiting
landowners to override the rights of neighboring residents and
landowners (specifically Westminster CUP for football stadium
lighting and sound system). / 3. There is a need to readdress
zoning and building ordinances to protect and address technology
issues that continue to impact communnities and neighborhoods
thhroughout the nation.
505. Overdevelopment of remaining green space /
506. Overdevelopment, change in zoning laws
507. Overdevelopment, loss of green space, trying to do too much with
city programs
508. Over-development.
509. Overemphasis on spending money on parks.
510. Overgrowth of nontaxed medical buildings.
consequence of present buildings.

Heavy traffic is a

511. Overly ugly elections. This is a small city not the US Senate.
512. Overpopulation and over building
513. Overpopulation.

Overbuilt.
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514. Parkway School District is sub-standard.
Will someone I
know/love/me be killed by a Deer-Auto Wreck?
515. Parkway school taxes that are extremely high making real estate
taxes unreasonable, outside government pressure to comply with
federal regulations ,
516. People making decisions for town and country that do not live
here or have a vested interest in the community. / I am shocked
that people are serving in key positions for the community
driving their own political interests and they do not even reside
here or pay taxes or financially contribute to the city.
517. plethora of bicyclists using Clayton Rd. as a bike path,
disrupting traffic and causing safety concerns
518. Police officers don't seem too professional.
519. Political ties of the Mayor. Why was a piece of property
purchases that the city after a year + of meetings really can't
come up with a use. A lot of city projects are not well thought
out. They are done because someone has political advantage.
520. Politics clouding decision-making
521. poor development restrictions. Too many non tax paying retirement
centers and churches.
522. Poor management of wildlife, deer
523. Possibility of over development
524. possible development of excessive commercial areas
525. possibly too much development. I'm glad the alderman shut down
the proposed bank and donut shop at Ballas and Clayton.
526. Potential decay and noise
527. Potential for increased traffic and congestion
528. Preservation of "country" will still building the amenities of
"town"
529. Preserving the tranquility.
530. Principia land sale – to who?
531. Property tax creep. All the McMansions being built lowering
property values of older homes as they become "tear downs".
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532. property tax, increasing traffic and lack of family restaurants.
533. property taxes
534. Property Taxes are getting so high - what on earth is going on
with this? Our property taxes have roughly doubled in the last 5
years - this can not continue and how do we roll it back? I
don't think we are getting any additional services for this
significant increase in cost. What can Town and Country do to
help their Residents with this? It worries me for the future in
many ways.
/ / New houses being built with apparently no
oversight or concern from the City. People move into houses
before they are completed and City condones it - doesn't require
that they complete work in a timely manner. I'm afraid the
Standards that I thought Town and Country stood for are
deteriorating before our eyes. There ought to be some rules that
are enforced and that Builders must follow - that doesn't seem to
happen in Town and Country these days.
/
535. Property values don't seem to rise as much as other areas.
Overgrowth along highways.
Seems to be a lack of community due
to all the different schools attended, little or nothing for
seniors.
536. Property values of older homes being skewed by recent trend
toward new construction of extremely large homes
537. Property Values. Maintaining our high standards. Increasing
crime and drugs from transients. Traffic congestion,
particularly along the South Outer 40/Des Peres Road that is
transient traffic, and turning south on Mason from the Westbound
south outer 40 road.
538. provincialism - focus on our small city, not the good of the
entire st louis area
539. quality of schools, over commercialization
540. Raising Taxes. To many Deer.
541. Rapid building of extra large homes changing original Town and
Country concept of a pleasant, pastoral area
542. real estate taxes
543. Real Estate Taxes way too high
544. Red tape and governmental residential restrictions.
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545. Remarkably stupid decisions made with City's Financial Resources
such as too many parks owned that cannot be serviced properly as
well as committment of City to Unusable Property just east of
Clayton & Mason. This property will end up costing 3x it's
purchase price in construction of something that is feasible as
well as ongoing debt service of it. It was like money was
burning a hole in the City Leaders Pockets.
546. Removal of woods forests and green space for development. Also
worried about zoning changes that increase traffic on side roads,
add high density housing or in general go against the long term
vision for the city.
547. Residential loss in opposition to commercial retail.
548. Restricts development.
with some conviences.

Should let Ballas and Clayton modernize

549. Retail encroachment
550. retaining character by appropriate zoning laws
551. rezoning for too many houses, lesser quality of houses being
built, high Parkway school taxes
552. Re-zoning to commercial property. Principa for example.
553. rezoning.

ballas/clayton improvement

554. Right now T&C has the right balance of a residential and
commercial mix. I feel that balance has been tested in recent
years which brings some concern about shifting priorities and
disrupting the balance that has attracted our citizens to live in
T&C. At this point our city leadership has maintained the culture
of T&C built on a tradition of spaces for families to live at
ease.
555. Rising taxes
556. Road changes at Clayton and Mason and rowdy children.
557. Road maintenance and landscaping closer to 141
558. roads becoming congested.Especially peak hours on Clayton
(between Ballas and Baxter)
559. Safety
560. Safety
561. Safety
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562. safety and tax
563. Safety and traffic are getting worse.
564. safety is becoming an issue.

also its pretty unfairly costly.

565. Safety of Clayton Road bike lane.
566. Safety of the community but that is not a unique issue for town
and country only
567. school district is not good enough compared with Ladue and
Clayton. / Also there is no recreation center, for example, no
place for kid's swimming
568. School intrusion (Westminster Academp)
569. security
570. Security
571. Security, over building and kids driving too fast
572. Seems to me that there is a lot of resistance to changes in
development of property. / Neighborhood objections to property by
Straub's, even though there are same types of facilities on
Clayton Rd / Objections to any proposed development of Principia
property near I-64 / Junky gas station finally is removed and a
few people dig in against a bank / coffee shop.... / Clayton Rd
is a major thoroughfare, higher uses of that land should be
expected. / Manchester Rd portion is getting better, but was
looking run down there for a while.
573. Self-righteousness and self-satisfaction of the residents.
574. sense of community
575. Shoe honing houses on lots where they do not belong.
acre needs a house.
576. Sidewalks need to extend full length of Mason Road.
of space behind Straubs

Not every
Development

577. Sidewalks. We greatly enjoy going for walks as a family, but
find it difficult due to lack of sidewalks that connect us to a
destination. I notice the great job on the walk/bike efforts
along clayton. We would greatly encourage a similar effort down
Mason Rd to connect our neighborhoods. I know I would like to
walk for a coffee to Starbucks on weekend mornings, or go for an
ice cream after dinner.
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578. Since the zoning committee allowed BJC to built, traffic is
horrible. EVEN dangerous – the new road leading to Highway 40
going wet is confusing and dangerous. Should have put in homes.
579. Since, it is an affluent area sometimes the concerns of the
citizens seem a bit out of touch towards the rest of the city,
state and country.
580. Slowing down the substantial progress we have seen over the last
10 years by negative people that would rather complain from the
sidelines than get involved and contribute to our continued
growth as a community
581. Small groups taking over and inflicting their views on others.
Example: Dealing with our deer problem. Development of Clayton
and Ballas parcel.
582. smaller lot sizes, too many stores and restaurant without ample
parking
583. So many green spaces are being developed and built on.
584. so many tear downs with very lax laws for builders
585. Some areas are not maintained. City officials are not proactive
in negotiating deals when it comes to dealing with businesses.
Bridges and surrounding area around 141/I-64 junction is an
example
586. Some areas like Manchester overdeveloped. Some eye sores like the
Ballas/Clayton intersection need to be developed somehow.
587. Some of our community members seem to be stuck in the past and
fight all ideas that would bring development or change, even the
most positive ones. Also, culturally we have a lot of diversity
among us, but the town events seemed geared to white, Christian
families and very much the image of the 1950's "all American"
family. This might not feel as inclusive as it should to some of
our neighbors. We should have some events that would facilitate
people with different backgrounds and cultures getting to know
each other.
588. Some of the building restrictions and residential codes seem to
be a bit out-dated or excessive.
589. Something needs to be done with the property at the northeast
corner of Ballas and Clayton Rd. If anything might be a negative
for Town & Counrty it is the appearance of that property.
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590. Some of the development has detracted from the area.
Specifically, the Children's Hospital building is an eyesore and
was not a good fit for that corner. I feel very sorry for the
adjacent neighborhoods. The developments at Mason and 40
(Children's hospital and CBC down the road) has made the traffic
at that intersection a mess.
591. Some projects seem to leak through. For example, huge house
being built on Clayton Road is too large for property.
592. speeding on Clayton road
593. speeding on Mason Rd
594. Speeding through neighborhood.
595. Spending a whole bunch of money on Town Square instead of putting
up more money for walking/biking paths down Topping and Mason. We
just want to be able to get to the parks we already have! Need
Alderman limits so new ideas can come about to reflect changing
population in T&C
596. spending because we have money
597. spending on "wants"......
598. Spending too much money on additional parks.
Current
maintenance is not being performed adequately.
/ Having enough
reserve for streets
599. Spending too much money on additional parks. Not having reserve
for street maintenance.
/ Frustrating being off of Bopp Road
not being considered a priority compared to other areas in T & C.
600. Spending too much money without regard to future needs. Spending
money on projects not necessary for T&C, like the area next to
Straubs. Need to focus spending on things that are needed, like
a sidewalk on Conway and on Ballas.
601. Spending too much on parks and not enough on basic city services.
602. Spending.
603. Spread of crime....hasn't occurred yet but the metro area is
growing more dangerous
604. Standards for enforcement of the strict building requirements and
maintenance standards seem to be declining. Aggressive
enforcement of high standards is necessary to prevent a slide
into mediocrity.
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605. Streets getting crowded with businesses
606. Surrounding growth impacting traffic in a very negative way.
607. Taking away the "country" part of the city!
608. Tax revenue
609. Taxation
610. Taxes
611. Taxes
612. Taxes are always going up.
moved her 18 years ago.

They have nearly doubled since I

613. Taxes are higher than most communities in the area.
614. taxes are too high
615. Taxes keep going higher and higher every year. It is a concern. /
616. Taxes keep going up
617. Tear downs of our homes and mega-mansions..... it has gotten way
out-of-hand......and traffic.
618. Teardons
619. Tearing up neighborhood streets for a large path that is not
necessary.
620. Tendency of elected officials to yield to builders of commercial
and high-density residential buildings.
621. That city government is getting too big. I am a long time
resident, plus 20 years, and remember the promises made when the
city bought land for parks that we would never have a parks
department. We do have a parks department and probably should.
But there have been so many promises and assurance given by T&C
that have broken over the years that it is hard to maintain
credibility
622. That developers or other money oriented people will try to make
our "homeland" too built up and too highly trafficked. I hope
land can be protected forever.
623. That elected officials could change these factors knowingly or
unknowingly for political gain or thru ignorance.
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624. That home values will not appreciate as much as they could b/c
development of certain areas (like Ballas and Clayton site) is
being blocked. We recently moved to the area from the East Coast
where our home appreciated greatly because of tasteful
development around it. It surprises us that seemingly reasonable
plans for development is being blocked here. It is GOOD for home
values, the community, and the county (taxes!!). It makes no
sense. There are plenty of other areas around here that will
allow it, I'm sure, and those areas will likely flourish.
625. that I will accidently kill a biker on clayton rd
626. that I will not be close enough to walk to the grocery store, etc
when I get older. / I love what T&C has done with the sidewalks.
Love the parks. worry about having to drive everywhere. / wish
we had more places to gather and meet neighbors-like a hangout.
/ can we get something on that lot across from MOBAP where
Horton's wanted to go? / perhaps a Starbuck's?
627. That if the wrong political leaders would be elected officials.
628. That it is too homogenous. I mean that it's a place for only
wealthy people who want to be left alone (i.e. there aren't very
many smaller lots that would allow younger families to be able to
move in). I don't get the sense there is a community identity
like Kirkwood or Webster. What are we known for? Not a place to
come to for dinner or go to the park - but a sense that others
don't belong.
629. that it might be merged out of existence or forced into some
"sharing the wealth" tax scheme instituted by misguided
socialists wanting to make us all the same.
630. That it will change by too much commercial development.
631. That its becoming overcrowded and overbuilt, and too many
retirement centers cropping up. The traffic is getting heavier
and Clayton Rd. is becoming a parking lot.
632. That merchants inconsistent with the quaint, colonial, equestrian
vibe of T & C will come in and make our town look like pockets of
Chesterfield. Example, the very modern, stucco proposed Tim
Horton's/Reliance Bank.
633. That nothing is being addressed regarding speeding and swerving
cars on Mason Rd. between Clayton Rd. and Manchester that are
crossing the center line.
634. That our aldermen do not care to listen to the concern of its
residents
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635. that some decisions are being made that increases unnecessary
spending.... / and, the traffic is increasing...why????too many
buildings with businesses that increase traffic
636. That spending may get out of hand in the future and cause high
taxes
637. That T & C will do all they can to reject the current
government’s proposed forced housing sceems.
638. That the balance of commercial versus residential will not be
carefully zoned and maintained thus taking away the nature and
beauty so precious to Town and Country living areas. Maintaining
the nature and trees and green space is vital to the special
feeling in Town and Country and if that is not maintained then
Town and Country becomes just like other residential developments
with homes too close together. The ease and beauty and rolling
hills and park like setting in so much of Town and Country is why
it is so lovely to live and enjoy being here.
639. That the city government changes the building code ordinances
such as lot size reduction, allowing front entry garages, /
building materials, etc. that diminishes the strict building
codes that has made and kept Town and Country the special / place
it is today. By allowing one change, it sets a precident for the
future.
640. That the city is managed properly and remains financially sound.
641. That the crazy residents will block all development that could
benefit the community and too much time and resources will be
spent on the "deer debate."
642. That the greater St. Louis economy as a whole will erode and our
property values will not be supported.
643. That the sales tax base will start to decline and property taxes
will increase.
644. that they will compromise on the land requirements and start
allowing more homes, multifamily units to dilute the feel
645. That too many excessively large houses will change the character
of the neighborhoods and the sense of community and family will
be lost. I want to continue enjoying seeing young families
playing in my cul-de-sac and neighbors gathering for a
marshmallow roast and helping each other with tree trimming and
leaf raking.
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646. That too much development will ruin the feel and ambience of the
area.
647. That Town and country might lose sight of the fact that it is
residential community first
648. That we could be doing more to preserve the "country" in Town and
Country.
649. That we maintain our way of life without encroachment by
commercial enterprises
650. That we will allow too much growth and expansion of commercial
areas that change the entire complexion of our town.
651. That we will compromise the open and green, pastoral setting.
652. The ability of the city to provide continued maintenance,
programs, and conditions that we have today and ideally provide
some improvements along the way.
653. The aging of our community; property values tend to prevent
younger families from purchasing in T&C.
654. The amount of traffic on Clayton Road. I am concerned that there
will be pressure from users to have Clayton Road widened.
655. The apartment building being constructed on outer forty road
656. The area is losing the 'country' characteristic and the ambience
is changing by allowing the prolific home teardowns(some of which
are in good shape, charming, pastoral ) and the rebuilding of
gigantic homes which are much taller, larger, and change the
overall feeling and vista of the area. They don't fit into the
original charm this area once had and is especially noticeable
for long-time residents. Soon it won't be recognizable as Town
and Country. Don't know of any other area where this is
happening, In fact, learned of an area in another city where the
home owner is given a $25,000 bonus for not tearing down the
home. More consideration should be given to this situation. It is
hard to understand how some perfectly good homes are rated as
"tear downs". Former residents who come back to visit are always
curious if their home has been torn down yet.
657. The big houses that are going up. Especially the huge one on
Clayton. We are so disappointed that it passed. The poor houses
around it will suffer. Also, I worry that we will spend too much
money on the Worth property. We don't need another park!!!
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658. The Board of Aldermen are not financially responsible. This
survey was not budgeted in December when the budget was passed,
but suddenly they had to have it three months later. They spent
$2.3 million on a vacant lot the owner had been unable to sell.
Staff estimated it will be another $1.6 million minimum to
develop the lot and install storm water holding futures.
/ /
The Municipal Court collects money but does not dispense justice.
Drunk drivers often leave with No Record, No Fine, No Points for
a Drunk Driver and play a $400 fine Illegal parking. The
municipal court is forcing good drivers to underwrite drunk
driver's insurance sine the insurance companies do not have a
public record of a problem insured. / / The aldermen refused to
make a strong anti-smoking ordinance like Clayton's, Kirkwood's
and Arnold's.
659. the boondoggle that the Wirth property has become.
660. The city bought real estate property without any known reason to
buy it !! and now is trying to find one.
661. The city has too many regulations for remodeling and minor
changes to homes.
662. The commercial interests are gaining ground. Homeowners interests
are not number 1
663. The concern is rapid development of land for commercial purposes.
664. The conflict of interest of the leadership. They appear to make
choices that benefit them and not the citizens that have lived
here for 40 years.
665. The construction of removing older homes and replacing with
bigger homes
666. the corner of clayton and ballas--the empty lot--it has been an
eye sore for several years. it is upsetting that Tim Horton's
could have been in that space, instead we look at that lot. i
have a major concern that assisted living facilities or
apartments will move in the area.
those types of structures
offer nothing for the citizens of T and C. I would prefer, in
the commercially zoned areas, restaurants and retail.
667. The cost to run government through property taxes is too high.
There is no control on the taxation rates and increases.
668. The deer are taking over :)
669. The deer drive me crazy, and I am concerned about the number of
recent attempted robberies and/or break-ins.
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670. The current administration is abandoning the one-home one-acre
plan. Traffic has increased to an unacceptable level by adding a
hospital at Mason and I-64, which, by the way, pays no revenues
to T&C. I feel strongly that the current administration is prodevelopment, anti-homeowner. I am very sorry to see T&C moving
in this direction; it was such a nice community when we moved
here 20+ years ago.
671. The deer overpopulation is becoming a safety issue and a public
nuisance.
672. The deer population has been in the past one of my biggest
concerns with two teenage drivers, however, that has improved.
Also am concerned about the degree of wealth and lack of concern
for those who have less--this is more of a reflection of the
whole culture.
673. The deer population. We had a dead one in our back yard a few
months ago. We have had them jump the fence around our pool/
674. The deer problem, and people not allowing stores/shops to come
in, like Ballas and Clayton, that was a huge mistake, Also, I am
fine with shops at Clayton and Mason in the new area. Too many
old people making the decisions.
675. The deer that have destroyed my yard, more traffic and
congestion at the corner of Clayton Rd, and Mason.,increased
traffic due to the new plans for the Worth property and bike
riders on Clayton Rd.
676. The disrespect that fellow T&C citizens show each other.
677. The footprint of the new homes built in place of tear downs.
678. The homes are getting ridiculously large and builders are cutting
down all the trees.
679. The houses are ridiculous in size, it takes away from the country
part of the city's name. It is not a place for anyone who would
like to live here. It boast of wealth, and only the wealthy. No
real "code" on what type of house to build. In the stead of
promoting energy efficient homes, and all that goes with being a
responsible citizen, it is build what you want, and suffocate
everyone around you type attitude.
680. the image of the people that live here as being snobby
681. The inability to walk anywhere safely from my neighborhood
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682. The increasing cost to operate and maintain the city services and
personnel costs. Pension obligations.
683. The increasing traffic on Clayton road...no street lights on some
of the windy roads...The dark roads need more caution signs or
better reflective markings on the rad itself in order to help the
driver navigate these roads at night.
684. The inevitable replacement of the water main on Mason Road.
685. The infiltration of too much commerce and large organizations.
The possibility of school lights and night games ruining my
property value and my quality of life.
686. The introduction of subsidized apartments or houses.
687. the lack of development as far as retail stores, restaurants. On
the reverse, the abundance of retirement housing that is being
built is also a concern
688. The lack of multi family living opportunities, and unwillingness
by government to facilitate the development of these
689. The lack of racial or economic diversity.
690. the lack of sidewalks
691. The lack of sound walls on highway 40 / it is upsetting that
Chesterfield has so many and T&C has such strict requirements for
qualifying / I cannot sit in my back yard at times due to
highway noise
692. The large number of older houses being torn down to be replaced
by huge, not so attractive new builds with no concern for how
changing the landscape, etc affects environmental and ecological
surroundings.
693. The lighting and sound systems being proposed by schools near
residential areas.
Instituting a property tax.
694. The loss of retail businesses and tax base.
695. The loss of the country feel. What's going to happen to the
Walmart shopping center retail space, containing the deer
population. What's going to happen to all the land at Principia.
696. The Manchester Meadows center is half empty. Loss of sales tax
income, and lack of restaurants or stores close by. Happy to
have Fresh Thyme though! and Home Depot!
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697. The number of deer! I dread driving down Mason Rd at night. I
have had one slight collision with a deer that just damaged my
bumper but I often see them on the road side waiting to cross. We
need to get rid of more of them!
698. The opinions of a small minority being viewed as the majority.
699. The overpopulation of deer has been a problem but I know you have
been working on it...
700. The pediatric surgery center is a step in the wrong direction and
my concern centers on further developments such as it.
701. The people who live here are cliquish and parochial.
702. The planners are “loving it to death.” Why must we add alue,
make more attractive, etc.? Increased traffic. Bottom line:
people do not live in T & C. Why change the area?
703. The population is aging & I would love to see some nice quality
villas, similar to the ones at Kendall Bluffs, on Olive, in
Chesterfield, or, the ones by Target. However, I prefer them to
be built East of 141, in Town & Country.
704. The population is extremely geriatric, and will turn over soon.
Anticipating that turnover and making this place as attractive to
young homebuyers as other nearby places should be a top priority.
Also, there are enough assisted living places in T&C.
705. The population is very geriatric and there are tons of assisted
living places. It would be nice to attract young people and
those who are raising families.
706. The possibility of crime.
707. The quiet neighborhood streets usually connect to main
thoroughfares that are heavily used and sometimes congested
(Mason, Clayton, Ballas, WoodsMill. Traffic control is a need.
708. The slow response to improving infrastructure and roads. The
excuse is typically that they are state roads and T&C has no
control. We should have influence for anything within our city
limits.
709. The small group of outspoken residents who seem to control the
direction of Town and Country.
710. the traffic and waits at the stop lights as well as waiting for
people to make their turns from Clayton road to their
destinations
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711. The statistics related to DUIs issued per capita are shocking and
ridiculous. I understand that a large number of those are issued
on I-270 during weekend hours and do not affect residents.
However, the reputation that the statistics assign to the
community basically assure entrepreneurs that no new
restaurants/bars should ever invest in this community or other
surrounding communities. No one is in favor of drunk drivers.
However, the appearance is that DUI enforcement is our primary
law enforcement priority. Seriously? Has ever major crime
(robbery, theft, rape, vandalism, etc.) in the area been solved?
Put the law enforcement resources where they should be. I
understand that destroys a revenue stream but I can live with
that as a resident.
712. The traffic continues to increase on Clayton Rd., Mason Rd. and
Ballas Rd. Our police should strictly enforce the speed limits
and we should do nothing to encourage additional traffic through
our City. Another traffic concern is the prevalence of deer-auto
collisions. The City must continue, and elevate, its deer
management efforts.
713. THERE ARE NO SIDEWALKS, NOR OR THERE BIKE LANES!!!!!!
714. There is no big concern.
broke...don't fix it!

This is a great area.

If it isn't

715. There is no country really left in the Town and Country. All the
megahomes are making the town look like a back-to-back
subdivisions. More acreage should be required for these
megahomes - like 3 acres. The one acre lot with the 2,500 sq. ft
ranch made the homes look like they were in the country. Same
ratios should be applied to the megahomes. Realize that we have
set backs, but that's not enough.
716. There is no real rec center with all the little parks. Des Peres
has one and it seems the other municipalities are as well.
Not
easy to get things done it seems with my little involvement at
city hall. Should be easier and employees remember they work for
the residents which I am not sure they get.
717. There is not really a town feel.
718. Threat of overbuilding.
719. Timing of the lights at Ballas and Clayton.
720. Too commercial.
721. too far away from downtown?
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722. There isn't a community center. We have to pay $300 more than
Des Peres residents to join the Lodge. While many residents in
T&C have pools, we still want our kids to take dance and swimming
lessons. I'd also like more coffee shops and restaurants within
walking distance (Des Peres Rd./Clayton Rd.). I haven't looked
into it much yet because my oldest kids are just turning 5, but
I'm not aware of a baseball league or anything like that for T&C.
We have only been here 2.5 years. Many of the original residents
in our neighborhood are leaving or dying. The town will need to
start better catering to a younger crowd with younger children.
723. Too great a desire on the part of government to develop without
regard for zoning. Government spending too much money.
724. Too many big businesses locating there without paying taxes.
725. too many big companies bring in lots of st louis folks who don't
have the same concerns for our community that we do.
726. Too many bikes on the road causing congestion and slow down.
Don't convert our roads to bike lanes, this is causing more
problems. Get the bikers off our 15 MPHROADs or make them obey
the rules like motorist! Why can someone on a bike go 15 MPH in
a 40 MPH zone and not get a ticket, while someone driving a car
would.
727. Too many business in residential area. No side walks and too much
money spent on new community are by Straubs
728. Too many businesses catering to the elderly
729. too many churches and schools not paying taxes.....overuse of
roads due to all of the churches and schools, traffic on south 40
outer road at Mason.....
730. Too many corporate campuses.
system for fall leaves.
731. too many deer.

/

/ Poor yard waste recycling

they are destroying our property

732. Too many deer. And your building codes are restrictive at times
733. too many empty office/store spaces
734. Too many memory centers, nursing homes up and going up
735. Too many retirement communities/bldgs. Traffic on Clayton Road.
No Town and Country children sports team (s) or rec plex.
Lacking on shopping/retail but improving.
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736. Too many municipalities in St. Louis. I am retired Army and have
lived in communities across the country (i.e., VA, NC, MO, CT,
NY, MD) and the county is so fractured. Too many govt entities.
In addition to costs of all such entities, the effect is harmful
segregation (i.e., not diverse enough). We need consolidation
(see e.g., org - Better Together), etc..
737. Too many oversized houses.
738. Too many teardowns and ridiculously big houses being built
creating water runoff issues. / Not a big enough community feel
739. Too many tear-downs, cost of housing rising. Needs more
greenspace, bike paths. Walkable neighborhoods. Having moved
here from out of state, I'm appalled at gated communities and
neighborhoods that don't have pass through streets, lack of
sidewalks and bike paths.
740. Too many very large houses being built as smaller homes are torn
down. They are creating significant storm water issues throughout
the city.
741. Too many waivers granted with green space requirements.
742. Too many/Too much retail stores – loss of the country living …
ending up like Crestwood or St. Louis Hills. (Not that anything
is wrong with those areas but not where I would want to live.)
743. Too much "small-town politics."

Too much "micro-management."

744. Too much "town". I do not like the fact that every square foot
is being developed, or so it seems. Do we need better zoning?
745. Too much car traffic
746. Too much commercial development leading to heavy traffic.
747. Too much commercial development; higher density housing.
748. too much commercialization & loss of green space
749. Too much commercialization.
750. too much developement
751. too much development on the open land. Cancellation of the annual
branch pick-up program
752. too much development, too many churches, increasing noise
753. Too much development.

Keep as green as possible!
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754. Too much emphasis on Parks, resistance to commerce and
construction, wrong direction on the Worth property, lack of
enforcement of bicycle ordances
755. Too much emphasis on trying to be all things to all people.
756. Too much focus on property acquisition for the city and
limitation on development - both residential and commercial. Too
much money goes to new parks and areas like the Town Center
rather than maintaining what is already in place or providing
additional city services.
757. Too much griping and indecision about things that could further
improve our community
758. Too much over development, keep the spaces open. Also the
constant battle to keep the deer population in check. It would
be nice to have a flower or vegetable garden.
759. TOO MUCH RESIDENTIAL AND CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT /
WE'LL STOP SHOOTING THE DEER. KEEP IT UP! / /

/ WORRIED THAT

760. Too much traffic on Clayton road.
761. too much traffic on Clayton road. With the parks etc, we are
inviting people from all over to come~not just for residents.
This can lead to increased crime and eventually higher taxes with
us paying for all of the St. Louis to come use our places
762. Too much traffic.
763. Too much unnecessary spending, e.g. to buy the Wirth property
with no public input (a sweetheart deal) and branch chipping,
instead of more useful services such as leaf pick-up and garbage
pick-up.
764. Topping road small and unsafe for kids. Kids cannot connect to
Clayton road trail and parks on bikes so you don't see a lot of
children outside. We would really like to see a sidewalk come up.
765. Town and Country is getting too commercial and not small town
friendly anymore. We need to get back to making T&C less big city
type.
766. Town and Country needs upgrades in its water and sewer lines.
767. traffic
768. Traffic
769. Traffic
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770. Traffic
771. Traffic
772. Traffic
773. Traffic
774. Traffic due to allowing so mnay business and making subdivisions
whihc would have given revenue to Town and Country anda more
friendly environment
775. Traffic !!!

Too much commercial space.

776. Traffic (car & bike) on Clayton rd. The road gets very busy
during rush hour and some weekends. Some of the bikers are very
aggressive and some cause traffic issues riding 3 and 4 people
across. I assume we are very close to have a fatal accident.
777. traffic /
778. Traffic and Noise on I-64 is HORRIBLE. Speeding cars on “North
40.” Sound walls or berms desperately needed east of Maryville –
West of Mason. Day and Night the traffic roars and gets worse
monthly as more semi-trucks discover the widened speedway East &
West.
779. Traffic and over development. Clayton and Mason in particular.
780. Traffic and the consistent highway construction. It seems it
never gets done. Areas of Town and Country are getting older and
starting to look like they need much needed repairs. I'm not
sure all the large commercial buildings enhance the community
feeling we looked for when we move to Town and Country.
781. traffic and too many bicycles
782. traffic are increasing along clayton roard ,deer population seem
increasing .
783. traffic at 141 and Clayton rd. Drug dealers targeting our
children due to the perception of money.
784. traffic congestion
785. traffic congestion
786. traffic congestion
787. Traffic congestion and noise from the highways...
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788. Traffic congestion on Clayton early morning and late afternoon.
It is hard to cross street by foot or car.
789. traffic in some areas
790. Traffic is getting worse on Clayton Rd
791. Traffic on Clayton Rd
792. Traffic on Clayton Rd during rush hour.
793. traffic on clayton rd police do horrible job
794. Traffic on Clayton Road, especially at morning & evening rush
hours. Any lessening of building codes/enforcement under future
administrations.
795. Traffic on Clayton road: untolerable duriing peak hours.
796. traffic or getting crowded
797. Traffic patterns
798. traffic, commercialization and most importantly highway
encroachment's affect on noise, property values and overall
aesthetic effects.
799. traffic, deer.
800. Traffic, I suppose. The drivers are still not yielding to
pedestrians and bicyclists as they should. Especially at
crosswalks. Some drivers even use the center lane to pass
drivers which can been a dangerous place to be should a car be
turning in that lane. On the other hand bicyclists need to be
yielding to pedestrians better. I am speaking mostly about
Clayton Road here.
801. Traffic.
802. Traffic. sales tax receipts. Big loss with closure of WalMart,
what will become of that empty space.
803. Traffic.

Speeding.

804. transportation / services
805. Trash service
806. Trying to be all things to all people.
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807. Trying to be or do something that is not up to date with the
reality of the economy and not being more open.
808. Trying to do some things we won't have to force community
809. Understanding future development plans. Lack of sidewalks in some
streets
810. Unnecessary development for the sake of it.
811. Unresolved issues created by the lack of capital improvements
left by MSD in connection with storm water, and sink holes
812. Unsightly area near Ballas and Clayton. I wish we could have
found a compromise for a retail business there! Right now, it is
a huge eyesore (and we live near that area).
813. Urban sprawl
814. Urban sprawl is evil, and T&C contributes to it with its 1-acre
lot requirement. People here are wealthy, but argue against
things that they don't like, but that would help the environment
and the community, by saying "not in my backyard" or "it will
hurt my property value." There's a lot of self-centered, instead
of selfless, thinking. If any community can afford to help the
environment and the community, it's T&C.
815. Use of our finances. Some staff seem to be over compensated for
their performance.
816. Uturns at Mason and Hwy 40 / everything is done with extravagance
817. Vandalism
818. Vehicular traffic on Clayton Rd is sometimes heavy, but that is a
relatively minor concern
819. very "suburban",
places)

very commuter (inablity to easily walk to

820. Very little options for social gatherings/restaurants, etc within
walking distance.
821. Waste of funds on parks, trails and purchase on land.
822. Wasting money on acquiring and developing more parks or gathering
places by going behind the citizens of Town and Country to
secure land without a citizen vote on the issue. Sell the land
for one acre plus home sites only. Forget the need for resident
gathering places. We have enough parks to host meetings.
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823. Way TOO MANY not for profit institutions. We lack services such
as leaf pick up, branch pick up more than once a year, proper
street maintenance,
There are soooo many of these institutions
that we end up supporting their services.
824. We are lacking the "center of town". Unlike most communities
around us we do not have a town center with the exception of an
outdated strip center.
825. We are losing our green space.
826. We cannot think of something to comment about.
827. We do need to develop a town center.
retail spending in our own town.

We should try to capture

828. We do not have enough restaurants, especially on the Clayton Road
corridor
829. We do not see a problem.
830. We don't need all these municipalities in St. Louis County. I'm
concerned about parochialism and insulation vs. engagement in the
larger opportunities and challenges in the St. Louis area. We
are all St. Louisans. I never think of myself as living in Town
and Country.
831. We have lost our unique community. It is too late to go back and
it appears that many of those who have come to T&C in the past
10-15 years are interested in house only....the bigger the
better. The partying, the PA systems from schools athletic
games, the continual drone of lawn companies cutting, blowing,
trimming......it's a shame. We may have parks and a trail, but
our home properties are no longer the family nourishing places
they once were.
832. We have no concerns at the present time.
833. We have only lived here for a little less than a year.
have any major concerns at this point.

I don't

834. We live in the Manderleigh of Town and Country subdivision. This
seems to be the forgotten corner of Town and Country. The area
outside of our subdivision is ugly - weeds, road equipment, etc.
All the money seems to be going to a Town Center that in no way
benefits us. We could use a sidewalk along the outer road of Hwy
141 so we could walk to shops at the corner of Clayton and Woods
Mill but the way the road is right now it is too dangerous. We
would also like to see some park area close enough that we could
walk to it.
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835. We keep allowing more and more commercial and non-residential or
green space development. There was/is no "NEED for the BJC
pediatric center the Board of Aldermen did not listen to the
voice of its residents and that is why Linda Rallo and Amy
Anderson unseated two incumbents. The BJC site was convenient,
not necessary.We did not/do not need a soccer field at Maryville
either.
Yet, against the residents wishes, the fields were
built. Meyland-Smith just ramrods things thru the planning
commission and Board with the help of his cronies Crawford and
Mange. There definitely needs to be term limits in Town and
Country.
836. We live of off Mason Road and it is very tight/curvy. More
safety features would be good. There are some spots that we feel
are dangerous. An example would be right by Queeny Park. There
are no sidewalks in places and it is tough to see around turns.
/ / There's also a concern that some of the perimeter/bordering
areas are becoming a little run down. For instance, the area
around the Mason/Manchester intersection seems to have a lot of
empty and/or run down buildings.
837. We lose too much residential/green space to business and lose
that country feel
838. We must maintain the country feel. I think the new hoome being
approved by P & Z are to large for the lots thus losng some our
country feel.
839. we must make good decisions for future
840. We must protect against installing legislatures who are inflenced
by their own agendas and not what is best for the city and it's
people. It can and does happen, being constantly alert is a
must in preventing this from happening. / / Not to allow
Complacency to creep in! / / As we continue to move forward it
is imperative that our Administratrators always look forward,
this is a discipline that has to be the cornerstone of all our
planning. We never can accept the approach of...hope it
happens...we must . make it happen.
841. We need a sidewalk on Weidman Rd. It is very dangerous and
impossible to walk with a stroller to go to Longview Park. /
Please add a sidewalk - on either side between Devonworth &
Clayton Rd. THank you!
842. We need economic growth and much lower real estate taxes. We also
are too liberal.
843. We need to be open to reviewing and approving luxury town homes
for citizens who want to downsize but stay in T&C
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844. We need to make sure the Mason Woods epicenter is thriving and I
wouldn't mind a few more restaurant choices in the vicinity. I
think it has been an excellent effort to make sure no multi-story
developments are built south of I-65. I like having the new
Children's Hospital branch but the architecture is suspect...not
in keeping with our country roots. The new residence (aka the
"Taj Mahal" being built on Clayton Rd between 141 and Mason is a
disaster...will someone please veto the next 18,000 sq ft
residence plan that is submitted???
845. We should have more of a sense of community
846. We will become yet another Manchester Road.
847. We worry about our kids' safety when riding bikes or jogging. We
wish there were more trails along Conway and Ladue roads similar
to the trail on Clayton Road.
848. Weidman Rd. is very dangerous for walkers, strollers with babies
and bikers. We need more of a shoulder or a sidewalk in order to
get to Clayton Rd.
849. Westminster lawsuit potentially taking zoning power from local
control.
850. Westminster lights and sound
851. What is happening with Manchester Meadows?
852. what may go in future lots for sale
853. When I see grass and weeds growing through cracks on overpasses
I think the neighborhood looks sloppy.
854. widening of clayton road
855. Wish there were more restaurants and shops in walking distance
856. Wish there were more sidewalks.
Mason, and Mason Road.

For example, Conway west of

857. With 2 additional retirement facilities going up ( behind
Schnucks @ Clayton / Woods Mill and behind Topping @ DesPeres) I
am concerned our area will be considered by many as a retirement
community.I am concerned this will keep younger families from
wanting to move Into our area.
858. With all of the tear downs loosing some of its charm
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859. Worried about the age of water pipes along Ballas Rd. We haven't
had water on three different occasions in the last 4-5 months
because of water main breaks. Not good at all! Plus we got no
notice that they were turning our water off. And it was off for
at least six hours each time.
860. Would like more sidewalks connecting neighborhoods (including
North of 64) to a common community center
861. Would like the sidewalk continued from Devonworth to Clayton
Road. / - Please get rid of more deer. I feel we need to double
or triple the amount. They are a nuisance and a driving hazard.
/ / - Why is Devonworth Subdivision considered Chesterfield?
862. Would like to have more of a town center meeting place where you
see more of the community.
863. Would like to see the sidewalk from Devonworth subdivision on
Weidman road extended to Clayton Road.
864. zoning creep, traffic increases
865. Zoning. People by these lots with a perfectly good home one it.
They then tear down the house and built a monstrosity on the lot.
They have no taste and they turn out to be very ugly houses. A
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1.

"Over-kill."

2.

"Over-kill."

(1) Would like a playground.

(2) Benches.\

3.

.....people don't know what they want, they only know what they
have seen.....don't turn it into kirkwood or webster... that's
not us.....we don't need every bell and whistle but what we do
build make it great...good luck

4.

A gathering area would be nice.

5.

A great negative impact on surrounding residential neighborhoods.
This looks like six flags! Too much activity at a very busy
intersection. Too much development! The traffic on Clayton is
very busy. This will only draw more people from outside
community. Let's retain our quiet country feel-this plan is too
urban! Please don't do it!

6.

a lake or pond will attract bugs, little, and mess. It will be
expensive to maintain. Why are we not considering a rec center
similar to those in other communities. These are large assets
and we have nothing comparable. In addition, that intersection
will need major expansion.

7.

A playground is a plus. Young couples would be more likely to sue
the restaurants. Grandparents as well. No playground is a
mistake.

8.

A playground would be a great addition to the town square. The
playground at Queeny park and Faust park are huge and it would be
nice to have a smaller one nearby. I would imagine it would bring
many families to town square if there was a playground and family
style restaurants.

9.

A tunnel under Clayton Road would be cost prohibitive in my
opinion. The adjacent residents to the town square development
area should be given opportunities to continue to express their
desires for what is and what should not be included.

10.

Absolute safety and security for all users including adjacent
neighborhoods.

11.

Add more tax generating facilities.
We have enough parks.
develop a limited buffer adjacent to the residential areas.

12.

Additional Police protection??

13.

Additional traffic drawn to area may negatively impact residents
who travel along that stretch of road.
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14.

Adequate parking is a must.

15.

Adjust roadway network to manage the increase in vehicle traffic

16.

again the traffic on Clayton road and the need to make the road
acomodate the traffic with a possible third or fourth lanes...or
definitely turn lanes. I am a resident of the estates at Mari de
Villa and there is already a need for turn lanes into the three
areas of the Mari de Villa areas.

17.

Allow residents to fish in the lake

18.

Although I think it's a nice idea....I am pretty frustrated that
the mayor has solely focus his interest on Clayton Road, while
Conway Road continues to be eaten up with Maryville and St
Luke's.
We have no side walks, our roads are uneven, trees over
hang Conway look horrible. Before he spends more of our money On
his legacy I would prefer he fix Conway road, especially from 141
to Mason. /

19.

Am concerned about selling land/building to a restaurant ownerwould rather lease. If you sell and the business goes under you
have no control of the property.

20.

AMount of traffic it would attract-like to see us encourage more
walking than driving

21.

ampitheater would be nice

22.

An ice cream/frozen custard place would be great to add. Dog
potty bag stands and disposal containers will be needed. A water
drinking fountain would be essential as well as men/women
restroom. Healthy eating type restaurant.

23.

Another example of shooting first & aiming second.

24.

Appreciate the solicitation of feedbac (e.g., this survey and
update in the newsletter). Please keep the communications coming.

25.

As I stated before, I am not really a part of Town and Country.
Town and Country is basically the intersection of Mason and
Clayton Roads. It is wonderful for those living a few blocks off
the Clayton corridor, but for me and my neighbors accessing any
of the Town and Country amenities involves a car ride over
Interstate 64. Therefore, it is difficult for me to get excited
about more walking trails, parks, fountains, cafes, etc. /
Perhaps a separate survey for the residents of T&C north of I64
might be helpful. /
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26.

Are there any plans to have the lake useable, i.e. use of small
boats?

27.

As residents of Essex Point we are completely closed off from
walking or biking to the site. Sellenrick Road was never
developed as part of the trail system so we have no access to
Clayton Road.

28.

as with any body of water, geese will be present!

29.

Asking a question about a feature like a tunnel without a cost
estimate is inappropriate; when faced with the likely cost,
opinions will differ. The survey about the Town Square would be
more meaningful if the proposed major uses were outlined before
the features, including the major uses that were rejected.
Consider building the Square in stages so adjustments can be
made. I see no estimate of maintenance impact; some of these
features have heavier maintenance burdens than others and should
be considered concurrently.

30.

At my age, no.

31.

BE ALERT TO TRAFFIC CONCERNS. CLAYTON ROAD IS GETTING REALLY
TRAFFICY AT MORNING AND AFTERNOON RUSHHOUR

32.

Be careful about letting expenses get out of hand.
along interstate would be great.

33.

Better sidewalks connecting Town Square to Queeny Park

34.

Bicycle accessible with bike racks.

35.

BJC should be offered the privilege of paying for the park and if
they don't we need a earnings tax of 1% on all the workers
locating in T&C with a rebate/exemption of the tax to residents
of T&C.

36.

build sound wall along I270

37.

Build the Town Square ASAP just as you have it illustrated. Pay
tribute to the WIrth's for decades of dedication to the
Community, BUT do NOT use unused water runoff funds unless all
water runoff issues have been addressed. / Do NOT spend funds to
build a tunnel under clayton road, that seems excessive. /
Restaraunt should be pay tribute to the history of the area,
calling it Altheim Inn or The Station and decorated accordingly.
Outdoor patios to have a beer. / Serve Ice Cream and/or Snow
Cones in the Summer for the kids.
If you build it, they wil
come!!!
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38.

body of water means more geese. definitely need more geese
control in T & C.
/ Casual family dining is best for a Town
Square including a children's water play area and trails.

39.

Butterfly garden

40.

Chesterfield has so much to offer with entertaiment venues for
the residents. Would be nice to have music playing and events
like theirs. / /

41.

Clayton Road would be severely impacted by traffic.

42.

clean and a small play area for children

43.

Clean up the retail space to the west.

44.

Collate Town Center amenities with Manchester Meadows & T & C
Crossing shopping centers when there are already people.

45.

concern is increased traffic flow for the mason/clayton
intersection and the area around the Town Square. That includes
west bound traffic that will need to turn across traffic to get
into the new facility and potential backup on Clayton.

46.

Concerned about privacy and safety of surrounding neighbourhoods

47.

Concerned about the size of the restaurants and the need for
parking.

48.

Concerned about traffic and parking for the square

49.

Concerned about traffic on Clayton Road

50.

Concerned that the restaurant choices will be more of the same
that already exist in surrounding towns, especially Chesterfield.
Would prefer more unique and upscale style for one restaurant and
more casual (but still unique) for the other. The city
definitely needs MORE dining choices!

51.

Concerns with the survey: why didn't it offer "not a good idea"?
There is fine dining at Mineo's. Why would the town try to cut
into a long standing business? What about liability insurance
for the water features? Does anyone really know the long term
expenditure this Town Square will require? Bad idea being a
landlord for a municipal government.
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52.

Consider a few small boutiques run by residents including
adolescents of town and country (Washington University has
example on residential campus) / Consider music/band
pavilion/stage for outdoor concerts or movies or plays / Consider
accessibility and infrastructure needs for hosting outdoor
festivals /

53.

Consider adding sports fields instead of a lake or dry retention
area. Specifically a baseball field or a multi-use artificial
turf field. T&C, unlike surrounding municipalities, has no
sports facilities, with the exception of tennis courts at
Preservation and Long View.
/ / T&C is supposed to share the
baseball field at Cadet Park with CBC, but CBC has fenced and
locked off the field. They do not allow any casual use
whatsoever- not to play catch, or hit ground balls, etc. It is
locked and signs threatening prosecution for entering the field
are posted.
A resident can apply to use the field, but the
coach responsible for scheduling use only returns calls after
multiple attempts and puts severe restrictions on its use and
availability. Three years ago, when coaching a little league
baseball team, I applied and paid for a permit to use the field,
only to find the coach in charge and the CBC team using the field
during my approved time. The coach relegated my team to a small
corner of the outfield while he used the majority of the field.
/ / If T&C entered an agreement with CBC to equally share the
facility, the residents of T&C are being extremely shortchanged.

54.

Consider having bike parking available for the riders who use
Clayton Rd. Might become a destination for some of them. / It
might become a good asset for T&C, since we bought the land we
better see something from it. Input / complaints from nearby
residents should not thwart the beneficial development of the
property.

55.

Consider leasing the ground to the restaurants. / For God's sake
plant a variety of trees unlike the Arch area that had to remove
all the Ash Trees. / Keep bush varieties low for both safety and
maintenance cost.

56.

Consider small scale shuttle from various T&C pick-up spots to
Town Square. Chance for residents to meet, chat on short ride to
Square.

57.

Consider some way to accommodate performing arts in the
square...small musical groups in particular...

58.

construct other trails along mason and topping so access could be
easier for walkers
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59.

Continue to listen to and engage T&C residents (great job so
far!). Somehow, figure out the essential features so that the
new area gets as much use as the trail has gotten. For example,
I think it turned out to be essential that the trail was made
wider, more like a recreation trail than a sidewalk. This meant
that it cost more, and was more controversial from the viewpoint
of the people whose frontage the trail crossed - but I think it
was worth it.

60.

cost over runs

61.

Currently the crossing at Mason and Clayton only features a
crossing for Mason east to the corner by the fire station.
Another cross walk needs to be constructed to help people cross
over to the south side of Clayton Road by the corner where the
cleaners is located.

62.

Decorate it to the max for the big holidays!

63.

Definitely need a casual family dining restaurant that has ample
indoor seating (Subway doesn't cut it).

64.

distance from some wards

65.

do it

66.

Do it.

67.

Do NOT develop this Town Square. This is a bad idea. It costs too
much. It is of no benefit to residents.

68.

do not like the idea at all

69.

do not make it like a six flags or Disneyland. All elements
would be for every age group. No playgrounds etc.Lots of
landscaping but doesn't/shouldn't be high maintenance landscape.
Lots of trees.

70.

Do not over build.

71.

DO NOT SELL any part of this property, only lease for restaurant
use. I dont' think the town should lose control over any aspect
of this property, particularly if the restaurant should fail, or
otherwise go into decline. the town must have contole over all
aspects of this property's use!

72.

Do not sell the 2 acres to be used by the restaurants, lease it
or rent it out instead .
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73.

Do not take money from future storm water projects and make sure
you have a large enough facility to actually handle larger
events. It looks like you have created a lot of green space to
address the concerns of the adjacent property owners, which
leaves less for the rest of the Town and Country Residents to
meet and enjoy various events. Hoping to draw people based on
having two restaurants is a "crap shoot." Restaurants come and
go. Too much of the property is in green space, If you are
trying to create a real town center where people can congregate,
it means accepting a higher density use of the Property.

74.

Don’t create competition for existing successful businesses in
the area.

75.

Don’t overdo.

76.

Don't build this. It will add unnecessary traffic to an already
congested area. Also, it's mission creep....once something like
this is built, it is a matter of time before other projects take
over green space in T&C, which we love.

77.

Don't create too big of a parking lot.
possible.

78.

Don't do it!!! I was opposed to the city buying the property in
the first place! It seems like the aldermen just do whatever they
want. very dictatorial

79.

Don't do it!!!!!!! And if it's a done deal, then spend as little
as possible. How many parks and "common areas" does the city
need?

80.

don't go overboard-we have two city parks and queeny nearby,
which help our appeal as a community. lets make sure the dollars
are well-spent.

81.

Don't let the Town Square go the way of Tim Hortons and the
Westminster field lights. Letting residents have input is great
up to a point.

82.

Don't overbuild and create traffic congestion. It can already be
difficule at times especially given the volume of cyclists

83.

Don't raise our taxes to pay for it

84.

Don't spend the money.

85.

don't understand the role of "Food

86.

Don't we already have a major park like 500 feet down the road???

Keep Town & Country
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87.

Ensure you plan for sufficient parking. It sounds boring, but
people don't want to go places where they can't park.

88.

Eventual tax increase.

89.

everything T & C does to preserve the "Country" feel increases
our satisfaction and property values,thanks for asking, thanks
for your efforts !!!

90.

Expand the greenspace to across Clayton Rd.

91.

Family dining only!!!! NO fine dining. / Geese control with
another lake in the area.

92.

Farmers market would be great.
kids to hold practice, /

93.

Favor the Town Square general concept, mainly due to the fact
that the town owns it and it won't be commercialized. But let's
not over-do it on making this a big-time, multi-event, multifestival venue. Great to have a little more sense of town there,
but let's not forget the "Country" part of Town and Country.

94.

Feel strongly the Town Square should have the underroad
connection to the Clayton Trail. Will use both with my
grandbabies on the way.

95.

First of all quit calling a storm water retention pond a LAKE.
By any definition what is planned is simply a pond. Quit lying
to the public. Look up the definitions in a regular dictionary
and a science dictionary. This thing is not going to be a lake!
It is simply a pond. Quit over selling it. / / The restaurants
create a problem. If they are popular they will take all the
parking spaces and create noise for the nearby homes.
/ /
Helping someone sell a piece of property that had been for sale
for 10 years is not a function of government. There is a large
city park just to the west of this property.

96.

FIRST, T & C should improve areas that need improvements for
safety concerns. A sidewalk along Weidman Rd. could prevent a
serious accident and potential lawsuits. Money was put into a
lovely trail down Clayton Rd. However, mothers with children in
strollers or on bikes cannot access it due to the danger along
Weidman Rd. in order to get to Clayton Rd.

97.

Food trucks better idea.. maybe difficult for restaurants to
survive, especially in winter months or bad weather.

98.

further development adjacent to property(principia) could enhance
the location and allow more of a "town center"
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99.

First, the fact the municipality purchased the land without
having a comprehensive budget and plan for the land approved for
the development is fiscally irresponsible. However, that
transaction is completed so I will focus on the other aspects of
the proposal: / 1. I do not see how the city can dictate what
type of tenant can lease the retail space as long as it meets the
zoning requirements. If it is zoned for restaurant, the city
cannot hand-pick which restaurant leases the space.
/ 2. The
"lake" is not a lake...it is a pond. Just across the street
there is a very nice "pond" at Longview so I do not see added
value by having a smaller pond at this location. However, if a
water collection site is required due to the water run-off issue,
then a fountain is needed to maintain water circulation.
/ 3.
The walking trails do not have added value since you have a
larger trail system across the street at Longview. / 4. The
splash pad for children would be nice since I am not aware of a
similar feature in other T&C parks / 5. I do not like the
pavilion since there are plenty of other pavilions at other parks
in T&C currently not being utilized. These pavilions are popular
gathering spaces for teenagers at night which I'm sure the
adjacent neighbors would not want to deal with. /

100. Geese control with lake addition to the area. Already a major
nuisance in Devonworth / Mari De Villa area. / Family friendly
dining is a must as T &C already has some finer dining
establishments. /
101. Geese control...with the lake attracting even more geese to the
area. / Do NOT want Fine Dining. Needs to be a festive, family
friendly atmosphere that's inclusive for all.
102. Get on with it!
103. given the current state of the overall economy and the belt
tightening many of us are forced to do...this seems excessive.
It flies in the face of many peoples' personal economic
situations. If we were in boom times, maybe. But now, it just
doesn't seem right. If there is money for this, there is money
to reduce the tax burden on the citizens. It smacks of a
"legacy" building activity. Why not use Longmeadow for these
community activities?
104. Great idea but it needs things like restaurants, patios on lake
to actually get people in this area to use it.
105. Great ideas for families old and youngs with children. / We have
to get rid off the dear , they are eating our gardens , dangerous
to the car travelers.
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106. Green space, bike trails, hiking paths - these are more important
to me that Town Square.
107. Have 2 small restaurants instead of one large. Both should have
an outdoor/ al fresco seating-- facing the lake. Smokers can sit
outside and have a glass of wine.
108. Have a little more family oriented space...kid friendly
109. Have adequate police to maintain order
110. Have room to expand in the future.
111. Having the restaurants, pavilion, food trucks, etc. will be even
better if most of us can WALK or ride a bike there. You will need
an area to lock up bikes. / We live on S Mason and it is kinda
scary walking up to Clayton Road at night. You have to cross
Mason a couple of times. You should have sidewalks all the way
to Queeny Park on the East side of the road since that side is
where there are the most existing sidewalks. Two crosswalks
would need to be installed and they should light up across the
road as a pedestrian gets ready to cross them. They have these
crosswalks all over Central California and a driver cannot miss
them when someone is crossing. / I also see summer concert venues
there hosted by T&C--symphony etc.
112. How about a dog park?
113. How can you have a survey that asks the arbitrary question such
as how often we would go to the restaurant of choice when we have
no idea if the fine dining would be overpriced, high quality?
Makes no sense. There are many fine dining restaurants that are
reasonable, and their are fine dining restaurants that serve
entrees that start at $40.00. The questions were a set-up meant
to lead the reader down a path. You left no place for comments.
Strongly oppose the underground walk through. You didn't talk
about another giant parking lot on the other side. Or are you
going to spend all that money for a few walkers or the occasional
kids from Principia that approach from that side of the street?
This is a nightmare.
114. how much will this increase traffic problems in an already
congested area
115. How will residents to the east and south be impacted by noise
from festivals and restaurants? Have sound studies been
conducted?
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116. I am concerned about a restaurant that promotes a happy hour. We
don't need a restaurant that depends on the sale of alcohol to be
featured in our town square.
117. I am excited about the Town Square and believe it could add value
to the area. I do, however, want other aspects of Town and
Country to be enhanced and not just invest everything in the Town
Square.
118. I am handicapped and would like handicapped parking and access,
if so I believe great use would be made by me with my children
and grandchildren.
119. I am in favor of the city selling the property to private land
owners who would construct houses.
120. I am interested in knowing how the potential trails (labeled N)
might connect to Queeny Park...along Mason to Dog Museum area, or
cutting through current residential space?
121. I am not in favor of any development that would increase traffic
on Clayton Road from Ballas to Mason.
122. I am not interested in full restaurants, I rather see food kiosks
or food trucks. I rather walk or ride my bike to this place,
grab a smoothie/coffee or something light...i.e. pastry/ice cream
etc.... What about a place to lay a blanket out and have a
picnic. I don't see picnic tables/pavilions. are you going to
stock this lake, so my children can possibly try their hand at
fishing ...maybe having an active lake where folks can bring
their remote control boats out or have contests for these
hobbyists. Will this areas be dog friendly like Longview park?
Will there be a bandstand so we can have live music on occasion?
It would be neat if you can convert that large seating areas in
the winter and make it an outdoor ice rink, so we can utilize
this area in the winter too.....maybe even add a hill so we can
go sledding too....Like to see it used in the winter as
well!...just more ideas to think about!!
123. I am not sure it is needed. There are Queeny and Longview parks
within a mile of this site, both with great walking trails and
play spaces for kids. I understand there are concerns about this
not increasing car traffic at this Mason/Clayton intersection. /
/ I would survey residents about what is lacking in T&C -- what
would give a greater sense of community? what is missing? -- and
go back to the drawing board. Being asked just to give input
into something that is already ill-conceived does not work for
me. Seems like a big waste of money.
(PS if there was T&C City
Hall or something like that to anchor it, it would begin to make
more sense to me.....)
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124. I am pleased that this survey was offered and I hope many, many T
& C residents participate.
125. I am so excited for it to be approved and done!
place or frozen yogurt would be lovely!

An ice cream

126. I am thrilled about the development of the Town Square! Our
family frequently (weekly) enjoys walks to Longview Park and the
stores in Mason Village. We would welcome the addition of new
dining options, trails to enjoy, pavilion space for gathering,
center to gather for special events such as outdoor concerts and
the other possibilities noted in the plans for the Town Square.
We are new residents to Town and Country as of last year, and are
most pleased with the direction things are going. We love being
a part of a community and see the Town Square as a key vehicle to
foster that sense of community. We participated in the parade
this fall and also the tree lighting event at Mari de Villa. My
kids enjoyed the egg hunt at Longview this Easter, and we are
looking forward to the parade this summer. We hope to continue
to enjoy such wonderful events, and eagerly look to the future
and the development of the Town Square and all that it will
offer.
127. I an highly in favor of a small playground being included in the
design. You can't attract young families without a playground.
128. I believe all of the water features are irrelevant and a waste of
money. I believe people would get more out of the location if
there were more restaurants/pubs and such. A park area with nice
green grace that people can play on would be a much better use of
the land than a pond. Maybe even add a field that can be used
for little league and soccer?
129. I believe it should be used for villas,
w/beautiful streets.

restaurants and shops

130. I believe overall the proposal is great for the area.
131. I believe the developemnt was positioned as an area where
neighbors could walk to and mingle. To think residents of T&C
are going to walk to this area is riduculous. Homes surrounding
the area are large in size and people in these homes will not
mingle easily. The city is trying to create a downtown or
neighborhood gathering area and T&C is too spread out and
demographically not conducive to such a plan. Better to have a
city centre with pool and indoor facilities to facilitate
neighbors' activities including dining, etc.
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132. I believe that quarterly or more frequent seasonal festivals
should be planned for the Town Square, and that consideration be
given to a farmer's market on the site.
133. I believe this is already being looked into, but I think the
congestion that happens at Mason/Clayton intersection also needs
to be addressed, as well as extra parking areas since that is a
relatively small lot. I'd like to see an extra turn lane on Mason
Road onto Clayton Roads to help alleviate some of that
congestion.
134. I do not see the point of a town square without the City Hall
being located there. / I understand that nearby residents do not
like this idea, however, As there are already commercial venues
and the fire station here, I don't understand how the City Hall
would be a significant issue. The current building on Municipal
Center Dr. could be the police department and could continue to
house the "courts" and fine payment facilities with simply the
government officials and staff moving to a City Hall at the town
center.
135. I do not support all of the elements. A more economical way to
access the development would be a stop light at the clayton
intersection. I do not see a need for two water features; the
children's fountain seems like an unnecessary liability.
136. I do not think the Town Square makes sense. I would favor
selling the property and using the proceeds to do something, on a
much more modest scale, at Longview Farms. I would also favor
sidewalks along Mason and Topping. I don't like the idea of
either selling some of the space for a dining establishment (and
thereby losing control of a major portion of the Town Square) or
leasing it (and thereby becoming a landlord in competition with
other real estate in the area). I suggest that the land either
be warehoused for future use that makes more sense or be sold.
137. I don't think we need another park. I greatly enjoy the parks we
have, including Queeny, and we are lucky that they are more than
sufficient. I would like for the city to focus this plan on what
we don't have - a place for community gatherings. Love the idea
of food trucks, maybe concerts and farmer's market.
/ / Also,
I would suggest a careful evaluation of the need for the tunnel
under Clayton Road. Of course safety should be a primary
consideration, but cost should also be considered. Isn't there
already a safe way for people to cross Clayton Road at the
intersection of Mason/Clayton? Is there another place for a
crosswalk without tunnel under road? The survey doesn't specify
how much the tunnel would cost so perhaps not a major expense.
If not major, I would support that component.
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138. I do not think that this would add value.
139. I don't think we should build another park.
140. I feel connecting the town square with the existing bicycle trail
would really enhance the quality of life in the city. I always
disliked the lane concept as our children could not bicycle to a
friends home or park without riding on a busy road, ie Clayton,
Topping,etc. The bike trail has partially alleviated that and
adding an area where we could ride from home without getting on a
busy road to get ice cream or a light dinner would make T & C a
more accessible community.
141. I feel it needs to have restaurants and shops to bring residents
together. We have the Clayton trail and Longview Park that are
very close, so not sure we need to develop yet another Park
environment.
142. I feel that the residence surrounding the proposed Town Square
should have the biggest vote on what to do with the land since it
would affect them the greatest.
143. I feel that we don't need a more developed area in T&C. We having
T&C Crossing with a water feature, restaurants, shops, ans still
empty retail to rent. We have Longview park with walking trails,
water, play area. Why not leave the land undeveloped and plant
trees, plants and keep it simple with benches, and a walking path
thru the area. / / I live in the home that backs up to the Good
Shepherd parking lot. I am already concerned about my safety and
privacy since they have removed the bushes that use to line our
property. They provided a great barrier. I now have little
children and without security (like a privacy fence) I am very
opposed to having public access to this area with walking paths,
public parking, etc.
144. I guess the only question i have is we already have the Long View
Park, do we really need another similar concept across the
street?
145. I guess we need the revenue from the restaurant(s) but commercial
brick and mortar establishments seem out of place in a Town
Square. We like the natural uses - with plenty of open space for
occasional outdoor events and fairs welcoming the whole
community.
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146. I have a concern. My concern includes the fact that we already
have a park and public space just down the street. It will also
increase traffic (always a concern). I do like the access to
Clayton Road. However, I would consider putting bike lanes down
Clayton road first. This would not only allow visitors of the
Town Square to ride there and thus decrease traffic, but also
cause less delays on the roads, caused from vehicles trailing
behind bikes. I would focus on connecting east of clayton to west
clayton where Town and Country Center is using form based codes,
lighting improvements, bike paths, and sidewalks among other
things. Creating a tunnel under Clayton will do nothing if people
cannot get to that part of Clayton without getting hit by a
car....
147. I have been looking at pictures of the proposed Town Square for a
while now. I think it looks great. I'm very excited about it.
148. I have no opinion on the pedestrian walkway but the survey did
not allow me not to answer. Design flaw in the survey!!
149. I have no other concerns.
150. I hope the city gets a really good architect so that all the
hardscape is very attractive
151. I know that a retention basin is necessary. However, I am
concerned of the attraction of more geese to the water since, in
my opinion, the geese in T & C number almost too much as it is.
152. I like the waking trail inter connections to Clayton Road trail
and especially to Queeny Park. The conceptual design provides for
a varied family and individual use.
153. I live in Devonworth and would love a sidewalk connection to
Clayton road.
154. I live in the Devonworth Subdivision at Weidman and Clayton Road.
We desperately need a sidewalk to connect us to Clayton Road. I
personally run on Weidman road because there is no sidewalk
through Mari De Villa and it is DANGEROUS.
/ / You should try
running on Weidman Road where there is no shoulder next to Mari
De Villa and you would see the danger. If you do not put in a
sidewalk someone will eventually get injured by a car.
155. I live in Thornhill Estates. I would like to see sidewalks along
Topping or Mason connecting to Clayton Rd. so that the people in
this neighborhood can enjoy the trails and town square of Town
and Country without driving to get there.
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156. I love the concept. My family loves walking to Starbucks. We
current have to cut through Princeton place to get there. We
would LOVE to see walking trails on Mason to get us from Mason
Valley to get us there.
157. I love the idea and appreciate all the hard work going into the
exploration. Thank you
158. I love the idea of a Town Square and such as proposed. My only
reservation with the lake is how much it would bring in pests
like mosquitos, and would it be clean and taken care of, as
opposed to the lake at Longview Farm Park, which only looks clean
where the fountain is located, thus stirring up the water and
hiding the algae. I love the walking trails idea, especially
connecting to Queeny. I live down Mason Rd., and am so
frustrated that my kids and I can't walk up to Straubs or to
Mason Ridge due to lack of sidewalks on Mason.
/
159. I love the idea of building a place for residents to congregate!
160. I really think tennis courts would be a nice benefit and
encourage recreation.
161. I really would like to see a nice bar and/or restaurant that is
NOT a chain come in. Something unique and attractive with
outdoor dining.
162. I see no value to adding congestion to clayton mason
intersection.
163. I strongly advice having some area that is completely covered,
like an enclosed atrium , that is Not a restaraunt. Otherwise the
Square will be a dead space in the winter. I would like the
Square to be used and be the heart of our community all year
round.
164. I suggest a stage with sound hook ups for musical events. This
would enhance the use of the TS and permit evening as well as day
time use. Also, it would be good to have some enclosed areas
that could be used for public events in the winter, fall or
spring. As designed the TS is great for summer, but why not make
it equally useful during the rest of the year.
165. I think a family dining and breakfast lunch option would be a
great idea. I also think a frozen yogurt/ice cream would be a
great idea.
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166. I think an central area for local bands to entertain on summer
weekends would be great fun for families. Kirkwood currently has
a small version of this across from their city hall. Overall, I
am extremely excited about this coming to fruition.
167. I think an underground tunnel is an unnecessary expense, and will
require maintenance. A proper crosswalk signal would be adequate.
/ / Without the restaurant, I'm pressed to find a need for 100+
parking spaces. Other than small fireworks festivals, they would
get little use.
168. I think everyone involved is doing a good job. Thanks!
169. I think it is a great idea. I think it would keep business in the
area.
170. I think it looks great!!!
171. I think it looks great--but I'm not too sure about food
trucks!!!!! Sounds a little trashy!!
172. I think it would be a great idea to do this.
heart of Town and Country greatly enhanced.

It would be the

173. I think it would be nice to have more activity areas for kids
than just a little fountain. i don't have any kids at home any
more but would like a place to take grandkids when they arrive,
and i think it would appeal to young families when i wish to
sell. / I hope everything will have adequate parking areas since
most people don't patronize areas they cannot easily drive to and
find adequate parking. Walking trails are nice, but they don't do
much for the elderly or the young families hauling kid stuff. /
I'd really like to see a place for food trucks. I hear there are
some great ones in STL but they don't come out here. It would
give us a little taste of the urban life without the down sides
to that.
174. I think it's a nice idea but I don't think I would like it too
big because it will bring a lot more traffic into the area. I
just feel there would be lots of people from many areas that
would want to use it. That may not be a bad thing but I would
imagine there would be lots more traffic and possible congestion
on Clayton Road. There would have to be plenty of parking as
well otherwise it may spill into close by neighborhoods. I have
a friend who lives near the CVS on Clayton and Baxter and cars
park on her street because there is not enough parking for the
restaurants in that strip mall. / The Town Square sounds like a
nice idea but I hope you will consider everything.
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175. I think its a great idea, some of my neighbors are opposed.
Concerns regarding upkeep and cost, and keeping this area safe.
Are there plans for night lights, and would there be a gate to
get in and out?
176. I think it's quite a waste. Let Chesterfield have the art fairs
and food trucks. No sense in competing with the amphitheater.
I'd prefer the space be used for T&C residents. I'd prefer a
reasonably priced golf course or a dog park with a green space
with the walking trail. I'd like to see pavilions for for family
reunions or larger outdoor parties.
The "town Square" plan
seems to be just more of the same. Not very innovative.
177. I think our city needs something like this. It would greatly
enhance Town and Country if it is done first class. If it is
diluted to be just another park then it is not worth it.
178. I think parking
crowds. / / It
unique climbing
treats. / / We
adult use

may be a problem with events that drew large
might be better as a kid's park with lots of
structures and a concession stand for quick
have Longview and Queeny Park that see a lot of

179. I think the conceptual plan looks great. If cost is a concern,
remove the tunnel and use the existing light across Clayton.
180. I think the interactive water features tend to bring down the
desired 'look" of the area.
/ Often children play in these
when parents or others are not prepared with towels or swim gear
... Then you have wet children with diapers etc walking through
them, I personally think they pose a health hazard and would not
want my kids to play in them. For hot days in the summer--Water
misters are nice looking and refreshing without soaking people.
There are some at the St Louis Zoo. This might be a good
alternative . I also think the area could benefit from offering
a farmer's market in the pavillion on a regular basis.
181. I think the property should be sold to a home developer with
restrictions as to what size homes could be built and exactly
where the homes would be situated. I think the concept of the
Town Square is a needless waste of money. Recently I was sitting
next to a man on an airplane. He was from a city outside of St.
Louis County and said he kept reading about the need for a Town
Square in Town and Country and he laughed at the pretentiousness
of it all--I had to agree with him. In such difficult economy,
we should conserve. / / I think the previous questions are
worded in a very leading fashion---A bone dry detention v. a
lake---Really? That's the choice to make? Geeze, I wonder what
response that question was intended to illicit?
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182. I think the proposed plans for other items that were on the "to
do" list should take preference first before this huge plan
starts. I do not think property taxes should be raised to
complete this new project. This new project will be enjoyed by
many outside of the Town and Country boundaries and not only the
Town and Country residents should have to bear the cost of it.
183. I think the task force has done an AMAZING job bringing together
so many desirable features. As a young family with children, I
especially love how they are making T&C more child friendly with
the splash fountain and (hopefully) family friendly eateries.
T&C is known to be more of an older demographic and caters to
this. The town center design will certainly drawn more young
families to our town and help it grown in vibrancy and
desirability. Thanks for all their hard work!!!!
184. I think the town square is essential to making Town and Country a
comfortable family oriented, needed place for residents to enjoy.
/ Most place s are shopping malls this will be for our residents
to use and enjoy without mall traffic. / Ex are still Town and
Country not town and Mall. Use the space wisely. Longview Farm is
great Town and Square will be greater.
185. I think the tunnel idea could be problematic. There is potential
for water problems. Malicious activity. And generally we think it
would be difficult to keep it scrubbed clean and looking
inviting.
186. I think the tunnel is very important for the safety of walkers,
bikers and chilren that want to cross the street.
187. I think this is an excellent idea. We should move forward and I
think we should do it quickly. It may seem expensive but it
would add a great deal to our beloved town. I think this would
significantly enhance our quality of life and attract both
residents and more people to patronize our town. I still think
our desire for "town and country" would stay relevant, but
improved. This is a terrific idea and the Mayor should be
commended for his willingness to do this. I can't wait until it
is done and we can enjoy the new facility.
188. I think this is great. It is a place that invites people to come
with families to spend time. It would help to give the city a
sense of identity. I could also see this being the kind of place
that people from the surrounding cities would come and spend time
and money (a la Kirkwood city plaza). /
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189. I think would prefer a area that would be more park like in
design. Outside seating for existing food services would be nice.
/ I do not care for the food truck area. I do not think a under
roadway tunnel is needed. / Less ornate water features. Green
space is much more desirable.
190. I wish a playground was part of the plan. While the current
demographic of T&C is currently older, I think this will change
over the next decade.
191. I wish that this could be incorporated with Longview Park but I
understand land restrictions. I go to Longview often for exercise
and it's wonderful to see so many children playing on the play
structures, visiting the horses, and walking the paths. I guess
one item that might be missing would be a minor play structure.
My children are grown, but I definitely see this park getting
more visitors if there was a play structure. I think parents
would have to decide which park to go to and would most often
choose Longview. I think a play structure, such as a swing set
and/or slide would get the kids started at this park then go to
the walking trails, which is a benefit because they seem less
length than Longview (for kids).
192. I would be very concerned about selling land to a restaurant and
losing control of part of the park. Since the restaurant will be
a vital part of the development, I think Town and Country should
maintain a lot of control over the restaurant to ensure it is an
asset and not a detriment to the development. Without such
control I would rather there not be a restaurant.
193. I would have to access this are from Mason road and I dan't
imagine that it will safely handle much additional traffic
194. I would like a breakfast restaurant/lunch and a more casual
restaruant for dinner for the propose two. / I feel the city
should control land rights of the restaurants if changes of
tenants are made that the city has the control what will go into
the developement next.
195. I would like a design more commercial/residential like “The
Glenn” used in Glenbrook, IL. 2-story shops on bottom, condos on
top, sidewalk cafés. We have plenty of public green space and
venues like Longview Park / meeting areas. We need a Town Center
– like many of the burbs on Chicago’s North Shore.
196. I would like to see a community center like Des Peres has. That
is an incredible facility. Town and country is more prestigious
then D P. So we should have one also.
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197. I would like to see a community swimming pool included in either
this site or Longview and eventually creating a small recreation
center like The Lodge (but smaller). Because so many drivers
don't stop at the pedestrian crossing on Clayton Road by Staub's,
it might be worth installing a button, a light, and a camera.
Also, the park should have limited hours and noise restrictions
(day use only -- no loud festivities and no evening events to
disturb the peace of neighbors) and the park should be patrolled
by the police to keep drug people out.
198. I would like to see an area where there could be outdoor concerts
as they do in Faust Park or Chesterfield park. It would also be
nice to have a children's garden like the one in Shaw Park.
199. I would like to see small cafe', bakery and such NOT a full blown
restaurant. We need to stop thinking that every space should
have a restaurant or food to eat.
/ I favor a museum or
informational center, a chamber of commerce office, a public
relations office, etc.
200. I would like to see two restaurants or a bakery or similar
specialty shop.
201. I would love to be able to walk to and from the town square, but
WE NEED SIDEWALKS!!!! But I would come and walk, as long as I
can bring my dog, almost every day. Having a place to get out of
the rain/sun is also very important. (and Bathrooms!) Thank you
202. I would love to see this square become a vibrant part of T&C. It
would be nice to have a Farmer's Market and non-chain small
cafe's smoothie shop, coffee shop, a place with music
outdoors/indoors during the cold. It would be nice to see these
establishments support "local" Town and Country residents
businesses. For example, we import and sell olive oil from our
family farm. Maybe someone has jewelry they make and could be
sold in a shop, etc. A small community garden would also be neat
to see (not sure if that is feasible). Educational events could
be hosted for local residents e.g. someone from the botanical
garden to talk about native plants/bees/trees, organic gardening.
Outdoor yoga/pilates near the lake or in the park. Painting in
the park...similar to the wine painting events that are hosted
indoors, having one outside would be refreshing! Salsa lessons in
the evenings. I see a lot of potential for this space, to bring
our residents together. We love staying out West but often find
ourselves traveling into the city because unless we are eating or
riding our bike in the day in the park, we find there isn't as
much to do out here. I'm not sure if you are looking for local
residents to be on a committee or help come up with ideas for the
square, but I would love to help!
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203. I would love to see a walking trail extend from Clayton Road,
south on Mason Road to Manchester Road. We live in Thornhill
Estates and walking on Mason is very difficult now, but many
families would use it from our subdivision to access the shops at
Clayton and Mason.
204. I would prefer a tasteful, understated and family friendly yet
adult no kids comfortable both.
205. I would prefer to see more water features like fountains or
sculpture in the park in the area proposed for the lake. That
would provide more accessible area on the site. Eight acres isn't
all that big, and a one acre lake just takes up space that could
be better utilized.
206. I would think a retention basis for storm water would be the re
sponsibility of MSD.
Whey use T & C money to fund storm water
control?
207. I'd like to see hours of the park restricted at night to ensure
safety and preserve evening hours integrity of area residents. I
also believe restricting evening hours would create a safer park
experience for park goers as well.
208. I'd rather have something like the Des Peres lodge for Town and
Country citizens.
209. If I understand what you mean by an activity fountain, maybe this
could be in place of a lake, which is more just scenic instead of
utilitarian (activity fountain). Concerning restaurants, I would
hope not a McDonalds type of short order eating. And would it be
possible to have its parking lot a little apart from the bldg. or
at least disguised from view, by bushes of sm.trees, so you're
not feeling you're eating in a parking lot (thinking of the
people eating outside at Mineo's really in the parking lot
itself...Subway too, although that's only one or two tables. The
tunnel under Clayton Rd. sounds amazing and would allow walkers
along the sidewalk Trail or Longview strollers to get to the Town
Square without driving there--yea!
210. If the covered pavilion for family use is included, how would it
be scheduled and managed? First come, first served? If the noted
funds are used, are there any other important things that could
not be funded? / / Otherwise, the Town Square is a lovely plan
and I would really love to see it developed. I think it would
really add to the attractiveness of that area and the city as
well.
211. If the plan is passed by voters, one thing for sure is that there
will be more traffic. That's all I think of.
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212. If the restaurants are good, we will patronize often.
Would be
neat to have a breakfast/ lunch restaurant AND a family dining
restaurant for dinner.
213. If the Town Square is approved, I think you should add a walking
path from Manchester to Clayton Rd.
214. If they can get the traffic on Clayton under control,it would be
a great deal.
215. If Town and Country has enough money for this beautiful park THEN, we should have enough for a 100-yard sidewalk on Weidman so
people can walk to this beautiful park :-)
216. If you are going to put restaurants in the area, they have to be
very good or excellent food or it will not be successful.
217. If you have a walking trail on Topping, I think it will bring a
lot of foot traffic to the Town Square! I am so excited about
the idea of a walking community for my family. I can imagine
riding my kids and I riding our bikes there! They are 1 and 3 so
let's getting moving so we can enjoy it while they're little!
218. If you have excess funds in storm water why is there a waiting
list on project for homeowners?
219. If you look at the number of people walking along Clayton
Rd/Longview Park you'll see there are tons of older folks &
soccer moms...the town square should have amenities that will
draw these customers. Also, we have tons of cyclists on Clayton
Rd so someplace for them to store bikes while patronizing
starbucks & the casual restaurant would encourage cyclists to
spend money with us. I have a small child and would love another
place to stroll & play in the fountains!
220. If you sell the 2 acres to restaurants would that be the best
move?
221. I'm concerned that the use of the Parks, etc. by
inhibits the ability of residents to fully enjoy
assets. I don't oppose use of the Parks, etc. by
however, something should put in place to ensure
first access.

non-residents
T and C's
non-residents,
Residents have

222. I'm concerned there isn't enough parking. I'm having some
trouble seeing how so much fits on this size parcial of land.
like the tunnel under Clayton Rd.
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223. I'm not convinced it's valuable enough to justify the disruption
it could cause. I stay close to home on most days, but even in
my "quiet" neighborhood there's excessive traffic almost every
time I go out.
224. I'm strongly opposed to the man-made lake. T&C already has such
a lake a stone's throw away in Longview Park. We don't need
another. Man-made lakes are never as beautiful as natural ones.
/ / Undeveloped land in T&C, as in every US suburb, is looked on
as a blank canvas, to be architected, molded, re-designed, resculpted, bulldozed, re-landscaped, into something unrecognizable
from the way nature designed it, and the way it has been
functioning, harmoniously, for hundreds of thousands of years.
/ / I'm also opposed to the parking lot. There's already a big
one at Mason Woods Village. / / If T&C wants a true town square,
such as are found in Europe, it needs to embrace the principles
of New Urbanism.
225. Immediately develop area F for parking as I think it will be
needed. / Most important will be to schedule regular activities
such as farmers markets, community concerts, craft fairs, and
other events to make it a real place where people will go.
226. impact on traffic
227. important to have some profit base from restaurants e.g. lease,
percent share of profits. Think would be good to have
restaurants open for breakfast, lunch, & dinner to support the
community.
228. improve intersection of Mason & Clayton by widening Mason there
229. In favor as long as our taxes aren't going to increase to
subsidize the cost.
230. In my opinion, casual dining is a must to enhance a community and
accessible feel to this space. Affordable (non-pretentious)
breakfast/lunch/dinner dining options that have a more "current"
feel to them would thrive even in an affluent area like T&C.
Areas of Kirkwood and Chesterfield with many successful casual
dining options are proof that this approach is working. Perhaps
a rustic and beautiful event space to serve events such as
weddings, showers, birthdays and anniversaries, etc would be
something unique to this area as well. I love the idea of having
a place that fosters celebration and community in our area. This
is going to be a wonderful addition to Town and Country.
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231. In hind sight, I think you are starting to realize how much of a
money pit the Wirth Property is, and how bad of a decision it was
to purchase the land. I do not favor any development by T&C and
would implore you to sell the land and control what is put in
it's place via P&Z. / / p.s. The only reason why I answered the
primary and secondary restaurant recommendation was to move
forward in the survey, "none" should have been an option.
232. Include (in design phase). Larger than anticipated power, water
and other "services" needs. Overbuild it. You will eventually
need it.
233. Include something like a small playground, or something really
unique like the bean in chicago that is captivating for kids. but
PLEASE DO NOT have a children's fountain, playing in a public
fountain is a trailer park trash/hoosier activity. Just go to the
garden downtown or the zoo and see how attractive is is to have a
public fountain for kids.
234. Including a few restaurants is crucial to the plan. Would love to
see a wood-fired pizza/grill that offers a full bar and an ice
cream or custard stand.
235. Input: Greenspace with walking trails would be classy and
inexpensive to maintain. Concern: Town Square would be
overdeveloped, expensive to maintain and potentially underused.
236. Instead of a butterfly garden it might be interesting to
incorporate an open field where small kid, pre-K-2nd, sports
teams could practice or play games. It could provide a
guaranteed group of people for a few hours every weekend. Also
thing it would be great if interactive sculpture could be
included in the design, similar to City Garden
237. Instead of a tunnel, won't it be cheaper, and just as effective,
to establish a traffic signal that would be activated by a
pedestrian pushing a button to cross when needed?
238. Is there any other advice, input, or concerns you have about the
proposed Town Square?
239. It appears that the lake is too Far East and would require
removal of part of the hill where the current house stands. The
lake should be moved west. Also, the restaurant building should
have it's back to Straubs so that trucks and trash are contained.
This should be a year round place and the tree screen will not
perform through the winter, and trucks should stay out of the
restaurant parking lot.
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240. It can become a “hangout” for children and that would keep
customers away and ruin beauty of Town & Country.
241. It disappoints me that it sounds like this is a done deal. We
have many parks in Town and Country. This sounds like another.
I don't know why we can't develop our existing parks to include
some of the features of this project while using the property
next to the Mason Woods area for retail or something that would
bring in tax revenue (I personally would have been just fine with
the proposed housing facility that was considered previously).
Unfortunately, I think we have some very noisy and vocal people
who make the decisions in Town and Country and don't really
represent what everyone wants. Please don't get me wrong, this
sounds nice, but I just think it will draw away from some of the
existing spaces that we already have in the area. But, in final
word, please just do something with the property. It's a
travesty that it has remained vacant so long.
242. It is a busy intersection already so traffic is a concern. The
141 & Clayton intersection is still a problem when you get people
who are not familiar with the lane flow and the exit to Clayton
flows into that problem.
243. It is going to be developed and this is the most appealing. The
primary elements are the plaza, the lake and the restaurants. The
walking trails could be a nice feature but would not have to be
as extensive as shown. They could link the plaza, pavilion and
restroom to Mason Woods Village and Mason Road but would not have
to border the neighborhoods on the south and east.
244. It is too late to ask for public input as to what to do with the
town square. The correct question should have been do we
need/want a town square in the first place. Again, this is the
private dream of a few using public funds to do what they want
with ill conceived projects.
245. It looks great on paper. Don't dally too long, because
construction costs don't do anything but rise. I'm excited about
this idea. DO IT!!!
246. It looks wonderful. Has there been any thought given to
connecting it to Queeny with a pedestrian/bike path on Mason?
247. It may be difficult to do (and you touched on this on the
previous page) but it might be worthwhile to have a "menu" of
amenities to include in the park and their respective costs and
then see how the public views those items with some knowledge of
the cost to include. / / Thank you to all parties in T & C who
have lent their time and talent to this project!
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248. It might bring in a lot of outside area people – which could be a
problem.
249. It might increase traffic to the area and change our slow paced
community. Concerned about taking money from storm water funding.
250. It needs to be considerate of both the youngest and the oldest
residents of town and country. Shaded benches and a water
fountain or two would be very nice.
251. It seems expensive to me. I’ not sure that it would add value to
Town & Country’s real estate. Seems expensive – probably would
cause taxes to be even higher.
252. It seems like a wonderful idea.
253. It seems like you're trying to find a use for the land before
another developer comes along. Why not just have another park or
community garden?
254. It should be a beautiful, rustic passive park like Longview Park.
Some of the prior questions were loaded, difficult to accurately
answer. I am not crazy about commercial activity in the park,
such as restaurants, which would require parking space, bring on
massive traffic. The residents of Ward Two should have a major
say in the development of the park. It should enhance their
lives, not be a threat to their lovely, quiet neighborhoods.
255. It should be a passive park.
256. It should foster a community feeling, not a commercial feeling.
257. It should have an area for parking / locking bikes.
258. It should include a dog park.
259. it should include a small playground for children. Also, i
neither favor nor oppose the underground tunnel for crossing the
street. People can cross at the fire station.
260. It sounds great! I just wish there was a community center
somewhere or that we could use the Lodge at the resident rate.
261. It sounds very nice the way it is.
262. IT WAS A MISTAKE BUYING THE LOT IN THE FIRST PLACE AND NOW WE ARE
LOOKING A MILLIONS OF DOLLARS BEING SPENT (JUST BECAUSE WE HAVE
THE MONEY. USE THE MONEY TO PAY FOR CITY SERVICES. SUCH AS LEAF
PICKUP WHICH WAS PROMISED WHEN WE VOTED TO JOIN THE CITY RATHER
THAN CREVE COEUR.
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263. It would add too much traffic to the area, and I don't think we
need such a thing at all. We have a bunch of parks nearby
already and don't need more congestion.
264. It would be a great addition to town and country
265. It would be better investment to have recreation facility
simillar to Lodge by city of Des Peres for residents.
266. It would be great to have an area where there could be occasional
music performances, such as the concerts held in Wildwood Town
Square. It doesn't need to be an ampitheater, but if there was
adequate parking nearby, residents and guests could bring along
their camp chairs and relax and enjoy music and refreshments from
food trucks. I see parking as a potential problem with this
scenario. I know that the merchants at Mason Woods Village don't
want all their spaces utilized by people attending events at the
Town Square. The proposed parking (100+ spaces) may not be enough
to support community events, based on the attendance at Fire and
Ice in past years.
267. It would be most appropriate if one of the restaurants were a
healthy place like LYFE Restaurant that usually includes upscale
outdoor seating and food that could appeal to all walks of life
including vegetarian.
268. It would be much better to put a retirement center on this
property.
269. It would be nice if there could be a better connection to the
Straub's and Starbuck's area so they are not two separate spaces.
Maybe Straub's could make another entrance into their store from
the back, but I see all the parking and truck maneuvering are
there. It should be more easily accessible from the Straub's
complex.
270. It would be nice to have a couple other retail spaces available
in addition to the restaurant, maybe one fitness based, one
boutique. A lawn area for outdoor activities like yoga, a farmers
market would be awesome additions.
271. It would probably benefit those who lived near it more than the
residents in the other wards.
272. It'll be a priceless addition, especially if the design promotes
traffic year around.
273. Just do it!
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274. Just do it. I would like Town & Country to develop a reputation
of promoting togetherness, similar to the Kirkwood reputation.
275. Just don't want to see it turn out to be some national chainstyle restaurants. I think the designs should be very strict as
to the construction facades on these structures (IE: Brick, stone
should be the primary exterior finishes). No siding, or big
lighted signs on these restaurants that don't fit the style of
T&C. Having a nice town square with casual and fine dining,
walking trails, pond/fountain will be nice, but It needs to be
very upscale by design. Limit vehicles so more people can walk
around and not worry about too much congestion. Outdoor casual
seating would be a major plus to this project. Maybe overlooking
and surrounding the lake. Fishing should be allowed to add to
the attraction. Allow paddle boats, kayaks, and canoes too.
276. Just how would it be paid for
277. Just leave it as open green space.
fireworks.

Great place to watch

278. Just that it be family friendly.
279. Just the previous concerns about being able to get there on foot
(from Mason Valley). It sounds amazing!
280. Katie's pizza would be a great restaurant in the town square
281. Keep as much open space as possible and screen the neighbors
282. Keep it family friendly
283. Keep it pretty, functional. Casual restaurants should still be
classy, not a snack bar. Thinking brick oven pizza type of
Deweys quality as an example.
284. Keep it simple and not commercial.
tunnel.
285. keep it simple initially.

Don't spend money on the

Can improve over time

286. Keep the plans high quality
287. Keep up the good work...
288. keeping the residents alerted, good and responsible management
and a board made up of city residents from a variety of
professional background to oversee the management and ongoing
status of the project and its sustainability
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289. L
290. Lack of parking. Small space. I just wonder if the expense is
warranted by the potential usage.
291. Lease the property to a restaurant do not sell the land
292. leave as open space
293. Leave out the food trucks!!
294. Let the property go wild, with possible paths through the woods
and a lake for water retention.
295. LET'S DO IT!
296. Lighting, calming traffic on Clayton Road.
297. like the ability to include kids and familiies in the concept.
298. Like the idea, not sure if restaurants could survive unless there
was strong community support.
299. Longview Farm has evolved as a wonderful gathering place and is
well used by families, individuals, young and old. I don't think
we need another Town Square. I believe the best use of this
property is to develop the front 1-2 acres as low impact
commercial similar to what is currently in the adjoining
development. A dry detention basin rather than a 'lake' would
solve the existing storm water problems. The community would be
best served by having a quiet, passive park-like setting on the
Wirth property. Most of this property adjoins residential and
should be respected as such.
300. Longview Park is basically across the street and could serve the
exact same purpose with slight modifications. Why spend more
money on something so similar?
301. Looks a lot like a park.
302. Love it !!!! Hope it goes through . Most towns do not have a
centeral gathering place , this is what makes a town special
!!!!!!! ⭐️
303. Love the concept!
304. love the small town community and a place to enjoy
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305. Love the concept and think Town and Country needs a hub like this
development 100%!. / / I feel more than one place to eat,
drink, etc is important (in a casual setting). We have Mineo's
but face it, they are too expensive for a casual stop on multiple
occasions.
I would love to have a few choices specific to
casual dining (a place for an appetizer and a glass of wine, an
inexpensive dinner or even a bar / restaurant combo, a place to
watch a game and have a burger, etc). I think affordable is
important. I live a block from Mineo's and rarely go there
because an appetizer and glass of wine for two is $50+. Or how
about a venue for weekly summer concerts instead as other
municipalities do?
/ / Love the food truck idea but in my
experience working with food trucks at a specific location, they
would not come frequently unless you have a program that attracts
customers and lots of them. Might want to consider events to do
that (but a designated area for a regular basis, probably not
going to happen with our population).
/ / The site, as drawn
looks appealing but we have lots of walking trails nearby.
Clayton /Mason road sidewalks, Queeny Park and Longview Park all
have plenty of places to walk for those who want to get outside.
No one will come to this park just to walk. I walk Clayton or
Queeny Park on a daily basis. But how much are Longview park
walking trails used now? Do we need more as a focus for a site?
Not in my mind.
/ / Focus on an activity based site for people
to congregate for a purpose, not just another park to get some
fresh air and see a pretty lake and fountain!!
306. Love the sound of it. It is probably significantly cheaper
(although not as aesthetically pleasing) to construct a bridge
over Clayton Rd to connect to the walkway, rather than digging an
underground tunnel. Possibly consider that if cost is an issue?
307. Lower taxes
308. Main concern is not moving too fast

/

309. Make it nice - we really enjoy going to outdoor events on summer
evenings. Currently we go to Chesterfield or Kirkwood to
participate in these events. Would be good to have it in Town
and Country.
/ / Like the idea of casual family restaurants as one can see from the ones currently in the area there seems to
be demand for these kinds of things. Would be great to have
close in the neighborhood.
/ / Good to connect it to the
walking trails that are currently in place and that will be built
in the future.
310. make sure parking spaces are adequate, safe & shielded.
311. Make sure there is adequate parking.
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312. make sure there is plenty of parking
313. Make the total area a park! No commercial establishments.
314. Many citizens of Town and Country have attended several
voiced opinions already and it was determined that this
Square plan was good and should proceed. Not sure now,
alderman are asking all these questions again. Proceed
Town Square Task Force recommendations.

meetings,
Town
why some
with the

315. many communities provide leaf removal at the curb. that would be
a huge benefit to residents as well as a better environmental
solution to this annual problem. A top level community like T &
C ought to offer this service even for a charge!
316. Mason Woods Village is doing OK but this would certainly
complement what is already there and provide additional community
gathering opportunities. Love the phrase, a reason to come and a
reason to stay.
317. Maximise the open green spaces and minimize the buildings and
hard surfaces.
318. minimal cost elements other than: restaurants with views and
retention lake
319. More accommodation for families with young children would be
preferred.
320. Most of us have been waiting so long for a town center and have
enjoyed Longview Park and Queeny Park for walking. While it is
great to have areas for more exercise, it seems like a waste of
good merchant/restaurant space to create a like for aesthetics.
We have so few decent restaurants in T&C that it would be
preferable to use extra space to accommodate that need.
321. Mostly cost. I'm concerned about the use of the unrestricted
reserve funds. I'd need to know more about the costs involved
and how we could save money but eliminating some elements of the
design.
322. Move ahead as quickly as possible.

Plan looks awesome.

323. Must have great architecture - consistent with Fire House as an
example....
324. My biggest concern is the increase in traffic. It has already
become congested at Mason and Clayton at certain times. Also,
the Midland Bank facade really detracts from any charm the area
has. It needs to be redone!!!
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325. My concern is keeping it family oriented and for T&C residents,
not a place for "hanging out" and drug use.
326. My concern
being used
bikers and
not add to

would be traffic ... trash ... safety ... parking
not to frequent the square area, but as parking for
walkers ... and quite frankly, screaming children will
the benefit of adults wanting quiet evenings

327. My main concern would be a new wave of traffic coming into this
area and therefore traffic increasing in the area and parking
being a problem when there are events planned in the Town Square.
328. My major concern is city revenue.
329. NA
330. na
331. na
332. Need Family and Community friendly. Social. Inviting. Not high
end or snobby. / / Can the project be phased to help with
costs? What about the garden across the street? Can we
incorporate that? / / Does the pavilion have to be a solid
structure? Can you install cool shaped awnings held by tall poles
for shading? We go to Longview park and the pavilion is hardly
occupied. Ask Longview about their pavilion rental? / / Looking
for a sense of "Community" here :)
333. need to connect all areas of town and country to town center with
sidewalks
334. need to keep people involved with layout and use
335. need walking trail down Mason to get there
336. needs plenty of parking, we don't attend some events because of
parking concerns (disabled)
337. Nice gathering place...a great addition to Longview Park..would
be nice to have an ice. Cream booth during summer... / Love idea
of seasonal markets...craft mans...plant sales..etc. hopefully
traffic flow would be well planned and adequate / Parking would
be available
338. Nighttime activity could be an issue, will there be a close time
for the park? / Also, how would people access the or a trail to
Queeny Park?, right now the Mason Village complex is contagious
to the Church property.
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339. No
340. no
341. no
342. No
343. no
344. No
345. No
346. no
347. no
348. no
349. No
350. no
351. no
352. No
353. No
354. No
355. no
356. no
357. no
358. No
359. no
360. no
361. No
362. No
363. no
364. No
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365. no
366. No
367. No
368. No /

/

369. No added cost to residents.
370. No bathrooms
371. No bathrooms
372. No new Taxes!!! Obamacare cost that are Rising every Year.
School Tuition. Food Prices on the Rise. I do not want to pay any
more! We are over taxed the way it is!
373. No real concerns
374. No skateboarders, loitering, or unsupervised juveniles allowed.
This should be an adult atmosphere befitting the property values
of the Town & Country area.
375. No tunnel !!!!

waste of money

376. No, I love it!
377. No.
378. No.
379. Noise and crowd control.
380. none
381. none
382. NONE
383. none
384. none
385. none
386. None
387. None
388. none
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389. none
390. None
391. None
392. none
393. None
394. None
395. None
396. None - except that in general I favor a parks type environment
(consistent with the proposed Town Square) as this adds to the
pastoral, residential feel of T&C
397. None.
398. Not at this moment
399. not at this time.
400. Not needed.
401. Not needed.
We have Long View Park.
That is enough.
the Wirth property to developer for homes.

Sell

402. Not needed. Accept the fact that this is a bedroom community for
the larger metro area.
403. Not to be an old grump, but let's not make the area too Child
Friendly.
Too many places now concentrate on including children
to the extent that people feel "All adults must be accompanied by
a child"...for those of us older and grandchildren-less, that
starts to feel unfair...and noisy...and that Our needs are not
considered. I Love to visit parks and see children playing, but
not under my feet when I am trying to relax or eat or walk on a
trail.
404. ok, please make sure that the eating establishments have healthy
food.
/ Vegan and vegetarian options / please have events that
foster sustainability: there are simply too many people using
herbicides and pesticides. / can we have more public education on
how bad that is? / can the City set an example? it's doing a
good job with the planting of native species in the parks (Yay
Anne Sexton). /
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405. Only concern is parking if the Park is really utilized. Hopefully
lots of the people will walk to the area.
406. Only concern is that the plan is another loss of the country
feel, leaning more to a "planned community"
407. only possible issue I see is the tunnel connecting to the other
side of Clayton Road-seems like a crosswalk would serve the
purpose needed
408. Opposed to a restaurant. OK for a coffee shop (Starbucks) or Ice
Cream but not a restaurant.
409. Our city needs everything the Town Square represents. I am
hopeful it will be completed as soon as possible!
410. Our taxes are already at the top. Ongoing maintenance would be
high, there doesn't appear to have lights along the trail for
safety, there aren't enough parking spaces to support this
expense. Perhaps solicit a benefactor to finance the entire
project and name the park after them.
411. Outdoor eating – maybe place for dessert such as ice cream after
dinner.
412. Parking, with events taking place, 100 parking places would not
be enough. Safety, why not set up a small satellite police
station? first aid station. I guess I would go across the street
to the fire department, but if I could not move or be moved, is
there a way for emergency equipment to maneuver? My biggest
concern!
413. PEDESTRIAN CONSIDERATION ON MASON AND CONWAY ROADS SOUTH OF MASON
RIDGE ROAD.
414. People from topping road are not able to enjoy the town square
because there is no sidewalk access from topping to Clayton.
Unless that is part of the proposal I will not be in favor.
415. Perhaps a children playground
416. Plaza for city-sponsored events (Fire & Ice, Arbor Day, Art
exhibits, etc.) and seasonal markets and T & C Orchestra
performances we would attend. Town Square does not need to be a
daily use by all residents. If bikes, skateboards, roller blades,
etc are permitted, we won’t attend.
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417. Please continue to push for and reapply for the grant pertaining
to mason road trail. It's all about walk ability for younger
generations. Several friends (including out of state) have
decided not to even look in T&C because of the lack of sidewalks.
Would be a huge asset being able to walk into town.
418. Please do NOT cancel the annual branch pick-up in order to save
money to build this new Town Square. This is much more useful to
us as a resident of Town and Country than a Town Square since we
don't live within walking or biking distance from the Straub's
area.
419. Please do not put in walking trails. For those of us who have
homes adjacent to the park it seems like it will draw people in
closer to our backyards. I would ask that you increase the tree
buffers dramatically especially on the east side of the proposed
parking lot
420. Please get to work on the town square project. It would be
fantastic!
421. Please just move forward with this exciting project. This is a
real game-changer in Town & Country. Finally, our local elected
officials are thinking outside the box and doing something to
really define us a community that brings value to all its
residents and visitors. Go for it!
422. Please let the proposed restaurant be a place that is open during
evening hours as well. NOT just breakfast and lunch.
423. Please maintain ownership of the property
424. Please make sure the bicycle trails connect to the existing bike
network. Arrival by bicycle will be a very common choice.
425. please make sure there is adequate parking. Not all of us will be
within walking distance /
426. Please no bathrooms. There are bathrooms at long meadow. Or put
them at the fire station. You're inviting trouble and litter
with the bathrooms
427. Please only consider leasing to the restaurants. If this
something we all own then it should remain completely a part of
Town and country.
428. Please use funds to improve other things in T&C, not a town
square. Having a town square is NOT why I moved to T&C. If I'd
wanted that type of community, I would have moved to
Chesterfield.
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429. please use some of that money and put in some sidewalks and bike
lanes. It is dangerous out there
430. Privacy and peaceful atmosphere for Mason Oaks subdivision
431. Privacy and safety for my children are my biggest concerns. I
live adjacent to the proposed park. I do not want increased
pedestrian or vehicular traffic directly adjacent to my once
private back yard. There MUST be some type of barrier between
existing properties and new areas!!!!!!!!
432. Proposed Town Square will add more to the life style of
Residents.
433. Provide commercial development
434. Put (N, E, W, S) on map.
mosquitos with disease.

Not wise.

Too much water – attract

435. Put a new municipal center and park there like in Des peres
436. Put in the retention basin using Stormwater funds, but replant
the rest of the property to let it go back to Forest.
437. Quality restaurant that serves healthy, local food
438. Quit spending money on things the largest percentage of residents
DON'T want.
/ / This is a quiet bedroom community not a
playground for the few. /
439. Rather have a more parklike setting than a lot of concrete
440. RE: restaurant (possibly make two - a breakfast/lunch spot as
well as a lunch/dinner spot) and NOT a national chain. There are
plenty of local restauranteurs who live in T&C. Construct the
retail to offer boutique type shops. The Plaza should be a true
destination. not just a stop and go but somewhere that can offer
visitors a day of offerings.
441. Regarding the unserpass, although I marked opposed, I really am
neutral about it. / The Town Squarenseems to be a step in the
right direction. Hopefully it will increase the overall
ambience. I hope that the commercial additions are economically
viable. If they are then the square should succeed .
442. Remember ........quaintness, beauty, low traffic !!!!!!!!!
443. Residents off Mason road south of Clayton have no walking access.
You need to create walking access for those ward 2 residents.
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444. Restaurants for families would be so awesome!! breakfast, lunch,
dinner food. We need healthy, fun, affordable and convenient
options for family dining. That is the one thing missing from
Town and Country and would help build a sense of community within
Town and Country. /
445. Review some best-in-class examples of modern Town Squares such as
Naperville, IL (Chicago) to understand lessons-learned from those
city leaders who experienced the developments.
446. Safety concerns so I would imagine there would be police on foot
occasionally. Perhaps keeping bikes and skateboarders off that
trail would be best.
447. Safety for patrons and the surrounding neighborhoods is always a
concern. How have they been addressed?
/ Your survey asked
about restaurants, but how about someplace for patrons to buy
water, coffee, ice cream or other light refreshments?
/ Is this
the area where Fire and Ice would move to? Is it large enough? /
How about a band stand for summer concerts or other community
performances? Are there enough areas with seating and shade for
visitors? Many of T&C's residents are retired--to enjoy this
area, they will need carefully spaced seating with shade.
448. Seems too much like Longview Farms. No need for food trucks.
Too many fountains. More walking paths are great, Band area
might be fun like the Botanical gardens has with Wednesday night
concerts in the park. Maybe just an extra grassy section with
concerts once a month. Not an amphitheater.
/ Splash pads are
nice like Desperes park and Millennium Park have for children.
Both of these parks are great, minus their sports parks.
449. Sell it.
Any benefit of the Town Square is grossly outweighed
by the cost to construct it and maintain it. T&C should focus on
bringing tax revenue generating businesses to the community and
not building non-revenue generating Town Squares.
450. Sell the entire area.

A true waste of city funds.

451. Sell the Wirth Property.

T & C does not need ANOTHER PARK

452. Should look at traffic patterns. Heavy traffic is right there on
Clayton during weekday afternoons. Assume there would be a full
stop light added. Could there be another entry off of Mason? /
Also, would the walking trails be okay for biking too?
453. Should not enter into debt to create the project.
454. Since I’m one of the “seniors” in T & C, I’ll leave suggestions
to younger residents!
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455. Since it is more central located in Town & Country maybe it
should be City Hall. / /
456. Since there are lakes at Longview, I am not in favor of another
major lake area. Also one thing that I think Town and Country
could use is a public swimming pool. Also think that have
splashing pads or water activities for children is a great idea!
457. Some boutique shops could help with business, ice cream shop, a
boutique bookstore, small theater like Plaza Frontenac would draw
people.
458. Some of the amenities would be nice but not really worth the
investment.
459. Some sort of pavilion to anchor the location definitely needs to
be included. Maintenance of the park also needs to be looked at.
At this time, both Drace and Longview rely a lot on the local
garden clubs to provide flower gardens to. As these ladies and
gentleman get older, I'm not sure there are younger patrons to
step in and maintain. Need to look at low maintenance options.
460. Something similar to Kirkwood.. famers market & Tropical Moose
stand, concerts in the summer, food trucks... places for families
to be entertained, but not at the cost of Straubs losing business
& worried about using all of T&C's reserves for Town Square over
a trail on Topping & Mason and the needed fire/police updates.
461. Sounds nice and would add things of value, but taxes are already
very high and don't want it to increase taxes
462. Stay away from the bordering residential property.
463. Stop listening to outspoken and out of touch residents who favor
the Town Square. Longview Park serves the same purpose and is
already build.
464. Stop spending the city of Town and Country's revenue on thing we
do not want or need. We have many fine eating places in and
around T&C. we do not need more. We do not need a new city hall
or police station. No more parks. We have more than we need
including st Louis County Queeney park that most people believe
is in T&C since we boarder it on three sides
465. Storm water funds must be used to improve existing storm water
problems for parks and deer.
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466. storm water issues and traffic congestion are the biggest
concerns of citizens in our community. Take care of those first
before pursuing this project which will divert funds, energy, and
resources from the two major issues.
467. Straub's used to have a good luncheon place in Clayton at their
store. Their food was always excellent quality. Perhaps asking
them to run the restaurant would make sense vs. someone from
outside our town. Everything sounds wonderful about the Town
Square but the parking. That will be a deal breaker if it is too
difficult to find parking.
468. Strongly oppose the restaurants. They will
and commercialization of a residential area
restaurants at Clayton and 141. People can
without the restaurants - might make Town &
physically fit!

bring car traffic to
- there are plenty of
enjoy the land
Country more

469. Suggest restaurant such as Mia Sorella. Not as upscale as Mineo
and good for families. In fact parking there now awful because of
Circle 7. Perhaps Mia would relocate.
470. Suggest work with St. Louis Science Center and Danforth Center to
obtain ideas about instructional displays and features. For
example, sun dial, humming bird feeders, mosquito eating fish,
monarch butterfly garden, purple martin housing, flowering trees.
Ensure area is accessible for the disabled. Ensure pond is
dredged deep enough to contain rain and serve as habitat for
fish, frogs, ducks, etc / Ensure plenty of waste and recycle
receptacles. Ensure proper drainage from parking lot and other
low lying areas. Consider water permeable "bricks" for parking
lot versus asphalt or concrete.. Consider monitored security
cameras for crime prevention and added security reassurance for
family outings and family friendly atmosphere. Provide bike racks
to encourage bicycles vs cars. Have a public restroom similar to
one at Longview Park. Provide plenty and many electrical outlets
with buried wiring for cell phone, tablet, camera, and video
device recharging. Provide multiple Wi-Fi hot spots to
accommodate more than 200 devices. Provide mini cell towers to
reduce cell phone congestion.
471. T&C is horrible at managing parks. Preservation Park hasn't been
open in so long. Longview Farm Park used to be so pretty but the
past few times I've been, it's looked a little shabby. My kids
favorite part was the "rock bridge" over a stream that flowed to
the pond. That stream was dry all last summer. Things need to be
repainted. It needs some attention. More than once I've tried to
go to Drace Park with my kids (usually around 10 or 11 am) and
the gates were locked. T&C does NOT need another park.
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472. Take it slow and do it in stages over 5-10 years.
473. Thank you for offering this survey.
matters.

I feel like my opinion

474. Thank you Town Square Task Force.
475. Thanks, you are doing a good job!

It's a lot of work.

Bravo!

476. that it be managed and cared for much like Longview Park and
facilities. / The choice of restaurants and or shops be wisely
selected.
477. The ability to have food and refreshment at the square will
increase the human traffic and contact between T & C residents
478. The allotment for parking is woefully inadequate. I live north
oI I64 near Hunter Farm and now often have problems finding
parking to access the Clayton Rd walking trail. The spaces that
are included in the plan would barely cover what's needed now for
recreational use of existing amenities. Adding 2 restaurants and
more recreational possibilities would require an enlarged parking
area or those of us who live north of the interstate. We already
have a Creve Coeur zip code and easier access to that city's
parks. Except for Drace Park, parking is a serious problem for
access to the Clayton Rd walking path along its western length.
479. The back of Straubs is very unsightly. Is there something than
can be done to shield the view of it, or alternatively, maybe
some building could be attached to the structure to cover it up
(ie, one of the new restaurants).
480. The city and the various commissions, aldermen and citizens as
well as city officials have done a marvelous job of reviewing
and re-reviewing using every possible source to brimg this plan
to the citizens for their review and approval. Congratulations!
481. The City bought the property after residents complained about a
proposal to build a nursing home that would have required rezoning most of the property from residential. I fail to see how
creating a place that would regularly bring lots of people to the
area is a benefit to the nearby residents. The property should
be sold to a residential developer who would construct perhaps 5
or 6 nice homes on the site. The Town Square idea is a total
waste of the City's money, and would require ongoing expenditures
for upkeep. There are already plenty of "gathering spaces" in the
immediate vicinity (the very large Queeny Park, for example).
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482. the concern I have is ....the City did not purchase---- the Board
approved the expenditure. Fred M-S gave me the explanation for
justifying the purchase as "to be able to control the use of the
property"...........disconcerting
483. The current plans seems to be satisfactory.
484. The design is very good, lots of thought gone into it. Would
like to see some areas to be planted with native plants.
485. The development of our Town Square as pictured in this survey
must be a top priority within our City. It is located in the
center of our City, it would enhance the commercial area that
presently exists and add a much appreciated visual enhancement
for the entire City to enjoy. The cost figures presented here are
reasonable for an asset such as this and well within our
affordable range.
486. The devil is in the details. If we hire the right developer, the
costs will be reduced by good design, construction and
negotiations with the restaurants. THE right developer will make
the project great, the wrong one will make it a disaster.
487. The drawing looks nice, but at the cost is it really necessary?
I fear traffic becoming a huge issue in that area.
488. The failure rate of new restaurants is very high. If you count on
lease income from them, and they fail, that / will cause
problems,
We already have several nice parks with trails.
Queenly Park has lakes, as does the park on Mason Ridge and
Clayton. So the only new part is the pavilion and town square. /
What is an activity fountain?
489. The fountain "A" is redundant. One fountain would be sufficient.
It would be wonderful to have a Saturday, or even twice weekly,
farmers market. I really like having a park for walking and
family oriented outdoor activities in Town and Country.
490. The idea of having a Town Square is appealing and the price of
building it according to what the concepual design shows at 3.4
Million... seems reasonable. It would be fun to have a central
place to go for festivals and events in Town and Country that
accomodates all ages and offers walking areas and parking and
restaurants. If the restaurants served good food the revenue
would be good for the communtiy and fun to patron. /
491. The idea of putting some actual real life tax paying ongoing
retail in there is fantastic. Please do.
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492. The ideal town square would have a few small restaurants with
plenty of outdoor seating. We'd love to be able to walk up
there, order a drink and/or a meal, sit down without being
surrounded by parking lot. Our favorite place in Town & Country
is The Country Club and we'd love to see something similar to
that style of restaurant. Very cozy and a place the people of
Town & Country would love to frequent. I'd hate to have this
become a destination place for out of towers. I'd like to see it
kept simple and true to the feel of Town & Country. Would love
to see the decor reflect the history of the area, Altheim,
MO....and maybe a nod to the history of the Wirth property. We'd
love to see a little ice cream parlor or snow cone stand like
Kirkwood has also.
Maybe fire pits in the winter, so you could
go up & buy Christmas tree, have hot cocoa, sit by the fire pit.
A real gathering place for our community. Outdoor seating is
crucial, since so many people walk their dogs. We very much look
forward to the day when we can walk up the road and enjoy that
beautiful property at any time of day, morning, afternoon or
dinnertime. Best to keep it casual, since I believe many people
would walk there. Fine dining would be a waste for the way I
believe it would used. Thank You!
493. The land that they bought near Straubs is a complete waste of
taxpayer funds. There is Queeny Park with 569 acres less than 1
mile way and the old Zinsmeyer house/Longview Park (which seems
like another extremely corrupt transaction) just down the road
there is no reason for another area for people to gather especially at that price. Why weren't the two properties off
Conway Road bought by the city and turned into parks at the
taxpayer's expense? It is maybe because the mayor doesn't live
over there. Very shady indeed. I would never attend the
proposed town square and only answered the restaurant questions
because there was no other option. They are spending money for
the sake of spending money because it gives the leaders a feeling
of worth (or more likely eventual kickbacks).
494. The major concern, based on the conceptual design, is parking and
convenient access to restaurants.
495. The more accessible this area is to pedestrians, the more likely
local residents will walk to the area and therefore parking will
not be an issue. The focus should be on a pedestrian community.
496. The more food/drink options the better. We certainly don't need
another park and it sounds like what this town square is
becoming.
497. The only concern would be whether or not it would increase taxes.
As it is, I'm already afraid that the Parkway School District is
going to tax us out of our houses.
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498. The only issue we see would be with traffic flow.
499. The plan looks wonderful and you can tell a lot of thought and
research has gone into the proposed plan. Congratulations and
thank you to the committee. Can't wait to enjoy our new Town
Square. Super thrilled about the water features for kids.
500. The plans for this town square seem overdone. It looks like too
much for that small area. I don't advocate any area that may
draw large crowds at night. No evening restaurant.
501. The plans look beautiful, but my concern is how will it look
after it is built. / Longview Park looked beautiful in the
plans. But now if you go for a walk there, you can not see the
lake or waterfalls for the out of control wild honey suckle... I
don't know why T&C continues to buy property they can't afford to
keep up. Why spends the money and then let it be over run by
weeds.
502. The possibility that even more geese will be attracted to Town
and Country. We already have a large population of geese in
Devonworth and Mari DeVilla due to ponds. Geese population
control is a must for human health concerns.
503. The property should be used to generate economic growth. We need
visible business in the area not a glorified playground.
504. The proposal spearheaded by our Mayor, John Dalton, is excellent
and should pass unimpeded for upgrading the Town & Country
township. Carry on!
505. The proposed Town Square water feature and walking rails seem a
lot like Longview Park which is very close. Do we really need
more paved walking trails that go in a circle? We no NOT need a
tunnel under Clayton Road I would like to see something nice, but
not as expensive.
506. The proposed Town Square would be a magnificent addition to our
town. It would give it further identity, provide a gathering
place and be a beautiful asset just like Longview Park and Drace
Park. This City must do a top notch job developing the space and
we can certainly afford it.
507. The restaurant should be Egg Harbor because Town and Counrty
doesn't have good breakfast/lunch places. In addition it would be
nice to put in a Tropical Snow because that's all the way in
Manchester. / / Thanks for letting us put in our input. I
highly recommend another survey for any other decisions(:
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508. The retail restaurant, as discussed in town hall meetings, was to
be place on the Northwestern side of property to block side of
Straub's Market which is not attractive. Why was this changed?
509. The selection of a restaurant space is critical to this plan. A
neighborhood Bar and Grill would work perfectly. Again, I would
remind the City of the reputation as a DUI capital. It is not
ironic that bars and restaurants are failing around the St. Louis
metropolitan area. With the increase in DUI enforcement, people
have simply chosen to not patronize bars and restaurants. I know
firsthand that my clients and friends are fully aware of the
reputation of Town & Country. When they are in my home for any
event, most refuse to consume any alcoholic beverages for fear of
the police enforcement. While this is a victory for the
prohibitionists, it is seriously detrimental to my business
interests. It has even made me consider moving to a community
without such a reputation. Perhaps revenue generated by a
successful venue that provides a neighborhood atmosphere to
socialize and watch sports could replace revenue generated by DUI
enforcement. I have never had a DUI, refuse to drive after
consuming any alcohol, and do not advocate driving drunk. I don't
want to beat a dead horse the numbers bear out a reputation as a
community that makes money from DUI enforcement. The Town Square
plan fails miserably if that reputation is not addressed.
510. the Target shopping center was supposed to be a BIG HIT - it is
half empty. Why would you think the stores would be in any better
shape????????????
511. The Town Square is just one more item that has already been
decided. Funny that people want our opinion now. It's a done
deal and they're trying to make it sound as if we have anything
to say about it. Typical!
512. The Town Square need to be a place where you can spend some
leisurely time, not just a place to walk or exercise. Residents
should be able to walk to the Square from both sides of Clayton
safely.
513. The Town Square should be 85% parks and recreation and 15%
commercial. What Town & Country does not need is more useless
commercial development. T&C lacks fine reasonably priced dining.
There are so many great affordable places to eat great food in
St. Louis but not in T&C.
514. The Town Square should have limited hours of operation and be
patrolled bu police or park ranger during hours of operation.
515. The Town Square would attract non T & C people/activity an
possible reduce the safety of out town.
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516. The way in which the city obtained the land, by refusing to
sanction the sale by the owners to other developers seemed heavy
handed and unfair to the owners.
517. There are privately owned restaurants adjoining the Town Square-fine dining, casual, and take out from Straubs. I REALLY am
opposed to using tax money to create competitors to these private
businesses. If Town Square is attractive, other private
businesses will locate next door. Keep the Square as a passive
site with minimal construction. Given its location, it is not an
ideal gathering place--it is just a piece of ground next to the
back of a shopping center. I am fine with green space, trails, a
lake, and possibly a paved and covered pavilion with limited
parking. The Square duplicates Queeny Park and Longview Park
that are literally steps away. Invest instead in a better trail
and sidewalk system to connect the community's already great
features.
518. There is heresay that sale of Preservation Park is being
considered to offset cost of the proposed Town Square. I am
totally opposed to the sale of Preservation Park. It would be
terribly short-sighted to lose that park and green space, I would
prefer to see the scale of Town Square cut back if it means sale
of Preservation Park.
519. There is no swimming pool in T & C.
Drace Park.

that would be lovely at

520. There is no value in bringing outside attention to our community
keep all of the focus on the residents. I don't like the idea of
large festivals that invite the general public.
521. there should not be more than 1 restaurant
522. There was no mention regarding parking facilities --or did I miss
something?
523. Think about how to provide parking for the site
524. Think of the great plazas in the world. They ALL have commercial
development, not at all like Longwood park
525. This is a bogus survey. There was no option not to answer the
eating establishment questions. The city has no authority to
operate restaurants. The city should provide police and fire
services and maintain its streets. / Spending money on the Wirth
Property and for silly and unscientific loaded surveys such as
this one demonstrates how Town and Country is straying from its
core purposes.
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526. This is a great idea! I especially like the tunnel feature so we
can walk between the parks.
527. This is a public park, whether you call it a "Town Square" or
not. Public parks do not have private restaurants within them.
People bring picnic items to parks. There are plenty of places
to eat if you want your food served to you. Such as the alleged
food trucks which are shown on the rendering. The restaurants
will really like that competition. Granting rights to open
restaurants on park property is an abuse of the whole concept of
a park.
528. This is a very expensive project. / Its risky to count on income
from restaurants...most people like to vary gathering places and
actually drive away from their neighborhoods for a change. Do
not count on the loyalty of T&C residents...as Chesterfield or
Ladue residents are. I think we have plenty of restaurants that
cater to senior adults. Attracting the younger working crowd is
essential for restaurants to succeed.!!!! Music is a key
attractant. / / Water bodies attract beautiful forms of
wildlife....but unfortunately wildlife is not valued as should
and become become intolerant. Eliminate the water body. !!!!! /
/ A natural area allowed to grow natural should be
included...larger than depicted for the butterflies. / / I hope
Straubs has a food truck. Straubs services many residents in a
way other grocery stores don't, / / For heaven's sake...people
can cross the street! We dont need a tunnel! We have a bunch of
seniors that can volunteer as crossing guards! Give then
something to do besides complain! Leave trails to Queeny for
much later. /
529. This is a very poorly designed questionnaire. Some items cannot
be understood until more details are provided. The question on
cost is very simplistic and not enough information if provided to
form an opinion.
530. This is a weak questionnaire.One problem is that I don't know
what an "activity fountain" is. The first 2 questions were way to
global. /
Regarding the plan, I am concerned that funding it in
part depends upon revenue from rental to restaurants. The failure
rate of new restaurants is quite high. This is an "off the beaten
track"location. I think it is risky to depend upon revenue for
restaurants for funding. If the restaurants fail, this is an
expensive walking park. We have several of those already. The
only new thing is the town square idea and place for community
functions. This seems like a very expensive, over elaborate plan.
531. This is an unnecessary expense.
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532. This is not government's job to develop amusement areas. Quit
wasting our tax dollars. T&C should have never bought this piece
of property and way overpaid for it. Sell it and put whatever you
get back into our dwindling reserves.
533. This is the best use of the reserves and the project should go
forward asap!
534. This is the same boring stuff that is located everywhere.
/ For
something unique, you should consider a mock boardwalk atmosphere
similar to New Jersey or California beaches. Amusement games,
simple food stands (food trucks could serve this purpose), music,
and maybe even a few small kiddie rides would create a draw.
Everyone from around here travels to the coasts for vacation.
Why not bring a little of the coast to St. Louis? Don't just
build this for T&C. Build something for St. Louis. Don't build
a mini Forest Park. Build something unique.
535. This should be the last project like this.......enough already.
We are supporting the not for profits, all the parks, and get no
services in return..
536. This survey did not offer a no opinion option for many questions.
I can't believe that T&C would spend all this money when there
are many ways to really make a difference - how about donating to
every school in the city or a trust fund for upkeep of parks?
537. This survey should have been done BEFORE BUYING THE PROPERTY!!
538. This was prime property for private development, rather than T&C
buying it and being burdened with excessive purchase and
development costs, when there is a large, lovely park practically
across the street, and Queeny Park is nearby. The City should do
as originally advertised at purchase and ask for bids to
privately develop the property in an appropriate way. This has
snowballed from an effort to control development into an
extremely expensive, unnecessary waste of City dollars.
539. To have all construction completed by July 4th 2017 would be
great!
540. Too much $
541. Too much traffic as is. The development at Clayton and 141 is not
fully leased yet. You paid too much for that piece of land for
the Town Square. Spend some money on side walks
542. Total waste of money
543. Town & Country already has enough parks.
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544. Town & Country has much to offer young kids but not much for
teens. I would love the new town square to offer somethings
attractive to this population. Maybe basketball hoops, flat
fields for pick -up soccer/ softball games, pizza shop or ice
scream shop, candy shop, etc where teens can go hang out. Kind of
the feel of Kirkwood but in T& C.
545. Town and Country currently has a nicer restaurant by Straubs.
do not want to create competition.

I

546. Town and Country is a wonderful community consisting primarily of
single family residential properties with minimal commercial
development. In my opinion it is what makes it so attractive to
those wishing to live here. Let's keep it that way!
547. Town and Country is desperately in need of an Ice Cream shop.
Town Square would be the perfect place for one.
/ Town and
Country is also in need of a Town Square!! Thank you....let's
begin!
548. Town and Country should not be in the commercial lease business.
It is wrong of Town & Country to funnel traffic from this park
thru the subdivisions to Queeny Park. Town and Country has enough
walking trails along Clayton Road and in the Park. Reserves
should not be used for this project or for ongoing maintenance.
No accommodation should be made for Straub's Market - should not
be in the business of giving benefit to select merchants.
Purchase of this acreage was made for the wrong reason and is
another example of a government with too much money and no
accountability
549. Town Square with restaurants and fountain will be a very positive
feature for our city.
550. Traffic and bringing more people into Town & Country, safety.
551. Traffic congestion
552. Traffic congestion at Mason and Clayton.
Town & country does
not have a high family demographic...aka children.
Why is there
a need of a community area?
553. Traffic control. Is there a minimum occupancy?
constant police patrol? Safety is important.

Will there be

554. Traffic flow
555. Traffic. Noise. Accidents. Work overload for police.
Transforming a lovely bedroom community into more commercial .
Parking problems.
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556. Traffic on Clayton Road would be increased to a point that I
don't think is favorable at all. It's bad enough around rush
hour now when trying to turn west on Clayton Road from any of the
streets that are south of the Road. I'm not sure if the parking
lots would be attractive at all. I understand that you must have
parking for the restaurant(s) but unless they are screened by
landscaping, I don't think that would be attractive.
557. Traffic?

Parking?

558. Treat the area as a park for residents and guests. Don't over
commercialize while providing amenities to the community. And
don't forget to allow enough parking for regular activities.
559. Try and keep it local....no large events
560. tunnel under Clayton road seems unnecessary / seems a light for
crossing purposes would accomplish the same goal
561. Two restaurants will create the same problem we see further west
on Clayton (Mia Siorella). We try to go there frequently and can
"festivals" . Keep it small an up scale!
562. typical previous improvements used by minoritty
563. Ultimate test: does it enhance property values.
asset.

It is my primary

564. Use it as a children’s play area. One restaurant – family
oriented. No big lake, just a fountain more garden and walking
trail. Most important to build condo apartment for elderly.
565. Use Longview Park instead. It's a nicer location and has perfect
facilities already in place.
566. Use the property for retiree condos who want to stay in T&C
567. Walking trails create an activity persona vs a place of peace and
family enjoyment. Same for the restaurant plus debris. A
Saturday farmers Market would be great and brings residents
together.
568. We already have every single feature that you just described at
Town and Country Crossing....dining, lake, outdoor dining,
trails, they even have a walking club, fishing derby, and summer
concert series. We do not need two Town Centers.
569. We already have three parks! Longview is so close to this
proposed Town Square, isn't there a way to do some of what is
being proposed on that property?!?
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570. We already pay high real estate taxes living in T & C and I feel
with already having Longview Park down the road is already a nice
park for T & C. Then there is Queeny Park in the area as well.
There are plenty of restaurants and shops in the area with still
empty space for lease. I don't feel like paying the maintenance
of another idea that could be short lived. I would also check
the age range of the area to see if this would be a wise
investment. Sorry, I am just facing reality and the dollar.
Thank you.
571. We are looking forward to enjoying the Town Square with our 2
kids!
572. We believe there needs to be sidewalks on Topping Road.
use these to walk to the Town Square.

We would

573. We do not need more parks....why did city buy this property to
begin with? If it can't be financially sustained with revenue
from commercial property, we should not develop it. Committees
designed the property with no regard to cost, only satisfying the
aesthetic needs of the neighbors.
574. We do not need more restaurant in town and country.
Manchester or Olive street for food easily. We need
an extension and enhance the current Long View farm
Botanical garden. With lake or without is okay but
or commercial.

We can go to
more park as
park. A small
no restaurant

575. We do not want a family casual restaurant here like a Red Robin
or Pasta House type of place, it would have to be something
upscale, boutique-y, or Panera Bread sort of thing. The
restaurant should not have loud TVs and sports playing and that
sort of thing - think Town & Country when you choose the
restaurant.
576. We don't need to waste space on random walking trails. We need
more food/drink and experienced based concepts in the town
square. We already have a park less than a mile away.
577. We enjoyed the Fire & Ice Festival at this location last year.
Our kids had a great time there. I think it will only improve if
the property was developed for community events. I am concerned
with ongoing maintenance cost and the city counting on property
leases to help fund the project. / / I think we should consider
an alternative to the tunnel. Maybe like a crosswalk with lights
to stop traffic. The tunnel seems like an unnecessary expense.
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578. We have a great community now that is somewhat excluded from the
crowds in neighboring areas. Let's not spoil a great area in our
zeal to build what is thought to be improvements only to find
that we lose what makes our community a wonderful place to live.
579. We have a lot of fantastical green spaces in our community. I
would love to see a family restaurant with outdoor seating where
parents and children can gather together and enjoy the space
together. It would be nice for the restaurant to have a separate
room for meetings and celebrations.
580. We have access to a lot of walking, and biking areas and so we
don’t need to waste any more money.
581. We have been very excited to hear about the Town Square idea.
Our one wish since moving here has been to have a nice walk/bike
destination with simple things like an ice cream shop, breakfast
niche, gathering spot, etc for sunday morning walk for coffee or
after dinner ice cream. We came from a community (Prairie
Village, KS suburb of Kansas city) where sense of neighborhood
and neighborly-ness was strong due in part to neighbors being
outside and seeing each other at the local town square that had a
family bar n'grill, ice cream shop, coffee and breakfast locale,
and basic grocery store. I know our family, and dozens of the
other families we know are very strongly supportive of the town
square proposal. Give me one weekend at church and kids'
soccer/baseball games, and I could get signatures of support from
40-50 households. Let the proposed restaurants know we would
walk there 1-2 times a week in the evenings for ice cream, and 12 times a month for a weekend breakfast. In short, lets make
this thing happen.
582. We have enough parks.
583. We have enough parks. Original cost is one thing, what about
upkeep??
584. We have enough walking trails can't we have a stage or something
that would bring people together. Also make sure there is plenty
of parking we don't want another space like the one where Circle
7 is located.
585. We have many wonderful parks in Town and Country now. Was there
consideration of moving the Municipal Offices to this area and
allowing the police force to remain in the present location?
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586. We have other items in the T & C area that are currently not
fixed that we should be spending that money on to get up to date.
/ / There is also a need for rumble strips down Mason Rd between
Clayton and Manchester for the swerving cars and those that have
gone off the road trying to avoid accidents. The cars a
constantly crossing the center line.
587. We have parks and public outdoor facilities and they are
terrific. One thing they could have to enhance their use is more
parking. Also because Clayton Road has a lot of 2 lane traffic
flow areas. We are concerned about to traffic backup in this
area.
588. we have queen park and drace and longview...enough!!! what is
already happening is too many people are coming, many are not
residents of town and country. we are getting more and more
traffic, and definitely more noise!!!! enough money has been
spent on parks...and the peace and quiet of town and country is
in jeopardy!
589. We have two parks nearby - why another park? Town Square - Park
- similar concept with different names.
/ We haven't leased out
all of the property by Home Depot or Target. Why not focus our
attention on leasing these properties before beginning another
new development? /
590. We like the inclusion of a pavilion, and would even be in favor
of more than one. Will there be seating in the butterfly garden
so visitors can sit down and enjoy the view? We love all the
outdoor space. Please be sure there are adequate trash/recycling
cans so that littering doesn't become an issue.
591. We live in the condominiums and I have an office above Straubs.
This would be great! I guess I'm biased.
592. We love the proposed ideas. It would add so much to the Town and
Country community. Whatever is decided, please make it familyfriendly and useful for all ages.
593. We moved from Chesterfield and they have a very nice 'downtown'
area with a aquatic center, park, amphitheater. They use this
area to host many community events. The T&C downtown area as
designed is really just a lake with some walking trails. It does
not seem to provide a reason for people to go there. It will
improve the atheistic of the current empty area, but I am not
sure that I would ever have a reason to take my family there. It
would be nice if it was more of a destination where events were
always going on and you could walk there at any time and find a
friend at the playground or a band at the amphitheater and take a
picnic and meet up with friends.
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594. We need a place like this to encourage residents to mingle, get
to know one another and develop a greater sense of community.
Thank you for working on this project! It's exciting to imagine
the possibilities.
595. We need more restaurants. This would bring neighbors together for
a place to bring their families and meet each other. I think
bringing in more restaurants is even more important than the park
aspect, since we already have two parks very close by. The
Starbucks shopping center is very outdated and we need a new
shopping center to represent Town and Country's newer generation.
596. We need to do something with this property or dispose of it.
Unfortunately the grade topography of the property lends itself
to only limited commercial use. If we plan to keep the property
then it needs to be developed attractively at the lowest possible
cost to the city from both a capital investment and operating
maintenance standpoint.
597. We need to reinstate collection of a property tax from residents
payable directly to the city in order to fund projects such as
this and to maintain streets, paths and curbs without
dramatically drawing down city reserves. A sunset could be
placed on collection of the tax for, say, 5 years after which we
revert back to not collecting the tax - after having restored
drawn down funds. We need substantial money in our reserves in
order to properly maintain our roads and facilities and in order
to preserve and advance the aesthetics of the city.
598. We think an area for concerts in the park or community gatherings
would enhance its function and appeal. Could one of the
restaurants have the option to have small performing groups or
host special functions such as graduation parties, etc....it
would be nice to not have to go out of the community to find a
venue that would work
599. We voted ; "Somewhat favored". Here is why...We ask...How many
Parks do we need. we already have some and may be one of them
could be converted to include some of the features you propose in
the Town Square. The 8 acreage could be converted into an
extenstion of the present shopping area thus provide a revenue
stream for the city for years to come. Just another thought.
/
We are not against The Town Square, just hope that the committee
weighed the real value of both ideas, looking down the road.
before deciding. Thank You!
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600. We would be interested in the possibility of a small playground,
perhaps between the butterfly garden and pavilion. Longview is
frequently crowded on nice days, and the other local parks are a
bit more of a drive away. / / The pedestrian tunnel is a nice
idea to connect the Clayton sidewalk; however, we'd be interested
in knowing the anticipated plans, timelines, and traffic
disruption during excavation and construction. / / Would the
food trucks be there all the time (seasonally), or only for
special occasions? Love the idea for seasonal (farmers?) markets
and the activity fountain area. / / Lastly, regarding the
restaurants, we think a great concept would be a nice weekend
brunch spot that offers something like casual family-friendly
bistro dining in the evenings. Thinking something like Rooster
crossed with Pastaria. Just our two cents...
601. We would like to see trails put in along Conway Road before the
Town Square project is done.
602. We would love to be able to utilize the town square for Farmers
Markets and would also suggest that the community look at ways to
rent out the town square space for revenue generation to more
expediently offset the expenditures to develop the space.
603. we're excited about it and appreciate the deliberate and thorough
job the task force is doing in a timely manner.
604. What about an Aquatic Center? Something like The Lodge? Town and
Country does not have one which is very sad to me.
605. What about parking?

How late would restaurants be open?

606. What are the parking provisions?
607. What is the safety/security risk of having the underground
tunnel? / We would like to see the restaurant with local flavor
(NOT a chain restaurant), better menu variety than a pub or bar
and should have a nice selection of wine and craft beers. Again,
local choices would be great. / Like the idea of having space for
the food trucks. This would add in variety and could be tailored
to different events.
608. What type of retail would be offered
609. what would happen with traffic on Clayton rd. and what would
yearly maintenance be and where would that money come from
610. whatever happened to the planned Town and Country Dog Park?
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611. when laying out the trail/walkway, do a much better job than what
was done on Bopp Road. The section looks like a drunk person laid
it out - it has been the subject of ridicule from the very
beginning of being laid out. Don't make that mistake again by
incorporating such a winding approach to the Town Square
612. While I favor additional restaurants that can
base. Given the park just down the street on
see a need for another lake with a fountain.
reserved funds could be used in better ways.
unnecessary spending.

add to the tax
Clayton, I do not
I think the
This feels like

613. While I indicated family friendly casual dining and casual bkfst
and lunch. I would also like to have another fine dining
restaurant in the area. Similar to Mineo's ambiance and size but
preferably a continental cuisine, along the lines of Cardwells at
the Plaza (Frontenac) or The Crossing in Clayton. / 2. I am a
casual biker, I would like the walking trials to be open to
biking for seniors.
614. Who recommended we buy the property and how much did we pay?
615. Why another park with trails when what we already have is not
utilized to its fullest?
616. Why can't it be completed over 5-10 years starting with water
retention and evolving as needed. I don't want a gathering place
over everything else!
617. Why did the mayor really purchase this boondoggle? The city is
spending thousands on this purchase that was not approved until
after the fact. All the smart people in town can't come up with a
needed use. It is a want not a need. And they want a restaurant
that is not too successful. Who wants that type of restaurant.
They spent millions on Longview that ended up not meeting the
goals of a few such as the space available for events. Its such a
shame the peoples money is so wasted. Why install brick walkways
and steps as they are extra slippery in rain and ice breaks up
the morter. So very expensive to redo every 2 or so years.
618. Why duplicate Longview Park just two blocks west? Stop
developing Town and Country. And quit turning land into unwanted
nursing homes. T&C was designed as a one-acre per home quiet,
bucolic residential town. You are destroying the original fabric
of this city. Shame on you.
619. Why is a underpass being proposed? Nothing on the other side of
Clayton. Is this the future site of a "new" city hall,etc?
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620. Why is the town spending money a this Square when we have a park
1/4 mile away, a shopping center next door with a fine dining
restaurant, a coffee shop where you can get breakfast and lunch
items, a subway for lunch or dinner items, a grocery store that
has it all. What a waste in my opinion. Since when is a town in
the landlord business, with a restaurant or 2 in the Square. Why
don't you just leave the green space GREEN. Why does T&C feel
they have to develop this property? Why doesn't T&C provide
services other towns have, like leaf removal and clean up the
overgrowth along it's highways (regardless if its county).
621. Why isn't there a playground for children?!?! I understand this
is an older community and apparently people are annoyed by the
sound of laughing children, but I'm hoping that other young
families like ours will begin to live here. The lack of places
for children is sad. We lived in Kirkwood prior...we moved here
for the nature and peace, but we really miss a central place to
gather with other families. Some place safe for children to play.
Queeny Park playground leaves much to be desired; lack of
sidewalks makes it difficult to access other parks in Town and
Country...if you're going to have to drive, might well go some
place with an awesome park.
622. Why not put a pedestrian BRIDGE over Clayton Rd?? it could look
attractive and would allow most parking on north side of Clayton,
handicap parking could be on south side.
623. Will dogs be allowed, on a leash of course, and poop bag
available with trash cans?
624. Will there be adequate parking?
625. Will there be enough parking for the special events. Inadequate
parking would create a mess.
626. With all the parks and recreation venues as well as restaurants
available to residents, I really don't see a need for this town
square.
627. With deficits at all levels of government, stores going out of
business, unemployment, and loss of industry in the St. Louis
area to overseas manufacturing, this is not appropriate for
consideration at this time. Without raising taxes, can we be
assured this is an affordable project? Other things, such as
storm water and road maintenance, police protection, etc. should
be top priority
628. With regards to the survey, some questions that require an answer
to continue, do not include an "other" selection.
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629. Would have prefer a community recreational and workout center
like the Lodge of Des Peres which many T&C homeowners belong to.
630. Would like to have seen a bandstand for holiday concerts.
631. Would like to see a good size playground area that has age
appropriate areas to it. Would like the ability to pop in/out
easily (especially for inexpensive casual food options), but also
"browse" (shopping). I see the town square as a gathering place
that's friendly, comfortable, and relaxed. / Ever since I heard
of this "town square" idea, I have been quite excited. It
reaffirms the "community" feel that I love about Town & Country.
632. Would likely increase congestion in area, also large expense for
town. I worry this would primary benefit business interests and
not the people of the town.
633. Would love to see a healthy food truck or restaurant with
vegetarian options to keep the Town & Country residents healthy
and alive!
634. Would love to see great landscaping and appreciation of nature
incorporated into the design and reinforcing the feel of Town and
Country.
635. Would love to walk there from Conway & Mason.
along Mason Road.

Put in a sidewalk

636. would not be happy with increased auto traffic on Clayton Road at
that area.. / The traffic from the very nice store area there at
Mason & Clayton across from the fire department is certainly
substantial. / especially at rush hours.
637. Would prefer it be family oriented - not for business
entertainment.
638. Would rather have a Town and Country Library and a Town and
Country Community pool. / Very concerned that a tunnel under
Clayton Road could become a crime and safety issue. / Would like
to urge overall a spirit of preservation of green and forested
areas in Town and Country over commercial development.
639. would rather have other infrastructure initiatives addressed
throughout town & country to access already existing trails and
parks, such as sidewalks on Mason and topping roads. There is a
lot of focus and energy on this piece of land. We have a lot of
good gathering places such as Longview, Drace, etc. Easy and more
important safe access to those would be preserved over this
project.
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640. Would suggest expanding the existing shopping center at Clayton
and Mason.
641. Would the pavilion be rentable for residents at the end of the
day only? (after4pm)
642. Yes, my family and I would like the Town Square area to
incorporate a rec center with work out options ans a swimming
pool. It is a shame we must rely on the Des Peres Lodge for these
resources - shouldn't Town and Country have its own impressive
rec facilities?
643. Yes, TRAFFIC!! Clayton and Mason Roads are already a traffic
headache. Anything that will add traffic, e.g. BJC, should not
be approved.
644. Yes, wouldn't mind it being built if other concerns--Sound walls
along highway 141 for residents in Kingscove subdivision--were
handled first--long overdue!
645. YES. IT IS A TOTAL WASTE OF MONEY. WE HAVE SERIOUS
INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEMS THAT ARE CURRENTLY IGNORED AND NEED TO BE
ADDRESSED!
646. You will get complaints about traffic which we did with Target .
It has been not that big of a deal. Also when they wanted to
develop Mason Ridge Park there were complaints and now there are
days that it is difficult to find parking. I think this would
finally give TnC a place to call its center. Since we do not
have a community center or community area I think it would be a
great addition to the area. It would be a coveted and highly used
area.
647. Your survey required an answer for how often I would go to the
restaurant...it should have included "unknown" as an option for
an answer. / / The city should not be looking to increase
traffic at this intersection, it is busy enough already. Also,
the Town Square looks like a big park with the same features as
Longview, so it really is not necessary.
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1.

"Over-done."

2.

"Over-done."

(Tunnel) It would be expensive to monitor this 24/7!

3.

a connection from devonworth to clayton rd would be cool and
would help our subdivision

4.

a connection from the Devonworth subdivision to the existing
trail system would be very helpful and valuable to us

5.

A goal of expanding the trail system should be to engineer the
off-loading of bicycle traffic from Clayton and Mason roads.

6.

A more comprehensive look as to what it would take for all
neighborhoods to be connected would be very useful. I feel that
some areas are getting the benefit and others are not.

7.

A Sidewalk needs to be highest priority from Devonworth
subdivision on Weidman Rd. to Clayton Rd. with a safety cross
walk at the intersection. My family and I do not feel safe
walking from our neighborhood to the trails and parks along
Weidman Rd and across Clayton Rd.

8.

A sidewalk needs to be put in to connect Devonworth Neighborhood
to Clayton Road. At this time we have to walk on Weidman Road
next to Mari De Villa and it is very Dangerous. MARI DE VILLA
NEEDS TO PUT IN A SIDEWALK.
SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT
RUNNING ON WEIDMAN ROAD.

9.

A sidewalk on Ballas connecting with the Des Peres sidealk is
important. As is a sidewalk on only one side of the street south
on Mason Road from Clatyon Rd.

10.

A sidewalk on Topping Road is highly needed. There's a
significant risk to pedestrians and especially children by not
having it.

11.

A sidewalk/trail along Conway is a must. At present, all the
neighborhoods are separated. Difficult to walk and feel safe
when crossing or walking along Conway. Would love to see it more
like Clayton Rd.

12.

a sidewalk/trail from Devonworth subdivision to Clayton Rd trail
system would be very helpful for us. Getting to Clayton Rd is a
safety hazard.

13.

A Topping Road sidewalk should be a priority. It is very
dangerous to walk or bike along Topping to reach the Clayton Road
sidewalks.
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14.

A walkable town with a place to go is very desirable.

15.

A walking trail from queeny park to clayton road, would be great!

16.

Absolutely a wonderful addition to T&C. See many residents on
the trail. Also the parks are a wonderful area to spend time.

17.

Add a pedestrian crossing from the business on the North and
South side of Clayton Rd at 141.

18.

Add remote controlled sail boats to the

19.

Add sidewalk to Topping, Ballas and Conway...maybe Mason going
North from 40.

20.

Add trail/sidewalk to connect Mason and Clayton roads along 40/64
outer road.

21.

Again, we live on the north outer road of 40, and although Mason
has a nice sidewalk, now that there is the round-about by BJC, it
is dangerous to try to get from our street, crossing over 40, to
get to Mason. I wish I could walk from our street instead of
having to drive, park, and then begin my walk. I think having
these trails and sidewalks in place is so important. It will help
cut down on pedestrian accidents and perhaps make people venture
out of their homes more.

22.

All major arteries, especially Topping Rd and Mason Rd, should be
connected to the trail on Clayton Rd. It is embarrassing that
families are forced to take endanger their kids by walking or
riding bikes in traffic lanes.

23.

Although the walking trails are wonderful on Clayton road, is
there ever a chance of doing something similar on Conway Road?

24.

Appreciate the connections. Makes it much easier to walk the
trails. Would like to see a better sidewalk/connection from the
MOBAP trail up Ballas connecting to the Clayton trail. This is a
difficult and not so safe stretch. Would also like to see a
trail connecting Clayton to Manchester along hwy 270. This could
be accomplished on the east side of 270 without the safety
situations surrounding the west side and the outer road. There's
already a partial sidewalk to the park. Why not extend it to JJ
Kelley Memorial Dr or the Charter building?
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25.

Are there plans to have blue light emergency phones and or
security cameras along the trials. It would be an expense, but
given the rising incidents of evil doers from outside our
community coming in to burglarize and people having heightened
fears of assault, I believe the extra security is worth the
expense.

26.

As a runner that lives in Devonworth, I run north along Weidmann
Rd to Clayton Rd 5 days a week. I am in no way alone is using
this stretch to access current infrastructure. The lack of a
sidewalk along this short stretch is a safety issue that needs
rectified. As an additional benefit, that same length of
sidewalk could also help connect the current sidewalk system to
Queeny Park.
/ / I would strongly support the addition of this
short stretch of sidewalk to the near-term T&C sidewalk connector
plan.

27.

As I said earlier, we have many parks, trails, etc. in this area.
Parks have an expensive upkeep.

28.

As mentioned previously, suggest extending the sidewalk from
Devonworth subdivision on Weidman to Clayton Road.

29.

As stated, providing a walking path from Manchester to Clayton
Rd., on Mason Rd.,as has been done on Clayton Rd., would enhance
the area & give thousands of residence along Mason Rd., access to
the Town Square, etc.,

30.

Assuming prior question relating to residential networks means
adding networks within subdivisions. Would not go to that
trouble.

31.

At the intersection of Clayton and Mason on the south side there
is not a crosswalk. From the Cleaner to the sidewalk. Many
people cut through the traffic with their coffee with out paying
any attention. Quite a few times I am south bound on Mason with
a green light at Clayton going the speed limit to nearly run over
people walking across Mason. It is scary and I pray now one gets
injured. Perhaps people forget there is a crosswalk at Straubs
to get across. It is a dangerous situation.

32.

At this point we do not use the trails and sidewalk system but we
believe it is an important enhancement for our city.

33.

Ballas Road south of Clayton needs a trail connecting Town and
Country to Des Peres. It would be nice to be able to walk down
Ballas Road and access Des Peres park.

34.

Be realistic.

Bike lanes might be more effective than sidewalks.
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35.

Before building more trails, we need curbs on our street!

36.

Being practical and looking at the whole picture before doing
something. People will find their own way to walk, run, or bike
ride. As I see it now, it's been working and people are very
courteous to one another. Even with dog walkers.

37.

Better lighting at night would be helpful.

38.

Bicycle paths/trails
trails.

39.

Bike traffic on Clayton, Mason, South Outer 40, Des Peres Rd are
a hazard at times, especially when large groups of bike riders
(Tuesday evenings?) ride together....with speed limits of up to
45MPH, having bikes four-five wide riding on roads with limited
sight - rolling hills seems to us to be an accident waiting to
happen. We understand the share the road concept, but not sure
sharing these roads makes sense from a safety viewpoint.

40.

Bikes on Clayton road are difficult to see and present danger to
bikers and drivers.

41.

biking can be dangerous at best along Clayton Road, neighbors do
not want bike trails in their back yards, this is not Katy Trail.

42.

Bopp Road trail has extremely poor maintenance.
alderman and public works and not much help.

43.

Build it.

44.

Building massive sidewalks is ridiculous. NO bike riders are
ever on the path. Regular sized sidewalks are more than
sufficient and much less intrusive to the property owners who are
so negatively impacted by the "trail". The maintenance of the
"trail" is a disgrace.

45.

Carry on!

46.

Clayton Road has many cyclists and not enough room on the road
for them and cars during peak hours. I am surprised that the
parks that have great bike/hike trails are difficult to reach
from main streets. I certainly would support building sidewalks
or trails along Mason road to connect major parks.

47.

Clayton road is too dangerous for bike traffic. Make it safer or
make a good bike system.

48.

Clayton Road Trail is a gem. The Topping Road Trail would be a
great next addition.

would be great but hard to mix with walking
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49.

Clayton road trail is great. Expansion on Topping and Mason not
as much of priority and Town Center development should be given
priority over "spoke" trails. Of more concern would be partial
shoulders and safety concerns for Topping and Mason travelers.

50.

Clayton Road trail is proof that the attitude of "not in my back
yard" can be overcome with a product that is pleasing to all
(except the few who oppose everything)

51.

Complete sidewalk on Weidman road from entrance of Queeny Park
north to Clayton road so it is safe to walk or ride bike on
sidewalk with kids to utilize Queeny Park and Long View Park
safely.

52.

Completely opposed to bikes and sidewalks if it means ANY kind of
taxation and/or disposing of existing green space.

53.

Concern about bikers entering our neighborhoods.

54.

Connect it to ALL of us. Turn Sellenrick Road into a trail and
prevent those who border it from dumping yard waste there.

55.

connect the mason and topping subdivisions to Clayton system

56.

Connect the neighborhood of Thornhill Estates!

57.

Connect to Queeny Park.

58.

Connect to Queeny with side walks!

59.

connecting the new town square and Longview park with trails down
Mason, Conway, Clayton, Maryville, St. Luke's and over to Queeny
Park should be a priority.

60.

Connecting the new Town Square to Queeny Park is HIGH priority

61.

Connecting to Queeny Park would be so useful, as currently it can
be difficult to get there by foot or bike without going on a
seriously busy or narrow roadway.

62.

Connection from Devonworth to Clayton

63.

Connection from Mason over Hwy 40 to North Outer road to
Preservation Park.

64.

Connection to Queeny Park should come first
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65.

Consider a modicum of effort in the portion of Town & Country
located north of the interstate. We occasionally drive to the
park and walk around on there, but if we wanted to walk here
would be walking along Conway Road with no shoulder. A sidewalk
or trail is a distant dream.

66.

Consider using more gravel versus hard surfaces (e.g., pea
gravel). Refrain from asphalt wherever possible. :)

67.

continue to add sidewalks where there are none currently

68.

could you place a trial underneath the power lines to reach
thornhill estates? we need some sort of sidewalk extension to
thornhill

69.

Create sidewalks in Ward 3. This is a safety issue and is
necessary to connect large numbers of residents along Woods Mill
to retail centers at Clayton Road and Woods Mill.

70.

Current trails are adequate.

71.

Desinated bike paths would greatly help the traffic on Clayton
road as well as provide for safety of the cyclists. Of course,
the cyclist would have to be made to use those paths.

72.

Develop trails with easy access to Queeny Park.

73.

Devonworth to Clayton Rd NEEDS A SIDEWALK and crosswalk at the
intersection. This stretch of Weidman up to Clayton Rd. is
extremely dangerous for anyone running/walking/families/kids on
bikes, scooters, etc. A safe connection to Longview Farm and
trails is necessary. High Priority!

74.

Devote the funds to servicing the community, such as street
cleaning, more frequent branch pickup.

75.

Do not connect to neighborhoods for safety reasons. Let the
neighborhoods make that decision. Town and Country has too much
park property to care for properly. Lets sell what is not used.

76.

Do not construct a trail on Sellenrick Road...concerned about
privacy, negative impact on home values, safety, etc.

77.

Do NOT develop the trail and sidewalk system. This does NOT serve
the residents.

78.

Do not invite strangers.

79.

Does it enhance my property's value?

No need to expand right now.
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80.

Does not affect me at all. Indon't live anywhere near it, so the
trail and sidewalk system is fairly irrelevant to me.

81.

Don't add more, there is enough now

82.

Don't cross Mason Rd twice.
road.

83.

Don't do it. /

84.

Don't forget the Ward 4 orphans in all aspects of Town and
Country. No trails, no sidewalks, inadequate fire response.

85.

Don't put a sidewalk on Mason Rd south of Clayton.
Rd as it is.

86.

Employ a new project public works manager.

87.

Enough already!!

88.

Enough is enough. Rather than adding, why not maintain what is
there now. The Bopp Road trail is a disgrace in terms of
maintenance. If you really want to do something good, widen
Clayton Road to get the bikers off the existing roadway onto
their own lane AND ENFORCE IT!

89.

even the inner city has side walks.
have them is a safety hazard. /

90.

Everyone seems to be enjoying the walks along Clayton Road! More
bike trails would be nice.

91.

Expand down Topping and Mason

92.

Extend system southwards on Mason Road and provide access to
Queeny park at the most feasible northerly and southerly points.

93.

Figure out how to connect T&C both north and south of Hwy 40.
Similar to path over 270

94.

Focus on connectivity for the entire city and also safety of the
trails for pedestrian use

95.

For walking or running trails a surface that has shock absorbtion
properties is important. Such surfaces could be made from chat
or other materials, rather than concrete or asphalt.

96.

Get on with it.

97.

get rid of the bush honeysuckle

Just stay on the West side of the

/ Enough is enough.
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98.

Get the cyclists off Clayton Road.

99.

Great use of city funds.

Keep going.

100. Happy to have what we have keep going
101. Having a trail down Mason Road from Queeny Park would be
wonderful! We back up to Queeny Park and walk there nearly every
day. We'd love to be able to walk through the park and come out
on Mason Road and be able to get to the Town Square.
/ / Also,
would love if the sidewalk/trail was as wide as it is up by
Longview all the way down Clayton Road. Feel like just the
narrow sidewalk is a little crowded at times.
102. Having doggie poop stations and garbage cans easily available is
great....and I'm not a dog owner :) I would REALLY like to see
the tennis court at Longview Farm and Queeny Park refinished! I
would love to use them and they are currently un-playable.
Getting to be an eyesore as well!
103. Having lived here for 40 years, we are very pleased.
is that it remains as it is. /

Our concern

104. Having sidewalks on the major roads like Mason, Clayton, Conway
is nice. i would not like to see trails that go through
neighborhoods or common ground of neighborhoods. I live near
common ground and would not like to see people at all hours
walking in low visibility areas by my house.
105. HIGH PRIORITY: Sidewalk needed from Devonworth subdivision to
Clayton Rd. Not safe at all for families to walk up to
parks/elementary school, church, etc. Also makes walking/running
along Weidman Rd. to Clayton very dangerous.
106. Highest priority is connection of the Clayton Trail to major
cross roads such as Topping and Mason.
107. how about a par course? / for older people /

/

108. How can the residents of Harflo Lane get the road repaired? The
road is a disgrace and dangerous. / We pay property taxes, yet it
seems other streets are taken care of while Harflo land declines
and decays.
109. How do you keep non T&C people from using these systems.
110. I am a walker, however, I live off Mason Road which is very
dangerous on foot or bike. To safely get to a walking
destination (Clayton Road or the parks) I must drive. A footpath
on Mason would be appreciated.
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111. I am super excited about getting a sidewalk for Topping Road to
Clayton Road
112. I believe our existing network particularly in the center of the
city has added much to our community. / I am not so sure
expanding this concept far beyond the center benefits as many
individuals as those who congregate at the center (Longview Park,
Mason Woods Village, Firehouse, Principia, Clayton Road area). I
love the idea behind this plan, but realistically does the
devleopment costs in outlying areas of city make sense? If volume
of user traffic in these outlying areas supports doing, then I
wholeheartedly support. Seems many are drawn to Center of city
where the action is and will increase if Town Square is
developed.
113. I believe that constructing a new sidewalk system in Town and
Country is a waste of funding. We have beautiful parks filled
with trails where citizens can run.
114. I consider this endeavor to be a luxury and question its value
relative to the cost. i.e., the cost benefit. We should proceed
slowly and only on the basis of what we can afford.
115. I dislike bikers on the street. They sometimes bike in groups
(especially on weekends), block the road and backup traffic.
What can be done to change this problem? Automobiles are
required to purchase licences to drive on the roads and the same
should be required to bikers. Has T&C ever thought about a
licence fee to bikers who use our roads?
116. I do love the sidewalks on Clayton road. I do have concerns with
putting in sidewalks in other areas, especially Mason Road.
117. I do not want trails on Mason or Topping Roads. It will decimate
the sense of privacy that those of us who live on those roads
currently have. I would most likely move from T&C if a trail is
built on Topping Road.
118. I don't currently utilize the sidewalks/trails much because they
don't exist in my part of T&C. It also doesn't make sense to
drive to get to them, with the exception of Queeny. If I'm going
to load up the bikes to go 1/2 mile it makes more sense to go
further to somewhere like Katy trail. If I didn't have to load
up bikes and could just ride safely to Queeny then that would be
my first choice.
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119. I don't like walking along Clayton road with all the gas fumes
from the cars. Longview Farms is awesome, more space like that
maybe a continuation of Longview farms trails in the new space
would be nice.
/ / Town and country needs a cleaner entry off
highway 40 similar to the Western areas like O'Fallon, MO and
even Creve Couer.
120. I don't see how this would work down Mason or roads like that extremely dangerous and no place to go. The current few "feet"
of sidewalk outside new developments on Mason are silly. No on
will use those. I don't bike but I would think Biking lanes or
trails would be better. Impossible to bike in this area without
getting killed.
/
121. I don't think such a system is desirable at all. Strangers in
the neighborhoods would only be a cause for criminal activity.
122. I don't think the bikers would use them as they should. Weekend
bikers on Clayton Rd. can be annoying when they seem to "own the
road" and NOT RIDE SINGLE FILE, BUT IN PACKS.
123. I don't use because I cannot access from Topping.
We need to
connect Topping and Mason to the Trail system. The road are used
by joggers and bikers but are very, very dangerous today. Town
and Country does not need another Branden Hsu incident.
124. I feel that enough resources have been spent on the trail system
in Town and Country already. Maintenance of the areas around the
trails especially on Bopp Rd has been terrible. It has become an
eyesore with weeds, utility markings and overgrown plantings.
Maintaining should be given priority over building new trails.
125. I had to answer less than 1 day a week for using the trails and
sidewalks because in my section of town we have neither and no
immediate plans to put it in, but $$$$ spent to put in another
park like feature. I'll be long gone before my section of town
gets connected, and you should of put how many times do you walk
in the street vs. using the trails or sidewalk.
126. I have to drive the length of Topping Road to get to the nearest
portion of the sidewalk system. As a result, I don't use it at
all. I would love to be able to walk along Topping Road.
127. I know it is more difficult and costly and yet we like concrete
surfaces. Areas in Town and Country have an asphalt surface and
they need repair. Seldom see these areas being maintained.
128. I like the improvements that have been done to Clayton Road so
far. It is a safe and accessible path that seems to be sufficient
for our needs. I don't think we need to do too much more.
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129. I live off conway road and I feels a sidewalk system similar to
the clayton sidewalk should be built and should be a high
priority. there is no sidewalk for over 50% of conway and is a
very dangerous road to walk and bike and me and my family feel
isolated. I would like the sidewalk trail to eventually connect
all the way from conway to clayton and beyond to queeny park. I
would like to walk or ride bikes with my children to mason ridge
school and currently it is not safe
130. I live on Babler Rd and we really don't have sidewalks in our
are. T&C needs to develop a comprehensive plane to provide
sidewalks especially on busy streets like Conway.
131. I live on one. The amount of children, pet walkers, bikers has
increased dramatically! It gives an entirely different and
better image to our community (never saw children or pet walkers
before). We need resting benches, trash cans, and better
accessed crosswalks across Clayton.
132. I love having a sidewalk nearby.
133. I love the trail but it is a nightmare to get down Topping to it.
PLEASE SPEND THE MONEY TO PUT A PATH ON TOPPING!
134. I love the walking trail along Clayton. It would be great to see
a sidewalk or trail extend from Drace Park along Cedar Valley.
Cedar Valley has no shoulder or sidewalk. Drace Park is a short
- but dangerous - walk away.
135. I love them. Anytime you can bike without worrying about traffic
is a dream. I love all the rails-to-trails systems.
136. I love to walk my dog and I live off Topping Road and I see
people trying to avoid cars and wearing reflective vests so cars
will see them and people would probably walk on a sidewalk on
Topping often. I know I certainly would. I do not like walking on
Topping now as it feels somewhat dangerous and hilly. I promote
the idea of a sidewalk along one side of Topping Road.
137. I moved to T&C from Washington DC area (NoVA). Look to them to
see what walkable neighborhoods, trails systems/paths, etc, are
doing for the community. New neighborhoods include walkable
access to groceries and other services.
138. I preferred the two lane road with running and bikes along the
side. I think the turning lane is awful, makes the road too wide
and bicycles now are greater hazard. The he trail was a waste of
money, the two lane road with shoulder was better, but what is
done is done
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139. I rarely see bike riders using the bike trail along Clayton Road.
They ride two or three abreast in the street. They never use the
limited walkways on Mason Road. Instead they ride in the street
creating traffic problems and tense moments for drivers. You may
build them, but they won't use them.
140. I really enjoy the parks in Town and Country and like the Town
Square proposal. However, the parks and proposed Square are too
far away for me to walk to them. The residents closer to those
areas will be able to enjoy them more frequently and access them
by sidewalks. I'm okay with that as long as I can drive and park
there.
141. I see many people further east on Clayton on bikes. I see
walkers, but not THAT many. I drive to a park that offers shade
and sun. Most of the year the weather doesn't encourage it. We
are not California.
142. I think a trail system can encourage outsiders to utilize these
paths. / I prefer the safety of our community over the need to
"connect" our community.
143. I think Clayton Rd should be restriped like Frontenac's portion
to better accommodate cyclists. They are here and use the road
extensively. Given the lack of any shoulders cars have to weave
around them into the turn lane. Is there that much turning
traffic?
144. I think it is developed enough. there are miles of trails at a
close proximity to most residents.
145. I think it would be great to have a sidewalk the entire way on
Mason Rd. so people could walk to the new development. This is a
very active community so I do feel like sidewalks would get used
very much so as currently, it is not very safe to walk on Mason
Rd.
146. I think the main roads like mason and Conway should have a
walkway so pedestrians are not forced to walk in the roads
147. I think there should be more bike trails because the roads here
are too narrow and curvy for bikers to safely use them.
148. I think we need to continue to focus on extending the trail to
the major roads (Mason, Weidman, etc) to provide access for all
residents as soon as possible.
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149. I think we should have a way to connect pedestrian traffic to the
town center for events and to parks for recreation. no resident
should be required to walk on the street or in ravines. over time
this will help keep traffic down too.
150. I think what we have is great and we should very carefully and
thoughtfully consider additions.
151. I thoroughly enjoy the trail system and use it often and enjoy
how it's connected to all the parks and to Missouri Baptist. I
run the trails often. I think upkeep is important, but I feel
that is being done. I don't run west of Longview because I don't
necessarily like the smaller width of sidewalk, but I wouldn't
want Town and Country to spend more money on that.
152. I used to walk in Longview Park because it was pretty and I
enjoyed the view. But the honeysuckle has spoiled the view.
153. I walk 3-4 times a week and I do not use the Town and Country
trail and sidewalk system very often because it does not connect
to our neighborhood. It is very unsafe for me to walk on Conway
Road ( and especially to walk our dog) where there are no
sidewalks to access the few sidewalks that are there further
toward the east. I wish Town and Country would spend more
resources in our area along Conway Road and put in a sidewalk
system there and/or on Ladue Road and/or Mason Road.
154. I walk in queenly park. It would be nice if sidewalks could
connect with queeny park trails.
155. I walk my children (they ride their bikes) to school at mason
ridge several days a week. It is frightening how often our safety
is compromised in the crosswalks. I think the safety of our
community needs to be of the upmost importance. I believe more
people would use the sidewalks to travel to and from school if
they felt they were out of harms way crossing the streets.
156. I wish they would build one on Topping Road.
157. I worry about crossing Clayton Rd.
158. I would like to see a sidewalk connect from the devonworth
subdivision to the sidewalk that is existing at mari de villa,
especially now that they have gated off pedestrians through their
property. It is very dangerous for those walkers and runners to
be on weidman with such a narrow roadway. A death or serious
accident is waiting to happen
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159. I would like to see Mason Road more pedestrian friendly. We live
in Mason Valley. It is easy to get to Queeny Park, but other
than that we are "stuck" in our subdivision.
160. I would like to see sidewalks on Conway road
161. I would LOVE for my kids and I to be able to walk and/or bike to
Mason Ridge Elem. and Longview!! We live south of Clayton Rd,
off Mason Rd., and wish we could safely walk to school or park
without having to cut through yards.
162. I would love to find a way to connect streets along clayton road
so children could ride bikes or walk to friend's homes from one
neighbor hood to the next!
163. I Would love to use the sidewalks, etc. but there are none where
I live. Conway Road west of Mason and Ladue Road west of Mason
do not have sidewalks. So I can't bike there or ride there
without using the car first.
164. I would really like to see trails on Mason road and Manchester to
make these roads safe for bikers and pedestrians.
165. I would use the trail system if it was near my home (Off Ballas),
but as it is I have to drive to get to the sidewalk trail. I see
people all the time walking on Clayton sidewalk/trail, so it does
seem very popular. It would be great if all major roads in T & C
had these sidewalk/ trails.
/
166. If it would keep bikers off Clayton road, there would be a use,
but I do not believe that would be the case.
167. If these are T & C priorities and concerns, they are in direct
opposition to ours.
168. I'm a new resident. (8 months)
sidewalk system.

I know nothing of the trail/

169. I'm sure my responses are viewed as mixed. Here's the thought.
Connecting all of our trails as a priority sounds expensive and
unnecessary. WE have far more walkers than bike riders so few
will cover the whole territory in an outing.
/ / It would be
nice to see more sidewalks down Mason to Queeny and down Topping.
That is important to me. But they don't have be connected into
one system.
/ / I will say having the sidewalks is huge for
our family. In considering moving some place else in retirement,
having sidewalks is a requirement. Its surprising how many
communities don't have any.
170. Improve connections to the various parks.
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171. In order to use the trails more, we must connect Topping and
Mason Road, otherwise it is too dangerous for kids to ride their
bikes to the trails and to even walk to the trails.
172. In some places the sidewalk is too close to the street and if you
are walking west your back is to the traffic. I don't use
sidewalk west of Longview Park for that reason.
173. In the neighborhood where I live, there are no trails/sidewalks
connecting us with the main body of Town and Country. Therefore,
we walk frequently in Queenie Park and other local parks but we
have to drive there which defeats the concept of eco-friendly
exercise and reduces convenience due to travel time.
174. It goes right in front of our house. It's nice to see people out
enjoying the trails. I don't like the trash they leave behind,
though. Maybe have an occasional trash can along the trail, but
not on anyone's property.
175. It is currently large enough – from one end of Clayton to the
other end. It does not need to be expanded.
176. It is important to me to connect Queeny Park and Longview Park
access via trails and sidewalks to all residents of Town &
Country...whether they are on the North or South sides of Highway
40.
177. It is nice and wide enough so it is easy to use.

Good job.

178. It is nice to have the walking trails along the major roads
(Clayton) but I think it is important to remember the privacy of
individual homes and neighborhoods.
179. It will be great to have a sidewalk along topping

road.

180. It would be good if bikers or riders would warn walkers when
behind them because with traffic noise you can't hear them
coming. Maybe one or two signs would remind them
181. it would be great to have those who bike on the main road use the
sidewalks or trails instead of the road especially during high
traffic periods
182. It would be nice if all the sidewalk/trails were as wide as those
around Longview and the eastern part of the town
183. It would be nice to have more bike lanes. I'm not a biker or a
walker but believe the investment is important.
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184. It would be nice to have sidewalks on all the lanes. I feel this
is much more important than the trail. Having sidewalks is a
safety issue.
185. it would be nice to provide

bench along the trail,

186. It would be nice to see queeny park connected into the trail
systems
187. It would be nice to see the Mason Road project done before the
Topping Road project because Mason Road connects to Queeny Park
188. it would have been great if a true walkway from North of I-64 to
Mason Ridge grade school had been developed. in a community such
as T&C it is my opinion that the ability to walk to school should
have been a priority.
189. It’s overkill for the few who take advantage of it.
190. It's an asset to T & C!
191. It's awesome!
192. It's busy. I think many non residents use our trails in the
parks...making community more urban
193. it's done..people are using it...but no more!!
194. It's pretty nice being able to visit friends without having to
resort to driving over to their houses; not only is it better
cost-wise, but it's also healthier and better for the
environment.
195. Just keep the country in Town and Country
196. Just moved from Mason Valley to home off of Topping Road. Would
love to be able to walk from Topping to Clayton Road and from
Topping to Queeny Park. I believe that Topping sidewalks are in
the long term plan and appreciate the difficulty involved but
wanted to let you know I think they would be a great addition to
the community if it can be done in a way that respects property
that would be impacted..
197. Just would like more chioces and connections with other
communities would be great
198. Keep as natural as posdible.
199. Keep it simple people.
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200. Keep maintaining it as you have.
201. keep off bikes and only select trails that are
economical.

beautiful and

202. Keep plans moving toward the Town Square model.
203. Keep trying to develop

a walkway along Mason Rd!

204. Keep up the current system.
205. Keep up the good work. The improvement from Clayton road and
East has been excellent. Thanks for all your our doing to keep
our town top notch.
206. Kudos!!!!
207. leave land as is
208. Let’s keep it for T&C – not every other community in the area.
209. lets fix the sidewalk over #141 so it is not so dangerous and
dirty. we also need to fix the intersection of old 141 and
clayton rd so that you don't take your life in your hands when
you try and cross the intersection.
210. Let's get the trail from Clayton Road along Mason down to Queeny
finished. Currently it is dangerous to walk along Mason to
approach Queeny. Let's don't wait for someone to get killed to
get the work finished - have been hearing about it for years.
211. Let's keep our systen separate from neighboring
municipalities!!!!!!!
212. Like it as is, although expanding its length would be good. Don't
understand idea of connecting to neighborhoods. Those areas are
private and we don't need to encourage foot or bike travel there.
Keep the trail and sidewalk system to Town areas
213. Link the trail to north bound Ballas round toward MO Bap to
connect to the MOBap trails. Or at least a decent
sidewalk...there's nothing there and it looks terrible.
214. living along the trail, it is generally a place where people walk
their dogs without leashes, don't necessarily clean up after them
or throw their trash down in my yard - I'm not personally a big
fan of the trail for those reasons only. Also, it is rare when a
bicycle is on the trail, it generally is out in the middle of the
road.
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215. Living in an area that is not connected to anything is
troublesome. Living off Mason Road is hazardous to walking or
biking.
216. Living in Princeton place I don't like crossing Clayton Rd. To
enter the trail. I would like some type of warning system such as
at Templeton Place an at 270.
217. Long View park is delightful.

I enjoy going there with my dog.

218. Looking forward to the Mason Trail going to Queeny Park. Also, if
possible if the Clayton trail can extend all the way to Plaza
Frontenac that would be wonderful!
219. Looks Good Plan
220. Love the Clayton trails and Longview Farm trails.
great way to relax. Love Longview Farm trails!
221. Love the new path along Clayton.
the merrier!

Trails are a

The more in other locations,

222. Maintenance on Bopp sidewalk is very poor.
Embarrassment
compared to Des Peres.
Feel very neglected in this section /
of T & C.
Additional parks is a WASTE of money.
T & C has
enough parks.
We also have Queeny Park.
223. Make it safe for pedestrians and connect the neighborhoods North
of 64
224. Make sure trail on mason extends south past dog park.
access from Thornhill.

need

225. Make sure you don't set up the trails in the winding way that was
done for Bopp Road. it looks like a drunk person laid it out and
has been the subject of ridicule from the first day.
226. Make the bikers use the trails instead of the roads.
227. make them bicycle friendly
228. Make them s afer for biker and walkers. Clayton Rd can be
interesting with all the walkers and bike traffic trying to
navigate . Weidman has a group of 20-30 bike riders that really
conflict with traffic in the evenings. You have to walk on the
grass shoulder to get through because their are no connected
sidewalks in several areas.
229. Make them usable for bike traffic also /
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230. Making sure that the trails lead to something. ie Queeny Park,
across highway
231. Mason Rd needs a trail and sidewalk system. It is a dangerous
road and really cannot be walked on. It is so narrow and /
winding. .
232. Mason Road between Clayton and Manchester is very dangerous for
bikers. It wold be wonderful to have a least one side of it with
a sidewalk. I thought that new homes facing Mason had to put in a
side walk. Mason Corners did, but not all new homes built
recently have put in sidewalks.
233. Mason road between Manchester and Clayton is very dangerous for
bikers. There are only "intermittent" sidewalks. Not all the new
homes built along Mason put in sidewalk but some areas do--like
Mason Corners.
234. Mason Road is in dire need of sidewalks.
235. Mason Road trails are somewhat convoluted and disjointed.
Otherwise, a wonderful improvement to our neighborhoods.
236. More benches
237. More bikes are encountered on the streets than are seen on the
trails. Is there a way to make the bikers utilize the trails?
238. More is better. A great boost for property values, resident
health, resident happiness via increased neighborly-ness.
239. More mileage markers.
intersection.

Especially from Mason and Clayton

240. My preference to more side walks is to get the bicycles off the
streets. This is a dangerous situation that also hampers traffic
flow. If accommodations were made for bicyclists, the police
should rigorously ticket non-compliance.
241. My sister who lives in Ballwin currently uses the trails more
than me, and loves them... we walk to/in Queeny...
242. N/A
243. na
244. na
245. Need a more extensive snow removal program.
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246. Need a sidewalk from Devonworth subdivision to Clayton road along
Weidman. This will open up access from Clayton rd via sidewalk to
Queeny Park.
247. need access to Queeny Park on Mason from Manchester and from
Clayton. Queeny Park is an amazing resource in our back yard but
we HAVE to drive to it before we can walk or bike in it. What a
waste!
248. Need an established and well publicized bike regulations. If we
have trails, then the bikes should be on them. If not on the
trails then only in single file along shoulders of Clayton Road.
Perhaps put in designated bike trails along shoulders of Clayton
road. If the bikes want to ride through T&C, then they need to
respect the residents and the motor vehicles. That is who pays
the taxes for the roads, not the bikes. We need to enforce the
bikes rules throughout T&C.
249. Need more shaded areas at interval to rest during the summer.
250. need to address area with no side walks in front of maryville on
the conway road side. Thisarea pf conway has been completely
ignored by the town and though the bridge is being replace there
is no simple sidewalk uptoward mason from 141.
251. Need to connect the sidewalk by Devonworth Subdivision from
Weidman to Clayton road.
252. Need to enhance shoulders on roads as well as sidewalks
253. Need to follow "Complete Streets" guidance, etc.
254. Need to have walking access for all 4 wards. Today Ward 4 has no
good walking access to the rest of T&C
255. need to keep trees trimmed along sidewalks.
256. Need to put Topping Road at the top of the list! We don't use
the connecting trails as much because we don't have a safe route
(except to drive to and use). If we could safely bike or walk up
and down Topping, we would be more likely to use it!! Also, as a
driver, I am constantly trying to avoid people in the road!
257. NEED TRAIL--NOT JUST SIDEWALK--LINKING NORTH OF 40 TO SOUTH OF 40
258. Needs to go all the way to Thornhill on the Mason leg
259. No
260. NO
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261. no
262. no
263. No
264. No
265. No
266. no
267. No
268. no
269. no
270. no
271. No
272. no
273. No
274. No
275. no
276. no
277. No
278. No
279. No
280. no
281. no
282. No
283. no
284. no
285. No
286. No
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287. no
288. No
289. No
290. no
291. No
292. No
293. no
294. No
295. No
296. No
297. No
298. No
299. No /
300. No one uses the MO Baptist to Clayton Road trail. What a bad
idea by a limited person & it was not built to the plan presented
to the city. Please quit giving MO Baptist everything they
request at the expense of t&c citizens.
301. No, they are trying!
302. No.
303. No.
304. No.
305. No. It was a superb move extending to Claton and Bopp? We
travel Clayton Road between 141 and Bopp every day more than
once.. As we have stated, it is a wonderful piece of work. Is
it crowded or overcrowded...no and I have no idea of the
consistencey of the traffic flow. But is o long ways from being
overused. That is why we put Medium for hooking up to other
communities.
306. None
307. none
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308. None
309. none
310. None
311. none
312. None
313. None
314. None
315. None
316. None
317. None

/

318. None but it’s starting to look great.
319. None.
320. None.
321. None.
322. Not at this time.
323. not conducive to biking which is ok, but formal bike lanes should
be considered, especially on Clayton Road.
324. Not enough of them
325. Not enough priority is being given to improve the walking
environment north of I64. I'm not talking about north-south
walking trails across the highway. I'm talking about being able
to walk safely east-weat along Ladue and Conway to walk through
neighborhoods that adjoin my own cul de sac.
326. Not needed.
327. Not needed.
328. Not pleased at all with the bikers all over Clayton Road ..they
definitely need to be using a trail!!!
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329. Not sure how to handle the serious bikers….they should have their
own lane…but they will not want to go on the sidewalks…but there
are a lot of them on the weekends…if there is any future roadwork
to be done, a lane for those bikers might be safer… / / But the
trails and walks for the average person are great, but they do
need to be connected to the north and south to the
neighborhoods…and maybe more crosswalks or over/under passes.,
especially to the West
330. nothing at this time
331. Older sidewalks are narrow.
332. On the eastern portion of the trail, and the sidewalk along Bopp
Road, need to add dog waste stations and do more frequent leaf
pickup on the portion along Clayton just west of Bopp.
333. One of the nice things about living in T/C is the isolation and
privacy. You are just providing a way for strangers to invade
the privacy /
334. One of the reasons we moved to Town and Country
335. only wish more bikers would use the trails, Clayton road can get
overloaded with bikes.
336. Our city should install traffic circles instead of traffic lights
at all our major intersections. This allows more regular flow and
less waiting and saves energy and very expensive lights and
computers.
337. Our greatest concern is security and believe this will open up
our neighborhoods to crime. We use the Queeny Park trains which
are very nice.
338. Our master trail system connects friends, families and
neighborhoods. These linear parks are making us an even better
place to live, work and raise a family.
339. Our trail are presently well used by young and old. We need to
expand the system to connect more parts of our City and invite
even greater use.
340. Our trail system provides easy to use exercise and encourages
connectedness throughout our community. It's further development
must be a top priority as well.
341. our whole family enjoys the trails and sidewalks in our area.
342. pave paradise, put up a parking lot.
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343. People love, embrace our remarkable trail and sidewalk system. I
do not use it as I have limited mobility.
344. PLEASE add a sidewalk along Weidman Rd.
345. PLEASE add a sidewalk on Weidman Rd. :-)
346. Please add trails to the south side of Clayton Road and make a
safe connection from Clayton Road to Queeny Park.
347. Please connect Queeny Park to Mason road and the Clayton road
trail through access on Mason road. A trail along Mason road to
an enterance to Queeny Park for bikers and pedestrians.
348. Please connect T&C trails to the county park.
biking trail along Mason is critical.

A safe walking &

349. Please connect Thornhill estates subdivision to the sidewalk
system!
350. Please construct sidewalk on Topping Road. I would love for my
middle aged kids to ride up to the Town Center (even in current
state), but this road is treacherous given the speed, hills and
lack of shoulder.
351. Please continue to do so!
352. PLEASE DO SOMETHING ON THE NORTH SIDE AS WELL. / / I can only
imagine what Conway would look like with a side walk that didn't
end in bushes, or that was on one side of the street, then some
across the street. / / It wouldn't have to be grand, pick a
side, make on long sidewalk from Mason to W. Mill. / / People
walking down to Maryville. Kids walking to Priory. / / It would
add a lot to T+C.
353. PLEASE EXTEND THE PROPOSED MASON SIDEWALK PAST THE DOG MUSEUM. I
live in Thornhill Estates with many, many other residents and
would gladly use the trail system and Queeny Park more often if I
could access them without taking my life into my own hands on
Mason or Topping Road.
354. Please get the Mason Trail grant. So many younger families want
access to the new Town Square. What's the point of having one if
you can't walk to it?
355. Please include Thornhill Estates as part of the trail and
sidewalk system.
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356. Please keep to a high "standard" look and feel. Sellenriek Road
comes to mind. If we start with the road in "as is" as a trail,
let's put a final design plan in place to build to with a master
plan and timeline. / /
357. Please make sure that once trails and sidewalks are established,
that we keep trees and other growth controlled and kept up
properly.
358. Please make sure the trails along Mason and Topping reach
Thornhill Estates, the largest single neighborhood in Town and
Country. These trails will be vital to our neighborhoods
continued appeal and would be well utilized by the young families
moving int the neighborhood every day.
359. Please make them as wide as possible.
360. Please provide trails in all 4 wards - not just near the town
center, Ward 4 in particular seems to be neglected in this area
361. Please push forward with implementing the plan of a SIDEWALK
CONNECTING WEIDMAN TO CLAYTON RD. with a safety cross walk at the
traffic light. It is extremely dangerous for my family of 5 to
walk along Weidman Rd. and cross Clayton Rd. as it exists in
order to enjoy walking the trails to Longview Farm and Mason
Ridge. Two of my children are deaf and cannot hear the cars
coming. For their safety and others, this connection is
essential and should be made a high priority. / Thank you.
362. Please put a sidewalk in on Mason Rd., south of Clayton.
to be connected, too!

We want

363. Please put a walking trail on Topping Road.
364. Please, please add another trail, similar to the Clayton Road
Trail, / on the north side of the interstate on the Conway Road
corridor between St. Lukes Hospital, east to Mason Road and even
further east beyond Mason Road.
365. Please, please connect us all with sidewalks or trails and be
sure they are well lit at night. Thank you so much!!
366. Police coverage?
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367. Portions of the trail (east of Mason on Clayton) seem to be
constructed well enough for bike traffic, but the section west of
Mason would difficult to use on a bicycle. That is unfortunate
because there are so many riders along Clayton Road which is
dangerous in my opinion. I do not understand why they choose to
ride on one of the most narrow and well travelled roads in the
area. My preference is to ride on a designated Great Rivers
Greenway trail where I do not have to worry about auto traffic.
I would ride in T&C if the trails all were constructed like the
section east of Mason.
368. Posted signs as to what may be on trails I.e. Un motorized bikes,
pedestrians, no skateboards. Etc.
369. Priorities need to be re-thought. Protecting homes along 40-60
coridore from sound, could & should be a fundamental concern.
#16 indicates $$ in reserve funds; consider placing $$ priorities
in areas affecting and effecting area’s resiednets health,
ability to quiet enjoyment of their homes and yards.
T&C
officials to explore sound mitigation has resulted, to date, with
no progress – No sound relief.
370. Put money here first. I already discussed this in the previous
questions.
371. Queen Park
and Town &
community,
recreation

needs to be connected as does shopping at Trader Joe's
Country plaza. I'm still in shock that for such a nice
I can't bike or walk to a local library or a
center!

372. Quit spending money on trails and sidewalks
373. Recommend min expansion.
374. Reduce Clayton Road to two lanes, so it's not a dangerous threat
to those using the existing Rec Path.
375. Requie ALL bikers to use trail and sidewalks NOT roads.
376. Restore bike lanes along sides of Clayton Road. You may not
realize it, but Town and Country is just one of a number of
municipalities through which Clayton Road runs. It's very
confusing that lanes come and go from one municipality to
another. There should be a uniform system and it's much safer
for cyclists and drivers if there are clearly marked cycling
lanes of sufficient width on either side of Clayton Road.
Cyclists are here to stay and have a legal right to the roads as
much as cars.
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377. Residents living on Msaon south of Clayton have no safe way to
connect to the existing trails. We cannot use them but would
love to be able to walk to Starbucks, Straubs, etc. safely.
378. Safety improvements to cross walks at Clayton & Mason cross walks
with particular attention to autos making Right turns from west
bound Clayton onto north bound Mason.
379. Safety of pedestrians and cyclists should be paramount.
380. Safety!

Should be on one side of street to avoid crossings.

381. Sandwich deli (i.e. Blues City Deli).
Ice’s Plain & Fancy).

Ice cream shop

(i.e.

382. see my comments about the square. we already have great
amenities in T&C...just connect them, especially along Mason
Road.
383. See my previous comment (about the trail width). Communities are
partly communities because they are walkable. I really can't
think of an area that I consider to be a community that isn't
walkable.
384. see previous comment
385. Seeing people walk with their baby strollers and dogs or just
couples makes our city feel very warm and welcoming.
386. Seems great! When my children are older I think we'll use them
more. I've just been worried about safety so far...don't want
them scooting ahead of me and getting hit by someone backing out
of a driveway.
387. Seems most of the trail system is used in the center of our city
and near Longview Park Area. Could be because this is where it
has been primarily developed. Seems consideration should be given
to cost of system in a particular area and use of that system by
residents- driving to the center of the city to use the system is
reinforcing the idea of gathering, coming to Town Square. I'm
really not strongly opposed to finishing out system as planned
but all aspects need to be considered, particularly cost versus
use in outlying areas as stated above.
388. SELL THE PROPERTY!!!!
389. shame to have so many great places to go, but not feeling safe to
have you or let alone your kids walk or ride bikes to them.
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390. Sharing the road with bikes doesn't work well. Bikers feel free
to use Clayton Road as their highway. Bikers on Conway are also a
problem. Denver has designated path systems just for bikers. /
Our intersections are a problem (especially 141 & Clayton) but
also Mason & Clayton. / There are insufficient walkways from Hwy
40 up Woodsmill to Town Center. The exit onto 141 is a nightmare
in the layout and the beautification....help!
391. Sidewalk connecting Weidman to Clayton road
392. Sidewalk needed (high priority) from Devonworth neighborhood to
Clayton Rd. Crosswalk also needed for safety. / Very difficult
to push a stroller, kids on bikes/scooters, running or walking
along Weidman Rd. from Devonworth to Clayton as there is no
sidewalk.
393. Sidewalk on Ballas Rd – connect to Des Peres.
394. Sidewalk on Topping needed.
395. Sidewalk system is desperately needed on Topping rd.
396. Sidewalk system on Topping Road
397. Sidewalks and trails that attach Mason sidewalks to Queeney Park
are priority
398. Sidewalks around the parks are advantageous but the creation of
trails to be used by bikers is a waste of money as they seem to
use the streets.
399. Since we already have Longview and Queeny parks as well as well
maintained sidewalks along Clayton Rd and Mason, /
it
would be too costly to extend trail to neighborhoods. We don' t
need to be overrun with joggers; just a leisure trail for family
/
and kids. If it is too lengthy it might be known as
the trail to jog or provide wrong element to linger on.
400. Some of the areas in T & C are not at all connected by trails and
sidewalks, e.g., Manderleigh and Cedar Springs. Are there any
plans to include them?
401. Sounds nice. But so does a new House.
these things?

Who is going to pay for

402. Start along Topping Road
403. Start at Conway and take it down Mason to Clayton.
on those roads are narrow.
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404. Such a system should include all of its Residents, not just those
on Clayton Road. I live in a Subdivision on the S. Outer Road
and we are part of Town and Country in name only. The Outer Road
should be annexed like the City did with Clayton Road and then
they could establish a bike trail and/or walking path that would
include all of the Residents who are forced to use the South
Outer Road on a daily basis. It is presently maintained by the
State and it is not a high priority in a snow storm or otherwise.
405. Sure be nice to have a sidewalk or biking trail to get to Queeny
Park without flying down Weidman Road. Too Dangerous to ride on
Mason too.....NO SIDEWALK
406. T&C needs to contribute more money to the development of the
trail down Topping Road then work on Mason Road. T&C has been
requesting this grant for years and continuously gets turned down
because they will not contribute adequate funds despite a
substantial reserve. A trail on Topping would connect so many
families to the Clayton Trail. The Mason Trail should be second
as it is an extremely narrow & windy road which would make it
more difficult to build.
407. T&C should try over time to build sidewalks and/or paths that
connect to the subdivisions.
408. Take advantage of the high tension electrical line easements for
the trail system
409. Take those posts out of the middle of the entrances to the paths.
It makes it too difficult to ride bikes on there.
410. The "sidewalk system" is overkill. Too big, too expensive, too
hard to maintain. Current ones look messy as they are not
maintained.
411. The appeal of T&C is its isolation and security. / Clayton Road
is too busy and dangerous to encourage more pedestrian or bike
traffic. / Connecting to neighboring townships reduces security,
encourages more accidents, and slows down traffic. / Why tinker
with something that works as it is? The more development and
paving and retail, the more cars, traffic, and congestion. We
lose the pastoral quiet nature of T&C. It is enough to make us
want to move to someplace calmer.
412. The current trails/sidewalks are not anywhere I would walk. They
seem to be serving only a certain population. Are we trying to
be Kirkwood or Webster? Those communities are great in their
connectedness. We were not built that way and retrofitting now
is going to be very expensive.
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413. The area north of 40 is neglected in the network.
414. The danger of the bicyclists on Clayton Rd., Mason Rd. and
Weidman Rd. is very concerning. I understand the right of the
bicyclist to ride; however, I have seen numerous times where it
has been very dangerous on the narrow roadways, such as Mason.
There is no forgiveness on that road with a shoulder, etc.
415. The funds can be utilized in other areas.
416. The key piece to any of this is connecting to Queeny Park. The
city missed the opportunity to do this when the houses along
Mason were redeveloped and a sidewalk requirement could have been
included in the redesigns.
417. The less, the better.
418. The north-south connector over Hwy 40 is a great idea.
419. The plan to cross Mason Road so many times will be too dangerous.
The number of crossings needs to be minimized and should be
included in future building plans. People off Mason though
desperately need a way to connect to the Clayton trail.
420. The present trail system is really not equipped to handle many
bikers due to the high volume of walkers and runners. It has not
reduced the number of bikers on Clayton Road at all. To make it a
true walk/bike trail the road would need to be wider.
421. The proposed Mason road trail, which is only a sidewalk right on
the edge of Mason road, is unsafe. The plan needs to be
redesigned to be safe.
422. The reason I don't currently use the trails for walking, is that
I live off Ballas Rd and don't have safe walking access to the
current trails. So I walk to and in Des Peres park now.
423. The residents of Thornhill need to be able to access the trail
system. I do not currently use the trail system because I have
to drive to get there.
424. The sidewalk infrastructure in my area is erratic. Sidewalks pop
up and disappear, seemingly at random. Many areas have no
sidewalks at all. It is as if there is no land use planning or
zoning in place at all. I suggest a coherent, unified sidewalk
and trail system, such as those found in many modern communities.
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425. The sidewalk system at the corner of Clayton and Mason is not
user friendly. Don't know why there isn't crosswalk connecting
all 4 corners. Hope you are working on that. Also pedestrian
walk signs should have the yellow blinking lights around and
signage alerting drivers to yield to pedestrians
426. The sidewalk system near my house is very popular, and successful
427. The sidewalks in existence should be fine. Town & Country would
be better maintaining those already in existence such as cutting
back trees, etc. rather than spending money to build new ones
that eventually will be left for ruin like the existing ones.
Another waste of taxpayer fund that will lead to boosting
"leadership's" eqos and croney capitalism.
428. The sidewalks on Mason north of 64/40 and the sidewalks on the
overpass need some continuity. They are a little be dangerous to
walk through
429. the sooner we can get one down Topping Road the better!
430. The survey questions should have offered a choice of NEVER. But
I feel you did not want to hear that answer. Its all about what
the city wants to do not the citizens/residents /
431. The system is very good now. The town center should take priority
first and then continue to enhance the trail connections.
432. The trail along Clayton Road is good. I live off Mason Road and
do not use it. Even if you made a trail on Mason, I don’t see us
using it. Anything we would want to get to is too far away by
road. We would use cut-throughs to adjacent neighborhoods. I
feel additional trails/sidewalks are not worth the money – the
City is too big - you’re not going to make it into a walkable
community.
433. The trail and sidewalk system should be expanded only if there is
realistic expectation that the system would off-load bike traffic
from Clayton and Mason roads.
434. the trail design and format works very well.
435. The trail on Bopp Road is too narrow and poorly conceived from
its origin. / The "trail needs to widened and better maintained.
/ There needs to be curbing on Bopp Road to go along with the
trail.
436. The trail system and continually improving and expanding it is
very important to the area
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437. The trail system has been quite an asset to our community.
438. The trail system is so convenient and promotes a healthy
lifestyle in T and C.
439. the trails are for pedestrians and cyclists. In reality, the
trail is too small for avid cyclists. It is good for children on
bikes and adults that are less confident riding on the roads.
440. The trails are great but there seems to be an excess of interest
in developing more than we might need. Attempting to connect
neighborhoods might be over doing a good thing.
441. The trails negatviely impact property values of some residences.
I think a simple sidewalk serves the exact same purpose and is
much less instrusive for individual property owners. The path
landscaping is not maintained adequately and is full of dead
plantings and enormous weeds at all times. I feel sorry for the
homeowners along Clayton Road with what was done to them. The
large pathways are complete overkill-bike riders DO NOT use them.
442. the underground passage under Clayton Rd doesn't seem very
characteristic of this town or similar ones....but safety should
be a priority.
443. The wide asphalt trails from Mason Ridge and east are far
preferable to the concrete narrow sidewalks. Asphalt is easier
on feet and legs for walkers and runners and the wide paths allow
for people to pass one another without having to get off the
trail. Dog waste stations every quarter of mile are important
(although there are still people who won't bother to pick up
after their dogs). Frequent signage about leashing your dog is
also important. Wherever possible there should be ample green
space on at least one side of the trail so that people who need
to get their dog off the trail (away from other dogs) are able to
do so without going into traffic or into woods. Thanks for
asking. I walk about 6 miles everyday with my dogs on the
existing trails and love them! I wish "flex-leads" were not
permitted, but that's probably asking too much. :) /
There also needs to be a sidewalk on Mason Connecting Conway and
Clayton Road.
444. There are many bicycles riders through the city. Make bike lanes
safe and accessible on as many roads as possible.
445. There are no trails or sidewalks connected to my subdivision so I
don't use the Town and Country trails. If there were trails
connected to my subdivision, I would most definitely use the
trails often.
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446. There aren't any sidewalks or trails on the north side of
highway...but there doesn't seem to be much room for this

the

447. There is no sidewalk between Devonworth and Clayton Road. This
needs to be a priority ASAP. It is currently not safe and would
be often used.
448. There is room on Clayton for bikes. Except for kids, cyclists
should not be on the walking trails down Clayton. Mason in
completely different, and the trails need to be wide enough to
accommodate bikes and pedestrians.
449. There needs to be a sidewalk placed between devonworth
neighborhood and clayton road. It is not safe the wa it currently
is
450. There needs to be more sidewalks - why isn't there any on Ballas
Rd? The portion of Ballas that is in Town and Country doesn't
have sidewalks but the Des Peres portion does. This is why I
don't run / ride on the trails in Town and Country - I don't have
easy access to them from where I live. I think every major road
in Town and Country (and would love neighborhood roads as well)
should have a side walk / trail.
451. There should be a trail connecting T&C to Queeny Park.
it is impossible to walk there.

Right now

452. There was a survey taken probably 15 years ago researching a
possible walkway/bike on Topping Road. Residents opposed same.
Perhaps alderman Mange would remember. We have gotten older and
don’t seem to be interested in the HUGE expense of sidewalk
system. Could not believe the trees taken down on the Clayton
Road completed section. Guessing there are many kids opposed to
years ago.
453. They don't have to be high end or fancy. Just wide sidewalks. No
need to go north to Ladue Road, concentrate on trails linking
Queeny Park down Mason to southern border and down Topping to
southern border, and south down Weidman to Queeny.
454. Think what exists is fine as there are parks in the area. Also,
the bicycle lane that was put in on Clayton Road does not work.
455. This is another expensive "nice to have" but not necessary
project that will require continued expenditures for maintenance
in the future. If the City insists on spending the money,
Topping Road should be given priority instead of Mason Road.
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456. This is one of the things that drew us to our house. We love the
Clayton Road trail and use it often! We would love to see a path
on Topping!!!!
457. This is suburban area and we don't need to try to look like a
planned wanna-be urban community. There are plenty of trails and
paths in St. Louis county and Missouri of those who want to use
them. Is seems this trail and sidewalk system is a convenience
rather than necessity.
458. This should be the City's priority.
459. This system is a present and future investment for the entire
city residents. I hope this system has expanded to the
subdivisions, where there is no sidewalk at all.
460. to bike or walk from residences to commercial or park areas
461. To the extent practical please keep the bike trails separate from
car travel. Physical division greatly improves bike safety.
462. Top priority should be adding the trail to the north of 64 along
Mason Rd and then East & West from there along Conway Rd.
Topping is also in need of sidewalks dur to blind hillcrests and
no place for peds.
463. Topping is in desperate need of a trail and sidewalk system.
464. Topping really needs a sidewalk. We like to walk on the Clayton
sidewalk, but it's a somewhat scary walk down Topping to get
there.
465. Topping Road has very little shoulder-- Plans for development of
a biking/ walking shoulder or path would be amazing!! It would
allow residents to access the Clayton Road path without having to
drive and park somewhere or ride in the street.
466. Topping road needs a sidewalk and unless that happens the
thousands of residents living on topping road will have no way of
connecting to the sidewalk.
467. Topping Road needs a trail then Mason Road. Also need additional
crosswalk lights for crossing Clayton Road.
468. Topping Road!!!!!
469. Total waste of money. /
The side walk system is destroying
the country like settings / and is rarely used by most of the
Town and Country residence. /
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470. TOTAL WASTE OF MONEY. WE HAVE IMPORTANT INFRASTRUCTURE PROBLEMS
BEING IGNORED AND THEY NEED TO BE TAKEN CARE OF NOW!
471. Town and Country has done a great job developing the trail
system. It is one of the best parts of our community.
472. Trail connceting mason/clayton road intersection south down
mason to Queeny is critical. / / Could we create trails in
Principia grounds and work out a deal with the school? That
would be beautiful. / / It would be nice for the clayton road
trail west of mason to be as nice as it is east of clayton
473. Trails > Sidewalks
474. Trails and sidewalks connecting neighborhoods with parks should
be more important than connecting neighborhoods with
neighborhoods. Creating bike lanes on roads should be a higher
priority.
475. Trails are great but should be built equally in all wards.....our
ward four has no such development...
476. Trails on Topping Road and Mason Road would be fantastic.
477. Trails, built at great expense, often seem to me to be underused.
Around the Queeny area...good. on Mason, where could it go?? On
higher traffic roads, maybe it would not be used so much?
Develop the trails slowly, piece by piece, according to how much
current trails are actually used?
478. Users safety and security ....
479. Very few residents use these trails. A large expenditure with
very few users.
480. We always see people on the trail and think it is a plus for Town
and Country to continue adding too the trail system
481. We are very unhappy with the Bopp Road sidewalk. It is too narrow
and discourages couples and mothers with strollers. Very
disappointing.
482. We currently don't use the trails as often as I like, but only
because they are not easily accessible from Mason Valley. We have
kids and dogs and would use them very often if they were easily
accessible.
483. We DO NOT have a sidewalk in our subdivision and it keeps the
neighbors from socializing. Huntington Farms.
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484. we don't even have sidewalks the entire length on Mason between
Conway and Hwy 40, so this is a priority as it is basic for
safety of walking.
485. WE DON'T NEED ANY MORE TRAILS.
486. We have a large volume of traffic in the area. Walking to stores
and restaurants is not how residents usually move around.
487. we have enough place in Town and Country now
looking for more places to walk,bike or run.

:Lets just stop

488. We have plenty of walking trails already.
489. We hope to be able to walk our sons to school and to the town
center someday!
490. We like our privacy..only a handful of vocal ones want
neighborhood connected! Neighboring residents share the space
without city invitation! / The city backing to connect
neighborhoods is intrusive! / / Leave connectivity for main
avenues, not neighborhoods. Unless..we really identify Ladue and
Frontenac as better places to live: more private!
491. We live adjacent to Queeny Park and use it for walking.
492. We live in a community where people drive cars. The areas where
the trails (linear parks) are proposed are very dangerous
streets. Mason Road is about as dangerous as a road can beconsidering the deer to be dodged and the bicyclists to be
avoided. Recent deaths by children on sidewalks or attempting to
cross roads in nearby communities shows the danger of encouraging
people to walk near such BUSY streets. If people want to walk on
beautiful trails, they can drive to Queeny or Longview---they
don't need to walk along Mason or Topping to get there. I've
seen bicyclists hit by cars in the area and I've had a deer run
into my car on Mason Road. Spending money on these sidewalks is
a waste of taxpayer dollars. When spoken of as a "grant" it
seems as if the assumption is that the money comes from the sky--these grants come from my hard-earned taxpayer dollars--whether
to the State or Federal government.
493. We live in a time where people want to stay healthy and having
access to walking trails greatly increases the ability to get
outdoors and be a community. I am all for putting in as many
walking trails as possible. I am looking forward to having a
walking trail put in on Topping Road because I see people walking
on that road everyday and it is very dangerous.
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494. We live in Manderleigh and there are not sidewalks.
It has
greatly changed our life. We took nightly walks with our kids
for relaxation prior to moving here 2 years ago. Now it's very
stressful..the impact of not having a sidewalk has been
significant. Had I known the impact on my daily life I would not
have bought a house in this area.
495. We live in the Mason valley neighborhood. We all greatly enjoy
the easy access to Queeny Park, but are dumbfounded that we can't
walk to the Straub's Town Square area without great difficulty.
I have heard a few rumors of extending sidewalks down mason a
little more south, or creating a sidewalk connection to the
Queeny trail. We, and many families in our neighborhood would
very much like to see this idea become a reality. We would love
to be able to let our kids ride their bikes to friends who live
half a mile down mason, but in the next neighborhood. Currently,
it is too unsafe to let them do this bc there is no safe passage
/ sidewalks.
496. We live north of the highway, and are totally ignored.
sidewalks to go all the way to the town square.

We need

497. We live on Mason where there is no sidewalk and it's very
dangerous. It would be great to have a system to connect us to
the rest of Town and Country and help children stay safe.
498. We love it!
499. We love it.
500. We LOVE, LOVE, LOVE the walking trails!! The trails at
Preservation Park are a nice alternative to the other paved
trails at the other City Parks. There is more of a feeling of
being in the wilderness at Preservation Park and being a part of
nature instead of just looking at nature from a paved trail DO
NOT SELL THE PARK!!
501. We moved from University City to Town and Country and loved our
ability to still take family walks.
502. We need a North - South Trail along Mason Road connecting Clayton
to Ladue Rd.
503. We need a sidewalk on Weideman from Clayton road to Manchester.
There are too many gaps in the current sidewalks. Number one
priority should be Clayton road to Devonworth drive.
504. We need a solution w/traffic.
and we have had some issues.

Cars ignore the crosswalk signal
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505. We need more trails that go North to connect to other parts of
the city.
506. We need safe pedestrian crossings over busy roads. My son was hit
by a car on Clayton Road as he tried to cross the street. The
glare from the sun made it difficult for him to see the oncoming
car.
507. We need Topping and Mason road connected to the trail system.
Topping Road needs to be the highest priority
508. We seem to have enough trails for walking. Possibly some
exclusively for cycling would be best since it is so dangerous
sharing the rode with cyclist on our narrow roads. It is very
important that a sidewalk be added leading from S. Mason and
Conway down S. Mason complete on both side of the road all the
way to the new town center.
509. We should focus our efforts on joining the largest number of
residents to the trail system.
510. We would love sidewalks along Mason Road.
511. We would love to have access to the walking trails but as a
resident of the Manderleigh of Town and Country subdivision we
have no access.
512. We would suggest a sidewalk continuing north along Ballas Rd,
where it currently ends at Harflo!. There is a lot of traffic
along that stretch of the road, and only a shoulder to walk/run
on. /
513. What good is a trail if not readily accessible or connects to
areas.
514. What we have now is great! It would be nice if Sellenriek Road
could be cleared just a bit. I use it to access the Clayton Road
trail from my neighborhood, Essex Point, and it is overgrown and
the walking surface is often quite wet and rutted after heavy
rains.
515. When I am physically able to walk I enjoy an easily accessible
sidewalk system.
516. Where possible integrate existing sidewalks to minimize overall
cost.
517. Where there is space to put in a trail and sidewalk, fine ... but
when front yards are getting cut off ... as on Topping Road, I
don't agree. There isn't enough room.
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518. Who is responsible for the upkeep of the trail, making it safe in
icy conditions, collecting trash and maintaining the
"landscaping" along it? There is some work to be done...the more
we add, the more there will be to maintain.
519. Why is there no sidewalks on all of Mason Road? We have new
housing along Mason Road with no sidewalk. Are we waiting for
some child to be struck by a car walking along the road?
520. Will sidewalks be extended (and/or road widened) along Mason in
connection with this plan?
521. wish bike riders would use the trails that are there, instead of
congesting clayton road riding 4 or 5 abreast blocking the lanes
522. With all the traffic on Clayton road it is hard to cross to get
to the trails. again it is another thing that brings outsiders
to Town and Country. We pay for the upkeep and they use it for
free.
523. With those 9,000 car or vehicles going over the bridge at
Maryville each day, we need to watch the result of traffic
patterns more than walking trails. Conway Road is way too narrow.
An accident on H.way 64 puts more traffic there than it can
handle.
524. Would it be for walking only?
same path?

Would it also be for bikes on the

525. Would like to suggest a pocket park at Clayton/Ballas
intersection. Bikers/hikers could rest here. Of course, Town and
Country would need to purchase this property as this did the
Wirth property to be used for Town Square.
526. Would use sidewalk system more but I find they are overtaken by
bicyclers who have no concerns for anyone else. I used to run on
the roads/sidewalks but because I have been run off the road many
times by bicycle riders I no longer use the roads/sidewalks to
exercise very often and have to drive to the parks to exercise.
Better regulation of the bicycle riders on Clayton road would be
a benefit.
527. Yes, have access from Topping onto Trail. We have to walk up or
drive to Clayton to get on trail and Topping is too narrow to fit
two cars and bikes or walkers safely. That is the road i would
prioritize in connecting to current trail system, then Mason for
the same reason. Topping is at least more dense as far as
neighborhoods and residents.
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528. Yes, include ALL of Town and Country, not just the select areas
Mr. Mange and company feel should have the system. Not everyone
lives by or near Longview and the proposed Square. ALL and not
lip service as many residents have received.
529. yes, it is very important to have sidewalks over Topping road,
it´s a very long road and has no place to walk through.
530. Yes, please make Conway Road as accessible as you have made
Clayton Road!
We have no trails, no sidewalks and no park.
531. Yes. It would be safer and add much value to have a sidewalk
between St. Luke's Hospital on Conway Road going East to Mason
Road and beyond!! Thank you! / / Also, streets like Babler Road
would greatly benefit from a sidewalk going all the way from
Ladue to Conway.
/ / Sidewalks along Conway Road connecting
neighborhoods like Pebble Acres and Babler Road and others would
add much value and safely!!
532. You must publicist it with a map. It's almost as though an
"insider" needs to show you where they are anyhow they're
connected for a new resident to know about the trails.
533. you need better bike paths for the bikers on Clayton road
534. You'll need to publicize it and include a map of trails. I've
lived in T&C for 4 years and my familiarity with trails is
limited. It's almost as though an "insider" has to show you.
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1.

(Sell Preservation Park) Could not agree more!!

2.

(Sell Preservation Park) Should have done this in the first place
– should never have bought this.

3.

Accept the fact that this is a bedroom community.

4.

After almost thirty years, the storm drain system that runs thru
our subdivision was finally addressed. Thank you Tim and Allen
and to all that made this project possible.

5.

Again, problems with the survey. Should of asked if ever was on
a commission. Also, regarding Preservation Park - no foresight
on that, probably a waste of money, as they are finally
recognizing. Mismanaged. Looked on the town website for
information regarding the highway 64/40 construction - nothing.
Again, I go back to those living off your grid of importance, but
still in T&C, it would be helpful to know when this construction
will be completed. I'm sure the response will be contact Modot,
but the construction is within the town boarders and should of
been communicated. Another example of ignoring parts of town not
near Longview and the proposed Town Square.

6.

again, this poll is poorly written. / how can i comment on
services I have no information about?

7.

Alderman term limits

8.

All other cities in the area have sewer lateral insurance. I've
seen several laterals to the main sewers collapse in recent years
at the home owners expense. Why are Town & Country lagging
behind other communities. Deer culling is better than in years
past, but I still see 6-12 per day in my yard. I see this as a
safety hazard, as we have hit three in recent years. Not a
concern or worry, but it would be nice to have a community like
Kirkwood or Webster Groves, where a car would not be a necessity
to get around. I'm not sure that developing the "Worth Property"
is going to improve the sense of community.

9.

Allowing the walk-out basement design into the side of the
property hill (on Claymark Drive) has caused a water problem
where none existed in the past fifty years!

10.

Any further commercial development in T&C needs to be
scrutinized. Everyone fears high density commercial development
along the I-64 corridor and on the Principia property. People
like the lack of congestion and the friendly easy-residential
feel of the city. We don't want to lose that.
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11.

Also, I broke down in my auto on Clayton Road at Weidman Road
and a police officer was most help. He shielded me with his
vehicle and I was able to push it off the road. He tried to help
trouble shoot but we had to call a tow truck. He then took a half
gallon of ice cream home to my wife and explained to her that I
was broken down and getting a tow truck. I had left home without
my cell phone. The officer saved my day! Since moving into our
home we have had three remodel projects going on and the Planning
Department was most helpful in providing permits and doing
inspections in a timely manner. Craig, Melanie and Laura have
been most helpful.
Another comment, the city should consider offering a sewer
replacement tax that provides for replacement of a broken sewer
line on your property, saving the homeowner thousands of dollars.
We are one of only 2 areas which don't offer this option in some
form. Perhaps a city vote would be appropriate on this subject.
This would be like the water company plan which costs only a few
dollars a year.
Another question asks about participating in city government.
Age and health preclude us from serving more. In our younger
years we did participate. The question does not allow for an
explanation as to why we are not willing to participate more.

12.

As a 30+ year resident of ward 1, I've probably emailed my
aldermen 3 - 5 times over the years. So, I'm not a obnoxious, inyour-face resident. Never once have I received a reply. It seems
like some sort of acknowledgment would be appropriate, even if
it's only an automated reply: "thanks for your inquiry
(feedback)," etc.
Fortunately, I've had no interaction with the
fire department. The Police Officers are excellent! Love the
vacation check service too!

13.

As a parent to two children with special needs (deaf/cochlear
implants), I would like to see a playground within Town and
Country adapted for all abilities. (METAL SLIDE for cochlear
implants (plastic slides are discouraged as the static build up
can damage the sound processors), swing for children with low
tone/need more support, etc). I wish this could be of high
priority and implemented before my young son is to too old to
enjoy it with his friends that also have cochlear implants (also
Town and Country residents). The Moog Center for Deaf Education
is in Town and Country and a lot of families would enjoy the
playground with a metal slide(s) after school, week ends, and
during the summers. / / As newer Town and Country residents with
young children we really enjoyed participating in the Town and
Country parade last fall. We would enjoy more community
activities such as this and would welcome a city app, social
media page, etc. to quickly find out about local events.
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14.

As I live in Ward 4, I believe we are sometimes treated as the
step child since we are north of I64-fire response time is
greater, no green space (park) in Ward 4 and no real good
connection through trails/sidewalks with the rest of the city.
This is a concern. / / Also would like to have leaf pick-up
considered and branch chipping after major storms hit the area.

15.

Ballas and clayton needs to be developed. Extremely disappointed
that the project was voted down for "political" reasons (local
aldermen were more concerned about re-election rather than what
was right for the corner). They must learn to vote on what is
best for the entire community (not just a few NIMBY neighbors)
rather than what is best for them politically.

16.

Beautifying Town and County would be appreciated. / I love the
potted plants I see along Olive Street Road and 270 when I am in
Creve Coeur.

17.

Before buying property, give the residents more information!!

18.

Before buying the land for the Town Square and spending time and
money on it, the city should have conducted a survey to see if if
was wanted, needed, and supported.

19.

Besides Conway Road residents feeling like the ugly step child of
Town and Country (Clayton being the favorite) you need to do
something about the bikers. Especially on Conway Road. The road
is narrow, so many of the elderly use Conway instead of 64 to go
to St Luke's, which I am okay with, and now you granted Maryville
more access to building and tearing up the supposedly sacred
"green space." The road is getting crowded. I understand the
bikers have the right to use Conway, just concern for their
safety before something tragic happens. Fix Conway Road!!!!!
Widen it, give US sidewalks, and a safe place for the bikers to
bike. /

20.

BJC

21.

Can not think of anything at this moment.

22.

Concerned about the increased water flow in the creek between
Pingry Place and Fiddle Creek Lane because of the Des Peres
Quarry Development.
Also the MSD storm water erosion taking
place at 12921 Pingry Place MSD easement. Also concerned about
the AT&T service trucks driving and leaving tire ruts and
parking off pavement at the entrance to Pingry Place. This is
causing unslightly ruts to the entrance area off the paved road
and looks terrible. Thank you for putting out this survey and
informing residents and allowing them to give their opinions this is a great idea.

Pediatric Center should never have been voted in.
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23.

City government – they do not listen to the people. They seldom
act on the citizen choices – Barnes Jewish building.

24.

Considering adding dog park or better facilities at existing
parks for dogs

25.

Continue efforts to remove distracted drivers (cell phones, dog
in driver’s lap, etc.) from roads. Continue to enforce current
building, planning, and zoning codes.

26.

Craig Wilde is a great addition to your team, even though he's
been there for a few years. Very considerate person.

27.

Do not continue thinning the deer by slaughters.

28.

Doesn’t make sense to sell Preservation Park !!!
make T & C pleasant!

29.

Don't even think about selling preservation park. IF YOU EVEN
THINK ABOUT IT, IT PUTS YOU IN THE CATAGORY OF people who in the
early days wanted to sell Forest Park because it was so far out
in the country. Don't sell land , buy and preserve.

30.

Eliminate elected officials who have conflicting

31.

Encourage the aldermen and mayor to send out email updates. I get
more frequent updates from John Hoffman. I'd like an aldermanic
update every quarter - sans gossip! I would like to read the
updates from all Wards, not just ward 3.

32.

Essential city services like improved storm run-off systems,
frequent yard waste/branch pick ups, recycling and composting
options, better road resurfacing, and improved street signage
would help residents. These and other basic city services are
delivered at a minimum level in Town & Country. / / It's
unfortunate that a $3.4 million park project is being considered
for something that is unneeded and unnecessary when essential
city services are delivered at such a minimum level. We have more
important needs than another park, trails, and sidewalks.

33.

Everyone is doing a great job.
/ / I think our vision areas
need to be cleaned up on highway 40. O'Fallon MO and
Chesterfield have nice landscaping that showcase their
communities and we have overgrown medians, These need to be
improved along Mason and even along outer 40 and outer 270.

34.

Excellent city staff and police department.
service.

35.

Excited about Town Square!
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36.

Fast track sidewalks on Mason and Town Square if you want to
attract the next generation of residents. I am 33 and this needs
to move

37.

Find solution to the dear population in town and country. /
Eating our gardens and danger to the traveling on the road
community.

38.

For the survey authors: The quality of the questions in the
survey questions could have been better. Some questions
obviously showed bias. The range of answers to questions could
have better covered the potential range of responses. Grade: C

39.

Good luck.

40.

Government does not need to artificially dictate a sense of
community. I people want a community, it will evolve. We
certainly do not need fireworks shows and parades on Clayton
Road.

41.

Had a recent discussion with Craig Wilde re: Bopp Road. While
the roadway is in very good shape I expressed to him that
something more permanent needs to be done to "fix" the constant
damage to the shoulders/adjacent grass. For the last several
summers, even before recent ATT work, landscapers and utility
people as well as drivers drifting off the pavement have made it
impossible to keep this area in decent condition. There are
always ruts, mud, dead grass between Clayton Rd and Des Peres
City Limits that requires a lot of attention. Most of the time
it just looks bad, and you cannot grow anything during the summer
due to heat and lack of water. It is in need of attention at a
higher priority than currently planned. / / I also spoke to
Craig about the storm drainage behind my house ( a creek) that is
overgrown along some properties. I understand that it is an
"unimproved" drainage way, but it is restricted in spots due to
dead trees and debris from time to time. The last storm washed a
large tree trunk down to my section of the creek, from somebody
upstream. I think some of my neighbors think that it makes a
good dumping ground.....a lot of the junk has been there a while.
Not sure what the solution is, but it goes underground at Bopp
Rd. So if the tree trunk gets that far, it will be expensive to
get it out.

42.

Has Town and Country thought about spraying for Mosquito Control?
With the Zika virus becoming such a increasing threat to our
population, I would like to see some consideration taken into
this manner.

43.

Have Ward 1 Alderman communicate more
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44.

Has the city looked into collecting $ over time from the property
through some sort of long term / land lease with a developer
rather than outright sale? Hopefully, the city will be here many
many years, and selling gets cash one time at today's market
price and then the asset is gone. See the case study of the
owners of the St Louis Spirits who could have sold out to the NBA
but rather negotiated to receive payments that increased over
time. Plus I would NOT be in favor of receiving a lump sum from a
sale and spending it all within a few years (on any particular
pet project that seems really important today … trail, a city
pool, or whatever the need of the day is) / So do not sell
preservation park. That land will only continue to become more an
more valuable in the future. per my earlier comments, if you are
going to disregard and sell, I am not in favor of selling the
property to a non profit that will pay no ongoing taxes, and I
would put a self imposed restriction to put the proceeds in a
trust, and limit the city's ability to spend no more than 5% of
the proceeds per year.

45.

Help us with the deer. We have two herds of 8 to 10 that eat all
our plants. We have one idiot neighbor that feeds them! That
should be illegal. I hit one with my car right by of my
driveway. They cause auto accidents. and property damage. / /
I love the branch pick up. The year it was suspended our
neighborhood missed not having it.

46.

How about adding turning arrows to the lights for the
intersection at Weidman/Strathmore and Clayton Rd

47.

I think the citizens of T&C should have access to the wood chips
taken from us for our use as mulch. When I requested a load I
was told they are given to a company and you can not have any.
Lets share the "bark booty"!

48.

I am becoming more and more disillusioned with living in T&C. I
am dismayed by the lack of respect shown to citizens by the
police and some city employees and elected officials (especially
Craig Wilde and Lynn Wright). I would like to see more
enforcement of traffic laws from both vehicles and bicycles
(really a huge problem). I would also like to see police
officers model appropriate driving behavior (follow the speed
limit, not use a cell phone or texting when driving). Overall, I
would really like the emphasis for our city to be on respecting
everyone, not just those with special interests.

49.

I am disappointed with T&C's lack of trash collection and the
infrequency of yard waste collection.
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50.

I am excited that T and C is resurfacing the tennis court at
Longview Park and hope they put the hitting backboard back up.
It is often hard to find a tennis partner and I love that I can
walk to the park and hit against the tennis backboard. Thank
you! Kevin Lueders.

51.

I am happy to be a Town & Country Resident.

52.

I am in favor of either dropping the branch chipping program or
else combining it with a twice yearly leaf pickup. We have a very
lovely tree-filled community and using our tax dollars to
implement a "leaf collection" program would benefit a great
number of our residents as well as reduce the number of lawn
services trucks on our streets.

53.

I am not familiar with preservation park and only answered the
questions to advance the survey. I have no opinion if it should
be sold or maintained. I very much support connecting sidewalks
but am also supportive of parks.

54.

I did not know that the city even owned Preservation Park. While
my spouse knew of the park did not know how to get there.

55.

I don't have any students at Westminster Christian Academy, but
please consider letting them have their lights and engineered
sound system.

56.

I don't have experience in some of these areas of T&C government;
the survey would have ideally had a "I am not sure" or "I don't
know" for the ratings of police/storm water/fire/etc.

57.

I don't think a SteinMart in T&C Crossing fits into the
demographics in our area. As well as the giant retirement
community going in behind Schnucks at WoodsMill

58.

I guess I would not want to see any more commercial growth in the
area as traffic seems to have increased on Clayton Rd. and the
40/Mason Rd. interchange.

59.

I had a wonderful time at the trace park family camp out in May
2016. Anne Nixon and her staff were wonderful. I hope we can do
it again. I appreciate being notified by email of the various
activities going on and Town & Country. The website is helpful
and the newsletter, as well. Town & Country police have been
very helpful to our family, especially Officer Katie Exline. She
did a marvelous job talking to my young adult children about poor
behavioral choices they made. She returned my call promptly and
set up a visit tour home in an efficient manner.
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60.

I have found our Officals responsive to my concerns.
Communication with follow- thru has been the norm. I.e. Dog
park location presented several concerns in the initial proposal.
Final placement of the park was changed.

61.

I have not had any interactions with fire or EMS, so I selected
good as there was not a N/A option.
/ / I have found the city
officials at T&C to be extremely helpful and kind and courteous
in every interaction. They go out of their way to help.

62.

I hope that Town and Country stays the quiet, safe community with
lots of green nature maintained.

63.

I hope the city comes up with stricter guidelines for new
construction as it affects neighbors.

64.

I live on Clayton Place Drive, and I am concerned with the blind
spot pulling out of the subdivision. It is difficult to see
traffic coming east on Clayton Road, most especially motorcycles
and bicycles. This needs to be maintained at least twice in the
spring, summer or fall. Thanks!

65.

I live on Conway between Mason and 141. The road has been over
run with dump trucks and other heavy trucks due to all /
Construction etc. of Maryville and other projects for quite a
lone time..seems like litteraly years. There are many pot /
Holes and much deterioration of the road surface. Would
appreciate repairs where needed after all construction is /
Completed. / Near The Priory students are still running on
Conway..there's just NO Room..very worrisome..can't believe it
still goes on after / Tragic accident last year. / The cyclists
on Conway are also a problem....again..no room..lots of blind
spots on hill for them and drivers. Not against / Cyclists..just
concerned about possible accidents. Weekends have much less
traffic and there are tons of cyclists then. / Thank you for
this survey.

66.

I love living in T&C and am proud of our community.

67.

I love where we live and am glad to be a resident of Town and
Country.

68.

I prefer walking trails over city recreational programs.

69.

I really didn't know how to answer the question about storm water
management....I said "excellent," but I simply don't know. / / I
would love to have twice yearly chipping....but it may be too
costly. / / I very much appreciate the availability and
responsiveness our elected officials and paid city
personnel....they are doing a great job!
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70.

I love living in T&C. I like the small-town charm. However, it
would be nice to have a town square that we can be proud of
similar to other small-towns like Kirkwood for instance (but
without all the congestion). I would like something at the
intersection of Ballas and Clayton that would be good for morning
commuters like a starbucks, Tim Horton, Dunkin Doughnuts or a
small independent. The lot is an eye sore anyway, one of these
places will dress up the intersection despite concerns about
traffic, it is still a local route and the citizens could benefit
from it. That or a bank. Something needs to be there. Thanks for
asking. We also need to have more civic events. Fire and Ice is
fine, but it is not enough. We should be having all kinds of
events all summer long like Chesterfield does. Maybe movies,
concerts, art shows, BBQ contests, etc. Thanks!

71.

I strongly support the building of the proposed park in Town and
Country. For a city classified as one of the wealthiest in the
country, I do feel we are lacking in things for our citizens to
do.

72.

I SUPPORT LEAF PICK-UP

73.

I think T&C should stop spending so much $$$ at Longview on
statues, garden stuff (it's looking in my opinion, tacky with all
that stuff). Whats the purpose of a statue of a horse when there
are real ones? Less is more people.....

74.

I think that Preservation Park should be sold for the highest
price possible (not to CBC) and the proceeds should be used to
connect Thornhill Estates to the rest of the community. The only
reasons that I have used the park (or attempted to use it) is for
the baseball field and the fields at the top, both of which have
been monopolized by CBC the entire time that CBC and Town &
Country have been "sharing" the park. I believe that CBC has
taken advance of the City of Town & Country for years and that we
should not sell the park to them for a reduced price.

75.

I think that the improvements at Manchester Meadows has been
good. I think that it is important that the government let people
know what is being considered as development so that at the last
minute, people aren't finding out.

76.

I think the city is doing an outstanding job. It is a privilege
to live in this community, and I appreciate how hard the city
works to ensure we enjoy the highest quality of life possible.
Thank you!
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77.

I think the development west of Town & Country Crossings (Target)
is an eyesore and does not meet T&C standards. This development
should have never been approved. I think a big fence should be
built so one does not see it.

78.

I think the small town festivals are nice - continue to keep
community oriented. / / I think the mayor's focus is no longer
beneficial to our city.

I think this survey is an excellent idea because I feel the elected
officials will listen to the will of the people.
79.

I think this survey should have had a choice of saying you are
not sure... because some of these questions, I really had no
opinion because I had no experience with the area in question...

80.

I think we should consider consolidating with another
municipality (e.g., Des Peres) to reduce the very fractured
nature of St. Louis County.

1)

I thought the playground @ Queeny Park was in Town and Country if I didn't give the parks and recreation the highest score
please adjust to the highest score. Queeny Park Playground needs
some cleanup, but all the parks/playgrounds in Town and Country
are wonderful! / 2) The reason I scored the contact with the city
lower than perfect was an issue I experienced obtaining a permit
to do work on our house. Otherwise, everything else has been
great.

81.

I used to be very involved in the community....but that's when I
thought someone was listening and cared.

82.

I want to add that most of the residents chose to live in Town
and Country because of its natural beauty and close promimity to
the city and we want to maintain the town and country feel.
Addional traffic coming into the area, parking issues and noise
expected in open air festivals and potential commercial or
educational facilities will only take away from the natural
beauty and tranquility of our town.

83.

I want to stay in this community through retirement. To do that I
need to downsize house and yard. I've talked to many others I've
known for a long time that feel the same way. I don't want an
old house. I want to be able to walk to different places in my
community and enjoy the place. Encourage new construction of
luxury type of villas or smaller homes. There aren't enough
here.
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84.

I was on a commission that was disbanded as a result of the
Aldermans' re-organization. It was very frustrating and hurtful
to not be involved in the process or the decision. It was never
fully explained to us why the changes were necessary, but I can't
help but suspect it was because of a few existing commission
members. I think there was an issue with people not showing up
for the meetings, but because of those people's influential
status in the community, the city was leery of replacing them on
the commission. So, now because of that, there is no more
commission. The experience has completely turned me off from
being involved in any other groups. It's clear whose
opinions/feelings matter and whose don't.

85.

I will reiterate the importance of the trail system and
particularly the addition of a connection from Devonworth to
Clayton rd

86.

I will repeat something I have said before. The ultimate
unifying piece of a community is a high school. We can't really
accomplish that, so some of our efforts to increase community is
not money well spent.

87.

I wish that TnC did not block the building of Tim Hortons. The
space is beautiful in Frontenac. Very short sighted. Who will
even try to build now

88.

I wish the city plaza plans could be voted on by citizens. I
think it is too over the top and will not be a good addition to
our neighborhood....if developed as shown, I would seriously
consider moving...sad as I've been here over 30 years.

89.

I would like some dedicated bike routes/lanes. Also a bike
meeting area perhaps at Clayton and the outer road.

90.

I would like to know about the crime in my area. Bicycles on
Conway – very dangerous on Sunday morning as your drive over the
hill.
Please get rid of the deer w/guns.

91.

I would like to see leaf pick up in the fall. The pickup of
limbs and branches is somewhat helpful but I can't understand why
Town and Country doesn't provide the leaf pickup that other
surrounding communities provide to their residents.

92.

I would like to see leave pick up like other places. We have so
many trees in thrown and country it would be nice to take them to
he curb and have sucked up during the fall.

93.

I would like to see more rain gardens for storm water control
through out the city's public land / and less use of herbicides
along the roadsides.
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94.

I would like Town & Country to approve the ability to own and
raise backyard chickens. I also want as small a government as
possible in order to prevent the bureaucracy and entitlements so
pervasive at the State and Federal area. Keep the property values
high by ensuring that no Section 8 or public housing is allowed
in this affluent area, despite what President Obama wants to
happen. He is a lame-duck president.

95.

I would love to see T&C be a local leader in more humane ways to
control our deer population, such as sterilization. We could be
the premier city in MO to do this and gain a lot of recognition,
as well as eliminate the brutality of widespread killing every
year.

96.

If it were possible to pick up my house and acre and move to
another community, I would, but, sadly, as I look at surrounding
communities none have what Town and Country once had, so, for
now, I just try to get along. I have been involved in the past
and it was never very satisfying. As I was once told...the
elected officials are the ones that won, so they have the power
and can and will do what they want.

97.

I'm a cyclist, so my comment about the police not being strict
enough has to do with cyclist safety and enforcing speed and
yield laws.

98.

I'm concerned about the water runoff, sewers, infrastructure,
etc. when all these tear down homes are replaced by monster homes
with ten bathrooms, six car garages, etc. It seems that one
should be aware of the impact on neighboring homes, streets, and
the appearances of entire neighborhoods.

99.

I'm encouraged to hear about the idea for the town square. I hope
there is a plan for the corner of Ballas & Clayton - that empty
lot is an eye sore (particularly since there was a reasonable
idea on the table that was rejected).

100. In general I favor ONE county government, instead of 92
independent administrations and police departments. The
duplication of jobs and resources is so wasteful and inefficient.
I recently visited Charlotte NC and they have one huge county
government covering the entire metro area, city and suburbs and
the residents are pleased with their services and especially with
their low property taxes. I know I receive exceptional quality
services from T&C local administration, but this region can not
continue to grow together with such disparity of services.
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101. In the future, your survey needs to allow
"no opinion" choice. There were a number
have no experience with that I would have
from answering, but that wasn't allowed.
to the generic "Good" answer.

for a "no answer" or
of quetsions that I
preferred to abstain
Instead I had to resort

102. Include sterilization in deer management program. The annual
slaughtering is not achieving the desired goal of stable
population or reduction of dee-automobile collisions, and
completely decimating the herd, which seems to be the goal of the
Board of Aldermen, would detract from the quality of life for
those who do not find deer objectionable.
103. Intersection of Clayton and Mason needs widening and longer turn
lanes. This, and some enforcement, will stop people from cutting
through Masonridge Road.
104. It should be an option to sell Preservation Park and use the
proceeds to reduce taxes or go toward essential services. Why is
it an opportunity for "leaders" to get an excuse to spend more
money. Blatant stealing. / / The whole children's hospital is
another shady act. How can our "leaders" abstain from helping
out the citizens that they chose to help out because they have a
legal conflict of interest because they are making money for the
hospital that is choosing to go there? Reeks of more corruption.
Not too mention that the traffic patterns that MODOT did as a
result make things much more dangerous, and less efficient. Why
didn't anyone speak up during that process. / / The whole
Maryville and hospital land acquisitions also reek of a conflict
of interest and not in the citizens best interests.
/
/ I'm
sure these aren't popular answer that you expected from the
survey but we have a huge concern with the politics of Town &
Country, They are putting their interests ahead of the people
that have made this their home for much longer periods. If we
wanted to have all these shops and trails then we would have
moved to Clayton or Kirkwood. We wanted to be in a suburban
neighborhood so we have lived here for 40 years. Looks like we
are getting run out of our own town.
105. It was an option, but I would vote to sell Preservation park,
didn't even know it existed and put the money in the treasury.
106. It would be good to get updates on the highway construction and
progress toward completion.
107. Its aprivedge to liven town andcountry /
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108. Just choose quality businesses that most use but no more banks.
Restaurants of med-high end are always great.
/
No more ugly sculptures. (ie. Longview Park) Mason Ridge School
has two lovely metal horse pieces that would be more /
suitable and attractive.
109. Keep government small... especially keep the federal government
out of our lives. We've done just fine without having a bunch of
bureaucrats who don't understand or appreciate what it takes to
be a business owner from telling us how to think and live.
110. keep of the good work , everything is headed in right direction,
Town and COUNTRY
111. keep the green in town and country, keep crime rates low and
property values high
112. Keep things simple. Don't go overboard trying to make us
something that we may not be. Keep a strong focus on the
financials and don't spend it just because you have it. Just
because you can, doesn't mean you should. The greenspace is
great and that is what makes us special. Celebrate that.
113. Keep up the good work
114. Keep up the good work! Appreciate keeping the lines of
communication open!
115. Keep up the good work!!! Overall Excellent!
116. Keep working toward making Town and Country a great place to
live. Skip Midge helps make this happen.
117. Kill more deer - make killing the females (they bear more deer) a
priority. Deer remain a serious threat to life and property in
T&C. I have had 4 near misses and killed one deer in an accident
on Mason Rd. It could have been much worse - no one was injured
but damage to the car was over $2,000.
118. Ladue has an excellent leaf and brush pickup program. Town and
Country should tacitly support heavily trees lots for many
reasons, however the leaf pickup in the fall is onerous and I
have a 1/2 acre lot!
I would like to see Town and Country
introduce at least three leaf pickups in the fall. It is very
time consuming and labor intensive to use trash barrels to
dispose of leaves. Note: Ladue has their own leaf and stick
recycling center.
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119. Leaf removal from our curbs would be highly desirable (much more
than chipping). We need a community calendar to publilcize all
the events more than a few weeks in advance. The expense for a
community sculpture seems high, esp given that so few community
services are offered.Sound walls for HWY 270 would add a lot, esp
since we are one of the few communities without them.
120. Leaf removal service like Frontenac?
121. Let's keep the good thing we have going. Traffic is now becoming
a major issue for our community so we must get ahead of this, and
not let it damage our community. / / The Des Peres/South Outer
40 traffic is transient traffic, and is a major problem for the
neighborhoods east of Mason and West of 270.
122. Like the efforts to make Town and Country a tight-knit community.
/ / One concern with the proposed park, it the increased traffic
congestion. What will be done to keep everything easy to get to
and less congested? Like the plan but be sure to consider the
potential for more traffic. Thanks.
123. Limit house sizes for newly constructed houses. Improve
maintenance of EXISTING INFRACTURE and STORM WATER PROJECTS.
Stop wasting money on unnecessary items such as the town square
and sidewalks etc.
124. Looking to the future the biggest challenge is managing the
further development of those large undeveloped properties,
balancing landowner rights with community expectations. We must
recognize that change and development will occur and not everyone
will be happy. But it can be done in a thoughtful way that
balances those interests (like Town and Country Crossing project)
125. love living here!
126. Many citizens are concerned with the fiscal responsibility of the
local government. It appears there has been excessive spending
on unnecessary purchases, i.e. the Werth property, without a
specific plan in place on how this adds value to the community.
In addition, the government refuses to approve tax revenue
generating businesses in our community on property that is
already zones commercial, i.e. Tim Horton's at Ballas and
Clayton. These are just two examples of excess spending without
consideration for keeping a balanced budget. These resources
could be used for better pay of our police force and other vital
services for the community.
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127. Many cities have communicated to their citizens the unfunded
pension and medical benefits for our staff that will be have to
be paid in the future. In many cases, the numbers are staggering.
Has this type of information been available to us in the past? If
so, I could not find it and perhaps I was looking in the
incorrect area. / Could you put this on the website? /
128. Mason Ridge is an eye soar..
129. METAL SLIDES (high priority) needed at a Town and Country park
for children using cochlear implants that cannot use plastic
slides due to static electricity. The static erases the mapping
on the internal cochlear implant device rendering it unusable.
130. Metal slides at a Town and Country park(s) for children with
cochlear implants. My kids with cochlear implants are not able
to use the slides at any T & C park due to the static interfering
with the cochlear implant mapping. My children love to play at
the new Wildwood Community Park, that has several metal slides
and play equipment that are NOT plastic. This is a high priority
for me as my children are young and I would like to walk to the
park with them instead of having to drive farther to find one
that is accessible.
131. METAL SLIDES NEEDED at T&C playgrounds! Kids with cochlear
implants are not able to use the plastic slides & tunnels and
need metal slides. The static electricity build up on plastic
slides damages the cochlear implant. Please consider this
request with high priority. The Moog Center for Deaf Education
is in Town and Country and many families and children there with
cochlear implants would love to play at T&C parks as well as
other children that currently reside in T&C. The Wildwood
Community Park has a great all abilities accessible playground.
Would be really nice not to have to drive far to let the kids
play.
132. More Police patrol of neighborhood traffic would be beneficial.
Trustees have little leverage to control the issue of speeding.
133. Much of Town and Country is wooded and in need of branch
chipping. Most Residents have wooded lots and this is a valuable
service to keeping a well-groomed "Country" in Town and Country.
We have enough parks and hopefully have stopped spending money to
acquire more land which should make it available for storm water
control (which many of us thought was the intended purpose when
an increase in the sales tax was originally approved.
134. My Aldermen (ward 2) are the best.
down and let younger people serve.
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135. My comment re: better enforcement of traffic laws refers to my
notice of an increase of speed on Clayton Road in the past year.
It may have to do with the current construction on I-64. I often
pull out of my street on Clayton Road with no one in sight
approaching yet within seconds someone is right behind me &
trailing extremely close. Also, westbound on Clayton Road from
Old Woods Mill Rd. where it goes to two lanes many cars/trucks
accelerate to 45 mph of faster.
136. My greatest concern is how the Town Square property will be
developed and the cost thereof.
137. My husband and I concur – public projects engineer fails to meet
the image or government attitude of Town & Country. He is
interested in himself.
138. My opinion is to develop Town Center in order to put in place
elements that are necessary:retention pond for water runoff
control and income producing restaurant(s) to offset the initial
cost. Have lease arrangement that will transfer ownership from
T&C to developers over time. / Then have some flexibility to
shape the rest of Town Center to blend with whatever the eventual
and inevitable Principia property development looks like.
139. My other concern is the biking during busy times of the
day...rush hours. If there was any way to curb that, it would be
great. I've seen so many near-accidents with bikers. They tend
to get a little aggressive and in my opinion, Clayton Road isn't
wide enough, nor does it have big enough shoulders in some places
to get over for bikers. They make me a nervous wreck during rush
hour! They sometimes ride double and expect all the cars to just
be patient during rush hour. Gets a little crazy.
140. My road has little or no police supervision on a regular basis.
141. n/a
142. Need a Dog Park
143. Need to add pedestrian crosswalks from the south west corner of
Mason and Clayton to points across Mason and Clayton. /
Chatsworth Place Dr. needs to be repaved. /
144. Need to enforce noise ordinance along I-64. Put up signs “No Jake
Brakes” and enforce it. Enforce speed limits on North 40. Too
much speeding on North 40 and many main streets. Not all homes
are on cul-de-sacs, many are on main streets. I’ve never seen a
police car on North 40.
145. Need twice a year chipping

service
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146. Need two branch chipping dates with one in spring or summer /
Need leaf pickup by city
147. No
148. no
149. no
150. No
151. no
152. No
153. no
154. no
155. No
156. No
157. no
158. No
159. no
160. No
161. no
162. No
163. No more parks, you're not very good at maintaining them. Sell the
Wirth property, it was a bad idea from the start. Do something
meaningful, like a sewer lateral program.
164. No.
165. No.

/

/

166. none
167. none
168. None
169. None
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170. None!
171. None, thank youl
172. None.
173. Not even seating when discussing re-zoning.
174. Offer more choices for trash removal companies OR city contracts
trash service. Service is often missed requiring calls from
consumer to report missed pick ups. Then contents (recycle and
trash) are combined in the same truck. I wish the city would
contract and offer the service through the city as does Ballwin,
Creve Coeur, etc. It's so much nicer and trash trucks aren't
driving on residential streets multiple days. / / Offer branch
chipping service spring and fall, not just fall, but hire more
chippers around the city so the wave of pick up doesn't last so
long. (Branches at curbside for MANY days.)
175. On the map of wards.
Seems like CBC should be on there as well
since put other schools as well as the park in discussion. Just
an idea. Town & Country is great location which is why I live
here and brought up my children. With that said, with the other
areas developing with new venues not sure we are keeping up.
Think about leaf removal like others have since we have so many
trees in Town & Country. Make life easier for the residents with
services and not all about parks.
176. Once again, no option for no opinion
177. Other than adding more restaurants, we need ball fields for our
children
178. Our neighborhood has open storm water creeks running through it.
With the spread of the Zika virus, are there any plans to close
these waterways or prevent the spread of mosquitoes and the
diseases they carry?
179. Overall a great place to live-continue to develop ways for the
community to come together and socialize. / / Would like to see
branch chipping made available after large storms that do damage
to trees.
180. parks need a metal slide for children with cochlear implants to
be able to use. they are not able to use plastic slides/tunnels
due to static electricity erasing the mapping of the internal
cochlear implant device. An all accessible playground like the
new Wildwood Community park would be amazing.
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181. Please add a sidewalk along Weidman Rd. It is seriously dangerous
for mothers with little ones and other walkers & bikers.
182. PLEASE consider a sound wall on South Outer Forty drive
continuing from Amersham Road west beyond Town & Country Estates
Drive. Thank you!! /
183. Please consider simple sidewalks instead of large, intrusive
pathways. Sidewalks are more than sufficient and are much less
unsitely.
184. Please control the deer population.
/ Complete the sidewalk by
Devonworth Subdivision going to Clayton Road and Weidman Road. /
185. Please do something about the condition of Harflo Lane. It is a
disgrace!
186. Please don't approve any more neighborhoods like the one adjacent
to target.
187. Please don't ruin beautiful Clayton Rd. down by Straubs by going
through with this proposal. / / You asked questions prior to
this that were difficult to answer. The people I have dealt with
who answer phones are very nice. We had heard Craig Wilde was a
man concerned with storm runoff, and yet I was CC ed on an email
he answered which suggested to me he wasn't concerned. Sorry,
Mr. Wilde. I have not contacted you after I read the email that
suggested we come up and look at the plan. / / I have photos of
rivers in my yard t because the water is completely bypassing the
storm sewer.. Around one of the sewers someone planted all kinds
of vegetation to negate the view, and no one will take
responsibility to remove said plants blocking sewer. There is
new construction uphill from us on Chapel Hill and I fear what
the new grading will do to our property. So when you ask if
people are good to deal with...sure...but are there positive
results? How does one answer the question.
188. Please have sound barrier walls built along the south side of
highway 64 between Mason and 270.
189. Please have yard chipping twice a year
190. Please limit commercial development of lands not currently used
for commercial purposes.
/ Commercial development might make
more money, but the trade off would be a diminishment of the
quality of life in Town and Country. / Thank you for your work.
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191. Please start thinking in regional terms. Town and Country is not
a city in the true sense of the word, nor are the other 89
municipalities in St. Louis. Like the other 89, Town and Country
is part of the greater St. Louis area. Until we all start
thinking and acting regionally, we will continue to be surpassed
by more progressive cities who have come together like
Indianapolis and Louisville.
192. Please try to keep the Thornhill neighborhood connected to the
trail system.
193. Police safety and low crime are the NUMBER 1 issue. Then zero
taxes. We have plenty of parks and recreation. Do less. Keep
it simple.
194. Preservation Park – Do not sell it!!
195. Preservation Park – it was an unnecessary purchase.
make a profit by selling it now.

T&C should

196. Preservation Park – Not sell at all.
197. Preservation Park should not be sold. It is a buffering
greenspace. / / BJC Pediatric Center should never have been
voted in. / / West County EMS FIre and EMS District should never
be allowed to annex T&C residents. / / People should not be
allowed on P&Z twelve years. / / Some aldermen bully residents
of different political views. / / Don't kill our wildlife. / /
Subdivision should use beautification grants as they please.
198. Progress! Progress! Progress!
199. prosecutors and judges are too lenient on drunk drivers
200. Quit worrying about the bond rating and provide more services
like Frontenac, Des Peres and Kirkwood. The branch pick up
service is a joke! We have extremely wooded lots and we need more
frequency. How can other communities provide trash services and
alarms tied into the police department?
201. Raging water comes down Sellenrick Road into lake in Essex Pt.
Huge safety issue, children live and play along the creek.
202. Rated fire and ems good only because distance too great to Ward
4. Service upon arrival excellent.
203. Re Planning and Zoning – excellent EXCEPT for ped. building at
Mason & 40. Needs to be torn down!! or covered in brick per T&C
code.
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204. Remove Clayton Road overhead power and cable lines and poles.
205. Residents were successful in keeping a nursing home from being
built on the park property. Don't waste that effort and don't
spoil the green space by substituting something else that is just
as offensive with noise, traffic and congestion. / /
Preservation Park could easily contain all of the proposed plans
with no issues as to adjacent owners.
/ / Keep Wirth green.
206. Return Clayton Road to have two lanes and a bike lane.
207. Seems to be a lot of exceptions to green space guidelines.
208. Sell Preservation Park and Wirth to highest bidder.
Horton Bank development at Clayton & Ballas.

Approve

209. Sell the Wirth property to a private developer and concentrate on
city services.
210. Several of the things I was asked to rate I have no experience
with, eg EMT and Fire Dept. Your next survey should allow for no
opinion of something when we really don't have one!
211. So far we really enjoy living in Town & Country. Wish it was more
"family/kid friendly". More events please. A farmers market
might be nice!
212. Some of the questions seemed leading and others should have had a
response choice such as "not applicable" or "have not used". Many
people will give a response that will not give the city correct
information.
213. Some questions need a N/A since I have no knowledge that would
allow an appropriate answer.
214. Speaking of traffic enforcement, I drive the city quite a bit. I
often see speed enforcement on US 40 and I-270. I see police on
Mason Ridge enforcing non-compliance of stop signs (asinine) and
sometimes on Des Peres Road south of Clayton. I very rarely see
a police presence at Clayton and Woods Mill or it's vicinity.
The previously mentioned areas are revenue collection, plain and
simple. I do not agree with this and I am sure the police do not
prefer this collection either. The Clayton/Woods Mill
intersection if crazy and people are always doing illegal things,
ie left turn from middle lane on Woods Mill south onto Clayton
Road. This is safety related and does actually need enforcement.
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215. Speeding on Mason is uncontrolled. A car goes through the fence
where Mason makes a 90 degree turn way too often. The Mason Road
overpass is dangerous for drivers and especially pedestrians.
There is no safe way to cross at the intersection of the outer
road east bound and Mason. Cars fly through there east bound on
the outer road-routinely running red lights to get on to 40 east.
No way can I let my kids try and navigate that area alone.
216. Still not happy that all rain water from neighbors ends in my
yard with much continued damage and expense on my part
217. Stop developing Town & Country--just say "no". Stop adding
nursing homes or allow city officials serve as lobbyists for
nursing homes. Do not develop any more parks. Stop BJC from
enlarging the "hospital" at Mason and I-64. Do not approve any
zoning changes that do not meet the one-home one-acre plan.
218. Stop signs & street signs look terrible. Check out signs Des
Peres, Frontenac, Creve Coeur – much better than ours.
219. Stop spending money on new developments. Maintain existing
building, roads and parks. Get rid of log cabins, art/sculpture,
additional walking trails. I want my neighbor hood to remain
hidden and not accessible to the public. /
220. STOP SPENDING THE MONEY FOR TRAILS AND PARKS AND SPEND IT ON CITY
SERVICES....LEAF PICKUP; TRASH PICKUP, ETC. LEARN FROM CREVE
COURE WHICH FURNISHES SUCH SERVICES. YOU HAVE THE MONEY SO YOU
DO NOT HAVE TO RAISE TAXES, ETC.
221. Stop wasting money on boondoggle projects like sidewalks,town
square,art works. / / Restrict house size on new construction.
/ / Put more money into the stormwater infrastructure that
have been overtaxed by excessively / large homes and poorly
managed regulations. /
222. Strongly encourage Town & Country to resolve and provide
residents with sound mitigation associated with 40-64 expansion.
It may be MoDot’s area of primary responsibility, however T & C
have a responsibility to its residents to provide quiet enjoyment
of their yards and homes. To date, T&C has failed resident along
40-64. Providing rational as to “why it’s not T&C
responsibility” is poor communication style and residents are not
pleased – not at all. Silence from folks doesn’t translate into
anything but total frustration with the T&C mayor on down. Plus
create a desire to move from area (and several are).
223. Subdivision entry gates should not be allowed. It's Town and
Country Missouri not Beverly Hills California.
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224. Survey should account multiple and non-resident submissions.
225. Survey should have included option for checking "don't have
enough information" to check any of the choices. Or no option to
skip an item of which you were unfamiliar...... Preservation park
issue, for example. So our choices in that category may not be
the same as if we had more knowledge of that subject.
226. T & C seems like a nice place, but lacking in a vital sense of
community because there isn't a recreation center or local
library. It's very odd. For the most part, pricey boutiques and
restaurants constitute "shopping and entertainment." It's more
"Town" than "Country", as the horse culture seems very limited.
We just moved here and I'm still hoping this was a good move..
227. T&C is known for its overly strict policy on DWI and DUI drivers.
While I am against driving while under the influence, I have been
pulled over by T&C police an inordinate amount of times for no
probable cause and the first question the officer asks is "have
you been drinking?". This causes the public grave concern for
obvious reasons. I believe this policy has been relaxed in recent
years. T&C should not use DWI and DUI as a revenue stream. T&C
Officers should only stop vehicles for legal probable cause.
228. T&C is unfortunately now heading in the same direction as both
Kirkwood and Sunset Hills did - its aldermen were smitten with
the idea of development and retail taxes, and Kirkwood and Sunset
Hills has both now lost their pastoral quiet feels. They are now
just busy, dense suburbs like Chesterfield. / / It also ignored
the interests of their community in larger issues like traffic
congestion and storm water containment. People moved out, traffic
increased, people from other communities now come in to shop and
eat, and it is indistinguishable from any other suburb with no
'brand' anymore. / / Town and Country still has a positive
'brand' -- safe, secure, pastoral, quiet. That's what makes our
property values high and makes people want to live here. Why
change something that already works? / / Please don't destroy
that brand with all this new development that will change the
look and feel of our quiet community, destroy the heritage retail
of that Mason Rd. / Clayton Rd. corner, and make it like every
other developing suburb with big developments and traffic
congestion ... in addition to diversion of resources for storm
water amelioration and other important projects. /
229. T&C needs to focus on filling the retail vacancies and more on
tax revenue generating businesses. Additionally, there should be
term limits on all elected positions.
Having a mayor or
alderman serve for multiple terms is not in the best interest of
the community.
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230. t&c police is great job lets get people running red lights
speeding 50mph on clayton stop parking at church lots and
sleeping
231. Thank the police for keeping our area safe.
removal office as well. We love it here.

Thanks to the snow

232. Thank you for all you do for our town.
233. Thank you for asking these questions!
234. Thank you for considering walkways, pathways, sidewalks and the
like!! I love the system along Clayton Road. It would be
wonderful to have something like that along Conway Road!! /
Longview Farm Park is one of our favorite places! Love the
accessibility of sidewalks to neighborhoods and within the park.
A gem.
235. Thank you for doing this survey.
236. Thank you for the great work you all do.
237. thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback & suggestions &
be involved!
238. Thank you for the outstanding design for the town center. I
especially appreciate the tunnel under Clayton Road.
239. THANK YOU for this survey -- Please add a sidewalk on Weidman for safety reasones!
240. Thank you to everyone who makes Town and Country a great place to
live!
241. Thank you to those in City Government for all the good effort and
work.
242. Thank you.
243. Thank you. /

JFD

244. Thanks for asking
245. Thanks for asking!
246. Thanks for asking. /
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247. Thanks for conducting the survey - good idea and shows that the
Leaders of the City care.
/ / Let's just get something done
about the shoddy builders that come into our nice City and do a
poor job then leave - please have some standards to protect our
nice Town.
/ / Please do something to get the Property Taxes
under control! If not I'm afraid that people won't be able to
afford to live here...
248. THANKS FOR DOING A SURVEY
249. Thanks for doing this survey. I think it is an excellent idea.
I really enjoy the Mayor's articles in the newsletters and all
the updates that the editor provides. Again, I think that the
government people are extremely responsive and we are very happy
to live in T & C. Please leave the deer and turkeys alone. I
hate the shooting/collaring/capturing programs. They are
inhumane.
250. Thanks for doing this survey. It's nice to have an opportunity to
express my views. We love Town and Country. I grew up in Town and
Country and always wanted to live here when I was an adult. I
love the direction the city is moving.
251. Thanks for surveying residents
252. Thanks for the survey.
253. Thanks to our City staff and our elected officials for their
dedicated work and commitment to serving our community. It is
much appreciated and often under recognized. Please keep up the
good work!
254. The alderman should email the top issues on a regular basis for
citizen to provide input or go to board meetings
255. The biggest challenges to Town & Country are (1) the voters
staunchly oppose paying even a small amount of property tax to
the city, even though they pay vast amounts of property and other
tax to numerous other entities, (2) that the surrounding
communities all have vastly more tax generating retail, (3) in
spite of Town & Country's amazing location and beauty, vast
swaths of extremely valuable real estate are permanently occupied
by non-tax paying institutions. Faced with those challenges I
think the Town & Country government does a great job, but if
there is anything that could be done to somehow gradually catch
up with the level of amenities etc. provided by all of the
surrounding communities, it would be wonderful. /
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256. The big development that is coming up does not have enough
barriers at the back between that and the residents on thornbill
coutt. Could some trees be planted in the middle?
257. THe black metal artwork/structure in the middle of the Longview
Park is not a good fit for the traditional and country feel of
the community an park. It is very contemporary and is not
attractive. What would've been perfect is the horse statue that
is planned for the municipal center.
258. the blighted corner at Ballas and Clayton is unfortunate and a
"black eye" on our city. Too bad our aldermen voted down the
excellent option of the Bank/Tim Hortons.
259. The city should enforce drunk driving laws and not offer no point
plea bargains to offenders.
260. The city should look at grants for beatification of major
intersections in Town & Country such as Old Woods Mill & Clayton
and Mason and Clayton. Options would include burying power lines
and erecting better looking light posts that would eliminate
hanging electric wires. St. Charles city has done this and it
looks fantastic. Old Woods Mill and Clayton is the ugliest
section of Town & Country. Beautifying this area should be given
priority.
261. The city should provide leaf pick-up and provide insurance for
lateral sewer repair if needed!
262. The community has about the right mix of commercial and
residential. I would hate to see it become a Clayton or Ladue,
which seems to have way too much commercial.
263. The current elected officials have lowered standards for green
space and aesthetic beauty in our city....shame on them...
264. The deer problem is a disgrace!
265. The Federal government spends $$ like there’s no tomorrow. Would
like to see T & C take a breather on the spending.
266. The last questions should have had a "not applicable" option.
267. The last resurfacing of streets was poorly done.
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268. The Fire protection contract should go out for competitive
bidding when the current contract ends. It should have been
competitively bid this last renewal. / People who drive drunk or
under the influence of drugs in Town and Country are getting off
with just a slap on the wrist. Get serious about protecting us
from drunk and dangerous drivers! / There should be term limits
for the mayor and alderman. Two terms should be the limit. / We
don't need a new city hall at Clayton and Mason. The current
city hall is adequate and hopefully it is paid for. / The new
Children's Outpatient medical building at I-64 & Mason is an
eyesore! Everyone involved in approving such an ugly building
should resign. The same goes for the Pulte subdivision by Town
and Country Crossing. / A "Roundabout" would be a huge
improvement at the Clayton and Mason intersection, instead of the
stoplights. / The playground at Longview needs to be upgraded.
It's looking long in the tooth.
/ The black metal circle and
square "art" in the field east of Longview house is a major
eyesore. Please get rid of it! / We need to double the
maintenance budget for Longview park. If we can't afford to keep
our parks first class then we should not be developing Town
Center. / The proposed Town Center plans looks like a park to me.
/ Thanks for the survey!
269. The last set of questions about city government and services
should have included an option of"not applicable" / Without that
choice people are forced to give an answer when they have no
basis upon which to make a choice.That is like asking me if how I
like a certain food when I have never tasted it.
270. The lawn clipping/brush pickup service is very valuable to us and
our neighborhood - we back up to a large wooded area - and very
much appreciate the pickup service. We love the idea of new
restaurants with outdoor seating. Thank you.
271. The robberies in the area are a concern and frightening. Often
along Conway, clusters of beer cans can be found in the morning
indicating that a party of some sort occurred. Can Police
patrols monitor that?
272. The same vocal few residents have been running this city as well
as getting the puppets elected to office. The good residents of
this city do not want to get involved because of the nasty
elections to keep out true voices of the citizens. / /
273. the sculpture at Long View Park looks like a lady dumpster
diving. Get rid of it.
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274. The speed limit on Cedar Valley Rd is way too high yet there is
still a lot of speeding. I would like to see the speed limit
reduced to make it safer for people in those communities who walk
their children to Drace Park.
275. The topic of the sale of Preservation Park is interesting. I
guess the concept of "Preservation" has lost favor now that we
see how expensive it is to preserve such a park. However, that
does not mean that the property should be sold for an intense use
office development just because that would bring a lot of money.
We should looking for a low intensity use and not trying to
obtain the highest price. I'm also concerned that the current
Mayor seems to have various conflicts of interest, or at least
the appearance thereof, as a result of his representation of
developers in his law practice. The latest example is a nursing
home that is being built near Hwy 141 and Clayton Rd. He should
not take on clients that have Town and Country business while he
remains Mayor.
276. There are too many deer in the area. With 9,000 cars using Conway
Road daily, we need to be wiser than the deer. They left this
area in 1954 when my home was built. Now MO Conservation dept
putting them in Queeny Park. They are in a dangerous environment
= for both man & beast. Do the right thing and get them out!
277. THERE MUST BE A PRIVACY/SAFETY BARRIER ALL AROUND THE PROPOSED
WIRTH PROPERTY PARK FOR EXISTING HOMEOWNERS WHO RISK DECREASING
PROPERTY VALUE AND SAFETY PROBLEMS !!!!
278. There needs to a left turn signal at Weidman and Clayton to turn
into Strathmore subdivision
279. There should a sound wall put up on the 40 outer road where all
the construction is occurring this summer (in front of the Greek
church).
This is very important
280. This is a great place to live. We are very satisfied.
281. This is a very flawed survey. As far as selling preservation
park, I think it should go to the highest bidder. Planning and
zoning should be able to control what is built there. / You are
not able to express your ideas in many cases or reject some ideas
outright. / This is a very political organization so differing
views are not welcomed.
282. This survey seems to ask only the questions with answers that the
government wants to hear.
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283. This survey shows bias and does not give me the opportunity to
respond appropriately. For example, and this is not the only
example I could use, I don't have an opinion about who should buy
Preservation Park (educational or commercial) if it is sold but
I was not able to say that or continue w the survey w/o answering
the question. Same comment about restaurants in Town Square which the survey assumes is a reality. Perhaps residents would
have been given more open ended questions.
284. This survey took longer than the about 15 minutes you put in your
flyer. Thank You
285. Thought should be given to use of Preservation Park funds, if
sold, & using funds to defray costs of street maintenance & Wirth
development. Would try to get the most $ for Preservation Park,
even if it means selling it to a commercial developer. Apply
funds to a priority of street maintenance & then Wirth
development. As mentioned earlier, there should be profit
arrangement e.g. lease, percent profit re restaurants &
restaurants open full day. Surprised there isn't an amphitheater
included in Wirth development to accommodate events like Fire &
Ice, T&C Symphony, etc.
286. Town & Country is a wonderful place to live in. / / I would
like to see the shared cost of sewer lines in this municipality,
similar to that in other municipalities. Also, enforcement of
leash laws for dogs and their owners, along the public trails
would be a plus. / If you need a focus for a speed trap, try
Clayton Road, it's dangerous to be going the legal limit and have
someone pass at a high rate of speed, when you are slowing for
pedestrians and bicyclists. / . / The branch pickup is extremely
useful for your local homeowners who cannot afford lawn crews to
come in to do all their work for them. Retirees on a fixed
income find it beneficial. Please do not discontinue it,.
287. Town and Country can be known for more than its one acre
residential lots. Not all development is a threat to the pastoral
setting we enjoy, planning just has to be thoughtful. One of the
keys is to maintain that balance, development in a pastoral
setting, in future planning. Community and connections are
becoming more important to younger (and some older) generations
and town square is a great start. The primary consideration right
now should not be quibbling over dollars, it should be what do we
want T&C to look like in 75 years. Development is coming, whether
it's the undeveloped property of The Principia or the Wirth
property. So the question is not development vs. no development.
The question is will we be proactive or reactive, and engage in
thoughtful planning that makes sense for the developer and the
community. I prefer the latter.
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288. Town and Country does a fantastic job of maintaining Drace and
Longview parks. They are always clean - thank you
289. Town and Country is a residential community with limited
commercial opportunities. The city needs to remember that.
290. Town and Country is a wonderful City! / It is a wonderful place
to live! / It is my wish that our Mayor and Board of Alderman
will continue to preserve the City as it presently presents. /
If opportunities for growth and development occur, it is my hope
that these opportunities will be explored and considered but
always with consideration of the premise with which this
community was built (preservation of space, wildlife, etc.). What
we give away or develop cannot be regained for or by future
generations. It is our responsibility as a city to consider all
aspects of any changes to life in Town and Country as we know it!
Thank you for allowing our residents to express their opinions!
291. Town and Country is a wonderful place to live. It is important
that we maintain the balance between nature and development . /
We cannot regain what we take away particularly our city's land.
It is imperative that we seriously consider how remaining space
is developed within our city limits. We moved to T&C because of
its offerings,yet it's closeness to major highways and roads
enhanced our access to activity when desired. / T&C is a "gem",
"a well kept secret" to those who have not experienced life as it
is in our city. / / Thanks for asking for resident feedback! /
292. Town and Country is one of the only cities in St. Louis Country
without Sewer Lateral Insurance. A question of that on this
survey would have been helpful to judge resident interest in
such a program.
/ / More traffic enforcement on Mason Road
south of Clatyon wouild be appreciated.
293. Traffic on Mason going North from Clayton has been backing up in
the mornings, more than last year.
/ The on-ramp to 40E is
extremely dangerous with the construction and not enough signage
is posted on 40E prior to Mason regarding the lane reduction. /
Traffic policing in Mason Valley Estates is unpleasant. The
speed meter placed on our street was ugly and inhibited traffic
flow. The bus drivers drive too fast, yet it feels that citizens
are being targeted due to only a few complaints from the same few
neighbors.
/ Last year it took a long time for some potholes to
be fixed, especially at Clayton/Mason. / Lots of garbage built
up on Mason, especially near the construction sites.
/ We need
to encourage diversity on TC government.
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294. Town and Country just keeps improving in every way as a great
community to live in and I hope this doesn't stop. The only
suggestion I have is to move the fire works to the fall festival
when it is cooler weather.
295. trash service is AWFUL!!!!!! repeatedly AWFUL!!!! / couldn't
someone look into having a better pickup service for town and
country? /
296. Until 16 years ago, we lived in California, which is a mess of a
state, so we appreciate everything about the Midwest. We have
been very impressed with the T&C police...
297. Very happy in Town & Country! Best town I ever lived in.
298. Very happy living here.
299. Very opposed to tunnel!
300. Very proud to be T&C residents!
301. Was cut off unexpectedly when this question was reached so had to
start the survey over. / / Branch chipping would be helpful more
than once a year--may another in spring. / / There is such a
rapid change in residential land use in recent years with nice
homes being torn down, even bulldozed into dust in just a few
hours. Some of the McMansion replacements are so big and tall,
changing the original character of T&C, with it's pleasant,
peaceful, surroundings and visible sky. Tear-downs seem to have
become so rampant in our city vs other areas. It is difficult to
see a lovely home bulldozed down in just a few hours. If it is
done, it seems that more thought should be given to recycling
some of its special features and contents rather than becoming
just a pile of dust. Wish this trend would slow down.
302. We agree with the sale of the land by CBC but NOT to use the
funds parks but to put the funds in the general revenue.
Purchase of the land by Straubs was a fraud and a waste of money.
The land should be sold before more money s wasted.
303. We are very fortunate to live in T&C and we appreciate our
government officials and even more so, our police dept.
304. We are very thankful for the branch chipping program.
305. We have a great place to live and the city services are
excellent. The major park and the Clayton walk appear to work
well. / Because the City has extra money, there is no need to add
projects that might be heavily used by non residents and reduce
our safety plus require expensive maintenance.
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306. We have concerns when the city closes Clayton Road for parades.
Last fall the parade it held had Clayton Road closed on a
Saturday for a much longer period of time than was originally
stated. We live off of Clayton Road and could not get in/out of
our subdivision for most of a Saturday afternoon. This is
unacceptable to us. We wrote the mayor and our aldermen. The
mayor understood our concerns; our aldermen was not so
understanding.
307. We have terrific government. Now and need to keep the Wack-A-Dos
out of office, as we have the last 10+ years.
308. We haven't heard what is being done to further control the deer
population. / Also what efforts are being made to fill the empty
retail space?
309. We hope you maintain the fall brush and chipping service
available. Would like to see it again in the spring. It's very
helpful in keeping the green space free of invasive honeysuckle
and other undesirable brush and trees.
310. We liked the fall festival and parade last year! Continuing to
develop family-oriented community events like this will help
attract new young families like ours to the neighborhood. Thanks
for your efforts and hard work for all of us in Town and Country.
311. We Love Living in Town & Country.
Area like EVERYONE else.

Wish we had a Community Pool

312. We love Longview Farms Park and community rooms, but we have
always wished that somewhere in the original farmhouse could be a
little community library--not tied to the County Library system,
but something where you could donate books and self borrow and
return from one of the rooms in the old Zinsameier (sp?) house.
313. We love Town and Country and are very excited for some new
restaurants to come in and bring revenue into the town.
314. We need curbside fall leaf pickup service. The money and energy
that are wasted by having every resident contract to have fall
leaves removed individually is staggering. This is an example of
a government service that could save taxpayers money.
315. We need more information on the schedule for road maintenance;
especially for Mason Rd. and the deep ditches on south side of
Clayton Road.
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316. We need term limits.
There seem to be too many "secure" deals
that get passed by the council. Way too many not for profits
within the city limits.
Lack of protection of city property and
citizens living near the highways.
We need sound walls like
Ladue has along Highway 40. We need guardrails along Mason Road
south of Clayton Rd, and along the South Outer 40 access road
near the dangerous curves and severe drop off.
317. We need to reduce the area deer population to the level
recommended by the Missouri Department of Conservation.
318. We need to stick to our guns on the zoning issues.
319. We really do feel strongly about: /
1. Safety and
accessibility of walking and biking trails and lanes /
developing additional parks

2. Not

320. We see very little value of Town and Country living in Ward 4
north of Hwy 40, outside of fire and police protection.
321. We should let Westminster Christian Academy have lights and the
sound system they have proposed. It would be used only a dozen or
so times a year and CBC has a great field with light and it
causes little disturbance (mostly traffic, so it isn't even the
light or noise people complain about. / Let them have their
lights. I do not have children at WCA nor am I involved with the
school in any capacity.
322. We would like left removal.
323. We would like more assistance from T&C Police when we have an
issue with a sick deer or animal in our yard. They just say they
can't help, it's not their issue
324. We've lived in many areas around St. Louis, and love our T&C
community. Our officials, police, fire, maintenance... everything
across the board is absolutely fantastic. No other area compares.
Keep doing what you're doing.
325. What is up with the construction project going on at the south
side of Clayton Road, just west of Chatsworth Place Drive? It
seems like the project is stalled for some reason. I never see
anyone working there, and the incomplete shell of the building is
unsightly. Can the owner be asked to get moving on this project?
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326. When you ask about our satisfaction with Govt you should
segregate the main 3-5 areas. We are very satisfied with Govt
other than one and that is the length of time it took us to get
approval for building a pool. Our pool contractor almost left the
job because of lost drawings and info being required that wasn't
in the original package.
327. Who profits from this business?

Why is this desirable?

328. Why are traffic lights not put on flash after 8pm? Waste of
gasoline. They operate too late when there is NO traffic at all.
329. Why is the city building a town square when we already have one?
Why would we bring even more development to this part of town?
That area should be used for houses.
330. With increase traffic along 64/40 it would be nice to beautify
the route along the highway. The town should explore curbside
leaf pick up.
331. Wondering if top leadership has become somewhat of a club versus
a governing organization?
332. would like leaf pick-up to be more available. Neighbors end up
dumping leaves in side yard which is unsightly
333. would like the city to provide service of leave collecting . /
334. Would like to have the branch chipping or pickup more than once a
year, especially with all the storm damage recently. Maybe at
least one other in late spring or after severe storms / /
Reconsider the tear-down regulations; perfectly good homes are
gone. / / Have more opportunities for recycling or large item
pickups. / / Need to get the closed retail stores operating
again, especially in the Home Depot mall area.
335. Would like to see branch chipping twice a year or changed from
fall to late spring. With all the storms we have in the spring I
find the branches to be in excess and either I have to break them
down for the lawn refuse service or stock pile them somewhere on
my property. There don't seem to be as many branches in the
fall. In addition, the spring is when you do most of your
pruning, thus creating more branches as well. / Thanks for the
opportunity to participate in the survey. / fyi - the survey tool
was very slow.
336. Would like to see Clayton Ballas section northeast corner
developed.
/
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337. Would like to see enforcement of laws on the books, i.e., trash
cans along Clayton Road. Also same for used cars for sale. / /
Would like to see some services provided to citizens such as
appliance pickup, free trash pickup, etc. Insofar as limb pickup,
that has been a joke. Either comes too early before all the trees
have leafed out, making it impossible to determine which need
removal, or too late in fall permitting unsightly piles
everywhere.
338. would like to see more branch and clippings events - 2 times per
year. / more control of bicyclists on Clayton Road / hopefully
Town and Country keeps the status of no municipal taxes. It is
truly a benefit to all residents as we pay enough taxes / because
of our large lots.
339. Would like to see sewers along Clayton Road.
the maintenance of the ditches and culverts.

If not possible,
Thank you!!

340. Would love to see a curb side leaf pick up like the one is
Ballwin and Ellisville
341. would love to see leaf pick up added to services and then offer
leaf mulch to residents the following spring-similar to what
Ladue does.
342. Would LOVE, LOVE to have curbside leaf pick up in the fall like
Ballwin offers.
Would be willing to forego the chipping program
to put those funds toward the effort. Please, please come pick
up the leaves!!!
343. You should have had an "I don't know" or "No opinion" answer. On
several of your questions, I have no idea. For instance, I
didn't even know that Preservation Park existed.
We moved here
from Ballwin where they had leaf pick up in the fall. That would
be nice here, also. We have a large lot with a LOT of trees.
Thanks!
344. Your questions on Preservation Park are poorly constructed - this
purchase was a boondoggle to defeat commercial development and
ended up being a giveaway to CBS. The outer roads are packed not
with not for profits - high traffic volume with no chance for
income in the event the City reinstitutes a property tax. Should
allow commercial construction along the outer roads. The town
square plan should be rethought - another park in reasonable
proximity to the existing park is overkill.
345. Your survey questionnaire is long. Some questions are somewhat
tricky.
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Appendix B:
Q52:

Resident Comments

If there is anything else you would like to add, just type or write it
in the box below.

346. Yes, several qualifiers. One question, poorly written, asks if
we would prefer sale of existing park property to either a
commercial or educational concern. We prefer that in NOT BE SOLD
TO EITHER TYPE OF ENTITY. The survey would not even allow me to
by-pass the question--it forced an answer to either commercial or
educational. We want NO MORE TRAFFIC INCREASING ventures--not
nursing homes, hospitals, field lights, or sports fields, and
certainly nothing that will increasing traffic on Mason, S. Outer
Forty or N. Outer Forty. Our drive way is already a turn-around
site for all the traffic that misses the entrance to BJC. / /
347. Yes. We do not need more parks and sidewalks. The walkers and
bikes (I don’t think they live in Town & Country) just use the
streets. They think they own them. T & C bought Zins Meyer’s
property some years back and it is used frequently. Also I think
the zoning committee and the alderman/women dud a terrible job on
NW corner BJC letting the Ball Estate go to Maryville (should
have been a subdivision) and eating disorder home (now sold to
bigger company) has made Conway almost a highway and unsafe for
the residents.
348. Yes...KEEP PRESERVATION PARK, Its part of the City history. In 50
years it may be the only green patch left! / I know that there is
vandalism.. (like in other places)..use surveillance! / / If the
city needs money, then they should not make the development of
the property (recent acquisition of Wirth property) so big! . /
Not at the expense of selling our first park! / / The fact that
residents close to Mason and Clayton fought a big development
doesn't equate that we all need to support this high expense on
that corner. Can something be left to a new administration with
new plans for whatever the future brings? / / I did not like
the question of "preference" for the use of preservation park if
selling occurs. If the response is DO NOT SELL...I should not
have been forced to answer that question . / / Why was not
there a question about entrance signs? Do we like them...or are
we offended to have rusty dented outdated signs everywhere? / /
Thank you.
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